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Preface

The goal of this book is to help parents of children with mental
handicaps learn how to teach their sons and daughters about rela-
tionships and sexuality.

The book and accompanying discussion guide were developed
for the Maritime Parent Sexuality Education Project This two and a
half year project was funded by Health and Welfare Canada and
sponsored by the Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince F.dward
Island Associations for Community Living.

The purpose of the project was to train parent educators to
help groups of parents in each of the three provinces to become
influential in the sexuality education of their children. During the
first two and a half years of the project, two educators from each
province facilitated programs for over 300 parents. Each program
ran for 21 to 24 hours, usually once a week, sometimes twice a
week. Parents of children with a wide range of ages and ability
levels, some of whom also had physical disabilities, participated
enthusiastically in the programs. In the last six months of the pro-
ject, some parents from each province committed themselves to
undertake extra training so they could continue to support other
parents in their regions once the project was over.

The first draft of the book and discussion guide were exten-
sively reviewed by the parent educators, by ten profenional
reviewers and by over fifty parents who participated in the parent
programs The teaching strategies were thoroughly tested and new
ideas tried out. Parents observed changes in their children and in
themselves. Mostly they said that both they and their children
became more relaxed with one another. Thus, this final version of
the book and discussion guide is a result of many heads put
together to give other parents and educators a practical guide that
works. We hope you find it helpful.

Note: You will notice that throughout the book, the use of "he" and
°she is alternated. This is done on purpose to avoid sexist refer-
ences and to stress that all of the information is equally important
for parents and children of both genders.
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Introduction

I leach young adolescents and I was curious to compare
what tau happening to them with what was happening to
Susan. 'Men she was about I Z I noticed that the play with
her Barbie dolls bad changed. It went from taking Oar
claims on and Of brushing their hair and so on to having
two dolls act out situations and doing the voices for each. A
lcg of the conversation was of a ort of =Nal nature. They
were talking about making love or making babies or going
to bed together. I think she was tryin8 to understand her
own new interest in sex ber own sexual development, trfing
to undetstand the nature of a relationshp between a man
and a woman. She chose to do this, not by talking to us
direc*, but ty working it out with the dolls. trIbat I learned
Ems, she is no diftrent than the other kids.

Rob

More and more often, children with mental handicaps are growing
up at home, making friends in the community and going to neigh-
borhood schools. Some children are in regular classrooms. Parents
want their children to have the same opportunities as everyone
else and to live as independent a life as possible. But they worry
about whether or not their children can learn to cope safely and
responsibly with the social scene. These arc some of the concerns
they have shared with us.

Will my child ever learn to act prolvrly with others? Ile hugs
eveyone he meas, no matter who it is.

Iny son discusses private family matters with perfect
snungers. It's so hard for him to remember who he can tell
what.

9



SHARED FEELNGS

How can I teach my small daughter the glue and take of
play with othere She wants everything her way. The other
kids don't want to bother with her

My daughter would go with anyone. Shet so trusting. One
kind word and she'd be gone. I wony she'll be secualb,
abused.

My son has a girifntmd at xhool. He sax be want; to marry
her and bay e a bahy.I know they do a lot qf Imam. Wlsat
do I do?

How do I prepare my daughter for menstruation? She
screams at the sight of blood.

My son bac a lot of extra needs. He does not seem very inter-
ested in other people. Is there anything be needs to know
about sex? How would I teach him?

My daughter gets teased and bullied at school. How can I
help her without 'mum imply& myself in every little inci-
dent?

I don't think my datghter could manage a marriage. Yet I
think she has a right to have a sexual relationship. But
sonwtimes Iftsst donV know how Iftel about that.

Thi3 book deals with questions like these and many others. It is
wntten from the point of view that sexuality education involves
three things:

1. developing self-esteem;
2. teaching social skills;
3. giving sexual information about bodies and feelings.

It contains tips that will help you to:
help your children feel confident about themselves;
help them learn how to make friends and how to be a friend;
help them to learn the kinds of behaviour that are okay in public

and the kinds that are only okay in private.

It also contains ideas that will help you talk to your child about
body changes and sexual feelings. The book gives some facts

I 0



about varieties of sexual expression and about many different sex-
ual issues. To help you ggt started, we givc some examples of
words you can ut.e. We encourage you to tak alma any sexual
issue in the context of your family's values.

Throughout the book, parents share their own experiences.
They discuss their concerns and what they are doing abmn them.
They share suggestions that they think would be helpful to other
parents. (To protect their privacy, parent's names and those of their
children have been changed.)

As you read the book, ask yourself what goals you have for
your child and for yourselves. Picture your child as an adult. Will
he live with you or away from home? Will he have friends? Will he
be involved in community activities? Will he go to work? How will
he get around? By bus, walking? Or will you drive him every-
where

Some children have more needs than others. Some of your
sons and daughters will be able to live more independently than
others. One youngster may be able to date and to cope with the
responsibilities of marriage. Another young person will be happy
with having a close friend; still another will be content to be
involved in social activities with a group.

Think of your child's growing up socially and sexually as
climbing the steps on a ladder. You are giving her the opportunity
to learn to climb. You teach her the skills little by little. You don't
have to do it all at once. You let go little by little, allowing her to
learn to climb on her own as far as she can. And remember that
when your child slips, that's okay. She's going to make mistakes.
You are not responsible for everything she does. Nor can you
always protect her from all hurts.

One father said "We have to teach our child so much and we
have to do it over and over. And now we're supposed to teach
about sexuality too?*

The tips in the book are easy to fa into your daily routine. You
will find that you're using many of them already. We hope the
book is helpful.

Note. All the resources referred to in this book are listed in the ref-
erence section at the end of the book.

1 1



How Do /to Feel?
MEWS' FEELINGS
ABOUT HAVING A CHILD WITH A HANDICAP

If the point of this book is teaching children about sexuality, then
why is the first chapter about parents? Because we need to recog-
nize and understand our own feelings, reactions and difficulties in
order to help our children understand theirs.

The birth of a child with a handicap is never easy for parents
to deal with. The process of coming to terms with the event can be
long and painful. Conflicting feelings are inevitable:

your Joy in the birth of your baby, versus your sorrow at the fact
of her handicap;
your determination to help your child develop to his fullest, ver-
sus your exhaustion at realizing the effort this involves and your
fear at what the world holds for him.

Many parents feelings of pain and conflict surface in three areas:

CHRONIC SORROW

GUILT

MARITAL STRESS

In this chapter, we'll focus on each of these areas and use the ideas
and experiences of other parents to illustrate both the problems
and possible solutions.

CIIRONIC SORROW'
We used to think that parents "resolved" feelings of grief, anger or
sadness at having a child with a disability and eventually came to
"accepr the situation. We know now that it is more usual and nor-
mal for some of these feelings to remain, often under the surface,
waiting to be retriggered by events such as birthdays, or milestones
such as school entry, becoming an adolescent, or leaving school. it
is at these developmental milestones that we realize more acutely
than at other times that a child may not be achieving certain things
*on schedule* such as reading, learning to drive, going to their first
school dance, etc.

2
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These feelinp are natural and normal. Some parents experience
them grongly; others not so much. At each new milestone, the sor-
row may be less acute for many parents. For others one particular
milestone may be felt very intensely. For instance, a child begin-
ning adolescence, having her first period and starting to show
interest in boys may bc almost as gressful as the initial diagnosis.
For another parent, a child leaving school and looking for employ-
ment may be particularly stressful.

For two years, I really did not celebrate Nanol binhday.
Then I realized that I was still mad that she could do sucb a
thing as be born with Down Syndrome. Now as sbe develops
I am learning to see the handicap less and to s e e her more
as a person with all her gyls and faults. Last year when sbe
was four sbe proudly played her first piano piece at a
recital. ft was one note repeated over and over and sbe did
it in perfect rhythm. She marrhed up to the stage with such
seg.-confidence and tow so delighted. And was ecstatic._Brenda

The idea of chronic sorrow certainly rings a bell for me. Our
son, now 17, has many needs. Each birthday seemed to
bring so little cbame compared to other kids. It has taken
many years and lots of bard wolf: with him, with the xbool
*stem and with other services to be4) him learn that being
with people is fun. He never used to reach out to abets or
show that be enjoyed company. Weve wor*eil very bard to
include him in family activities and integrated after school
prqgmms. Now he's in an integrated class at school. That
has beOed a lot. Last weekend be went to his first school
dance and be was very excited to go. He did not really
dance, but be was obviously so happy to be there with the
other kids. That evening was one of tbe halViest I have expe-
rienced as a mother What a milestone for him.

Yes I think chronic sorrow is a normal experience. But we
need to talk about the joy we feel when our children achieve
a new developmeru. For me, the sorrow can be very deep,
but the joys are also very high. There does not seem to be
any in between on the continuum between joy and sorrow.
It is the joys, like Jason going to his first dance, that give us
hope.

Janet
:3



HOW DO MU FEW 7

Vihen dealing with chronic sorrow, it helps to accept that some
recurring sadness is normal and to be expected. Simons, in After
ibe Vegas suggests parents think aheud and plan for events that
may trigger sadness. Do something that will help you through,
such as being with a good friend, going somewhere together as a
couple.

'fly not to keep your feelings all bottled up.
Remember:

Sbared py Ls doubt e py; sbared sorrow, ba f sorrow.
Alan Loy McGinnis,

The Friendship Factor

GMT
Parents collect guilt the way antique hunters collect old glass. It
seems that as soon as a baby is born, someone fills a syringe and
injects us with several ccs. of it. Parents who have children with
disabilities often get an extra dose. How come? It may be because
they think the child's problems are their fault (they are not); or
because our society does not yet really value people who appear a
bit different from whatever is considered *normal". Parents of chil-
dren with extra needs also spend a lot of time at doctors' offices, at
physio or speech therapy, at parent-teacher meetings. Each profes-
sional has a different view of the child and gives different advice. It
can seem at times that no matter what we do, someone is sure to
tell us that it's wrong.

Most parents take their job very seriously. (You would not be
reading this book if you did not.) They try to be perfect at it. They
often have unrealistic expectations of themselves and of their chil-
dren. As one mother said, l feel it is a reflection on me as a moth-
er if my son screws up in public."

Daring one parent meeting, parents good-humouredly drew up
a list of things they felt guilty about. Draw your own conclusions!
- expecting too much from their children
- not expecting enough
- being too strict
- not being strict enough
- working away from home
- not working away from home
- following the "experts° advice when you know you are right
- not following the °experts* advice
- not playing with the children,though you spend whole days with

them

14



8 SHARED PERMS

- playing with them so much you don't have time for yourself
being too involved with the Association for Community Living

- not being involved enough with the Association for Community
Living

- feeling ashamed of a child for one reason or another
- feeling ashamed of yourself if he behaves badly
- being a single parent
- not having the best doctor, dentist, speech therapist,etc; someone

else's is always better
- not taking enough pictures
- leaving a child with a sitter
- pet guilt: resulting in getting an animal even though you hate it
- piano and other lessons guilt
- not feeling guilty at all!

Guilt can bc bad for the health. it causes stress and can make us
ill. It can also affect our self-esteem. If we can't avoid it, how can
we make it easier to live with?

Become more selective about guilt.
Divide it into earned and unearned guilt. Earned guilt comes when
we do something hurtful, dishonest or tacky. Give it a couple of
hours of regret, just long enough to learn from it and then let it go.
Then there is the unearned kind of guilt, the kind to which parents
are most susceptible.

In her book, Celebnue Yourself, Dorothy Corkille-Briggs says it
is important to separate our person from our behaviour, thoughts
and feelings. Every guilt-ridden parent believes: "I am what I do".
This self-image needs to change. Sometimes our behaviour may
need te change but we are not our behaviour. If we have assigned
ourselves the label of bad parent, changing any of our parenting
methods will seem overwhelming.

Ilow can we become less sclf-critical? Begin by talking to our-
selves differently. For instance, instead of saying gMy son acted up
in school today. I'm such an incompetent mother," try "My son
acted up in school again; I'll find out what happened to see what
can be done".

Do not feel guilty about your *clings.
Do not apologize for how you feel. Level with your spouse and your
chadren. If you yelled because you were tired or worried about some-
thing, let them 'mow. 1 apologize for yelling at you. I was worried
about Grandma's illness and I took my worry out on you. I'm sorry." if
you yelled at them for bad behaviour, let them imow afterwards how
the behaviour affected you. It lets them know you're human.

15



HOW DO YOU FEW 9

Milk out your feelings with other parents.
There is nothing like sharing common experiences to bring on a
feeling of relief and reaururance.

Do increasinly less for your children.
Instead help them to do for themselves and to assume responsibili-
ties they can handle.

Do not feel totally responsible for your children's mbtakes.
There are many others besides yourselves who influence children's
behaviour. For instance, a teenager may have learned well not to
hug visitors who have been told not to greet him with a hug, but
will respond eagerly if someone asks for a hug. You cannot control
the actions of the whole world.

Do not feel guilty about taking time away from your children.
Parents have their own needs and it is important to meet those
needs. If your relationship suffers from too little private time, you
will have leSs energy and resources for your children and then you
will feel guilty about that too.

It is okay to have to spend more time with a child wbo has a
handicap than with the other children in the family.
Let the other children know that their brother or sister learns to do
things more slowly and needs more help than they do. It's okay to
be honest with children about this.

Erase tlw words "'should* and "musr from your vocabulary.
"Should", states Dorothy Corkille-Briggs, is a word we use to judge
ourselves. And that judgment usually takes the form of self-blame
which is guaranteed to ensure more guilt.

FOR SINGLE PARENTS
Single parents may experience an extra heavy dose of guilt at
being the only parent. So they try to be both mother and father.
Often there seems to be no other diversion from the loneliness of
being single. The result? You focus all your energies on the child.
And what gets lost? Your own needs and identity as a person and
your child's growth to some measure of independence.

Support groups like Extend-A-Family and parent discussion
groups are a boon to single parents. Don't hesitate to reach out
and ask for help. You deserve it.

1 f;



10 SHARED FEELINGS

MARITAL STRESS
Marital stress is so amnion and normal in families who have chil-
dren with handicaps that no parent need feel surprised or over-
whelmed if it happens to them. And, as Robin Simons says in 4fter
tbe Mos, no one need feel that they should handle it alone. In
fact, it is a sign of strength to get help from a marriage or family
counsellor. Sometimes, it takes an objective third person to help
couples open up about their feelings so they can support one
another.

Aside from the sheer fatigue of caring for a child with extra
needs and the strain of working with the professionals who are
involved with the child, there are some pretty good reasons for
tension in a marriage after a child with a handicap is born. Perhaps
if we mention a few of them here, parents can begin to understand
that they are not unusual.
How parents are first told about the handicap may affect
their relationship.
Dr. Stan Ilanamaker, a paediatrician and a father of a child with a
disability gates that often the doctor may inform only one parent,
usually the mother. She is then left to share the news with her hus-
band. As the "bearer of bad news". she may unwittingly become
the object of his frustration and disappointment. He doesn't mean
to cast her in this mold; it just happens that way sometimes.
Couples need to talk openly about their feelings so that they can
sec one another as persons rather than as a symbol of each other's
pain.

Sharing feelings is not easy.
Men in our culture are raised to keep feelings inside, to be
"strong". And few men have a close male friend to whom they can
unburden themselves. They have had very little practice in identify-
ing and accepting their emotions. Women are luckier in a way.
They have been raised to show feelings, to talk things out with
friends and in support groups.

Mothers awl fathers often handle things differently.
Our family roles and °rules" are structured in such a way that
fathers tend to be less involved with their children than are moth-
ers. They often think that the best way they can show support for
their wives and children is to work harder at their jobs. Mothers,
trained as nurturers and care-givers, are very involved with their
children.

When it comes to solving problems, men and women go about it in
very difkrent ways. Men tend to look at problems objectively; they ana-
lyze them. Women tend to look at the emotional side of a problem.

7



HOW DO FEEL? ii

Lerner, in her book, Dance ofAnger, states that men and women
have grown up learning a different way to deal with anxiety. And
certainly, parenting a child who has extra needs creates anxiety.
When men become anxious they tend to distance themselves or
withdraw from the situation; when women become anxious, they
look for emotional closeness through talking out their feelings.
Women urge their partners to share their feelings. But urging some-
one else to change does not usually work.

The more one partner wants to talk about feelings and the
more she tries to get her partner to do so, the more the other with-
draws. Or the more one partner detaches himself from the prob-
letn, the more the other tries to get him involved. So one partner
pursues; the other distances.

This pattern is what Lerner calls a "circular dances, a dance that
two people get locked into without really knowing what is hap-
pening. If it persists, each partner comes to resent the coping style
of the other and couples grow emotionally apart from one another.
Neither partner is to blame for this situation really; it's just that men
and women have grown up speaking two very different languages.
No wonder misunderstandings and mutual resentments occur! Ws
only natural.

Fathers tend to handle having a child with a handicap 4:
ferently than mothers. We each feel as much pain and dis-
appointment. But we cope differently. My daughter has
epilepsy and a mental disability. My husband coped by
working battier at his job. Ile was more objective about the
problem than I was. I ccped by diving in and learning
everything I could. I tried to be the perfect Mom. He said "So
she has problems. But let's just take i t one step at a time.
There is only so much we can do." I thought he 441;1 care
enoggh. He thought I was too emotional and that I overre-
acted to everything. Actually, be was pretty overwhelmed
too, but be thought be bad to be strong and not show Ufor
my sake. I ended up doing all tbe feeling work for both of us.
He didn't have to! The more l tried to get him to look at
things my way, the more be withdrew. We did not commu-
nicate rationally about our differvnt ways of looking at the
situation. We just blamed one another We were not very
good at listening to one anotber. We became isolated from
one another and eventually separated. I have friends who
went through the same thing. One man I know could not
share any of his feelings about his son with his ttrife. In faa,

I s



12 SNARED PEIELNGS

like many men, be could not share bis feelings with anyone.
Ile coped by going skiing and crying on the ski slopes
instead.

Karen

Because I wantl work,: g, I took on all the care cf our son
who has !'oth physical and mental handicaps. I was the one
therefore who became knowledgeable about his condition
and searched out ways to care for his needs. I began to
resent my husband for doing so little and told him so,
repeatedbi. And then I realized that I never gave him half a
chance. When be did care for John I was w crttical o f his
methods; I was the evert and unfortunately I let him know
it. Aim I wanted him to gtve me some emotional support
and be bad trouble doing that. Ile just buried himself in bis
own work. last year I tivnt back to work. At first I hired sit-
ters. Then guess what? Joe began to take over much of the
care. Both be and John enjoyed their time together. And
after I got used to leuing go, I began to enjoy him more too.
For years I bad been so wrapped up in bit care that I did
nothing else. I bad no friends, no outside interests. I began
to feel there was no me lejl. Well I bate discovered that by
having some interests of my own and timefor myse f I can
enjoy the time I spend WO my son. I am las resentful and
we enjoy each other more as a family.

Linda

I was raised litx other men, t o think that most of the child
care would be done by my wife. But after our daughter was
born with Down syndrome, Penny became quite ill for a
time and I did much of the pareruing, all t b e cuddling and
all the worry about her heart condition and so on. It.s inter-
esting though; after Penny recovere4 the whole relationsho
Alto& I worked at my job; sbe did all the parenting. So
when ail the hassles with the educational system started
happening in kindergarten, it was Penny wbo was taking
the brunt of all that activity. If there was a problem, she
would call and I would go with her to the school. But she
did mast cf tbe work. She began to put a lot of emotional
energy into Swan and fiat a s she did ibat, I found myself
withdrawing to some extent. There just was not mom for
two people to be putting in that kind cf emotional enerzol.

1 9
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Also sabot Penny was worried about Susan slow pmgress at
learnim to talk my way o f supporting her tau to give advice.
I timid say," Just by A2 rekm we knew t was going to take
time. She has a good speech thenspist. lirbrtyirg int? Rolm to
her. What sbe really wanted was a good listener But I
became tbe superobjective advice ram That inliaiated ber
and rightly so. Penny needed to talk aboutfewlirws. She :was
to setlAscks in Susantptvgrasfar more vehemently than I do.
For instance shell say, 'Something has gone wrung at schook
oh no"; and she gets very upse4 Ill say,"Something's gone
wrong at scboo4wbat can we dv about itr" Neither tem was
tun& into each other's style of reacting to pmblems with the
mum& that we war growing apart

Ironically, both of us acre very involval with our A.C.L. but
fir different ?mons. Penny went to go emotional support; I
got involved with all kinds cf committees as a way of with-
drawing from the situation at home. Like many Dads, I was
resenting the time my daughter was taking from our gme
together as spouses. Wbat I didn't realize tAls tha: V" I man-
ed sharing the load more at borne again, we would have
time to he tqgetherf It took a bout offamily counselling when
Swan started having behaviour problems last year to get us
to we what was happening and to make some changes. I
Vend more time with Susan, just the two rf us. Penny and I
now go together Iv parent-teacher meetings. Since Penny is
less involved with Susan, she has developed same outside
interests and sao she feeLs more lik e a person these days. We
do talk and listen to each other more Although well proba-
bly not change our styles of coping all that much, at least we
understand each other's style more and that helps. We can
laugh at the way we are now.

Bob
These kinds of problems can happen in any marriage. But the
strain of caring for a child with extra needs sometimes makes
everything seem harder to deal with.

How can a couple break out of these patterns?

Learn to listen to one another.
Share needs and feelings without blaming or putting one another
down. Chapter Two offers tips on communication between parents
and children that work for couples too.

2 f)
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Look for support Aar both rarents.
Parent groups can be an ideal source of support. Groups offer a
place for sharing ideas about how to get needed services, easing
the child care burden and so on. Some centres have fatlwrs' only
groups where men can learn to talk out their concerns with other
men.

rake time to be together without ran. child.
Parents have their own needs and their own relationship to nur-
ture. If the relationship Is not fed with frequent doses of fun
together, it will suffer. And then there will be less enemy and
strength to parent in the way you want to. Ways to make this pos-
sible? Get in touch with your local A.CL. They can help arrange for
respite care or an extend-a-family service so you can get a break.

Stop trying to change each otixtr.
That only results in frustration. Yr)u can only change what you do.
The parents' stories in this chaoer illustrate this. Linda stopped
undermining joe's efforts to care for their son. Penny and Linda
both decided to become involved in other interests and work.
When they stopped devoting all their waking hours to their chil-
dren, Bob and joe moved in. Bob stopped trying to change
Penny's emotional responn to crises involving their daughter.
Instvad, he learned to appreciate the degree of empathy and caring
she had for Susan's struggles. And Penny learned to appreciate that
Bob's objective, rational approach to problems helped her put
them in perspective and her anxiety lessened. He also became
more involved with Issues concerning his daughter. This increased
sharing of the revonsibilities gave them more time alone together.

Recognize that you both have *Sings and need to face them.
In the parent stories, Linda was also doing all of what Lerner calls
the °feeling work- for joe. She expressed all the neediness and
wish for togetherness and support for brxh of them, making it pos-
sible for him to avoid facing his own sadness and need for sup-
port. By taking the step to make a significant change in her own
life that met some of her own needs, she broke the pursuit-distanc-
ing cycle and gave Joe a chance to face his feelings and spend
time with his son.

These stories make it all sound simple. Of course it isn't. We
suggea you read Dance of Anger by Lerner to learn more about
how to change patterns that are not working very well.

2 1
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=um. STRESS
After the birth of a child with a handicap, a couple's sexual rela-
tionship can also become a source of marital stress. For example, it
is not at all uncommon for a father to become impotent after the
birth of a child with a disability.

This kind of reaction shouldn't be as surprising as it often is.
Fathering a child with a disability can be such a shock to your self-
esteem that it causes you to question your own sexual worth and
ability.

One couple put it this way. °Our child is a result of our sexual
relationship. We felt responsible for his difficulties even though we
know we were not. So we just avoided sex, lost interest. It took
time and lots of talk to come to terms with our feelings.*

Talking with a qualified therapist can help you understand and
come to terms with your feelings about fathering or mothering a
child with a handicap. Understanding that sexual difficulties may
be the result of your feelings of guilt and disappointment is a big
step toward resolving the situation.

A word of reassurance
Research indicates that in marriages where couples talk openly,
share similar ideas about parenting and so on, having a child with
a handicap is not as likely to seriously disrupt the relationship. Lots
of support from family and friends makes a difference too.

There is certainly a lot more bolding w together than Susan.
In fact V there weren't, we probably would not sull be
together. Despite our difficulties we sbare a vety strong
bond witb one another. We have worivd together to advo-
cate on ber bebay: As setvices to kids and parents improve,
ibe stress on families will be a lot less.

Bob and Penny

We'd like to add that once society learns to value people with
handicaps enough to provide the kind of services that will help
them grow and develop together with e.-eryone else, then the
strain on families will be considerably lessened. Complete commu-
nity acceptance will make a big difference to the stress on parents
and to their feelings.
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The Next Step
So far we have talked a lot about issues like marital stress and feel-
ings about being parents. How come? Because these things can
often affect how comfortable parents are in helping children deal
with their sexuality. These issues are not really different for any
family. Most couples have difficulty acknowledging that such prob-
lems are part of their lives. We hope that bringing them out in the
open will help you realize how common and normal they are.
Knowing that you are normal is the first step in dealing more
openly with issues concerning sexuality. Recognizing that your
children's sexuality is just as normal is the next step.

2 .3



Putting Sexuality into Perspective
What do we mean by the words *see and *sexuality"? "Sex" can
simply mean gender - whether you're male or female. Sex can also
mean the physical act of sexual intercourse. 'Sexuality" on the
other hand, really refers to the whole person - your thoughts, feel-
ings, attitudes and behaviour toward yourself and others.

Sexual feelings, then, include more than Just physical sensa-
Ions. They also Include how we feel about ourselves as male or
female, how we feel about our social role as man or woman, and
how we feel about our relationships with others of our own or the
opposite sex.

110W DID YOU LEARN ABOUT SEXUALITY?
Sexuality is something we learn. Sex - whether we're male or
female - is inborn, but sexuality is not.

Our genitals can have sexual sensations even before we're
born, but everything else about our sexuality - our feelings of mas-
culinity or femininity, how we feel and behave towards people of
our own or the opposite sex - is learned from others.

By listening to and watching others, we learn what to say, how
close together we should stand when we talk to one another, what
kinds of touch are okay in public and in private, who we can
touch, who we cannot touch, and when and with whom it is okay
to have sexual intercourse. it is like learning a script in a play.

We learn our values and attitudes about sexuality from many
sources; our parents, religious teachings, our culture, the media,
friends, school and so on. MI of these influences contribute to bow
we feel about our bodies, how we react to our sexual feetings and
how we behave sexually. Depending on what families, religious
institutions, cultures and neighbourhoods we grew up in, each of
us grows up with a slightly different script.

What script did you learn as you grew up? To find out, try the
following exercise with your spouse. If you are a single parent, try
it with a dose friend. Share the answers to the following questions
with each other. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers.

1. What feelings do you remember about being a boy or a girl?
Did your parents expect different things of you than they

2.1
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expected of your brothers and sisters? If so, how did you feel
about that? How did you feel about children of the opposite
sex?

2. What were your family patterns about talking about sex, nudi-
ty, hugging and touching one another?

3. What memories do you have about sex play as a child? If your
parents were aware of it, what did they say or do? How did
you feel about sex play?

4 When did you first become aware that your parents had sex?
What feelings did you have?

5. What did you learn about sex from your friends, both boys and
girls? What feelings did you have about this information?

6. What memories do you have about your first menstruation, wet
dreams, your body developing ( or not developing when you
thought it should)?

7. What memories do you have of your first *date*, your first kiss?
What feelings did you have at the time?

As parents, we cannot really choose whether or not to give sexuali-
ty education to our children. We do it every day, mostly by the
example we set. Children learn much about sexuality (as wc have
defined the word) by watching us. And kids copy what they see.
So we need to ask ourselves; how do I want my child to feel about
himself and others? How do I want him to behave with others?
Let's ask ourselves some important questions:

Do we generally treat one another with affection and respect?

Do we hug and touch each other in front of our children or do
we keep all our affection behind closed doors?

When wc argue, do we listen to one another's point of view?

Do we negotiate and compromise or do we leave arguments
unresolved?

Can we share feelings, both the good and the bacP Feelings like
appreciation for things we have done for one another or shared
with one another, love, joy, sorrow, sadness, anger? Or do we
keep them to ourselves and assume our partner knows how we
feel?

Do we share household and child care responsibilities?

2 5
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Some parents believe that sexuality education is something
only mothers do. Not so. Both parents give powerful messages
to kids about how men and women behave and treat one
another. We are our children's most important sexuality educa-
tors. Our own experiences, attitudes, beliefs and examples
influence how comfortable and effective we are in this role.

WHAT ARE CHILDREN LEARNING WHEN ThEY LEARN ABOUT
SEXUALITY?

learning about sexuality means being held, cuddbxl, stroked
by parents and caretakers.

The closeness of feeling their parents' skin against their own gives
babies a sense of safety, of being loved. Lots of touching lets us
know that others can be trusted.

It is good to see more fathers cuddling and hugging their chil-
dren. Because of a taboo in our culture that says "men do not
touch" or a wrong belief that hugging and touching older children
means Incest, many fathers stop touching their youngsters after
early childhood. But teenagers need lots of hugs too.

Probably the mast common disease in Nonh America is skin
hunger. We need to be touched to keep feeling good about our-
selves. Wb all need four hugs a day to survive, eight for comfort
and twelve to really thrive on! Lots of touch teaches children about
giving and receiving good feelings. Babies who do not get enough
touch learn to be uncomfortable with their own bodies and do not
learn to trust others.

Learning about sexuaiity means finding out what it means to
be a boy or a girl.

When a baby is born, the first question we ask is, "Is it all right'?
The next question is,"is it a boy or a girl?" From that moment on,
we treat each sex differently. We give plenty of cues to the little
boy or girl about which gender it belongs to. We hold boy and girl
babies differentir we even talk to them differently. A girl is
"sweetie" or "anger; a boy is little tiger". By the age of three to
five, a child has a firm sense of I'm a boy" or "I'm a girl." They are
sure of it and that certainty cannot be changed. Preschoolers'
dress-up games - "You be the Daddy; be the Mommy" - let
them rehearse their roles as adult men and women.

Nowadays many parents teach their children that boys and girls
can do the same things. Yet, we still encourage them to play with
different toys and to play different games. Boys are still taught to

e
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control their feelings and to be aggressive while it is okay for girls
to cry. 'You are a boy and must act like one' and ,"You are not a
gid so you must not act like one*. This message implies that being
a girl is actually a poor thing to be! So if a boy cries or is gentle
and sensitive we tell him he is "too much like a girl, a sissy".

Learning about sexuality is being curious about your body.

When babies discover their fingers and toes, we are delighted. But
when they discover their genitals, we worry that they are discover-
ing the pleasures of sex 'too early". We think of sex in the adult
sense but a baby is simply learning about his body and its pleasant
feeling&

Most small children masturbate, some to orgasm. In fact, about
eighty percent of boys have masturbated to orgasm by the age of
thirteen. Fewer girls have, probably because they have been taught
that masturbation is wrong even more than boys have. It is normal
for a baby to find pleasure in her own body. It is an important part
of normal growth and development

We think it's cute when small children play at being Mommy
and Daddy. But what happens when they engage in sex play:
exploring each other's bodies, sometimes imitating sexual acts?
These games are simply the chikrs way of learning important
knowledge about the bodies of the other sex. We tend to look at
childhood ..ex play with other children through "adult-tinted lens";
we read our own attitudes and erotic sexual feelings into the acts
of children. Children do not look at their sexual exploration in the
emotional, value-laden way that we do. To them it is just an inter-
esting way to find out about others.

Do young children with mental handicaps follow the same
course of development? Yes, indeed. They experience the same
feelings, the same curiosity about others. lf, however, for one rea-
son or another, they have not had much chance to play with other
children, or if their play is highly supervised, they may miss out on
the usual opportunities for sex play that most children get involved
in. And there are a few children whose interest in playing with
other kids does not develop until much later anyway.

!fere is another possible difference. Children usually find out
very quickly that their sex play is not appreciated by adults. So
they go underground.

They play doctor games to hide what they are doing. Sex play
does not necessarily stop as children enter the early school years.
Kids simply make sure that we don't discover it. Children with
intellectual handicaps have more difficulty picking up the idea that
adults do not appreciate such play. So they are less apt to hide it.

27
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Also, if they need help with personal care for a long period, we
may observe them touching themselves at a much older age than
we would see the same behaviour In our other children.

When my daughter was about ten, I observed her touching
her developing breasts and rubbing ber vuka. At first 1 told
her to stop, that it wasn 't nice. Then I realized that I did the
same thing at about that age. The only dfference was that I
made sure no one saw me. Mgan still needs big, with
bathing and *wing so naturally I'M going to be aware of
it more. Actual134 when I got wer being worried I was real-

pleased she was curious about bawl! How normal

Robin

Learning about sexuality is nanning, playing, wrestling with
friends in the neighbourhood.
From about five until eleven, girls tend to play mostly with other
girls, boys with other boys. Most kids have a best pal and they are
usually inseparable.

Sometimes, as strong sexual feelings begin to emerge around
11 or 12, two best pals may feel some sexual attraction for one
another and some sex play may occur. Often sleep-overs provide
the opportunity for girls to compare breast size, boys, penis size.
Again, such play is a normal part of growing up. It is not the same
thing as homosexuality In the adult sense (more about this later).
At this age too, many children begin to daydream about sex.

Learning about sexuality is coming to terms with the physi-
cal changes of puberty and wonderlog,"Am I normal"?
Each child's timetable for experiencing the physical and emotional
changes of puberty is uniquely his or hers. There is much varia-
tion, whether or not a child has a mental disability. A girl's first
period can happen anywhere from eight to sixteen years for
instance! And boys may have their first wet dream any time from
about 11 or 12 to about fifteen. Except for a very few children, the
age at which a child starts to develop physically may have Rule
relationship to the level of a child's handicap. As far as interest in
the opposite sex is concerned; some kids want to date and experi-
ment with necking and petting by the age of 13; others are not
much interested until 18 or even older.

What else can we expect? Most teenagers, both boys and girls,
masturbate. And most children have sexual fantasies. Lots of young

28
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teenagers have crushes on a favourite adult, a teacher or rock star,
for instance.

Young people with mental disabilities have the same feelings
as any ottxr child. But they may be confused about what they are
feeling and how they can express it. If a child talks openly about
being in love with a teacher, or shows it by hugging the teacher,
he may get teased by other kids. Some kids can feel very lonely
and rejected by others. This can certainly be true of children with
intellectual handicaps who may for the first time feel that they are
somehow different. As kids are getting u.wd to their changing ixxl-
les and feelings, their self-esteem may take a dive. They become
very preoccupied with what is happening to them.

Friendships and the peer group are important influences at
adolescence. Kids are yearning for independence and there is often
a tug-of-war with parents as youngsters want to asstane more
responsibilities and make their own decisions.

teach young adolescents and I was curioto to compare
what was happening to them with what was haWening to
Susan. When she uss about 12, 1 noticed that the pky with
her Barbie dolls bad changed. It went from taking their
clothes on and off, brushing their hair and so on to having
two dolls act out situations and doing the voices for each. A
lot if the conversation was of a son of sexual nature. They
were talking about making love or making babies or going
to bed together I think she was hying to understand her
ouii new Interest in sex, her own sexual development, hying
to understand the nature of a relationship betwe e n a man
and a woman. She chose to do ibis, not by talking to us
directly, but by working it out with the dolls. What 1 learned
was, she is no different than tbe other kids, _ Rob

HELPING YOUR OMDREN LEARN Amour SEXUALIIY

Try this exercise. Ask yourselves and each other this, 'What did I
want to know at 14 to help me deal with my changing body, my
sexual feelings and fantasies, how to get along with boys or girls?*
A good way to do this is to sit back and relax, close your eyes and
take a few moments to picture yourself at the age of 14:

What was going on in your life then?
What were you like then?29
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How did you dreste
What was most important to you?
Who NM most Important to you?
How did you feel about your changing body and feelings?

Share your memories with your partner.
Such sharing may help each of you get to know one another in

a new way, from a different perspective. It may also help you talk
about the values you hold about male/female roles, sexual exprcz-
sion and so on. What you learn may surprise you. Ironically, mcst
couples rarely communicate about sexuality. Knowing where each
of you came from may make it much easier to decide how you feel
about your children's sexual development. You will then have an
easier time deciding how you will handle their sexual behaviour.

Now think about your own teenagers. Ask yourself the follow-
ing questions. What do they most need to know? Is it any different
from what you felt and what you wanted to know? The answer is a
resounding 'no".

It isn't that your children's feelings are any different than any-
body else's. It is just that they may be less subtle than other kids
about letting you know either in words or through behaviour what
they are feeling and thinking.

As we have mentioned, some youngsters may be much more
likely than other kids to talk about their fantasies and crushes.
Some children may take longer than others to learn the °scripts'
about what social and sexual behaviour is okay with whom. And if
they do not get special coaching or if they do not get many oppor-
tunities to be with others, they are going to have trouble learning
appropriate behaviour. So we end up thinking that their sexual
development is somehow different.

And society's attitudes about sexuality and mental disability
don't help us much. Wrong ideas like, "People with disabilities are
oversexed: they masturbate more, or molest people more' don't
help us. What can happen if we believe this notion? We might
0snoopervise" our child more and be on the lookout for sexual
behaviour. Then when we inevitably find it, the wrong idea gets
confirmed

There is another wrong idea that is quite the opposite this
one. It is, °People with intellectual disabilities stay like children and
do not get interested sexually In other people*. What might hap-
pen if we believe this idea? We ignore the fact that our child is
becoming an adult and restrict social activities. So he never gets to
learn what everyone else does and does something inappropriate
in a public place.

30
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Confusine For sure. So we repeat, children and young people with
disabilities are no different than the rest of us. They share with the
rest of us the usual interest in closeness, tcoching, affection and
being 01n on things*.

We never really e4xxted that David would be interestai in
girls. What a surprise when we got a call from school one
day Wren be was 16. The teacher sigd that be Atvid a girl
were taugbt" necking in a large closet/ He told us that be
and Dana were in love and were going So get married some
day. lie seemed so childlike in so many other wax. We
thought be was so bandimpped that be wodd not have any
ideas or feelings about set And listen to this! We told him
that necking at school was not okay. Gum what be said?
°The other kids in Grude 9 kiss and bug rebt in front of
their lxkers. How come I can't? Nobody tells them to stop."
We really bad to think about that one. 11 occurred to us that
somabow ue pay more attention to kids with handicaps who
do these thinp in public. I guess lots of people are prep-
dical against them. So as a mult we end up tfying to make
tbem more perfect than other kids. itt cenainly don't watu
him to be necking in public. But w e bate to undentand
bow be feels.

Jim

There is something else that needs to be said. Some young people
may never be completely independent of parents. They will need
some continuing care throughout adulthood. It can be very painful
for parents to face this fact. So it might be easier and less painful in
some respects to continue to treat growing young adults as chil-
dren. Parents may well be very uneasy about letting go', and may
limit children's social opportunities. They may also be reluctant to
acknowledge their youngster's sexual feelings and be afraid to risk
the development of a close relationship with someone.

When you have a child witb a mental handicap, there
seems to be no end to tbe parenting process, evecialOt tbe
handicap is guile severe. You notice that the child isn't
becoming less dependent on parents RS much or as soon as
other kids are. Some handicapped children may not have
tbe skills to become completely independent. So you can
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begin to s e e your son or daughter &c a permanent child,
even though that isn't the CaSt you have got Imam, into
thinkng,"she a gang to be a child for a long time," then
you don? mccenize that you've got to belp them grow up.
la not just teaching them to walk and talk and feed them-
selves. la thinking, Viet 15. she did not have a handi-
cap whew would sbe be? nal would she be doing? What
decisions would sbe be making on her own? And how close
are we to that?* So we work at making opportunities for
friendshp to denicp, relationships mast* the family. And
we work at helping her learn to get around town on her
own and so on. It certainly isn't my. But we want our own
to together after she is grown. (Bob dexribes thew efforts in
Cbapter 3.)

_Bob

So another part of helping children deal with sexuality is to change
your own perspective about your child's developing sexuality. All
children show signs of sexual awareness: they touch their genitals;
young children look at and touch other children; they masurbate;
they giggle at someone of the opposite sex; they develop crushes;
they want a girlfriend or boyfriend. Instead of worrying, we need
to celebrate them as signs that our children are developing and
growing like others and like others want to be in on things.

Obviously, we're not suggesting that youngsters get the green
light to behave in any way they wish. We Just want to let you
know that their feelings arc normal.

Our son, during his early Nan, did not show much interest
in other people. He uvis withdrawn in his own world. We tke
wonted bard to include him in integrated social and school
activities and to spend time just playirkg with him or rather;
teaching him to play, just interacting with him hoping be
would eventually realize that it was fim to be with people.
At Ii, be was beginning to bug us without being prompted.
And be bad just discovered his penis and touched it a lot.
He was getting dumped on for a at xbool. Of coum, we did
have to teach him to do his coloring onbt in his room. Bra /
was just so excited that be bad discovered be bad a new
part/

32
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And remember thi& your child's developing social and sexual inter-
est is a sign that you've done some good parenting simply by
encountging the development of friendships, by including your
child in the activities of other children!



Listening And Talkin
mps MAT Boosr suz-co

At 13, Theft behaviour was getting out of band. He bad fre-
quent tantrums and once be even cut up some of my
ckithes. We began to get alarmed and finally went for fami-
4! counselling. The counsellor pointed out to us that evety
time she asked Tal a question, one Oita would answer for
him. Wt bad been doing I for so many years that we did
not recognize that Ted was gmwing up. lie wanted to speak
for &over lie certainly found an effective way to get us to
notice his fnatmtioni

Doreen

How can I help my son or daughter improve their self-esteem?

This is one of the questions parents ask mcdt often in workshops.
Parents recognize that how their children feel about themselves
influences how well they will handle all parts of their lives. Self-
confident children feel loved and valued simply because they exist,
not just for what they accomplish.

All of us love our children. Pot, as Corkille -Briggs states, there
is a big difference between being loved and feeling loved. We may
be very much valued but if our parents words and actions do not
match their feelings, at least most of the time, we will not feel par-
ticularly special.

There are specific things that parents can do to help young
people feel that they matter. Most parents do many of them natu-
rally. So this chapter should be pretty reassuring. Most of us, how-
ever, appreciate some tips on how to improve what we do.
We can help kids become confident, self-assured people by:

helping them learn about all of their feelings and how to exprem
them;
talking and listening to them in ways that help them deal with
their feelings;
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helping them learn to make decisions and solve their own prob-
lems;
helping them learn to get along with others and to make friencb;
helping them understand their changing bodies and feelings.

This chapter begins with suggestions for teaching kids what feel-
ings are all about. It then focuses on tips for talking and listening
particularly in relation to helping kids (and parents) deal with their
feelings. It also talks a bit about problem-solving. Chapters 4 and 5
cover the other topics.

LEARNING ABOUT' FMINGS

How can you let people know when you're happy or sad? How
can you tell how other people fee?

Some children, especially some who have very challenging
needs, take a long time to learn what a feeling is, how to expren
feelings and how to recognize that others have feelings too. Until
someone learns all about feelings, it will be very difficult for him to
understand what he is feeling and to let you know how he is feel-
ing about something.

It will also be hard for him to learn to make decisions where
the feelings and rights of others need to be considered. Learning
about feelings and how we express them can Iwip a child learn
how to be a friend. ft is easy to see, then, that learning about our
feelings is absolutely necessauy before we can learn to make
responsible decisions about how to express our sexual feelings. So
Ibis discussion about feelings is really the nuns imponam section of
the book.

Here are some ideas that parents and teachers have shared
with us that can help your child understand more about his feel-
ings.

Use mirrors to reflect feelings. You can have your child stand in
front of a mirror and say, °Who is this'? If she points to herself or
says her name, say "Very good. This is Jane*. Look in the mirror,
make a happy or sad face, name it and ask your child to copy the
expression.

Take advantage of the "teaching moments. When you observe
your child expressing happiness or sadness, for instance, take her
to the mirror and comment on her expression, saying "You look
happy. I can tell because you're smiling. That is a happy face. You
must be feeling happy because Grandma is here to visit.'
If your son or daughter is showing anger, say that you know he is
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angry because his face is showing ft and he's stamping his feet.
Play a game of trying to guess what he is angry about and say
"Well, I would be angry too if someone grabbed my favourite toy."

When you let the child know that you've guessed what he is
feeling and state that you also feel that way sometimes, he learns
that he has feelings too. He also learns that his feelings are normal.
Books like I Have Feeling, Sometimes I Itel Sad; Some:bytes I Feel
Angry are fun to read with your child. And don't just read the
story. If your child can communicate verbally, have her look at a
picture of a child with a happy expression and ask her some ques-
tions.

How does this person feel? Happy or sad? How do you know?
Why might she be happy? What is happening in the picture? What
makes you happy? Show me how you look when you're happy.

Express your own feelings.
If you are happy, sad or annoyed about something that your child
has done, let him know in specific words. *I feel very annoyed that
you threw your plate on the floor. It makes more work. Come and
help me clean it up."

Play charades. Show an emotion and ask your child to guess
what the feeling is. Then have your child show a feeling and you
guess what ft is.

Tell an unfinished story. Ask your child to finish the story, either
verbally or by acting out how a character might feel. For example,
"Once a little boy went to the circus. He saw a lot of clowns. They
made him . When the lions roared, he felt ."

Give your child a chance to express his own opinions, likes and
dislikes. This may be time-consuming but it is worth the effort. if a
child has great difficulty with his speech, it is very tempting to
ignore him in family discussions. Families sometimes become mind
readers. If someone asks him a question, someone else answers.
"Ted, what do you like to do after schoolr "Oh Ted likes to go to
the park after school, don't you Tedr Do not answer for him, if a
waitress asks him what he would like to order, give him time to
state it hitnself, even if ft is frustrating for you.

Remember When children learn that all their feelings, the happy
ones, the sad ones and the angry ones, are acceptable and impor-
tant parts of being a person, they will feel betler about themselves.
When we give them permission to bave all their feelings, it is so
much easier to help them choose how to expirss them in ways
that won't hurt themselves or others.
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TALKING AND LISTENING 'MAT HELPS MS PEEL GOOD

Recognizing and accepting feelings is the first step. Next we need
to talk about how to listen when our children talk about their feel-
in8s-

Just bow you talk with and listen to your child can make a real
diffemnce. The following tips on communication are ones that you
can use when either your feelings or your children's feelings arc
involved. Practising the skills can help pave the way for talking
more easily about sexual topics.

I am indebted to Dorothy Corkille-Briggs and Adele Faber and
Elaine Mazlish for many of the ideas discussed in this section. If
you arc interested in reading more on this topic, their excellent
books are listed in the section on additional reading.

Think Aim* What Ton Say
Why do we need to talk about methods for talking and listening to
children? After all doesn't it come naturally? Wel, not really. Few of
us grew up with parents who knew how. We needn't blame our
parents however. Their parents didn't know how either.

The way we talk to each other has a strong influence on how
we feel about ourselves. And, in turn, how we feel about ourselves
influences how we talk to each other. There are ways to communi-
cate that help us feel lovable and worthwhile. There are ways to
communicate that make us feel stupid, incompetent, rejected. The
patterns we have learned as we grew up are often not the ones
most likely to boost our self-confidence.

My parents certainly loved me and most of the time I really felt
valued, even when my behaviour left something to be desired. At
other times I remember scoldings that really stung. Statements like
"How c.Aild you be so stupidr or "Stand up straight; why do you
have to be so awkward; why do you keep bumping into every-
thing?" or "You can help me bake but try not to make a mess like
last time* ... You get the picture.

For many of us, name-calling, criticism, judgments, lectures and
threats peppered the language we heard as we grew up. Most of
us promised ourselves that we would never talk like that to our
own kids. Famous last words, as they say. In moments of utter
frustration or anger (feelings that sometimes may have little to do
with the children but everything to do with being upset about
something).

Before you come down too hard on yourself, remember: If the
times we treat our kids' feelings with respect outnumber the goof
ups, no harm done. If we do goof, we get another chance when
we apologize. "Look, I'm sorry I blew up at you. I was really wor-
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ried about something at work and I took it out on you." Kids
appreciate honesty.

Kids' Feelings Matter
There is another thing that parents sometimes do without realizing
It. We tell kids that their feelings are not as important or as intense
as they think. They get the message that they shouldn't feel a cer-

tain way. You know the scenario;

"Mom, I'm afraid of the big dog."
"No you're not dear; he won't hurt you."

"Dad, I'm hungry now."
"No you couldn't be. It's an hour to lunch time."

In a film on communication skills by Jessie Potter, there Ls a
delightful scene in which a small boy appears in his parents' bed-
room and announces that he is afraid of the thunder. "No you're
not dear", replies a sleepy parent. "Go back to bed." The small boy
replies indignantly, "Then what am I doing out herer
Try an experiment. For one day, keep a record of what you say to
your child. Count the number of times you do any of the follow-

ing:

lecture,
give instant advice,
interrogate,
criticize,
deny his feelings in some way.

Here's an example of what I mean. Your child comes home from

school and says tearfully,"john bad; took my lunch out of my desk

and threw it away"!

Usual responses:

1. Why did you let him get away with that? How many timt. s has
this happened? Why does it always happen to you?
Irwftyff questions always bavea critical tone and lots of ques-
tions always sound threatening. The tnessage? !tie done some-
thing wrong.

2. So what did you do to him?
Tbe message? I'm being blamed and I didn't even do anything.

3. Next time you should just tell him to stop.
Instant adute-giting a neverappreciated. The mane' You have
no ability to help tim ik cfwetys to handle your ownproblems.
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4. There's no reason to cry about it.
Denies chiloltfeelings. The massage? YOuritelinp am not
imponank they are not even okay.

5. Come on now; don't cry like a baby. Big boys don't cry.
judamental. The wage I'm not an *ha y person.

6. Oh, that's terrible for him to do that to you. You poor kid.
Overly sympathetic, pitying. The move? Mem helpless.

Imagine yourself in the same situation as the child, or better still,
think of an incident in the last couple of weeks that upset you In
some way. Perhaps someone dumps on you at work, ;or instance.
You feel angry, upset, frustrated, put down. You want to tell some-
one.

Suppose the person you tell responds in one or two of the
ways illustrated. How do you feel? Probably angry, upset, frustrat-
ed, put down! Do you feel like continuing to talk about your prob-
lem? Not likely,

These responses are communication stoppers because little by
little they chip away at our self-esteem. Why ? Because the mes-
sage is "How I feel doesn't matter; I guess I'm not really much
xxxi*. If we treated our friends like that, how often would they
want to be with us?

So what do you need most? Most of us simply want someone
to listen with understanding, to see our situation as we see it, in
other words, to respond with evatby All of us need to have our
feelings respected. I know that when someone really listens to me,
I feel accepted, cared about. I start being able to think of ways to
handle my feelings and my problem.

Empathic listening
What does empathic listening sound like? It isn't simply listening
without saying anything at all, although sometimes that helps,too.
Let's try the above situation again.

Child comes home from school and says tearfully,
"John bad; took my lunch out of my desk and threw it away*.

Steps to empathic listening:

Look at your child.
Parents and kids often do too much talking and listening without
actually looking at each other.

Notice your child's body language as well as the words.
aenched rsts, shaking, etc., often tell more about feelings than
words do.

3:4
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Think of a word that could describe the child's feelings.
In this case, anger is probably pretty accurate.

Put the feeling word into a phrase:
"You're really mad about thatr or 'That must have made you mad!"
Say the words with genuine feding, otherwise they won't mean
much.

Not too difficult! But suppme you have been hearing this sad tale
for weeks? You feel angry and upritt that your child is being victim-
ized. Moreover, you remember that you often felt victimized as a
teenager and that your parents kept urging you to stand up for
yourself. Their urging only made you feel worse. In fact you feel
you still have trouble being assertive. You feel you often let other
people wa!k all over you and you don't like that quality in your-
self.

It's much easier to give empathic responses when our kids arc
telling us how happy or excited they feel. Most of the time it's not
that hard when the feelings are about being sad or scared. But we
can get hooked every time if the situation is emotionally charged
for us, if it triggers something we don't feel very good about in
ourselves. Then we're more likely to criticizejudge or blame. If we
recognize what is happening though, we have a better chance of
nipping the critical or blaming statements in the bud.

In fact, one of the biggest benefits of learning to listen with
empathy is that you will be better able to separate your feelings
from your child's. When that happens, both of you are freer to
work on solutions to his problems. (See Chapter 4 for tips on
teaching assertiveness.)

There are other benefits to empathic listening too. Kids learn
that:

any feeling I have is okay with Mom and Dad
my feelings belong to me, no one else.
my feelings have names. When I know what rm feeling and

why, I can begin to take steps, with Mom and Dad's help, to solve
the problem that is making mc feel sad, frustrated or angry.

Here are a few more examples.

1. Child: Boys in Grade 9 call me retard.
Parent: Being called a name like that must really hurt.

2. Child: I good hockey player; I going to play with Wayne
Gretzky next year.
Parent: You feel pretty pleased to be able to skate and hit the
puck so well.
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(Some parents worry about their youngster's fantasies. Remember
that most kids have them. They just may not make you aware of
them. It's not important to try and talk your child out of his fan-
tasies. It doesn't wedc anyway. In fact, if you say *Oh it isn't possi-
ble for you to play with Wayne Gretzkr, the youngster is likely to
get defensive and angry. He will not discard his dream. In fact, he
might ding to ft all the more. Hell feel better knowing you under-
stand how important playing hockey is to him.)

3. Child: I loveJim. We get married and have a baby.
Parent: You must feel pretty happy to have a friend like Jim.

How easy was ft few you to read this response? Probably a lot hard-
er than if the child had said *I love my new puppy* and the
response was °You feel pretty happy to have him." How come?
Because it triggers all our worries about whethe or not the child is
likely to get involved in sex. This is a natural concern and leads to
a common question.

Doesn't responding to feelings give permission for any kind of
behaviour? Indeed not. Empathic listening gives permission for all
feelfts, not actions. Obviously some behaviours must be limited.
People mug not be hit even though we might be very angry with
someone. And most parents feel that sex is not for young teens.

Remember acknowledging feelings opens the doors for talking
about appropriate behaviour. Well talk more about dealing with
sexual feelings in Chapter 5.

Is acknowledging feelings enough? Is giving advice always
wrong? No. Kids need help in dealing with their feelings and solv-
ing their problems. They need help in learning how to behave
acceptably. It's how we go about this that makes the difference
between having a child who continues to rely on us all the time
and one who learns to work out some dilemmas on his own. How
can we help without immediately giving advice?

Kate and Stephen

Stephen is 18. Over the years, We at school bas not been
easy for bim. %Men be comes home I can alwax tell by the
look on his face whether or not be is upset. 1 am pretty good
at acknowledging his feelings. But then I would ruin things
right away. I would immediateOP assume he'd been 0; trou-
ble and I would ask him "Did you do something wrong at
scboor Stephen always said 'yes" but be wouldn1 tell me
what bad hammed. In fact, I found out later that be said
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70s* even though most cf the time he hadn7 done anything
wrvng. He Just did not know bow to tyspond. And be cer-
tainly did not get any less spa.

His way of handling any kind of stress was to go in his
room and masturbate. Plow, feel fine about masturbation;
itt normal for anyone. I think in okay belps lessen
anxiety too. But Stephen didn7 seem to haw any whir way
of dealing with strm and be masturbated for hours. It
kgan to interfere with his other activitiet at lasst I couldn7
get him interysted in other things ofter xhool and I didn't
think that was heatthyd would feel the same way V his only
(mile: for anxiety was sucking his thumb or rocking.

So simpb) acknowle4ging the feeling was not enough. My
nert statement made him feel bad and it certainly was a
commation stqpert I couldn7 get any firther. And some-
times I would start giving him lots of advice. Wills hippens
again, why don't you talk to the teacherr That didn't help.
He just got mad and started yelling a t me.

So I changed what I said to "You're fee:iv upset; somethim
must have happened at xbool." That was better. He seemed
to understand then that I was with bim and willing to
understand his feeling. He might not tell me right away
what happened but after an hour or iwo be would some-
times tell me. 11V not as easy as u s with the other kids. With
them the conversation might go like this:

Ybu're really upset about something.

Yeah, 7bm bugged me all day and I got the blame for some-
thing be did.

Boy you must be pretty mad about that.

Yet*, I think 1111 stay away from him for awbik; be's bad
news.

Probkm solved'

Stephen can't realb, think things through like that. So I
decided to play a guessing game to find ow what the trouble
was. I really ne &lied a sulkstittae for "Dia you do somethim

4 2
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without resorting to blaming (You never listen. How many times
do I have to tell you to stop?), threats (If you do that one more
time, there will be no going out for a week), and so on. We've
mentioned before that such tactics are hard tml the self-esteem.

When we're really upset, our words tend to sound like we're
focusing on what is wrong with the child, not on a behaviour that
needs to change. What works then? 'fly these steps:

Describe the problem, what you see that is not okay.
1 see milk spilled all over the floor?

State your feelings, always beginning with the word 'gr.
"I donl like to see milk on the floor? Say it with feeling. Being
quiet and completely cool only hides your feeling and sounds
phony. No screaming of course, but let him know you're bothered.
Why start with "r? Why not "you'? After all it's the child who
behaved badly. Yes, but it's you who feels upset, not the child! "I"
focuses on your feelings about the behaviour that displeases you
and does not imply that the child is a bad person; does not dump
on his self-esteem. What happens if you say, "You dumsy kid; you
make me so mad, spilling milk and not wiping it up". "You" state-
ments accuse and put people on the defensive. You may get coop-
eration for awhile but at the expense of the child's good feelings
about himself.

Offer choices about how to handle the problem.
"Want to wipe it up with paper towel or the more" This strategy is
guaranteed to get cooperation. It lets the child know you expect
him to clean up the mess. And he gets to make a choice about
how! That feels good.

Give descriptive praise for his efforts.
Let the child know, in specific words, that you like the way he is
helping clean up. And slip in a few encouraging words about his
clean-up technique! 1 feel really pleased that you're cleaning up.
And you're remembering to put the paper towel in the garbage,
too. Good for your Your feedback should state exactly what he is
doing that pleases you. General statements like *good boy" are
meaningless to kids because they don't let them know what their
strengths and skills are. We'll talk more about giving feedback and
encouragement in Chapter 4.

itmd over these steps again. Do you notice how they turn some-
thing negative into a positive situation?

.14
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A WORD ABOUT ANGER

Corkille-Briggs states that anger is a cover-up for other feelings like
fear, frustration, fatigue, embarrassment. How to handle it? First
accept that you have very strong, negative feelings. Then think
what the real feeling underneath the anger might be. Share that
feeling with your child. Telling her the real feeling is less frighten-
ing to her. She also learns to understand more of her own feelings.

TAKE ME TIME 'ID ENJOY ONE ANOTHER

I see so many families where the tvlationshit; between par-
ents and children is mostly one that involve the parents
teachtng somehing to the child. And thatt natumi, Iiments
atr very conscientious about wanting their kids to do as
well as they can. And there are so many professionals
instructing them on how they should help their child. The
;peach therapist gives one list of instruction% the plosiother-
apist another, the psychoksist and the teacher even more
instrixtions. It must be exhausting! ?beret so much $tress
attached to feeling that one should accomplish everything
on the lists. It leads to a kg of pressure and frustration for
both parents and kids. I think what gets lost sometimes is an
emotional connection that happens when parents and kids
relax and simply enjoy being together

A family counsellor

So how can parents find time to simply be with their kids when
there is so much to be done during the day? How can they create
what Corkille-Briggs calls genuine encounters, the sort that truly
help kids feel valued and that contribute to self-esteem? Certainly
touching and hugs help a lot. And so does talking to kids while
you go about household tasks.

Life with kids can be very frustrating. These tips on listening
and talking can be most useful when either you or your child is
under stress or when you're feeling tired and frustrated with one
another. They don't necessarily work with all kids all the time but
are useful for some kids some of the time. Perhaps your days can
be less of a struggle if you try them.
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Teaching Social Skills

We have goals for Susan. We want her to bave friends, a Job
that gives ber some satijaction, a place to live. Right now
we need t o think about the small stips sbe needs to take to
get ber to that goak what we'd like to we her able to do a
few months from now, next year

Bob

My daughter is onlyfour but altriuly I'm thinking about her
adokscence. Mere must be some things I can teach ber now
to get us both neady.

Brenda

These two parents are expressing the wishes of many who want to
equip their children with the skills they will need to live as full a
life as possible. In this chapter we'll talk about some of the things
they can do to reach their goal.

To summarize, the four key points are:

GIVE YOUR CHILDREN THE CHANCE TO SPEND TIME WITI I
OTHER PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY KIDS THEIR OWN AGE.

Provide opportunities for young children to play with other chil-
dren in the neighbourhood. Create opportunities for teenagers to
spend time together after school.

MAKE A CONSCIOUS EFFORT TO TEACH YOUR CHILDREN TI IE
SOCIAL SKILLS THEY MAY FIND DIFFICULT TO LEARN NATURALLY.

Greetings and Polite Conversation
How do you say *Hellos? What do you say next? Who can you
hug? How do you shake hands? What do you talk about?

f;
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Ptth lie and Private Pbces
What's the difference between *public* and 'private'? What kinds
of things are okay to do in private, but not okay in public?

Assertiveness
How do you handle a bully? How do you stand up for yourself?

TEACH SOCIAL SKILLS STEP BY STEP.
I. Decide what behaviour you want to teach.
2. Demonstrate the behaviour.
3. Practice the behaviour in private.
4. Give feedback to your child.
5. Practice the behaviour in a safe public situation.
6. Reward good behaviour with praise. Catch them being good.
7. Substitute appropriate for inappropriate behaviour.

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN HOW TO MAKE DECISIONS.
Stan with easy choices. Offer support when the decisions become
more complex.

GIVE YOUR CHILDREN THE auNcE TO SPEND TIME 'WM
OTHER PEOPLE, ESPECIAILY KIDS THEM OWN AGE.

When children with extra needs spend a lot of time with other chil-
dren, they pick up acceptable social behaviour simply through the
interaction with others. Such opportunities are extremely impor-
tant. They allow the child to learn the art of getting along with oth-
ers, to make their own decisions and to learn the consequences of
the decisions they make. Some children will benefn from some
extra coaching in learning how to get along with others so that
they will be welcome friends.

In the following stories, three parents describe the ways in
which they gave their children the opportunity to spend time with
others and helped them to make the most of these interactions.

Brenda and Nancy
HELPING NANCY LEARN TO PLAY

Nancy Ls in a regular day,are. I want her to play with chil-
dren wbo don't have handicaps to be4) her learn what
eveaed of her by simply being around them. Already her
speech is improving. And in our neighborhood, I do as
much as I can to make sure other children will think our
home is a greatplace to play. We have picnics on the spur of

-17
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the momen4 a diess-10 box puzz* plivdough, a sandbox
and s o on. I make sure that the activates are the ones Sang
enfox and can takepan In easik CAbeneisig shel$ left out.

I do have to swam* more than I did wah my older daugh-
ter because Nancy has trmible knowlng bow to take turns.
She can be quite a bully sometimes. So we have practice
pkty sessions. I play with a favourite toy for a minute, then
band it to Nancy. then ask her to give t back t o me after
one minute. I tell berathis is bow tve take bone. Or we
muck block. .51)e stacks orw I stack the mat and so on. I kaii
b wmucbl like it when sbe waas until Ms her turn.
ego make a point o f praising her when she is playing well
wig; other children.

I know itt going so take time. The hardest pan for me if not
to feel guilty when she is being a pest. I simply have to keep
evplaining to other parents that she may take a little longer
to learn certain things than other children and I captain
bow w e are trying to teach her. I have to keep reminding
nose! f that young children who do not have disabilities are
not particularly adept at playing cooperatively either I also
have to remember that other children can bully her too and
that it is important not to overreact simply because she has a
dtsability.

Bob and Susan
HELPING SUSAN LEARN TO DATE

Susan is Aileen and has Down syndrome. For a couple of
years now, she has beigun to realize that she has difficulty
learning. She gets kased by other kids sometimes and that
buns. Frankly, I don't know who it buns more, Susan or us,
She has always been in *eclat education and therefore sep-
arated from others at school. But we haw alwar enrolled
ber in integnued after school program swimming and so
on. In Just that now, ia harder to find friends for her She
does have a "boyfriend" at school, though. We have
observed them "smooching.' in dark corners at school
dances. We wony that she'll get involved in set 1 IP# look for-
ward to the day that she will ha t e a satkbing sexual rela-
tionship with someone, but not yet please! She has much to
learn about bow to develop friendships with both boys and
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pis. So we decided *at instead of worrying about what
could &Wen at a school dance, we would teach her to
socialize under our supervision.

We taught her bow to use the telephone to invite someone
over. Men we planned toga/her what the kids would do for
the evening and helped her cany out the plans. It could be
listening to records, mom pciocom, gong a game with
us. And if they want to go ou4 we go with them. 4Tit t a
movie they want to see, we help them go *rough the news-
paper to make a choice. Susan tends to want evetything her
own way. So we demonstnue for her the two of us making a
decision about where to go for the evening, each taking the
feelings of the other into account in making the decision.
Then wel I prompt her aYou said you would like to go here.
AskJohn bow he frets about that, wherv be would like to go.

Susan gets very Jealous if her boffriend dances with some-
one else or even talks to someone else. We told her that she
doesnl own him and that she can dance with other boys.
Well, that was the one piece of our advice that she followed.
Now sbe says she has four boyfriends! So we tuk oursettes,
what have we done'

Like most teenagers, she doesn't usually listen to us, though.
We've talked to her about sexual feelings, love, fealouv and
so on but u e think she needs another adult she can confide
in about those things. At the moment, she does not have a
close girlfoWnd so we found her a °leisure buddy". Karen is
grvat. She's willing to share her own ccperiencts. And she
knous our values; that is that bugging and &ming ts okay
but intercourse i s for adults. So she is able to steer the con-
versation in that direction. Susan loves Kamm.

We also have an extend-afamily for Susan. She has some
annoying habits, like wiping her nose at tbe table, for
instance. She'll listen to her second family about things like
that far mom than to us. We can get into some roxsi battles
somermes. Matt realv no different than any parent-teenager
relationship, I gum Sbe trying to assert her own identity
and move ausy from US; pretty normal. I t is banter for us to
let go because we wony about her fuetnwnt. So we create the
opponunittes, stpervise aid coach her so uel I feel more com-
fortable about letting hergo°rr ber own at some point.
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Gecoge andJason
WIDMING JASON'S HORIZONS

My only son, Jason, is 17. I: has been bard for me to accep
his handicap. A father has such &yes ibr a son, you know,
following in Dadt footsteps, acbievim things his father
wanted to and didn't/ I I took awhile for me to see I was no:
doing either qf us much good with that altitude. He has
always been a loner; sby, standing on the sidelines. Last
year I got him itwokyd with the volsautfer fire dcoartment.
The fellows have been wonderful, teaching him first aid,
bow to take care cf tbe fire engines, gradually givim him
some nvonsibility. He takes his frponsibilities rim sedous-
bi and has acquired a new seV- confidence. And having a
hobby like that goes him something to talk about. He is
becoming more sociable. And I am realizing that be is
capable offar more than I :bought.

MAKE A CONSCIOUS FIFORT TO TEAM YOUR CHILDREN
THE SOCIAL SIMS THEY MAY FIND DIFFICULT TO LEARN
NATURALLY.

Simply providing the opportunities for socialization is sometimes
not enough. The parents we've just heard from were also doing
some coaching - they were consciously teaching their children how
to act around other people.

Three areas in which many children need coaching are:

Greetings and Polite Conversation
How do you say *Hello"? What do you say next? Who can you
hug? How do you shake hands? What do you talk about?

Public and Private Places
What's the difference between "'public° and "private'? What kinds
of things are okay to do in private, but not okay in public?

Assertiveness
How do you handle a bully? How do you stand up for yourself?

Greetings and Polite Conversation
Our society can be very confusing for someone with a mental
handicap. It is difficult to know how dose to get to someone we
are talking to and ft is hard to know what is okay and not okay to
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talk about. It is not always easy to decide who we can hug and
touch or who can touch us.

As parents, we might wish we did not have to teach these
things. Vie wish our society were more spontaneous and loving. Ail
of us would benefit him more touching and hugging of one
another. However, we do have rules that govern how we are with
otiwrs. Time rules take time to learn.

ThE ''WHO TO HUG" QUESTION
It can be particularly diMcult for children to remember who they
can hug. All of the parents we talked to told us that their children
had problems with learning how to behave around people in dif-
ferent categories of relationships.

My daughter &es etayone she meets. She m(ght remember
at the beginning of a visit that she shouldn't but by the time
the visitor leaves, she always manages to get a hug in. In
cute now when she% four but ft certainly will not be socially
acceptable later on. And I uvrty that she may be =oily
abused if she doesn't learn a little discretion. _ Brenda

Jane is so naive. I have bggun a new relationsb40 and ,she
asking me all sorts of questions. She is especially curtous
about sex. I* been answering her questions because I think
she is entitled to the information. Cut then I bear her telling
ber own minion of what I've said to mew acquaintances!

Karen

If bad known Jive ;ears ago what I know now, we would
not be having the problems we are now. Our I I year old
has Down syndrome. We are teaching him to take the bus
by himself He bad no trouble learniqg the route. He now
knows which bus to take and he knows where to get off.
However a young friend te ours goes WO him to keep an
eye on him and help him learn to behave on the bus. To our
&may, be entenains the whole bus load! People laugh at
his antics and that just gets him going all the more.

Don

The first step in helping your children learn how to behave toward
different categories of people, is to make them aware that there are

5 1
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different categories. These distinctions are not obvious to children
and need to be explained very carefully and very frequently.

PEOPLE ITS OKAY 70 HUG
There are a few people in your children's world that are okay to
hug and be hugged by, every day if both people want to. These
include: parents, a boy or girlfriend, brothers and sisters. Hugs feel
good to these people and you feel good when you hug them. But
it is important to ask first, because the other person might not want
a hug just then. For example, if Dad and Mom are busy cooking,
they will want to waft until later. Instead of a hug, you could make
them feel good by helping to set the table.

PEOPLE zrs OKAY 70 RUG SOME77MES
Timm air other people that you may give a hug to on special
occasions, like your birthday. You may give them a hug when they
come to visit, just one hug. (You do not give hugs every few min-
utes during the visit and you sit beside visitors, not on their laps0

PEOPLE YOU DO NOT HUG
Official People
These are ministers, policemen and teachers that you've met. You
say hello by shaking hands.

Helping People
These are people like doctors and dentists. You shake hands to say
hello to these people, too. it's okay for a doctor to touch your
body, because she has to make sure you're healthy. Sometimes this
means touching the private parts of your body.

Strangers
People whose names we don't know are strangers. We do not
touch or hug them and they do not touch us. Some strangers are
community helpers, like policemen and store clerks. We can talk to
a policeman if we are lost and need help. We can talk to a store
clerk about what we want to buy. We can talk to a waitress about
what we want to eat. There are other strangers that we do not
even talk to. We never go anywhere with a stranger. In fact, if
someone - even sow. :one we know - asks us to go anywhere, we
ask Mom or Dad first to make sure it's okay.

Little Kids
Teenagers and adults do not touch or hug small children they don't
know. They can say *fir to children they do know.
People at Work or School
We usually do not hug or touch people at work or school unless
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they are very dose friends. You can wave to them or say

It's sad that the list of people you can't hug is so long. So many
"don'ts* can make you and your children very nervous. This is why
we think it is important to emphasize what we can do as well as
what we can't We can hug family and close friends. It feels very
good. We can wave and say 111* to friends and neighbors. We can
talk to a waitress about what we want to eat. We can shake hands
with the minister. If you teach in a positive way, your child will be
more relaxed and so will you,

Public and Private Places

I spend so much time instructing Jane. When I listen to
myseg I hear myseVdelitvring one long string (j lriontr. It
doesn't help our relations/1V any. I Ret so worried that she
will screw up in public. I think than why l`m after her all
the time. In fact, sometimes I think she behaves badly
because I put ber under so much stnus. We both need to
relax and just enjcy one another sometimes.

_Karen

I have been able to teach my thirteen ;ear old son that mas-
turbation is okay in hts mom but I'm aim*, bell forget and
take his pants down outside sometime. You hear such stories
about people with handicap getting arrated for something
like that. Me possibility scares me.

--Joan

The concept is simple. There are private places and public places,
private parts of your body and public pans of your body. A private
place is your bedroom or the bathroom, where you are alone. A
public place is where other people are or could be. Public places
include other rooms in the house. Public places are also restau-
rants, shopping malls, parks,etc. Private parts of our body are those
that we keep covered in public places. For girls, private parts are
breasts, vulva and buttocks, for boys, penis and testicles and but-
locks. We can touch the private parts of our own body when we
are in a private place with the door closed. We may not touch the
private parts of anyone else's body.

Others, even someone in our family, may not touch the private
parts of our bodies. Family m1Rbers and other care-givers may

t.)
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need to touch private parts if help with bathing or toilding is need-
ed. What is, ani what is not, permissible is not an easy distinction
for a child to make in this case. Here is a rule of thumb that may
help. Family members may give affectionate hugs, but genitals and
breasts are not touched at tbe SIMS time. (the idea of public and
private places was developed by special educators Gloria Blum,
Jean Edwards and many others.)

Here are some ideas that parents have used to help their child
learn what is public and what is rwivate. What they have in com-
mon Is that they all take advantage of a teaching moment. The
method you use depends,of course, on the child's age and level of
understanding
Remember: Most children learn best by watching us. Family mem-
bers may have to be extra careful to model `public and private"
behaviour themselves for the sake of the child who has a handi-
cap.

Bath time is a good opportunity to teach a child the names for
the private parts of his body and to repeat that It is all right to have
his clothes off in the bathroom or bedroom because these are pri-
vate places.

Use a book such as Rater Saft Than Sony or What's happening
to meta teach the child the names of body parts. Use the opportu-
nity to say alf someone, even someone you know wants to touch
Your penis (or breasts or vulva), or if someone asks you to touch
his penis, you say *No' and come home right away and tell Mom
or Dad or someone else you trust. Keep telling until someone
believes you." (Sometimes the child is not believed. Also, if the
offender is a parent, it will be difficult for a child to tell the other
parent. See Chapter 8).

Say to your child, "When you are in the bathroom or you arc
undressed in your bedroom, close the door. If you see that the
bathroom door is closed, you knock." Parents should also knock
before entering a child's room.

If a child likes to appear in the kitchen and finish dressing there,
take her back to her room saying, "we get all our clothes on in our
room where we can be private. The kitchen is public.*

Idabel dresser drawers (with a picture if the child does not recog-
nize the words) public (for outer clothes) and private (for under-
wear).

When outside shopping, etc., make a point of asking," Is this a
public or a private place? How can you tell? Because lots of people
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are here. What wild happen if someone took his pants down and
walked through here without clothes on? People would stare and ft
is against the law. The police could come and take the person
away".

If you observe your child touching his genitals in a public place,
you can simply say, in a positive way, *that is private touching and
this is a put& place. Private touching is for your room.* If such an
explanation uses too many words, simply say, while patting the
child's hand, *not Imre*. Then lead him into his room. One mother
who has a son with very challenging needs thought he wouldn't
understand this kind of !nstruction. However, she gave it a try any-
way and was pleasantly surprised.

It was really so simple. We just told him that ruNoing his
penis was private touching and tau okay in hts romn. Now
than where be gam What a retie fln n4: saying "donr
any longer..

We will discuss °private touching* and masturbation in more detail
in the next chapter.

My daughter is 16. She is in a wheelchair and is totally
dependent on other s for bathing and toikting. 1 am ausy
sometimes and have hired extto carer.* ets to help out. I
take great cane to xreen tho s e 1 bire. Yet you never know... 1
oplainal theprincftle cpubllc and private to glaron am:
she understands. But the caregivers must bathe her. I was
worried that she could be abused and never really be aware
of u. So 1 decided to tell her that it was okayfor t h e sitter to
wash her !masts and vulva wit b a facecloth and to wipe ber
after she went to tbe toilet. But ff anyone caring for ber
touched her TriVate parts" at any other time, she was to tell
me because that kind of touching was not okay. She accipt-
ed the infirmation vety matter-offextly. _ Donna

Assertiveness
Have you ever said "yes" when you really meant "non? Most of us
have. How come? Because we were afraid of losing a friend, or
because we did not think our needs and wishes were important, or
because we were afraid of hurting the feelings of someone else.

Women are especially prone to saying "yes" when they really
mean "no". Our society teaches young girls to think that the needs

S
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and feelings of others are more knponant than their own.
Of course, considering the nee& and feeliqp of others is very

important. However, some people, generally those who have little
self-confidence, allow thenwelves to be victimized by others. This
is very commal among people who have mental handicaps.
Teenagers especially may experience rejectbn. They try extra hard
then to please others in the hopes of being accepted by them. It is
important to realize that most children who are sexually molested
are abused by someone they know, someone who promises them
special favours or a special friendship.

Modelling and role-play of assertive behaviours can help chi].
dren who allow themselves to be bullied by others. A tape -
recorder is good for helping a child practice speaking in an
assertive, confident tone of voice. This story shows how Karen
used modelling, role-play and a tape recordvr to help her daughter
learn to stand up for herself.

Karen and Jane
STANDING UP TO A BULLY

I was so afraid of that whole teenage scene when Jane start-
ed high school. I was sexuak) evploited by dates in high
school and so I uais really worried about Jane. I bad taught
her to say °no° to someone who tried to touch her breasts or
vagina. I bad taught her not to go anywhere with someone
unless she asked me first. I also taught her not to let anyone
into the apanmeru tf I was not at home. I knew though that
tf someone was going to abuse her, it probably would be
someone she knew, someone she wanted to like her

Well, an opportunity came up for us to practice resisting
unwanted behaviour. A kid in her class started bullying her
She was quite intimidated by him. She allowed .him to rip
her schoolbooks. She gave him her lunch money 1be want-
ed it. If he wanted something from ber desk be simply
helped bimseff. I knew the bad to learn to handle situations
like this herself She couldnl always rely on me to bail her
out. So with help from a counsellor ule worked out a plan of
action. Jane has a quiet little voice. So we practiced tape-
recording. I'd ask her questions about what happened at
school and she'd talk the ansucts ink) the tape. I would give
her feedback on her voice, encouraging her to speak louder
and with more confidence. Sometimes she would intengew
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me on tape and we would make a game q f it. W ?also pm-
:iced saying "no" I th e we meant t and 'yes. like taw meant
it, just tbose tau surds. I cbmwastrated, shaking my bead
sidewqys for °no" and saying °no* in aiirm voice. Then sbe
would practice. We botb bad fun with that one!

Tbe nal step was to come up with mays sbe could act Wien
tbe bully tried t o mach into ber desk. Sbe bad trouble think-
ing o f kkas on ber own. So saie4 *What t the instant be
puts Iris band in, you look him in the IA put your arm in
front o f you and say Stop, leas" my Ow alone. I *owed
bet-first. Then she roleplayed several limes with ber brother
standim in a; the bully. I teamed to gitw her Ve cific feed-
back on her voice tone, eye contact and so on.

A week later; the boy tried to get ber hatch money. Jane did
exactly as she bad practical at bome and tbe k d stopped.
lie hasn't bothered ber since. She feels wonderful and so do
I. And you bum something? flearnal to handle a bad situ-
ation at work/rot,: teachingjane bow to be =miter

The counsellor told us something eLse tbat would be good to
pass on to other parents. Jane acts more like a ten year old
tban a girl almost 14. Sbe also NW tO disss lik e a little kid,
usually in pink trackuits. Before sbe starvd high xbool, we
went shogiing1 And I took a jburteen year old wah me for
advice. 1 never would have thought jtbLs on my own. The
counsellor pointed out that ,frme looked like an easy target
because of tbe childish way sbe draged. She looked too dy:
ferent frum the other kids her age. 1 needed to let her grow
up. That bully actually gave me a chance to feel more com-
fortable about the growing up process."

TEACH SOCIAL MEWS STEP-BY-STEP

This step-by-step process works for teaching new behaviours and
correcting inappropriate ones.

I. Decide what behaviour you want to teach. lt is important to be
as specific as you can because the teaching will be easier. Saying
that you want Mary to behave properly when visitors come is a
good goal but you need to decide exactly what it is you want her
to do. For example al want Mary to greet visitors by smiling and
saying *Hello*. r-

t
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2, Demonstrate the behaviour. Another word for this is modelling.
Say "John, I'd like you to meet our minister, Mr. Jones. This is how
I say twIlo. Now you try.* or 'John, Aunt Mary's come to visit. We
can give her a hug because she is part of the family."

Remember that Children copy our behaviour all the time. They
notice how we treat one another. They notice whether or not we
listen to one another, for instance, or how we resolve arguments.
Often, what they see you do is what you may see them do later
on. So ask yourself what sort of model you want to be. Onc father,
enpying the Miss Canada pageant with his son, whistled and made
conunents about each contestant. The next day he watched rueful-
ly as his son whistled and made similar comments to a group of
women at a social event they were attending!

3. Practice or role-play the behaviour with your child before he
tries it out in an actual situation. Say "Mr. Jones is coming to visit.
Let's practice how to say hello before he comes. Dad can pretend
to be Mr. Jones and I will say hello. Watch me and then you can
try.'

For children who do not understand what pretend means, it is
best simply to model the behaviour in the acwal situation and ask
the child to copy. Ask your friends to help you. Explain to them
what you want to teach and how so they know what to expect
when they come to visit. For instance, it is tough to teach a child tc
shake hands if Mr. Jones gives her a big hug!

4. Give feedback to the child. That is, tell him what you saw him
do. Here are some important points to remember about giving
feedback.

Feedback must be specific.
"You looked at Mr. Jones and said "hello*. "Good boy" is too
general. General statements do not let the child know what he
did right.

Feeffback must be descriptive.
"I liked the way you looked at Mr. Jones when you said hello."

Feedback must include a statement that lets the child know what
he did well and what could be improved next time.
"You looked at Mr. Jones and said hello. That was very well
done. Next time you could smile too; that feels good to the per
son you're with."

The rule is: give the specific praise or encouragement first and then
the constructive criticism. Some people call this the 80-20 rule, 80%
praise; 20% constructive criticfsm.

aS
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Feedback must focus on the child's behaviour.
Do not use statements that wan to aiticize the child, such as
"You did poorly' or 'That was silly.' Thew statements can lower
the child's opinion of himself.

Here is another example of giving feedback.
I'm glad you spoke up. Great. It is impatant to think first about
how your friend might be feeling when you said that. Can you
think of something else you could say to her instead?"

5. Practice the new behaviour in teal situations, first with you or
someone else present so you can feel confident about the child's
ability to generalize the behaviour, that is, to behave the way you
want him to in different situations. Here are some examples:

You and your daughter have been rehearsing saying "no° to a
granger who asks her to go with him. You decide to test her by
having a man unknown to her approach her and ask, "Would
you like to go for ice creamr You are watching the action from a
distance. Your daughter responds in the way you had hoped. She
says no firmly, walks away quickly and looks for you. You tell
her that you observed her. You say, I saw you say no like this
(Imitate her "no"). You also walked away. You did very well."

Your daughter reveals private information when she talks to store
derks, waitresses, etc. You have been rehearsing at home appro-
priate conversation for the helper category of people. pre-
tend to be a clerk and you are going to buy a skirt You can say,
"Hello; may I try on this skirt?' Let's practice? Your feedback is
specific, "You looked at me, smiled and asked if you could try on
the skht Great. Perhaps next time you could speak a little more
slowly so the clerk can understand what you say?

You then demonstrate the correct behaviour for her in the
store. Next you ask her to approach the clerk on her own while
you watch. This time she makes a mistake. This is how you pro-
vide feedback. "I liked the way you smiled and said "May I try
on this skirt*? Remember next time that talking about your period
is for Mom only, at home, okayr If your daughter does not
reveal personal information, simply comment on what she did
say. Do not say, "And you did not talk about your period? This
statement sounds more like criticism.

6. Reward good behaviour with praise,
Author Edward Christopherson, in his book Link Pecpie, states that
probably the most important rule in teaching a child to behave
acceptably is to °catch her being good°. That is, give her some

5
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attention when she is behaving in the way you want her to.
For years, people have noticed that if you pay attention to a

child as soon as she does something, chances are she will do
whatever it was again. If we make a point of noticing appmpriate
behaviour and give specific praise (as we hive discussed) as soon
as we notice k happening, we are going to see more of the appro-
priate behaviour. On the other hand, if we pay attention to our
children only when they are being disruptive, guess what? The dis-
ruptive behaviour will happen again. It does not matter whether
the attention we give is positive or if the child Is being punished.
Children will respond to whatever kind of attention they get most
of. Therefore, common sense tells us that if we want certain
behaviour to happen more often, we need to pay attention when it
happens. Try a small experiment. Suppose you are the parent of a
whirlwind, a child who sits still at dinner for about three seconds
on a good night. During the brief time that he is sitting still, say,
"You are sitting quietly. I really like that. It's fun to have supper
with you sitting with us". We bet that he is sitting still for at least a
few more seconds.

we don't intentionally ignore good behaviour and pay attention
to the bad. It just works out that way. It is usually so pleasant to
have some peace and quiet, such a relief when our youngster sits
quietly beside a guest and not in her lap, we forget to pay atten-
tion. But as soon as something goes wrong, we notice. That is
understandable. Dr. Christopherson says, "Every time you miss a
chance to catch your child being good, you miss a chance to teach
him how to behave."

Earlier in this chapter, Brenda talked about how she was trying
to teach her child to share. If she notices her doing just that when
the child is playing with someone, she should comment on the
behaviour. She does not need to spend a lot of time doing this. A
child will respond better to short, frequent comments than to a
long speech delivered after fifteen minutes of good behaviour.

Of course, in order for Brenda to be able tell Nancy how well
she is doing, Nancy has to know what to do so Brenda can catch
her at it! We cannot always simply wait for sociable behaviour to
happen. That is why Brenda spends time playing with Nancy,
showing her how and giving her lots of enthusiastic feedback It's
fun playing with you like this; we're taking turns playing with the
doll". And what does Nancy learn? She learns that being with Mom
and with her friends is fun.

Don spoke earlier of how his young son entertained fellow bus
passengers. The young helper acting as *bus monitor" could coach
the boy in: sitting in his seat, talking to each other and to no one
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dye. Then, when the child is doing okay for a few minutes, the
helper can say something like "You're :Ming here and we're talk-
ing to one another. Great. This is exactly what to do on a bus*.

7. Substime approrniate for inappropriate behaviour.
Should you ignore all inappropriate behaviour to stop it from hap-
pening? No. Simply laming withmt teaching something else to
take its place doesn't work very well. Substituting another
behaviour waks better. Here is how. Suppose your child starts to
hug the minister when he answers the door. Approach the child,
and change the hug to *Say hello and shake hands", guiding his
arm if necessary. Praise him for shaking hands (remember to make
sure he gets lots of chances to get hugs from you, though). Here is
another example. Suppose a young man persists in touching visi-
tors that he doesn't know very well. Let him know that It feels
good to people we don't know well when we talk to them and sit
next to them.

Janet and Jason
TEACHING CHILDREN WITH A LOT OF EXTRA NEEDS

My son takes little notice cfo tber s . So w e are uxolting at his
social Ai& in very small steps. I have been using two tech-
niques to get him to respond to someone wbo says hello to
him. These are promps and chaining. Prompts are aura
cues in a way. I used to coach him verbally by saying,
7ason, say hello to Sarah". Now I can do it indirectly. I say,
7ason, Sarah spoke to ru. What do you say?" revond
to that. If I want bim to shake hands, III take his arm and
guide it to tbe other persont hand.

A few years ago, Jason moved into a rmular classroom. The
teacher modelled for the other kids bow to get Jason to
rrspond. He learned quicklyfrom the other children and it
wasn't long before his responses became automatic. That
class was the best thing that ever happened for his social
development.

Some children need complex social skills broken down into small
steps that you can teach one by one. Chaining means teaching
one part of saying hello, then the next and so on until he can do it
all together. For instance, greeting someone involves approaching
the person, looking at the person, smiling, saying hello, perhaps
shaking hands. In chaining we might praise the child first for sim-

GI
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ply approaching the person, then for approaching and looking,
then adding smiling. Remember he w to give vecific prais0 -Jason,
you walked over to Sarah, looked at her and said hello. Great. And
next time let't try a smile." lit do not add a step until the child can
complete the previous one.

For a few children, warm, loving times together with family
and friends and some coaching in social behaviour is na enough.
These children show no interest in others. Some may spend their
time hitting or biting themselves. 'limy have simply not found out
yet that being with people is fun. John McGee, in Gentle nachtm,
has developed ways of helping time young people. The principles
are similar to what we hive been discussing teaching interaction
by guiding the child to other kinds of touch, like holding hands,
doing activities together so that the head-banging or hitting oneself
down% get much of a chance to happen. Lots of hugs, touching
and praise help too. If your child has very chaRenging behaviours,
get in touch with your local A.C.L. They may be able to put you in
touch with someone who can help you learn ways to help your
child.

TEACH TOUR CHILDREN HOW TO MAKE DECISION&

Practice in making decisions from an early age will boost a child's
confidence in herself. Actually, we have been talking about deci-
sion-making throughout this chapter. Learning how to behave with
friends, acquaintances and strangers is a decision. Learning what
behaviour is okay in public and in private is a decision. We giv e. a
lot of help to the young child or inexperienced adolescent until
she shows us that she can act okay in social situations without
prompting from us.

Is there anything else that we can do? Yes. Many youngsters
can learn rather complex decision-making skills.

We suggest that before you work with your child on the fol-
lowing steps, put yourself through this exercise. Think of a big
decision that you made recently or are making now. What kind of
process did you go through? Did you ask yourself the following
questionR

How do I feel about the situation?
Have I thought of all the possible choices I could make?
Have I gathered all the information I need in order to make an
informed choice?
What might be the likely consequence to me, to someone else,
of each choice?
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How will this choice affect me? How will this choice affect oth-
WiflI he htni2 WIll others be huit?

Is thb choice Maly mine or am I being coerced by someone else
against my baler judgment? Ilse, how come?
How prepared am I to live with the consequences of my choice?
Am I prepared to accept the consequences, even if my choice
turns out to be a mistake?

Most of us make our major deriskms, like marriaig parenthood,
even choice of career, on the basis of insufficlatt infatuation,
often on the basis of what others think Is 4* for us. What a
sobering thcnight. However, we should keep that thought in mind
as we guide our young people in their decision-making.

One very important point: if you're going to help your son or
daughter learn how to solve a problem, make certain the child
thinks there's a problem . No learning happens at all if you're the
only one who thinks there is a problem! You can be sure that if
the child has some feelings about a dilemma, he'll be more willing
to get involved in thinking about how to feel better. As we said in
Chapter 3, *When I know what I'm feeling and why, I can begin to
take geps, with Mom and Dad's help, to solve the problem that is
making me feel sad, frustrated or angry (pp.33)."

Here are some decision-making steps that you can practice with
your child.

I. Pick a problem that affects your child. Find out first if your
child thinks there's a problem. Ask her what feelings she has about
the situation.
2. Talk over with the child different ways to solve the problem.
3. Decide what will happen if? For each choke, what is the most

likely consequence.
4. Pick the beg choice.
5. Show the child what to do.
6. Have the child practice.
7. Give constructive feedback.
8. Provide "safe* practice, if possible, of the behaviour in an actu-

al situation before letting the child carry out the action in a real
situation.

Here are some examples of situations you can use to practice these
steps with your child.

You want to play with the ball that Janet is using. Ask:
What is the problem here? How do you feel?
What are some things you could do?
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What is likely to happen if you decide to grab the ball?
What is likely to happen if you ask Janet for a turn?
if you grabbed the ball, how wouldjanet feel?
If you asked her for a turn, how would she feel?

Use the same questions to help your child work through these situ-
adorn:

You are in a store and want to buy a candy bar. You don't have
enough money.

You want a boy at school to be your friend. He says that if you
steal some candy for him, he will be your friend.

The following examples are designed to help a child avoid possi-
ble svxual exploitation. They can be called *what-ir games.

What if you were walking home from a friend's house and a
neighbour asked you to go into his garage to see his new pup-
pies? (You come home and ask Mom or Dad first.]

What if you were on a bus and the man next to you put his hand
on your knee? [You say ''Stopr in a loud voice and tell the bus
driver.]

What if someone you liked a lot asked you to touch his penis?
(You say "No* and come and tell Mom.I

You meet someone at a party and he asks you to come to his
apartment for a cup of coffee. What can you do? (You can say, dit
don't know you very well. We can have coffee herel

Can children with a lot of extra needs learn to make decisions?
Certainly. In fact, the best way to begin is to get your child to prac-
tice swing "no" and *yes* in the same way that Karen helped Jane
learn to be more assertive. Those two little words are very impor-
tant. They are, after all, at the basis of all our decisions. Use a tape-
recorder for practicing "yee and "no*. Kids love to hear the sound
of their own voices.

Here's another idea. When a child asks for a drink, ask him if
he would like juice or milk? When you take him to the store to buy
a new shirt, ask him if he would like the blue one or the svd one?

I wend so much time with Brian tbat I always know what
be wants. He bas trouble speaking so others can under-
stand. I got into the habit of deciding everything for him
because it was easier and took less time. But that was not
helping bim learn. So now I don't ataomatically guess what

f) .1
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be wants and give a to bins. I make bin nil me orthow me,
frustmang as tbat can be. Tit*, worilng on (jiving

choices between two aiternatives. He enislys tbsg except
wbms be has second thoughts about ba cbake and manic to
cbange be mind. UV don't give in. I *Int it a important for
bin to lean: Zia when you make a cboicg you bave to lite
wab tbe consequences.

Heather

Rember Helping chikiren solve the °who to hug" question and
what is public and what is private is really helping them learn how
to make some very important decisions.

Some amcluding Thoughts
As Brenda and Janet have found, their youngsters pick up desired
social behaviour quickly with a little help from their classmates.
Susan learns faster with the help of her Extend-a-Family. Some
coaching helps speed up the proms.

The ideas in this chapter are designed to help you help your
child grow up. Some of the ideas will also help your child avoid
potentially exploitative situations. Children who have had practice
in decision-making, who have practiced how to say *no° to inap-
propriate touch and who have developed skills to deal with bully-
ing and teasing, have a better chance of avoiding sexual exploita-
tion. This isn't to say that just because a child can say no, she will
not be abused. However she is less likely to obey all adults blindly.
She is also more likely to tell someone if she is abused. We will
talk more about this in the final chapter

' e don't want you to try all these ideas with only that one goal
in mind, however. Otherwise you will get so anxious that nobody
will have any fun. We have mentioned it before and it bears
repeating. You do not have to make your child perfect. You do not
have to be teaching him all the time or cover everything in six
months. Illy what seems useful for your child at the moment. Do it
in a way that is comfortable for you and enjoy the proem.

Opportunities to be with other kids and some coaching in
social skills help boost self-esteem. Now let's turn to how we can
increase self-esteem by helping kids understand their changing
bodies and feelings.
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Teaching Social Skills

1. GIVE CHILDREN THE CHANCE TO BE WITH OTHER
KIDS.

2. COACH THEM IN ME SKILLS THEY WILL NEED
How to say hello: Who can you hug? Who can you

shake hands with? What do you say?
What's public, what's private?

Assertiveness

3. TEACH THEM SOCIAL SKILLS STEP13Y-STEP
Deckle what behaviour you want to teach.
*Demonstrate the behaviour.
*Practice the behaviour in private.
*Give feedback to your child.
*Reward good behaviour with praise. Catch them being
good.

*Substitute appropriate for inappropriate behaviour.

4, TEACH THEM 110W TO MAKE DECISIONS
Pick a problem.
Talk over different ways to solve the problem.
Decide what will happen iP For each choice, what is

likely to happen?
*Pick the best choice.
Demonstrate what to do,
*Have child practice.
*Give feedback.
*Provide safe practice.

f;t;



Talking To Children
About Bodies And Feelings

When our son was 12 we panicpated in a pawnt group.
Several of tbe discussions focused on bow to teach about
body parts, wet dream& sexual feelings and so on. I didn't
think the group was for us at the time because our son had
shown no sten cfdevekpment, no interest. WWI, about three
months later, ober; we neve at the hospitalfor a checkup, be
pinched a nurse's bottom and whistled at her. I was
shocked. The next day I called up the group leader and
asked for a ftrefrwshers. I also accused her of coming into the
house late at nigbt and inftcting Jim with hormones just to
give us something to think about! W e have bad talks with
him now and he understands what we say. We should have
done it long ago. 1 thought there was no point, that be
wouldn't understand. But I think now I was just uncomfort-
able. It took having to deal with his behaviour to get me
started.

I !den

It is important to tie any (y* our discussions with Robert ay
to bis experience. That is how he learns best. We have talked
about private parts for private places and encourager.' dress-
ing and undrussing only in oneS rvom. In fact, I think we
should have started that when be was four. But honesik I
just can't see ntyself telling him much about wet dreams,
masturbation and so on until we see signs of phIsical devel-
opment or s4gns that be iS masturbating and experiencing
seated feelims. It would he kst on him at this point.

Jean

f; 7
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What to teach, at what age? What do we teach a fourteen year old
who is functioning around the level of a ten or eleven year old?
What do we teach a fourteen year old who is functioning at a three
year old level? ft Is difficult in a few pages to cover every issue and
situation in depth. What we can do Is offer some guidelines and a
few principles that you can adapt to suit your child.

This chapter is divided into three parts:

PART I: HELPING YOUR CHILD UNDERWAND BASIC
INFORMATION ABOUT SEXUAMY

PART 2: HELPING YOUR CHILD UNDERSTAND SEXUAL
RELATIONSHIPS

PART 3: HANDI1NG DIFFICULT PROBLEMS

G M ned
We talked a bit about sexual development in Chapter 2, The mes-
sage? That sexual feelings are normal and part of being a boy or a
girl. Information about our bodies and feelings is important for
many reasons. For one thing, such information helps us feel nor-
mal and like everyone else. So it's a good self-esteem booster.
Also, when we know what is going on in our bodies, it is easier to
learn how to behave so that we do not hurt others and so that they
do not hurt us. This is true for everyone, not just for someom. who
happens to have a mental disability.

The most important thing to remember? Begin when your child
is young. There are two reasons for this. For one thing it is easier
for you. By the time your child is in his teens, he will know basic
information about his body and about appropriate social
behaviour. Then it will be much easier to help him learn to under-
stand his sexual feelings and how to express them appropriately.
And it will be much easier to deal with slip-ups!

A word of reassurance. You don't have to be fountains of sexu-
al information. There really is not a lot that your child needs to
know. You don't even have to be totally comfortable with the sub-
ject. For most of us, talking about wet dreams or how babies are
made isn't exactly like discussing the weather. And walking in on
two eight year olds touching one another's genitals isn't exactly
like walking in on a game of checkers.

No wonder it's difficult at first. Few of us had good examples
to learn from. Most of us grew up with one or both of the follow-
ing messages:

Sex is a deadly serious subject, one you don't talk about at all or
if you &a talk about it, you find out that anything to do with sex
ual body parts and sexual feelings is bad.

;
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You can only talk about sex by telling °dirty" jokes.
Our parents were pnerally silent on the subject of sex. So when it
comes to sharing factual informatkm with children, we draw a
blank. However, a little ptactice can put you at ease. Parents have
found that when they give it a try, they discover how much their
children enjoy discussions about themselves.

But, you protest, I just cannot bring myself to talk about sexual
topics frankly. Well, remember when you were wondering about
sex? Who did you wish you could discuss it with? Probably your
parents. Surveys tell us that most youngsters wish their parents
would talk to them about sex. They want frank discussion and they
want guidelines for their behaviour.

Some teens and young adults wou'd rather discuss sexual
issues with someone else. This is normal too. Teenagers are striv-
ing for independence from parents. As a result, many of them do
not want to discuss anything with parents. If your son or daughter
has a Big Brother or Sister, or leisure buddy, ask him or her to
help. Bob and Penny discovered that Susan will share her feelings
and concerns more easily with her leisure buddy Karen, than she
will with them at this stage in her development. Having someone
else help you does not mean it is okay to give over the entire task
to someone else, however. Kids still need your guidance.

So, how to go about it? Here are some guidelines for different
ages and stages. You can find a summary of what youngsters
should know at the end of the chapter. Some children will need
and be able to understand all the information listed; others may
need only the twics listed for young children. And some young
children will be interested in and need to know some of the
information listed under young adolescence. For each topic we
give you some ideas about what to say.

Children of all ages should know at least two things:
That all feelings and fantasies are okay.

That there are limits to one's behaviour. For instance, masturba
Lion is private; no one should force sexual touching on someone
else; you can say l'r to inappropriate sexual touching by some
one else; sexual intvrcourse is for adults.

0 4
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MT 11 MUM TOM QfflD UNDERSTAND
BASIC INITORMATKIN Amour mum=

What Is a boy? Wbat Is a girl?
Most children know they are boys or girls by the age of three. It's
good to let them know what the differences air. Here are some
ideas. Use whatever is comfortable for you and works best for your
chilcL

Take advantage of a teaching opportunity, like bath time or get-
ting dreamed in front of a mirror.

Wben I'm helping Carey (age 7) witb bit batb. UV a good
opportuniV to teach bins tbe names for all his body parts.
He has no speecb, so I ask him to point t o bis arm, nose, etc.
And we include penis and testicles in tbe game. I tell bins
°Mu are a boy; all boys and men bave a penis; it's part of
being a boy or a man. Dad is a man and I bat, e a penis
too." I figure t helps bim learn be Ls like other boys and
men I tell bin; I bay e a penis too.

Jim

Look at pictures in a book. Ask questions first and then give the
information.

Books like What is a Girl, What is a Boy? (for young children) or
Wbat Happening to Me? (for preteens) are useful too. Look at the
pictures together and ask your child, "Can you point to the picture
of the boy? The girl?" Ask him to point to various body pans,
including breasts and genitals. You can say, *Point to the pans that
show you this is a boy/girl.* If the answer is correct, say, "Very
good; you pointed to the boy's penis. Boys have a penis and girls
have a vulva. And girls have a special opening between their legs
called a vagina. When they grow up they will have breasts like
Mom.*

If the child does not respond or points to the incorrect picture,
instead of saying "no, that's not right", simply and playfully guide
her hand to the correct picture. Then say, °Here she is. This is a
girl.* Some parents are pleasantly surprised by how much their
children already know! Read the book about bodies to your child
the way you would read a book about anything else.

If you don't have the books yet, you could start with the pic-
tures at the end of this chapter. Here is another tip. Ask your child
to point to the picture of the child who looks most like her. If she

7 la
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is 8 and points to the pictaire of the small gld, then you know she
has an accurate idea of what she looks like. And you can use the
opportznity to let her know that she is bigger now than when she
was a little girl. When she is a little older she will look more like
the girl in the next picture.

Learning is more fun if you ask question and then give the
information. Why? Because then your child is fully involved in a
two-way process that is fun and helps him feel valued and accept-
ed.

Remanber: How you talk with your child is much more important
than what you say.

Let them know that their bodies and feelings are normal, special
and good.

I have two yourwer children, four and sir. When I finally
got started with Jim, I included the other two in readirw the
book. Jim does not ask questions, but the other two kids alr

fill of them. It stus more compliable/or me to Drawer ques-
tions than simply to at there and ?wad the book. Jim was
cenainly listening! In fact, be has never before paid such
close attention to learning something new. Jim seemed
embanusseri at fiat. I think that is because I left it so long.
He i.cfust statlim to have sexual feelings so itS normal to be
embarrassed, isn't IP I also made certain to repeat often,
something like "Isn't i t good to learn all about our bodies;
they* pretiy vecia4 aren't they?" That he4oed us both feel
more comfortable.

Helen

Repetition is important.
This goes without saying. No matter what information you are giv-
ing, it will need to be repeated many times and in different ways
as the child matures.

Use correct terminology.
It's interesting isn't it that we have no trouble teaching the words
"head and shoulders, knees and toes* but when it comes to penis
and vagina, those words don't exactly roll off the tongue. Again the
reason is simple. Our parents did not use them with us.
Furthermore, we may have been scolded for touching "down
there* and so we grow up feeling that breasts and genitals are not
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worthy of being called by name. Get used to using the coma
names with your children. Ws part of helping tlumn feel good about
all parts of their bodies.

What Is public? What Is private?
We introduced this principle in the last chapter as a simple way to
help kids learn appropriate public and private behaviour. Many
children have trmthie learning where it is okay or not okay to keep
dothes on or off. It is also more difficult for them to learn to
respect the privacy of others outside the family if the example has
not been set at home. So, around the age of four or five, it is a
good idea to start teaching about public and private places and to
encourage dressing and undressing only in the bedroom or bath-
room. If your family is quite casual about nudity, family members
might have to be a little more conservative themselves in order to
help the child learn. You might have to be more conscientious
about remembering to dose bedroom and bathroom doors and to
knock first before opening a dosed door. This might seem like
prudishness at first. But if it's done matter-of-factly, children accept
it, like other social learning, as simply °This is the way we do
things."

What abott sex play?
Sooner or later, somewhere between 3 and 12, either you or your
child's teacher is bound to come across children looking at or
touching one another's bodies. A favourite place for this is the
school washroom or bedroom at home. When you walk in on such
behaviour, you want to let the children know that you know it is
normal to be curious about others, that their feelings are normal.
But you may want to interrupt the behaviour.

Here is a suggestion:

I know you'd like to know about each other's bodies. Jane is
a girl Itke you an d John Ls a boy. He has a pent.% like all
boys. You ate a girl so you bate a vulva. lers get dressed
now and go play.

Saying something like this does two things. You are letting the
youngsters know that their feelings are normal and that their
behaviour does not upset you. You are also matter-of-factly chang-
ing the activity. it's normal for young children of the same age to
engage in sex play. But if you air not certain whether or not one
child is the victim of the other's curiosity, you can add *We don't
touch someone else's penis (or vulva); that's a private part.* And if
one child is much older or much more aggreuive than the other,
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then it is impottant to stop the behaviour. If you do so in a way
that is matter-ci-fact and does not put the children down, then once
the curiosity is satisftd, the behaviour is not apt to be repeated.

To older children you can say something like:

Itt natural to b e curious about what someone eisec body
feels like. Ma it is now okay to make another person touch
you or to touch them in ways they don't want. raw hap-
pens to you, tell them to sup and come and tell Mom or
Dad.

Harsh punishment, like yelling, "Don't, that's bad* or slapping, do
nothing to help a child's self-esteem and are not likely to stop the
behaviour either. If sex play seems to be the child's main way of
behaving with other kids, it could mean that she is having other
problems. In this case, extra help may be needed. See the section
on problem-solving for some ideas.

Puberty 945

Caterpillar a...and who are yOUr

Aik 1.1 hardly know, Sin Just al present. AI least I knew
who I was when I got up this morning, but I think I must
haw changed several times since then. I wonder V I've been
changed in the night? Let me think was I the same when I
got up ibis morning? I ahnost think I can remember feeling
a little different. But gf I'm not the same,the next quation is
Who in the world am I? Ah, thatW the great puzzle."

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Sometime between the ages of about 9 to 15, the pituitary gland at
the base of the brain sigpals the ovaries in girls and the testicles in
boys to release a surge of hormones into the blood stream.
Hormones cause rapid changes in the body. They also have a part
to play in the mood swings that young teens go through.
*Percolating hormones", as one mother put it, and teens' striving
for some independence, can make many teens pretty difficult to
live with.

Most girls enter puberty about two years ahead of boys. Breasts
begin to develop, pubic and underarm hair appears, then menstru-
ation begins. Fifty years ago, rust menstruation occurred at about
16. Now the average age Ls 11 or 12! So girls need to be prepared
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for their periods around the age of ten. Boys need to know some-
thing about wet dreams by the time they are 12. How can we tell
them what to expect in ways they can undetstand"

Lean:dog About Periods

Bonnie: Mom, I haw breasts, a vtivolna and I have periods.
fm a woman/

Mom: Itt prelty excitim to be a woman now, isn't it?

Bonnie and Carol

Many mothers ask me anxiously how they can prepare their
daughters for menstruation. The reasons for the anxiety are many.

Sbet afraid of igood and I'm sure uell have an awful time
every month.

She won't understand what it's about and Pm not sure
she'll be able to learn bow to take caw of beself

How on earth will w e cope with all the cramps and mood
swings?

Usually, when we ask worried parents how they have taught their
daughter other self-care skills, they realize that they can use the
same principles for teaching how to take care of periods. Then we
start talking about other reasons for being nervous about the task.
Mothers may share unpleasant memories of their own first period.
Or start to worry about their daughter's developing sexual feelings
and the possibility of having sex and getting pregnant. Periods
mean to parents that their daughter is becoming a new person.
Learning to adjust to all the changes is a little scary at first.

Sometimes simply recognizing what all the concerns are is the
first step to getting on with the job.

How were you told about menstmation? Did both your parents
talk to you often about the changes that would soon take place?
Did they let you know that becoming a woman is exciting? Did
your mother show you pads and tampons long before yott had
your first period' Did your parents greet the news of your first peri-
od as a celebration?

Or is your memory more like this? Your mother, with great
embarrassment, hands you a box of pads and tells you to use
them. She also tells you that you cannot take baths or swim or play
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basketball during your period. Your father makes no comment at
all; in fact he doesn't even know that you have started.

Or did your first period begin before anyone told you anything
at all? Were you frightened? Did you think something bad was hap-
pening; perhaps that you would even bleed to death?
It's useful to recall your own experience. Wiwther we're aware of
it or not, our own experiences can determine how we approach
the issue with our daughters,

How do you want your daughter to feel about menstruation?
What does she absolutely need to know? Na really very much to
start with. She needs to know that her periods are normal and part
of being a woman, that it is good for women to have periods. And
she needs you to tell her that like wu mean it! How you talk to her
can make a difference to how she reacts when her periods stan.
She also needs to know how to put on a pad and take it off, where
to throw it away, how to wipe herself. She also needs to know
how to behave in public when she is having a period.

Stan preparing her well before her period has started, about
the time you begin to notice some breast development Show her
what to do when you are having your period. She can watch you
remove a used pad, wrap it in toilet paper, put it in the wastebas-
ket and replace it with a new pad. Explain each step as you do it.
While you are showing her, you can say:

All women have periods. When you haw a period, some
blood comes out of your vagina. fa normal and part of
being a woman. This L s how w e keep the blood from gettilg
on our panti es. Watch me.

Have her practice putting on and taking off a pad. She can wear
one sometimes to get her used to it. Let her know that when she
notices some blood on her panties, she should tell you or her
teacher if she starts at school. Tell her that:

Having a period is vecial and private. Wbo can you talk to
about ptIvate things? Mom or your teacher No one else. We
do not show anyone else our pads. We keep our dresses
down and our pane up.

About a year before Kim started her periods, my older
daughter and I started talking to her about periods. We read
her a book and she watched how we took care of outselves.
Then we bad her practice putting on and taking off a pad.
We Just repeated over and over that now that her breasts
tvere getting larger and she was gettirkg hair between her
kw she was hecomim a woman, and would soon look Just
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like us. She would also have per** ftist like us. When sbe
did start she was so etrited. And the bat part? Her father
brought her home some flowers and w e bad a Vaal cele-
bration dinner

Margery

Some mothers have taught their daughters to use tampons. It takes
more practice, but can be well worth it. It helps if you can show
your daughter, using a hand mirror, where her vagina is so she can
see exactly where the tampon goes. Use the opportunity to tell her
what the other parts are too. You can show her the diagram in this
book and then use the mirror so she can see where everything is
on herself. Most women grimace at this suggestion. Any idea why?
Well, we've been taught that it is not right to look, touch or know
anything about our genitals. Does that make sense? Of course not.
After all, men can see theirs and therefore they learn about them-
selves a lot more easily. Women have a right to know about them-
selves too. And the best way to learn is to look!

Long before Megan started, I bad her pnactice putting on a
pad and taking it off. 7b get her used to them, sbe wore
them while I was having a period. I kept nDeating this every
month. I bad to teach ber the process of putting on and tak-
ing off a pad in small steps. She has drIkulty using her
hands so it took a long time and a lot of patience. At first, I
guided her bands, placing my bands *ter hos as sbe picked
up the pad, took off tbe strip and placed the pad in ber
panties. After awhile, she could do each step Just with me
telling her Wow pick up the pad, tear off the strip" and so
on. After finishing each step, I would pnzise her When she
did start her periods, we bad a few problems. Sometimes she
refused to wear the pads and would lair them ciff. That was
pretty frustrating. I solved the problem by sewing the ends of
the pads into her panties. Wechangat the pants until she
got used to the pads.

Robin

Robin used a process called task analysts to help Megan learn to
take care of herself. Task analysis means breaking the task into
small parts and teaching one part at a time until each step is mas-
tered. Robin guided her daughter's hands with her own at first until
Megan could change her pads just by being told. We haven't space
to go into detail about task analysis here. If you have used the pro-
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cess to teach other skills, you can easily try k here. If not, look for
someone, perhaps through the developmental clinic at your chil-
dren's hospital who could help you

Tlwre ate a few girls who are not toilet trained yet or who can-
not care for themselves in other ways. These young women will
obvtiusly need help with care during menstruation too. This care
becomes part of all the personal care the young girl has always
needed anyway. So in this case, the problem IS not so much the
period starting. It is never having enough help to care for a com-
pletely dependent child. If this sounds like your situation, ask your
local ACL to help you find some support.

Lynne and Cathy
Cathy is twelve. She has spina bifida and is paraplegic. Because
she has no feeling below the waist, I didn't think she was curious
about her lower body. I never thought about teaching her about
her private parts other than the ones she can feel With some
encouragement from my parent group, I read her the book What's
liatpening to Me? I showed her the pictures of girls' bodies at dif-
ferent ages and asked her to point to the girl that looked most like
her. She pointed to the 8 year old. But then when I used a mirror
to teach her about her body she was very curious and excited. She
said "just like Maryr. Mary is her older sister. I soon saw how
wrong I had been!

I was really concerned about teaching her about her periods. I
didn't think she would understand and I didn't want to frighten
her. Since she had her first period a year ago, I simply went on
bathing and toileting her the same as always without telling her
something new was happening. Last month, I started explaining
menstruation to her, using the ideas in this book. We talked about
it every day. Two days before she was due, I put a pad on her and
showed her where it was on her body. Every day when she came
hon. e from school for her catheter care, she kept saying *Check it
Mom, check it!' When her period finally came, I showed her the
pad and she said °Yea! Are you excited, Mommyr She was great. I
had worried needlessly for a whole year.

Not long ago, Cathy and I were looking again at the pictures
from ;Than Happening to Me?This time she pointed to the picture
of the 13 year old. What a difference a little teaching has made to
her self image!

now feel very confident about teaching her many other things
about sexuality. I am seeing her now through different eyes. She is
capable of learning and handling so much more than I thought.
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Basic Prindples about Giving Information Am* Sexual Topks

Start with what is absolutely necessary and add information bit
by bit, as much as your child can understand.

Start with the simple testes, what someone absolutely needs to
know so they are not frightened by what is happening, can look
after themselves properly, and can behave properly in !while.

Tell your child what is happening inside her body, if she can
understand it. For instance, to continue with the example of men-
struation:

The Needing comes frvm the uWrus insitk your body, right
about here (IVint to the location on your own body and on
ber body). It happens for a few days each month and is
called menstruation.

You can add:

The blood builds up inside the :gems more and more. Wben
the uterus cannot WI any more blood, it comet out of the
vagina, out betueen the womant legs.

Talk to her about the emotions that happen in connection with
what is going on in her body. Discuss as much as you think she'll
understand. If she is moody just before her period, you can
explain that sometimes when a girl is having her period, she may
feel sad or in a bad mood. (Some young women may have severe
mood swings. They may cry easily, or have outbursts of anger.
These problems may be symptoms of pre-menstrual syndrome or
PNIS and may require medical help.)

If your daughter is experiencir 5v. cramps, you can say that this
is because the uterus is squeezing to let the blood out. In some sit-
uations, medication may be necessary for cramping.

Let her know about the relationship between periods and babies,
again as much as she can understand.

Having periods means that your body is ready to make a
baby. But young girls am not ready to look after babies.
That is only for adults who have learned bow.

7S
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Learning About Viet Dreams

Could I have wet dreams at xhool, during class? I won-
der& because my teacher sax I daydream a lot.

Thn, age 14

Most girls going through puberty get at least some information
about menstruation. But boys usually get no information at all
about what is happening to them. And wet dreams are just as mys-
tifying for boys as menstruation can be for girls. So Dad, now it's
your turn (Mom can help too). How can you use the principles
described above to teach a boy about wet dreams?

The basics:

Now that wu are growing up, you will notice your penis
and testicles getting b4gger. Sometimes a bap penis gets
bard and aids out in ftvnt him. 71,ic Is called having an
erection. This is normal and happens to ail box. Sometimes
a boyt penis gets hard when he is thinking about gilts or
looking at girls. Sometimes it happens for no reason at
Sometimes when you wake up in the morning, you will see
some sticky white stuff on your patarnas or on your sheets.
Th& is called semen. It means that when you were sleeping
your penis got hard and the semen came out. Some boys
have wet dreams; some boys do not. &mow fs dVierent.
Having a wet dream means you are growing up. Wbat is
the thing to do when you ftnd the sticky stuff on your paja-
mas, or on your body? You wipe it off with kleenex. Having
an erection is a private thing. Who can you talk to about 4?
Mom or Dad and no one et9e.

What happens inside the bodr

Semen has tiny cells in it call& sperm. Sperm is made in the
testicles. It tnwels up a long tube inside your body. It mi.ves
with the sticky stuff and comes out the end of your penis.
Both sperm and semen are made in your body all the time.

The feelings:

It is all rig& to have dreams and thoughts about girls and
set. Almost everyone does.

7
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*The relationship W making babies:

If a man bas sec with a woman, tbe Verm comes out the
end of his penis and can stan a laby growing. It only takes
a few secone-f o r a sperm to get to the egg cell tnside a
womant Limy.

(Apin, use pictures in a book to help him understand.)

What About Mosturbatkose
Masturbation creates needless worry for many parents. So it's
worth a couple of pages. aose your eyes for a moment. Quickly
conjure up all the thoughts, images and feelings you can as you
read the word masturbation. Share them with your partner. How
many words came to mind that were negative How many were
positive Probably few of the latter. And no wonder. Masturbation
has had, for centuries, a pretty bad press. Most of us were told it
was unhealthy, even sinful, a heritage both from religious traditions
and also from the medical profession.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, physicians
believed that semen was a "vital fluid*, necessary for a healthy
body and mind. If loo much* was lost through ejaculation, one's
physical and mental health would go downhill. Read what Rev.
Stall had to say in a book called What Every Young Boy Should
Know.

Ifpersisted in, masturbat0n will not only undermine, but
complete0i overthrow the health. If the body is strong, the
mind may give way /int, and in extreme cases imbecility
and insanity may and often do come as the inevitable
result.

This view was echoed by Dr. Arthur Bean whose book of lessons
in sex education for Ontario schools in the 1930's contained the fol-
lowing slatemenL

If the life fluid (semen) feeds the musrles and the brain and
the nervous system and Vyou want clam, strong, healt0
muscles and clean, strung, healthy brains, what must you
do with these two beautifrl wonderful 10. glands(testicles)?
Keep them clean and leave them alone!

What about girls? Girls and women who masturbated or showed
interest in sex did not escape censure. Women were simply
assumed to have little interest in sex. And this was all to the good.
Too sexual a woman would arouse her spouse too much and tire
him out! Furthermore, according to Rev. Stall,
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-the male nature would be called into such frequent and
continu.ous convise that the power ty* nproductkm would
be either wally destroyed or so impaired that the race
would degeterate into mong iniellectual and physical pig-
mies. God has made the passivity cf the wrfr the protection
of ber husband and a source cj manfdd blessing to bet.
childnm.*

*From a paper by Dr. Michael Barrett, President, Sex Information
and Education Council of Canada,1972.

These notions sound pretty funny to us and are, of course, com-
pletely false. But people did nct know that then. 1930 isn't very
long ago. No wonder many people still wonder if masturbation
goes along with mental handicap! The truth is, people with mental
handicaps masturbate no more and no less than anyone else.
There is no cause for concern.

However, if a child spards much of his time masturbating and
does little else, then as Kate discovered (Chapter 3), may be a
symptom of stress, insecurity, loneliness or simply, not having
enough to do. Look at the behaviour in the same way you would if
the child were constantly rocking or sucking his thumb. The mas-
turbation itself isn't the problem. It's a signal that something else
needs to be seen to. Sometimes, of course, the source of the prob-
lem may be something as simple as an irritating genital infection or
uncomfortable underwear.

Sexual sensations are very intense during the teen years. Think
back to your own adolescence. bet that if you masturbated, you
probably thought you were doing something wrong. But, like most
kids, you probably didn't stop. You just felt guilty about it.

So if your teenager or young child seems generally happy, has
interesting things to do, friends to enjoy and so on, spending some
time in her room masturbating and daydreaming about sex is per-
f ,ctly normal. She may just make you more aware of what it is she
is doing. I know several young men and women who announce,
I'm going to my room now to play with myself.* So we may be
more aware of their behaviour, even if it's done privately.

Most other kids don't announce their intentions; they simply
spend a lot of time in their rooms during adolescence. We just
don't bother checking to see what they're doing Intuitively, we
respect their need for privacy. It should not be different for the
teen who happens to have a mental disability. In fact, if we want
to teach privacy for private behaviour, the best way to start is to
respect their need to be alone sometimes. So stop worrying! One
concerned father said to me, "You'd think the kid had no toys!" My
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response? °This will be his favourite for a few yeamr Another
father, after thinking it over, said abfasturbatkm is ccrtainly a much
better way to cope with strong sexual feelings than rushing into
intercourse too young.* We agree.

All we have to do is explain to youngstem what is going on
and that it is a private activity. How? Here's some suggestions. To a
boy you can say something like:

ftfeeisgood to most boys and men to rub their penis. This is
called masturbation. Some pecyge never feel like doing it
and that is okay too. Wben a boy holds bis band around his
penis and rubs 0 :40 and down, the per* gets hard. When
the feelings get very strong, the penis prks back and forth
vety fast. This is calkd having an orgasm or "coming". It
feels very good. Also, some white sticky stuff called semen
comes ow. This is called ejaculating. Men the penis gas soft
main and the boy feels relaxed. Wben the sticky white stuff
coma out you need to have some kleenex close to wipe it up
so t won't get on your sheets or clotba. Then you throw the
*leen= in the garbage. There are other names for MaStur-
bation, like playing with yowself or ferkiNg off. But a word
like jerking off l.c not gm polite language.

Sometimes a boyt penis gets hard when bec thinking abow
girls or taben be sea pictums ofgiris In catalcsua or maga-
zines. This is normal and pan of being a boy. It happens to
all boo and men. And sometima 0 happens when be is
walking down the street or in school. But it is not okay for
someone to rub his penis where other people are around.
7buching your penis is private touching. Wbere is it okay?
In your room. So what tic the thing ft:: do a boyt penis gets
bard while be is at schooLP Nothing. After mobile I will get
soft again all by itself. Would it be okay for him to touch
himself there? No, because school is a public place. Private
touching is only for your room.

What can you say to a girl?

my daughter iS 18. She is lust becoming aware of sexual
feelings, I think. The other day she was putting some oint-
ment on her genttals because of a minor infection. Ave said
aMom, feels really good." I said "Thatc the way in supposed
to feel." I sutpriced mysephat I could do that. I* only flat
allowed myself to acknowledge that it feels good so touch.
I'm 60 now so in about time, isnl it?

Eva
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What else can you say?

Many gids and women touch and rub amok; the vulva,
especially a part called tbe cktoris. It fee& vet)) good and her
vagina gen wet. she rubs long enough, the muscles in her

ague= together sews' times vety quickly. This is
havtng an orgasm or °coming*. She ftels mann and

relaxed eifterwards. This is normal and part'. (y" being a girt

What if you felt like touching yourser when you were at
school, It is something no one does u*en other people are
around What if you were alone in the classroom? No,
becau s e a classroom is a public place and someone could
come in and see you. Or what r you got itchy and you were
in your classroom (or any other public place)? You would
ask to go to tbe uashroom.

(Did you know that the clitoris is the only part of the body that has
no other function than to give pleasure? Something to think about!)

Don't worry about being so explicit. Remmnber, children need
very specific information to help them under., id both what is
going on and that the same thing happens to c% t.rybody else.
Without this information, you're not going to have rnoch success
teaching appropriate behaviour.

Some children will not understand that many words. The issue
is to help them become private about the activity. So when you see
your child masturbating in the living room for instance, simply say

see you rubbing your penis (or vulva). I know that feels good.
It's private touching, only in your room? Guide him to his room
and close the door.

For others, make it even more simple. Point to what he is
doing. Say **Not here? Lead him to his room. Point again to his
genitals and say *Here It's okay to touch? A little consistent repeti-
tion and he will get the message.

Some parents have asked what to do if someone seems to be
masturbating a lot and is not reaching orgasm. Without the release
of orgasm, the blood and fluid that fill the sex organs during sexual
excitement take a long time to go away. This is very irritating and
frustrath4 for the person and the usual response is to keep mastur-
bating. In our experience, it is rather rare for someone not to know
how to reach orgasm. If someone is masurbating to the exclusion
of other activities, usually something else is the issue. Some major
tranquilizers can make it impossible for a person to reach orgasm
or ejaculation. If your son or daughter is on medication and you
notice a lot of masturbation, have the medication checked. It could
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be the problem. If medication isn't the issue and if the tips we
have suggetted haven't helped, seek help from a qualified counsel-
lor who may be able to help you unravel the problem.

PIE and PUS=
Now that we have given ru some suggestions for what to say,
las take a look at some other principles behind how we said it.
You will remember from Chapter 3 how impostaM it is to talk to
children in ways that make them feel good about themselves. It is
even more important to remember this primiple when we talk to
kids about their sexuality. PIE and RESIT are two models to think
about.

PIE
Permission and Information with Empathy.

PERMISSION: Acknowledge the feeling: "I know it feels good to
touch your penis." This means we give permission to have the feel-
ings. We also give permission for sexual fantasies. "It's normal for
boys and girls to think about the bodies of others."

INFORMATION: "Most boys and men like to touch or nib their
penis. It's normal and part of being a boy.' This kind of informa-
tion also includes more permission. Knowing that mog people
have the same experience helps us feel normal.

EMPAMY: Remember empathic listening from Chapter 3? That idea
works here too. When you say "I know it feels good to touch you
penis*, you are sivaking with empathy. You are letting the child
know that you understand his feelings.

pussrr
PermissionLimited Information Specific or Simple
SuggestionIntensive Therapy.

This model adds to the PIE model. It tells the child what behaviour
is expected. For instance,we can give him a "simple suggestion'
about where it is okay and not okay to touch his penis. "That is
private touching, for your room."

Now go back and read again the tips for talking about menstrua-
tion, wet dreams and masturbation. See if you can discover how
the models PIE and PLISSIT fit. For example:
PERMISSION: ^All girls have periods. It's normal and part of being

S
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a girl. It means you are growing up and that's excitingr

LIMITED INFORMATION: Keep it simple. Scaae bleeding comes
from the vagina each month. It comes from the uterus Inside the
girl's body.*

SIMPLE SUGGESTION: *This is how we take care of ourselves
when we're having a period. See? Watch what I do. Now you try.*

*Having a period is a private thing. You can talk about it just with
Mom. No one else.*

"Skirts are kept down and pants are kept up. We don't show others
that we are having our period.*

INTENSIVE THERAPY: You will never use the Intensive Therapy
part of the model yourself. Intensive therapy is provided only by
those professionally trained to help individuals who are experienc-
ing serious difficulties with sexuality in one way or another.
Sometimes problems will pop up that you will mx want ,or be
expected, to handle by yourself. For example, if you think your
child may have been sexually abused, it is important to call your
Family and Children's Services agency for help. Or if your child
persists in touching others inappropriately despite your best teach-
ing efforts, you will want to get pmfessional help.

This brings us back to the most important things to remember that
we talked about at the beginning of this chapter. Remember what
they are?

Feelings and fantasies are okay
There are certain limits on our behaviour.

Here is a little exercise to practice using PIE and PLISSIT. Read
each situation and each response. Which response will help the
youngsters feel good about themselves? Which one is a put down?
Then, in the space provided, write a response that would be com-
fortable for you. First, try imagining yourself responding as if to
someone else's child. Then respond a second time as if it were
your own child. How do you feel? Do you notice any differences
in the respcnses? Most parents tell us that they can deal more
objectively with someone else's child than they can with their own
child. This is natural.

So the real trick is: acknowledge what you are feeling, take a deep
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breath, think about what would be most helpful and comfortable
to say and tben say it!

ftercise:
You and your visitors walk into the livingroom to find your 10

year old touching her genitals.

Parent 1
°Leslie, would you come to the kitchen with me for a moment?"
Once in the kitchen: "I saw you touching your vulva. Remember,
that's private touching, for your room. Now let's get some tea for
the Smiths, okay?"

Parma 2
"Leslie, get your hands away from there right now!"

Parent 3
Ignores the behaviour.

Your response

* Your 14 year old has a crush on her teacher and says she loves
him and he loves her. She says he is her boyfriend.

Parent 1
"Feels good to have a really nice teacher, doesn't it?.

Parent 2
(laughing) "Don't be silly dear. I ie can't be your boyfriend."

Your response

Your 16 year old likes to look at pictures of women in Sears cata-
logue. Naturally, he likes the lingerie pages best! You go into his
room one day without knocking. Hc is lying on his bed looking at
the pictures and masturbating.

Parent 1
I'm sony. I forgot to knoc!-.
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Parent 2
Put that away. You spend far too much time looking at those.

Your Response

Your 13 year old son and his 13 year old friend are listening to
tapes In your son's room. You walk In and find the boys stroking
each other's penises.

Parent 1
*1 know you'd like to know about each other's bodies and how
they feel. But we don't touch someone else's penis, only our own."

Parent 2
You say nothing about the behaviour and immediately send your
son's friend home.

Your Response

Now get your panner to do this exercise Compare responses. How
dose are they? Most of us discover we're pretty far apart in our aui-
tudes. This is normal. If such is the case for you, discuss how you
can get on the same wave length. It is quite important to present a
united front for the sake of your child, even if you disagree. Lots of
inappropriate behaviour gets worse because one parent says one
thing, the other the oppmite.

(You guessed it. In each situation, Parent 1 is on the right track.
Notice how Parent 1 gives °Permission" to have feelings. In the first
and last examples, Parent 1 also gives some "Limited Information")

Learning about how babies are made and how they are born
No child ever tires of the story of how he was born. A book like
Did the Sun Shine &fore You Were Born? (for young children) or
Lennart Niilson's beautiful How Was I Born? can help you tell the
story. Most of us can talk about how babies develop inside their
mother's uterus and most of us don't have much trouble telling
youngsters how babies are born.

31"
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Babies grow in a special place inside lbe mother's body
called the wersa. When a is time for the baby to mete out,
the uterus squeevas bard many times. The woman can feel
this happening. It is called alalx)ur.* liftsaily, she goes to the
hofpftal to have her baby. *or a lbw bows, she pushes the
baby out through an opening between her legs called the
vagina. This opening stretches so the baby can come out.
The baby wually comes out boa AM

But when it comes to explaining how babies get starte4 most of
us get twitchy. How come Because we're talking about a private,
intimate act. There's a lot of emotion attached to it for us. And we
have the usual ptoblem of finding the words. We may think that
telling a child about sexual intercoum will encourage him to go
out and try it. It won't . On the contrary, most youngsters who
have sex have not been told anything at all.

Here are some suggestions. It is best to talk about making
babies in the context of a loving relationship between people who
care about each other and can take care of a baby. For young chil-
dren, all you need to say is:

When a man and woman, a Mom and Da4 lote and cans
Or each other very much, one of the sways they show this is
by making kw or having sex. When a man and a woman
bave sex, the man puts his penis inside the womant tygina.
Another wonl for this is sexual intercourse. This is bow a
baby starts to grow inside the womant bock

For those who can understand more you can add:

The man's penis gets bard and when be puts it in the
womant vagina be moves U back and forth until sticky
stuff that has tiny sperm cells in a goes into she womant
vagina. if a sperm meet s a tiny egg cell inside the womant
body, a baby will man to grow. People bate sex for lots of
reasons, no t just to make babies. Sex is also a way for two
rownups to show their low for one another lt feels good to
them.

Tell them that having sex is only for adults, not teenagers. And if
your value is that sex is only for those who are married, then let
them know that too.
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PART 2: HELPING TOUR CHILD UNDERSTAND
WILUAL RELATEMMIP

What Abol* Boyfriends and Girlfriends? How Much Do You
Tell Timm Mont Sod
This brings us to most partmts' biggest dilemma. Parents whose
young people are expressing interest in having boyfriends and girl-
friends often feel caught on the heals of a dilemma. On the one
hand, you want your son or daughter to be knowledgeable about
and comfortable with their sexual feelings. On the cther, you don't
want them to become involved in sexual activity before they can
handle the risks and responsibilities, As Bob and Penny put it:

Weftel u e are walking aline line betueen a need for super-
vision and what w e ftel ts our daughter's right to some pri-
vacy. Me 'isles/ r parenting change a: adolescence. Ain of
growing up means letting them move away from you bit by
bU But they still need a lot cf guidance too. There are no
aw answers.

We haverAl met any parents who thought their teens could handle
the responsibilities of a sexual relationship. And they have lots of
support . Respected sex educators like Sol Gordon and Carol
Cassell believe that few teens under 18, whether or not they have a
mental disability, are capable of sound judgment when it comes to
sexual decision-making.

There ate plenty r..f ,easons for discouraging teenagers from
having sexual intercourse. These indude of course, the risk of
pregnancy, AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases. And kids,
especially very young teens, don't have a very good track record
when it comes to using contraception.

Then there are the emotional risks. Most young teens who get
involved in sex do so for all the wrong reasons. They may think
everyone does it; it's what you do with a boy or girl friend; having
sex is how to make and keep friends. Peer pressure tells them that
having a boy or girl friend is the only way to feel worthwhile. It is
interesting that young girls are often quite pushy with boys, want-
ing a boyfriend long before the boys are interested. No wonder.
Girls have always been told that getting a boyfriend was the most
important thing they could do, that getting a boyfriend will make
you happy.

Let's face it, part of our concern comes from remembering
what things were like for us. It wasn't easy for us to decide about
sex either. Some of our decisions may not have turned out very
well for us. We remember our own adolescent struggles in the
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back seam of cars, our heads telling us to stop, cur bodies telling
us to keep going.

A few fathers of daughters may panic as they recall pressuring
girls into increasingly intimate sexual activity because that was the
male "script". If you were any kind ofmate that was wind you
were supposed to do, saki the script.

For girls the script was a bit different. Sow mothers may
remember thinking that sex was okay if you were °in loves. Love
was the sanctice for sex. But love in early acblescence is usually of
the NI need you, want you, want to own you in order to make me
feel like a wwthwhile person' variety. Under these chtumstances
sex is not usually a mature expression of caring, of sharing some-
thing with someone special. And the pain we felt when a relation-
ship ended! Life seemed to be over! So it's natural to want to spare
our more vulnerable youngsters from the painful experiences.

But keeping young people ignorant isn't going to prevent sexu-
al intercourse. allying to protect them by keeping them isolated
from friendships is obviously not the answer either.

By the way, it is important to remember that most of the time,
when you observe two young people holding hands or hugging
and kissing, ft does not necessarily mean the next step is sex. They
are enjoying the touch and companionship. This is important.
When they sound desperate about wanting dates, take a closer
look at what thef mean and what they may be thinking. It doesn't
necessarily mean a wish for sex.

Last week Stephen , who is 18, was so excited. He'd been
wanting me to get him a date for some time. WWI, last week
be announad that be bad a date. However, when w e talked
about it I found out that be thotAgbt bat, ing a date meant
askfttg someone to be >our Offriend. He bad asked a girl in
his veciat education class at xbool if she would be bis girl-
friend and she said yes. When I asked be was going to ask
ber to come over, be said be might sometime. It was clear
that be just wanted to be able to say be bad a girlfrien4 just
like the others in his class, in order to be like Mem. %VW II
just play this one by ear for now.

Kate
Some Tips
You may have to be a social director for a while.
Helping arrange for friends of both sexes to come over gives you
an opportunity to teach your kids to use the phone and coach
them in the art of give and take !n friendship.
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Stress that having friends of both sexes is fun.
Having a boyfriend or girlfriend isn't the most important thing to
make you happy. Socializing that happens often can be good
insurance against getting involved in inteitouise because the need
for friendship is being satisfied. At first, supervision is a good idea.
As Bob put it:

I would's? band my child car keys and tell ber to go and
bave fun I will wait until I think she can learn se* driving
skills and draw so that neither sbe nor awne else will be at
risk I don? want her driving on ber own for some time.

*Role-play saying *no* to "private touching* by maw! friends. Let
them know that touching the °private parts" of casual friends is not
okay.

Mary, who is 18, keeps talking about having a hoffriend
someday. She doesn't haw a vecial hozilend yet, but does
have some acquaintances st*o are bop. We roleplay what
to do fa boy she doesn't know well hies to touch her on her
bmasts or genikils. She says "No, thatt private." She is quite
assertwe and has a vety high self-mem, I think. W t involve
her in group social activities with both sows and .the is very
comfbnable with that right now.

_ Eva

Bob and Penny have told Susan about sex and babies and have let
her know sex is for adults. Susan's leisure buddy helps answer
Susan's questions about sex. She also reinfonzes with Susan her
parents' values. She's a good role model.

Susan goes to Special Olympics swimming or to dances and
a couple of boys will get her in the corner, They're
smooching and I don't know what it can lead to when I'm
not there to supervise. In natural for ber to smooch and I
don't think U should be any diftrent for her than for any-
one else, but I do wony about ptvgnancy. I wony about her
judgment. We vend a lot of time telling her that her semal
feelings are all right, but kissing and bragging are far prwate
places. UV talk about it beim inatprcpriate for just any boy
to touch her and w e pmctice saying "no" to touch of 'pri-
vate pane. We're a little scared to leatv ber alone for long
with her "beer/end°. She calls him that and althoggh we
emphasize that be; a friend, to ber, bet a boyfriend when
be comes to vLsit. I just don't think she mature enough to
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handle preventing intercourse (fa lot ofpetting takes place.
Penny

Talk about sexual feelings and how people deal with them if they
have a dose relationship with somone ha are not ready for sexu-
al intercourse. Practke saying anc* to sexual intercoutse.

I ;mow what horny means. It moms when you walk down
the street and you see a beautVid woman with big boobs, all
cf a sudden you go Armang. My Ng brother told me.

_Timmy, age 11
Whenever 1 bold bands with Timmy, I feel tingb: all over; itt
fi _ Karen, age 14

My daughter (14) seems obsessed with thoughts etc having a
baby. She asks questions continually and tells us that she
and her °boyfriend,' a kid aim is not very assertive and
who generally does anything she wants, are going to get
married and make babies. 1 was xared she would talk him
into having sett Men 1 realized that they mtht get involved
in intercourse whether or not we told her about it . We told
her that a baby can stan when a man puts his penis inside
a womanW vagina but she wasn't satisfied. She even wanted
to know bow many minutes it took to gef prewtant, for Pete
sake! We made certain to tell ber that makiv babtes was
only ftw adults who were married and could take care of a
child. And w e make sure that the two kfds are not alone for
tery long wben they are at our house or at his house. We do
permit the kids some privacy in tbe recreation room but the
door is to be left open and the lights on. Mostly they're
involved in activities with us, though. At 14, their judgment
is not the bese

Allison

Teenagers and adults who are showing sexual interest in each
other need to know about sexual feelings. Kids can rush into inter-
course without really understanding what Is happening to them.

When you tell roungsters about sex, sexual feelims and
responsible sexual behaviour and what you tell them depends not
so much on how old they are as on whether or not they are expe-
riencing strong interest in each other and have opportunities to be
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together. Such interest may happen at 14 or 18 or 25 and for a few,
perhaps not at all.

When a man and a woman who care about each other vety
much start 03 bug and kiss, they gie my strong *lbw. A
orient penis gets bard and tbe feeling is troy strong. A
woman's vagina gets wet and she gets strong feelings
between ber ;egg, especially around her ciitoritand Anne-
times feels warm and tingly all over. (You may have
eaplabsed the clitoris (f' you have talked to your daughter
about masturbation.) When these feelings get strong, the
man may want to put his penis inside tbe womanV body.
What can becpen somitimes? A baby could stan. Is it okay

for teenagers to start a baby? Why not?

Having sex is only for adults, not ftor teenagers. It is impor-
tant for teenage's to be slow and canyitl with theirfeelims.
If you are with someone you like a lot, the sexy feelings can
gis very strum and it may feel good to touch. A boy mug
not put bis penis in a girit vagina. He can say no f a girl
wants him to do that. And a girl can say no ?Allen a boy
tries to touch her with his pent.i. What can a boy and a girl
do if the feelings get really strong? They can masturbate
when they are alone.

Permit some privacy, otherwise, kids will find public places for
hugging and kissing.

Allison acknowledged that her daughter and her friend needed
some privacy and felt okay about it under the conditions she talks
about She realized that if none was allowed, the kids could end
up doing their necking in public. Penny felt the same way.

Some parents worry that their children will not be able to exer-
cise good judgment no matter what they say or do. And as Penny
said * 1 cannot svervise them all the time. It is neither possible
nor healthy.° For some young adults, birth control is important.
This will be discussed later.

Here's something to ask yourself. 'What social or sexual activity
do ifeel is okay for my child who has not got a disability? What
about dating, spending time alone with a close friend" Carol Cassell,
in her excellent book Straight From the Mort reassures parents of all
teens to go slow, that setting limits is important until teens can handle
the responsibilities of solo dating. Assess how dose your child who
has a disability is to being able to understand and handle what your
other kids can. As your son or daughter matures into adulthood you
can review the rules as they learn to handle more responsibility.

913
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What About Hoonosacuailty?
There Is probably no subject where fact is mot clouded by myth
and misunderstanding than homosexuality. In many group discus-
sions, people say they could be more accepting of same-sex sexual
relationships If they knew mby some people were homosexual.
Well, no one knows why. Numerous theories have been offered
over the years. People have investigated such things as child-rear-
ing panerns and genetic or hormonal influences. There is no evi-
dence that any of these factors contribute to Immosexuality. Studies
do show, however, that a preference fix a sexual relationship with
the same sex is neither uncommon, hannful, nor a mental illness.
And, contrary to popular belief, men who are homosexual are las
likely to molest children than are heterosexual men. In the final
analysis, it doesn't really matter what causes homosexuality. What
does matter is how we treat those who are gay.

What does the word mean? A homosexual is an adult male or
female whose emotional and sexual relationships are with some-
one of the same sex. Notice the word adult. We have mentioned
already that it is common for preteens and young adolescents to
engage in some same-sex sexual touching. It is a natural part of
growing up. Kids go through so many changes as they are growing
up. Having sexual experiences with someone of the same sex as a
child or adolescent does not necessarily mean they will have a
homosexual preference as an adult.

However, some people who are gay state that they were aware
of being "different* from others and of being attracted to the same
sex even before adolescence. They spent most of their growing up
years trying to deny their true identities, even to themselves, at
great cost to their emotional well-being. Others discovered their
sexual orientation after struggling unsuccessfully for many years to
rit into the heterosexual mold. One thing is certain. A homosexual
orientation seems to be more a "giveil" than a decision, just as het-
erosexuality is. People don't simpiy say "That looks interesting. I
think I will be gay." It is as deeply felt and "known" to be part of
one's nature just as heterosexuality is. A consistent attraction to the
same sex cannot be changed any more than a consistent prefer-
ence for the opposite sex ean be changed.

Research has shown that it is quite inappropriate to divide peo-
pie into two distinct categories, one called homosexual, the other
called heterosexual. it is estimated that about 10% of the adult pop-
ulation is largely homosexual. According to the Kinsey studies,
about 4% of adult men and 2% of women engage in behaviour
only with the same sex throughout their lives. However, about
37% of men and about 13% of women have had at least one sexual
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experience to the point of orgasm with someone of the same sex.
Just like the term, °mentally handicapped", labels like homosexual-
ity and heterosexuality put people in boxes. We know that the
label "mental handicap* has often served to single out a group of
people for social discrimination. The label *homosexual" does
exactly the same thing. It makes more sense to say that it is part of
being human to experience a whole range offedinA some of
which just happen to be erotic. Most people have felt erotic attach-
mcnt for a special friend of the same sex. Many people have had
sexual fantasies about the same sex.

It is important to mention at this point, that some people who
grow up in institutions where contact with the opposite sex is dis-
couraged, will seek emotional and physical closeness with some-
one of the same sex. This is natural. When they are given the
chance to be with the opposite sex and given some coaching in
developing relationships with the opposite sex, most will find out
that they are actually heterosexual. The fact is, we are not divided
into black and white categories, rather,wc come in shades (.4 grey.
To be gay should be regarded as no more wrong than being left-
handed in a right-handed world.

During one group discussion, one woman said to another "I
just cannot imagine hovv you would want to have sex with another
woman." The second woman replied, "I just cinnot imagine how
you would want to have sex with a man!" Goodness knows, given
the sometimes hostile prejudice that still unfortunately exists, it
would be foolhardy for someone to say lightly "Today I win be
gay!" Rather, it is usual for someone to come to terms with their
true sexual nature orgy after a long period of anguish. The anguish
is felt not so much because they are gay, for to be so feels as com-
fortable and right as attraction for the opposite sex feels to some-
one else. Rather, most people say that the toughest part is telling
families and others close to them.

Then why do so many people believe that being gay is the
worst thing one can be? Because many people, especially many
men, have an unreasonable fcar of homosexuality. This fear is
called hornopbolqa. Some people think that gay men and women
will influence others, particularly impressionable children, to
become gay. This is simply not true. And those who believe that
gay men are lesr "manly" than others (this is also a false notion)
may feel their os, n sense of identity as a man threatened by the
presence of gay men.

Many parents say that they can be quite acce7ting of homosex-
uality foi others but that it is much less easy to accept it in their
own cb!ldren. Most parents say "Where did I go wrong?" They

9 5
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didn't. Peeling guilty because one's chiki is homosexual is one of
those unearnedgulltsl A son or daughter's sexual orientation is
beyond a parent's control. Of course, parents wony about AIDS.
(AIDS should be a major concern for everyone, gay or straight,
especially for those who engage in sex wiei several different part-
ners. AIDS is discussed in more detail In (...hapter 7.)

Given society's prejudice against both homosexuality and men-
tal disability, it does seem that adults with mental disabilities who
are also gay, do have two strikes againg them. And that I& tough.
The fact is, however, that some individuals are homosexuaL We
need to recognize that two adults, whether of the same or of the
opposite sex, who are mature enough and have enough support
from others to help them cope with the responsibilities, are capa-
ble of loving, caring and safe relationships.

How can you explain ho,nosexuality to your son or daughter?
How can you answer the question *What is gay? What do they do?"
Here is a suggestion.

Gay is a word that people who are homosexual are some-
times called. Sometimes pecple call them unkind names like
7ag" or aq:;ar" Such names are hurtful. A homosexual is
a man who loves another man or a woman who loves
another woman. Two men or two women who love each
other may wish to have sex with each other When they
want to be close and loving with one another they :ouch
each other in the same ways that men and women show
they love one another They may touch each other on the
penis or vulva with their hands or with their mouths. And
sometimes, a man may put his penis in the anus of another
man.*

We talk more about risky sexual practices in Chapter 7.

What's Normal? That Depeadst
People differ in their views about what they consider is "normal
sexual expression. What's normal often depends upon our point of
view. Often, we fall into the trap of thinking that whatever we con-
skier right and normal for us should also be right for others.
Warren Johnson, in Sexuality Counseling For Special Groups,
observes that any behaviour can be consideied either normal Or
abnormal, depending on how we look at it. So it's not useful to
think about what's normal. It makes more sense to ask whether or
not anyone it. being hurt. Looked at this way, everyone can proba-
bly agree about one basic value. It is wrong to force anyone to
engage in any type of sexual behaviour without that person's consent.

;)t;
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It takes children several years to develop a conscience. Specific
guidance and coaching about the give and take of friendship,
about what is public and what is private, abcsat what is appropriate
and inappropriate touching, help the process. And a healthy self-
esteem is good insurance against getting involved in sexual
behaviour that will be harmful to us or to someone else. Remember
the theme of this book. Everything discussed so far is meant to help
kids feel good about themselves and to give them the best chance
of d_veloping caring, loving relationships with others.

Answers to Questions *both Love and Sex
Parts I and 2 of Chapter 5 have talked about ways you can explain
sexual feelings and sexual expression to your sons and daughters.
The information is presented simply but is as complete as possible.
Flow come? First of all, there is no reason that people should not
have the information. Remember that giving information does not
mean kids will try everything you tell them about. But NOT
KNOWING the facts makes a person more likely to be sexually
exploited.

Of course, giving information involves a lot more than just pre-
senting facts. As parents, we have a responsibility to give our chil-
dren our values, too. But sometimes it isn't easy to decide what
values we actually hold. It can be confusing. Here are some things
to think about and some information to help you answer some
questions kids often ask.

can you make someone love you?
It hurts a lot when someone you love doesn't love you back. But
no matter how hard you try, you can't make someone have a feel-
ing when they don't have it already. And it's wrong to force some-
one to touch parts of your body or for you to touch parts of their
body just because you like them. That is not how people become
boyfriends and girlfriends. This kind of touching only feels good if
you both want to do it.

Whai is love?
flow can we answer this most important question?

A lot of people think sex is the same thing as love. It is not.
Love is much bigger than sex. Love is a very deep feeling that lasts
a long time. People who love each other trust each other and can
tell each other secrets. Love is caring. It means when people love
each other they want to do things together, and take care of each
other. They try hard not to hurt each other.

9 7
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More Facts About Sex
Here are a few useful facts about sexual development, conception
and sexual feelings. if they spark your curiosity, you should read a
book like St= Me Facts, The Acts and tbur Relines. You VII find
it listed under Additional Reading at the back of the book.

Did You Know That.....?
Although both boys and girls begin to mature much earlier now

than 30-50 years ago, the two year gap between girls and boys has
remained the same. Girls still mature, on average, two years earlier
than boys.

Sperm are not produced in the testicles until puberty. About 300
million are present in the semen in each ejaculation, that is, when
a man °comes.° Sperm are continually under production in the tes-
ticles and take about 4 weeks to mature. For two more weeks, they
mature in the epididymis or sperm sac (see diagram on page 99).
After they leave the testes, they travel up a long tube called the vas
and collect fluids from the seminal vesicle and prostate gland.
These fluids make up the semen.

First ejaculation usually occurs about a year after the penis and
testicles enlarge, around 14. Pubic hair appears a little later.

Wet dreams can occur as a result asexual thoughts or simply
due to the body's natural release of semen.

Both boys and girls have "'wet"' dreams. Girls also have sexual
fantasies and dreams during whicb the vagina will become wet.

Ovulation (the release each month from the ovaries of a mature
egg cell or ovum) usually begins several months after the first peri-
od begins. Occasionally, ovulation happens before the first period.
About 30,000 eggs are present in the ovaries from birth. When a
girl reaches puberty one egg matures each month and bursts
through the wall of the ovary. It enters the Fallopian tube and trav-
els to the uterus. If sperm are present when an egg is in the tube,
one sperm may enter the egg and fertilize it. It then takes 3 days
for the fertilized egg to travel into the uterus. There it attaches itself
to the lining of the uterus where it is nourished and develops into
a baby.

A woman is most likely to get pregnant about 14 days before the
beginning of her next period. Here's why:

The menstrual cycle is measured from the beginning of one
period to the beginning of the next.

Period begins Period ends Ovulation Period begins
day 1 day 6 day 14 day 28

before ovulation after ovulation
-,

I
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Most women have a menstrual cycle that is about 28 days long.
The cycle is divided into two parts - before ovulation and after
ovulation. An egg is released from the ovary 14 days before the
end (f the ovie, that is, 14 days before the next period begins.

If a woman's period is 28 days long, the two parts - before
ovulation and after ovulation - are equal. But not all women have
28 day cycles all the time. Some are longer; some are shorter.
When this is the case, it is usually because stress or illness has
changed the length of the first part of the cycle. The last part of the
cycle is always the same - 14 days from ovulation to the beginning
of the next period. That's why, no matter how long or short a cycle
is, it's safe to say that a woman is most likely to get pkregnant 14
days before the beginning of her next period.

Although not common, it is possible for a woman to get preg-
nant while she is still having some menstrual flow. Sperm can live
up to 5 days in the vagina. If a woman has sex at the end of a long
flow and ovulation occurs soon afterwards, a hardy sperm could
fertilize the ovum!

It is also possible for sperm that are ejaculated near the en-
trance to the vagina to swim into the vagina and cause pregnancy.

The clitoris in women is a major source of sexual pleasure. It is
much more sensitive than the vagina, which has few nerve end-
ings. In fact, the clitoris is the only part of the body whose only
function is to give pleasure! About 70% of women do not have
orgasm just with penis in vagina intercourse. They can reach
orgasm if they or their partners rub around the clitoris either dur-
ing, before, or after intercourse.

People have sexual desire all through their lives. As men age,
they may take longer to reach an erection, and they may not feel
the need to experience orgasm with every intercourse. As women
age, vaginal lubrication may lessen and the vaginal walls may get
thinner. hiowever, sexual pleasuring of all kinds is still important.

Masturbation by marriage partners is perfectly normal,
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FEMALE REPRODUCI1VE SYSTEM IN DETAIL
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MALE REPRODUOIVE SYSTEM
The position of a man's reproductive organs inside the body
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PAIIT 31 HANDLING DIFFICULT PROSIENIS

So you're three quarters of the way through this book. You recog-
nize your child or yourself in some of the parent stories. You can
identify with the dilemma of how much to supervise, how much to
let go and when. One or two of the parent stories have given you
some good ideas about helping your child learn how to get along
with others and make friends. The tips for helping public
behaviour become private are things you've tried already and they
work.

So far, so good. Tbe ideas we have discussed can help kids feel
confident about themselves_ They are good preventive education.

Sometimes, despite our best efforts, our kids slip-up. flow nat-
ural. Then we need to do a little detective work to sort out what
might be going on. We should remember that no problem belongs
completely to the child, his family, the school, Or the workplace.
We all influence one another in complex ways. Sometimes it is
necessary to take a look at circumstances that might be contribut-
ing to the problem.

We need to remember something else. When a young person
misbehaves in a sexual way, we tend to get far more urkset than if
the behaviour is non-sexual. It is important to look at sexual
behaviours in the same way we look at others_ if we can do so,
then we'll be less emotional and more matter-of-fact in the way we
handle them.

Let's have a look at situations some parents h3ve encountered.

Situation 1.
In Tim's case, it was the stress of a new situation at school that was
at the root of the problem

Jean and Tim

When our son first moved from a sewr ated class to a regu-
lar classroom, be found the newness of the situation pretty
stressful 411 /OS& Th cope, be tried all sorts of behaviour to get
attention. In his old class, his sttutegies worked. Ile got lots
of attention from other kids and from the teacher. Weil, one
day he was caught "mooning" on the scboolyard. It caused
a stir, naturally, from some of the kids. But, it was so weil
bandied by the teacher.

In that school, the consequence for such behaviour was to be
marched down to d,eprincq,aIc office for discipline. They
bad him wait ouiside the office for a few minutes, just

1;
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enough time to contemplate his 'We. The princtpal told him
very seriously that if he tried Inoonfner again, be would
have to stay home from scholl for a dqy. Thn kwed school.
Ile never "Mooned* again! What pleased me x much was
that they &natal the behaviour at xhool. They didn't call
me and ask me to deal with it al home. It had happened at
schook it tvw dealt with at school. So 1 did not feel Named
for the problem. And once Tim got used to the molar class
and the new rules we had no more incidents.

Situation 2.
Sometimes a behaviour needs teacher and parents to work on it
together.

Jim ami David

When David was 16, we started getting reports ftvm xhool
that be was touching the breasts of girLs in his class. There
was one girl he liked quite a bit and they taed to find any
cubby bole they could to do some pretty heavy necking.
Reprftnands didn't accomplish a thing. So we got some help
to see what could be done. Me first thing we realized Las
that David was growing up and we were not rramnizing
that fact. With the cooperation of the girl's parents, we
arranged for them to be together after school or in the
evening whenever we could. Since they were in special edu-
cation, they lived some dotance from one another PO getting
them tqgether was no easy task. We helped them learn to do
things together at our place. We also allowed them a little
privacy.

Whenever he touched a girl breasts, he was mopped firmly
and separated from the girl. Rut what really helped at
school though was that the teacher gate him spectfic pruise
whenever be was simply talking to a girl or they wen doing
some activity tqgether lie was complimented on bow well he
got along will: them.

We also startal giving him 'permission" and Informatum"
about masturbation. I'm afraid that was one issue we bad
to work on. My wife and I did not (Agree about whether mas-
turbation was okay and I guess we gave him conflicting
messages about il. One of us bad been telling bim it was
okay; the other that it was bad. Mat must have confused
him. We soon realized that letting him know it tau okay in

7.17
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private might help him deal with his feelings a little better
All this seems to be working. No more iswidentsa t xbool.

Situation 3.
Sometimes there are many factors involved.

Sometimes, parents (understandably) concentrate so much on the
handicap that they don't get their children to assume responsbility
for their own actions. Youngsters often don't have firm, consistent
limits on their behaviour. We all know kids who are masters of the
art of playing Ms. or Mr. Helpless. *After all I have a mental handi-
cap so I'm not responsible for what I do.'' This is partly what hap-
pened in Sally's case,

June and Sally

We kept getting calls from school about Sally's behaviour
Her favourite pastime, it seemed, was grabbing the crotches
of male teachers and classmates. We tried telling her it was
'private" touching and inatpropriate. Wt tried taking away

privileges when it happened. The school tried time-out.
Nothing worked. We finally went fir family counseling. We
soon discovered that awry time Sally actai up in the coun-
seling room) u e lau8hed at her, gave her lots of attention.
We had been doing the same a: home. She is 15, but we
were still letting her climb on our laps. In fact, we tolerated
some pretty childish behaviour At least, sometimes we did.
When we got frustnite4 we'd come down hani on her So
she didn7 know what to eapect because we were not consis-
tent with her Also we did not ea;Dect her to do anything for
bersey or to hep with chores around the house.

we needed to change what we were doing. We began to
expect mow of her, like dressing herself in the morning, set-
ting tbe table, heOing with dishes. When visuors came, we
evected and praised appropriate social behaviour. And
every time she cocperate4 she got lots of praise. Things got
worse before they got batter but after a while sbe realized sbe
could not get away with 3 year old behaviour. Once we
expected her to grow up, the problem at school skived.

There were other issues that may have played a part in Sally's
behaviour. Since her birth, she had naturally been the focus of her
parents' concern. As happens so often, the marriage had taken a
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back seat. This is perfectly understandable. The couple had no out-
side support from family to ease the task of Sally's care. They
knew the marriage was in trouble but could not see a way to get
back on track with one another. Instead of dealing with their anxi-
ety about the relationship with one another, they pined forces to
deal with Sally, whose behaviour kept demanding their attention.
Sally was unconsciously drawn into their relationship to reduce the
tension between June and Peter. Family therapists call this common
situation a triangle.

Mangles operate all the time in all human relationships. The
pattern is a natural state of affairs. We are not usually aware of
what is going on. What happens is this. Let's say that two people,
Tom and Joe, are having an argument. The air between them gets
tense. Along comes Bill. The pair stop their argument to welcome
Bill. They start talking to him. The tension between ibm andifoe
gets less. Further, since Bill is well known to both Tom and Joe,
each get him to act as "messenger between them. Each also tries
to get him to see their side of the argument. Instead of dealing
with their dispute directly, they get Bill in the middle. Does this
sound familiar? It should, since it is a common pattern. It doesn't
cause problems unless the pattern never changes. If Bill had been
part of the dispute between Joe and Tom for a long time, Bill
would have become very anxious and tense himself.

This is what happened between June and Peter. They were
anxious in their own relationship. Their only way of coping with
the tension was to focus on Sally. This happened over and over. Of
course, they didn't know what was happening. Mangles operate
unconsciously. Sally cooperated beautifully to keep her parents
from dealing with their problems with each other. She acted up
more and more. She was, in fact, doing her best to solve a prob-
lem for the family! She was very creative in her choice of
behaviour. Grabbing the crotches of men is bound to cause a stir!
But the fact that the behaviour had sexual overtones is not the
issue. Sally could just as easily have picked breaking windows or
stealing.

We cannot say that Sally's handicap alone caused June and
Peter to have problems. Nor can we say that Sally's behaviour was
caused by the difficulties between June and Peter. Who caused
what is not the issue. Rather, this family got stuck in a pattern of
relating to one another that wasn't working very well. It was like a
vicious circle.

The tricky part is to get unstuck. June and Peter, with the help
of the counsellor, slowly began to discuss their difficulties directly
with each other. When they began to deal with each other about
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issues that concerned only the two of them, Sally's behaviour
began to improve.

Asjune has described, they also began to work together to set
limits on Sally's behaviour. June herself said, "We may have uncon-
sciously been keeping her a child to avoid facing our own prob-
lems.* Detective work was necessary to get to the root of this prob-
lem. Certainly, it was helpful and impcdant to give Sally some sex
education. But that alone would not have helped much.

We must emphasize that no one is to blame when a pattern like
this develops. It is natural enough that when a family has a child
with any kind of problem, including a mental handicap, the child
will need a lot of attention. And if family and community supports
are inadequate, as is often the case, there is no one to share the
load. We also stress that this pattern operates in any family, not just
in those where there is a child with a disability.

We go back to what we said in Chapter I. Get help from a sup-
port group. This is important. However, the mast important *ing to
do is to cbeck in witb one another often. Keep asking each other,
how are we doing, just we two?

Situation 4.
tough when you're the only parent.

If you have had to raise your child alone from the time she was
very small, you may have found yourself devoting all your energies
to caring for her. You may have neglected your own adult life.
Sometimes, you are so close to your child that you feel you are
responsible for all her thoughts and feelings, for her very being.
Here's a test. Do you feel cruelly wounded if your child is teased?
Do you feel =tremely hurt and embarrassed if she acts up ? If the
answer is yes, you may be doing all your child's "feeling" work for
her. If you are this involved with your child's feelings, ft's hard to
be clear and consistent about what behaviour you expect. You may
yell at her for not cleaning up her room for instance and then do
all the work yourself because you feel bad for yelling at her! (By
the way, messy rooms and teenagers go together. This is the com-
monest complaint from mothers of teens. And it may not be worth
a hassle. They'll dean up when they can't find their favourite
things!)

Sometime during adolescence, your child is going to want
some emotional distance from you. This is normal teenage devel-
opment. However, you may be having trouble giving her some
emotional "space*. Or, as June discovered, you may be having dif-

1 II
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ficulty expecting more responsibility from your youngster. We
know many single mothers who feel their child's growing need for
some separation as a real sense of loss. This child has been their
whole life and now they realize they need to be a little less
involved.

A funny thing happens if a child with disabilities has been our
whole life anti we have devoted ourselves completely to him. lie
doesn't thank us. He wants to develop his own identity and leave
you behind. He may be letting you know with obnoxious, disrup-
tive, or embarrassing behaviour. It doesn't seem fair, does it? Here
is something to reassure you. If your formerly reasonable 12 year
old has turned into a defiant 14 or 15 year old stranger, this is posi-
tive. He's developing the way he is supposed to. If your child's
behaviour is causing a problem for him or for others and if the
kleas for changing inappropriate behaviour discussed in this book
don't seem to be working, get help from a counsellor who can
help you deal with your specific situation. And start making some
time for a social life of your own!

Situation 5.
Some behaviour needs a lot of detective work.

There is perhaps no problem that causes more concern than a
young person getting arrested for public exposure or for sexually
molesting a child. Often, lack of information about what is appro-
priate is part of the problem. People with mental handicaps do not
expose themselves or molest children any more than do others.
I lowever, they are more likely to be caught. Because they may not
know that what they have done is wrong, they may stay at "the
scene of the crime: and not run off. They are also quite likely to
admit to what they have done.

The behaviour may be sexual but it is often a symptom of
stress in the person's life. It is not, as many parents think, a sign
that their son is a sexual "pervert." It is important to get good pro-
fessional help. For instance, a family therapist may be able to help
unravel the issues that could be contributing to the problem. It can
be a relief to discover what's at the bottom of the problem and
then make the changes that will solve it. Sometimes the issue is
loneliness, a need for friends. Sometimes, families need to make
changes that will help their son grow up.

Of course, information about sexual feelings and appropriate
behaviour is very imponant too. The young man must be told that
showing "private parts" in public can result in arrest. Being overly
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friendly to small children is suspect too, so it is wise to caution
young men not to play with children. Such play can be misinter-
preted.

When we interview young men who have molested a child, we
discover that they are often not aware that the child did not like
the behaviour. They may think that simply because they wanted to
do it, the child would also. They don't understand yet that some-
one else's feelings may be quite different from theirs. As one
teenager said, I do because I like. I like and she like too." They
need to be taught that such behaviour is scary and that the child
did not want it.

Remember: Teenagers and adults need to know that even if the
child seemed to like twing touched, Sennl touching of a child is
always wrong.

lf a young man has been arrested for actually fondling a child,
contact a counselling centre to help you . When counselling and
supervision can be guaranteed, courts will take this into considera-
tion, especially if it is a first offence. Often, the arrest is so scary to
the man that it helps prevent a second offence. Being constantly
supervised while counselling is going on isn't much fun either!

We seem to be ending this chapter on rather a sober note.
However, it is important to talk about these issues for one very
important reason. Parents need to know that if something like this
happens, it need not be the end of the world. And they need to
know that they are not alone. Others have had such experiences
and with assistance, the problem has been resolved,
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WHAT SEXUAL INFORMATION CHILDREN SHOW)
KNOW AT DIFFERENT AGES AND STAGES*

THE EARLY YEARS 3-9
"Differences between girls and boys
"Public and private places, parts of your body
Ilow babies arc born

PUBERTY 9-15
'Menstruation
'Wet dreams
Otner body changes
"Ways to recognize and say no to inappropriate sexual
touching by others
'flow babies are made
*Sexual feelings
'Masturbation

OLDER TEENS 16 AND UP
ollow relationships grow
"flow sexual feelings happen and how they can be han-
dled

Homosexuality
Difference between love and sex
Laws and consequences of Mappropriate sexual touching
of others
'llow pregnancy can be prevented - methods of birth con-
trol
Sexually transmitted diseases
*Responsibilities of marriage, parenting

'Adapt to suit needs and understanding ofyour child.
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PRINCIPLES FOR GIVING SEXUAL INFORMATION

Take advantage of teaching opportunities.
Use books and pictures. Ask questions first and then fill in
what they don't know.
Let them know their bodies and feelings are normal and
good.
Repeat infoimation often.
Use correct words for body pans.

MENSTRUATION: I IOW TO START AND WI IAT TO SAY
Start with basics: how to care for yourself, how to behave
in public
What happens inside the body
What feelings 10 expect
Relationship to making babies

WET DREAMS: I IOW TO START AND WI !AT TO SAY
What happens in the body
What feelings to expect
How to dean up
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GIVING INFORMATION
IN WAYS MAX BOOST SELF-FS1EEM

PIE
Permission and Information with Empathy
All boys have wet dreams. it's normal and part of being a
boy.
All girls have periods. It's normal and part of being a girl.

PLISSIT
Permission Limited Information Simple Suggestion
Intensive Therapy

PERMISSION
Most boys have wet dreams. It's normal and part of being a
boy.

LIMITED INFORMATION
At night, when you're asleep, your penis may get hard and
some sticky white stuff comes out the end of your penis. It
means you are growing up.

SIMPLE SUGGESTION
What is the thing to do? Wipe up with some tissue. (Show
child if necessary.)

INTF.NSIVE TIIERAPY
If you fed you need this, get professional help.



Decisions
MARRIAGE? PARENTHOOD? SEC WITHour MARRIAGE?
BIRTH CONTROL?

I love her and I think she loves me. And I new: her It's a
feeling way inside. I can't put it into words.

Kevin

They had talked often of getting married but we really
didn't take them seriously. We got the surprise of our lives 3
years ago at Christmas when Heather, with sheer delight on
her face, showed us the diamond that rim bad bought her
They announced that they were going to get married in
August.

Dorothy and Jack

Growing up sexually really involves a series of decisions. When we
are young, we need to figure out the "who to hug" question and
what we can talk about to whom. We also need to decide whars
okay in public and in private. We need to know that it is okay to
touch our own private parts in a private place but not a good idea
to touch the private parts of someone else. The other person may
not want that to happen.

As teens we need to continue to learn as we cope with a new
body and feelings. We need to learn how to make friends with
both boys and girls, what they talk about with one another, what
they do together. if we become interested sexually in someone, we
also struggle with the decision about how close to get. Is it okay to
touch the private pans of a special boy or girlfriend? Is it okay to
have sexual intercourse?

By the time a child reaches adulthood, it may be necessary to
review the guidelines for sexual conduct that are appropriate for
teenagers.

I 1. f;
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All of us need to be dose to someone. We can't live without hugs
and touch. This doesn't mean that every one is interested in sex,
Not all dose friendships, even those where hugging and touching
occur, include a desire for sexual intercourse. Some adults will
never show sexual interest in another person. But when we pro-
mote social development, sexual interest Ls bound to happen for
most people. Given the chance to make friends and some guid-
ance in the art of friendship as they are growing up, most people
are capable of loving, caring relationships with others. This is also
true for some who cannot tell us in words how they feel and for a
few whose ability to care for their own needs is quite limited.

This chapter tells the stories of several adults. Some have
decided to marry. Some have decided to have a sexual relationship
without being married. All of these people need some continuing
support from their parents, from community agencies or from both.
It may seem like a lot of work. But as you read the stories, ask
yourself where you want to put your energies? Imo helping the
young people develop and maintain their relationship or into
keeping your adult son or daughter isolated from others, totally
dependent on you? Which is preferable for them?

David
David lives on his own. A homemaker visits twice a week to help
with shopping and budgeting.

Two years ago, f took a course in sexuality. I learned that
you don't have to be afraid of the human body and of sexu-
al feelings. Like mast peeple, I was taught that sex was bad,
tbat I should not know about sex or have a girlfriend. Now I
know I'm a normal man.

I never thought I could have the fevlings I have now. Here I
am 30 years old just learning about loving a woman and
understanding the way she feels about me. I never thotqght I
could ever have a girlfriend, because I was treated as hand-
Waled. But I met a girl and she believed in me for what I
was. We don't think about things that could interfere with
our love. I love herfor who she is.

I am finding that there is a lot more to a relationshp than
sex. When you do things and go pkices and Just talk wqh
the woman you love, you gei to trust one another so much
more. When you bold hands and walk down the railmad
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tracks, you feel the love you have for each other When you
trust eacb other you can say what >tau feel without hurting
each othert love.

Roger
Can people with mental handicaps understand how relationships
develop, step by step? Let's hear what Roger has to say. He lives in
an apartment with another man. A homemaker visits every day and
Roger sees a counsellor once a week.

I have a girlfriend. We were having problems so my counsel-
lor talked to us. She said that geuing close to someone else
happened slowly. It was like going up the steps of a ladder
The first step is when you meet someone. You like her and
you want to get to know her better So you talk to one anoth-
er ?be next step on the ladder is called communication. Al
first, when you don't know someone well, you don't talk
about real personal things. You don? know each other well
enough. But #* you spend time together and you get to like
each other more, then you start talking about bow you feel
about things. So the third step is sharing feelings, things
about yoursey.

Then you feel really close and the next step is love. You feel
you want to be with that person, maybe for always. And you
care a lot so you donat want to do anything that would hurt
each other Deciding about sex is bard. Some people have
sex when they don't know each other very well. Sometimes it
doesn't turn out very well. Some people wait till they're mar-
ried. Well, 1 think in okay f you really love someone. But
you have to talk about it and try and understand how each
perscm feels.

I wanted to have sex with my girlfriend but she didn't. She
said she was friends with another guy as well as me. I got
real mad and hurt and l said I didn7 want to see I.Kr any-
mor e. Guess I got further up the ladder than she did. My
counsellor helped us talk to each other to say bow we were
feeling. We decided to be friends and just go slow. Boy, I
nearly fell off the ladder that time!
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Anne and Keith
It is a mistake to think that those who are quite dependent on oth-
ers cannot sustain a love relationship. Anre and Keith live in a
developmental home. Gary tells their story.

Anne is a very affeaionate woman. She enjoy sphysical con-
tact with others Os the house. Often, such contact extended
to sewed touching of the men, usually in the living room. It
uhats bard to determine whether or not the men were tndy
consentiv. No one is verbal or Peg assertive. Anne did
seem to prefer the company of Keit h. He indicated with
smiles and some touching of her that be enjoyed her compa-
ny as well.

At night, Anne sometimes joins bim in his bed. When we
first discovered this, w e scolded her and took her back to her
own bed However, the befraviour did not swp. Moreover, the
touching of the wher men began to &wen more often. We
realized that unle ss ite said okay to the night, y private visits,
we were wasting our time saying no to the public touching.
So we stopped forbidding her nightly trysts. When we saw
her touching others In p,Wriasey in she livingroom, we
siff114y approached her, took ber band and placed U in the
band of the other person, saying 7ohn likes to hold bands.
ThrS is how to be his friend.° We don't know whether or not
she understands all the words. She does certainly respond to
our manner Naturally, ue made sure, as much as possible,
that John liked her company! When we saw ber hoiding
hands with someone, we pnWd her for being appropriate
with that person. We also began to model awropgate touch.
When she touched our bands, or gave us a hug, we told her
bow good it felt to be ber friend in this way. Hugs are a
how "rule" in this house anyway!

(Gary was using the principles for teaching social skills that we
outlined in Chapter 4. Can you pick them out? He modelled appro-
priate touch. He gave specific praise when he observed the appro-
priate behaviour. All the staff worked hard at °catching her being
good." Gary also substituted appropriate for inappropriate
behaviour, changing sexual touching of genitals to holding or
stroking of hands.)

Both sets of parents felt that Anne and Keith bad a right to
express their caring for one another The benefits were very
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apparent. They seemed much hoarier Annec tantrums,
which were quite disn:ptive, became much less frequent.
Mere was, however, the worry abou pregnancy. WV do not
know whether or not Ibis couple has sexual intercourse.
Obviously, um' are not going to violate tbeir privacy to find
out. Both Anne and Keith are likely fertile since neither has
any syndrome assoaated with infertility. Anne was clearly
unable to make an informed decision about sterilization.
She certainly cannot understand the relationship qf sex to
pregnancy. Nor can she appleciate what the implications of
pregnancy might be for her Keith was in the same pasition.
So tubal ligation and vasectomy were out. The family has
vied to have Anne take birth control pills. Naturally, Anne
cannot consent to the pilis either. So it is an ethical dilem-
ma. Howevo. :heir behaviour showed at s that she and Keith
were fteely choosing to enjoy a relationsh0 that probably
included some twe of sexual expression. It seemed impor-
tant to them and we felt we had no right to forbid the con-
tact. Not that we cQuld anyway!

Heather and Tim
Heather and Tim have been married for two years, Heather is 28;
Tim is 30. They live in a supervised apartment. A counsellor visits
two or three times a week. Tim's parents and I feather's sister drop
in at least once a week. Tim's parents, Jack and Dorothy and their
counsellors, Allison and Leah, tell their story.

Dorothy
One day when Tim was 20, be came home from his vecial
education claw at school and announced that be wanted to
leave home. We never thought he would want to. We
thought it over and it didn't take us long to decide, why noe
Mn had an older brother Greg who also bad a mental
handicap. Greg was 25 at the time. He didn't particularly
want to leave but we couldn't see Mit being on his own. So
guess we kind sal-pushed him out. We decided it was time to
see if they could prove themselves.

Jack
It wasn't really difficult to make the decision about leaving
home. From the time the boys were diagnosed, I now really
accepted that they were handicapped. They simply had a
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disability. There's a difference! We treated them the same
way we treated their sister and we opected the same
behaviour that we did of ber. We had altvax hcped that
they would lige indtpendently. Like most parents, we wor-
ried about how they would fare when we were gone. Now
their need for us is len and lest Wry hcping they won't
need us at all when we're no longer able to beg).
Our biggest challenge as parents has been &waling the
public about them. Wbenever we took them visiting friends,
we explained that they bad karning difficulties and that
their problems weren going to stand in the way cf a nor-
mal t(P. It really helped that we shared a similar philosophy
of parenting. We always lei them take risks on their own in
order to learn. For instancg when they took the bus for the
first time, we knew they might get lost, go the wrong way,
but that eventually they would get put right.

The boys moved into their own apartment when Greg tau
25 and 7Ym was 20. We bad always taught them as much
as we could about cooking, cleaning, and so on. They need-
ed a lot of beg', though. Dorothy would do some cooking
and take it over to them at least once a week. And 1.1.7ey bad
a homemaker come in dai6) to help with cooking, cleaning
and with money management.

Docothy
Wben they first moved out, we tested our abiliv to let go. We
decided not to call but to wait until they called us. Our
biggest concerns were: what if either one of them had a
seizure? Could they manage the kitchen? What about fire? It
was actually three weeks before they called us and it was
Just for a minor problem. None of the things we were wor-
ried about ever happened. What a journey it has been for
Greg. At 12, he couldn't talk, Now be is completely indepen-
dent. He has liked on his own since Tim got married, Ile no
longer needs or wants homemaker service.
Tim and Heather had been close friends for years. They met
at school. Heather lived in a supervised apartment with
another girl and a courwellor. They bad talked often of get-
ting married but we really didnI take them seriously. We
got the surprise of our liva 3 years ago at Christmas when
Heather, with sheer delight on her face, showed us the dift-
mond that Tim had bought her. They announced that they
were going to get married in August. They were serious
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indeed. I thought, well, they're te6ether 3 nights a week
already. They might as well add the otherfourf

jack
I tried to look at the situation from their perVective. I asked
mywlf 'Wow would I feel tverw my sour The answer was
clear. Heather's family bad difficulty for some time. They
had never thought of Heather as being able to get it:owned
because she bad Down syndrome. I t was Sough for them to
get usevl to the idea. Heatherses counsellor, Allison, mg:forted
us in the decision to go ahead with the wishes (f the young
people-
We were worried about the issue of pregnancy. What f they
bad a normal child? Would they be able to care for it?
Heather actually did not want a baby. She worked in a day
care pan time and said she Pund small kids simulating".
Tim, however, thought a baby would be fun. Heather was
taktng birth control pals under the supervision cf her coun-
sellor. Everyone had some doubts about whether she could
remember them on ber own. it was a difficult dilemma. But
we knew that the decision for sterilization would have to be
hers, not irtfluenced by us.

Leah
ITm:s parenis and apartment program counsellor asked me
to beg, Tim and Heather get ready for the responsibilities of
marriage, When I asked them what marriage meant to
them, the riply was a shy "being warm and cosy.". They
bad no trouble understanding the concept of marriage. "We
will love and take care of each other, always." They would
also share reponsibility for cooking and cleaning. We knew
they were not completely self-sufficient. Heather bad more
understanding of money and budgeting than did Tint, but
they would need continuing support and education about
shopping wise0, and so on. Through tiv support and coun-
selling provided by tbe apanment program and the support
of ilm's family, we knew they bad a good chance qf making
a go of marriage.
But what of the emotional side of marriage? They clearly
bad a loving relationsh0 and neither was given to uncon-
trollable outbursts of temper A good sign. But they bad little
knowledge of tbe day-to-day realities of marned We. Would
they be able to settle arguments? Heather was very
unassertive. Everything that Tim wanted to do was okay
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with bet When I arkai ber bow she frit about things, wbat
made ber bappy, what made her sai4 her only nply was "a
little emit." Cbncerning the issue babies, we knew her
family did not want ber to parent. Sbe said tbe same thing,
but I won't certain wbetber or not tbis was truly ber own
decision. Was sbe Riving us ber own cpinion or tbat of ber
family? It was clear that bejbre we ram along with tbe dent-
sion not to parent ever w e bad to be certain sbe knew bow
to make a decision about anything! That wits going to take
some practice.

Before w e could practice decision-making skills, I bad to
belp Heather enlarge ber "feeling" word vocabulary. I used
pictures ofpeople eaprasin8 emotions. I asked ber to tell me
bow the people in tbe picture were feeling and then asked
her bow Ore would feet in a similar situation. Gnsdually she
was able to be more specific about ber own likes and &-
likes, what made ber ham, sad, frusinuelt annoyed, etc.
Once she felt comfortable about expressing feelings, I
worked with both of them on making decision4 negotiating
differences of opinion. I would ask, for instance, "Suppose
you taint to Ro out for dinner? Heather, you want pizza,
Mn, you want bamburgers. How do you decide? Talk to one
another about it." With some prompting, tbey were able to
come to a compromise. We worked so bard that during one
session, 71m said his brain hurt. He hadn't thought, be said,
that getting marrted would take so much thinking!

Then Allison and I were able to tackle the big decision. We
were satisfied that the two could, with practical and emo-
tional support, handle a marriage. But we knew the strain
of parenting would be more than they could cope with, at
least yet. Heather was taking birth control pigs under the
superviston of her counsellor and in time perbaps we could
have relied on her to remember them on her own. But
Heather kept saying she did not ever want a c had. 711m,
bouever, did, at least .pometimes. At other times, he said be
thought kids would be a lot of trouble. They would haw to
get sitters wben they wanted to go out and that was expen-
sive, be said.

Using large posters, we carefully eAplained tubal ligation
and vasectomy. We asked all sorts of questions about what
having a baby meant. Heather worked in a daycare centre
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so she knew all about diapers and feedings and tantrums.
She also knew what to do gf a baty got sick in the night. 7Int
bad no idea about these things. We kept stressing that a
tubal Agation meant no babies ever Tim remained uncer-
tain. He was therefore quite unimpressai with the idea of
vasectomy.

One counselling session stands out in my mind. We wanted
to be sure they were fully informed. I oplained to Heather
that there was a 5096 chance she could have a child with
Down syndrome. She lookal at me blankly. I don't think sbe
understood what I said. Men I realized something more
important. Having a child with Down syndrome would be a
non-issue for her. She bad it and it bad never cramped her
style!

After thinking about Ufor several months, they both told us
that they bad decided for sum. No babies ever. I was satis-
fied that Heather's feelings about having a child were gen-
uinely hers. Tim said be realized babies were a lot of care,
that he did not want to push Heather into it. We realized
that be still thought it would be "floe. He certain41 did not
understand as well as Heather did, what caring for a child
really meant. Heather did have a tubal ligation.

iow have things been since the marri-ige?

Allison
For the most part they are getting along fine. Heather works
at a preschool 3 days a week so she does mast of the clean-
ing and cooking. Tim woriz full time as a cleaner in a lame
warehouse. Al first, we shopped with Heather and now she
does it herself. We check to make certain that they are eat-
ing nutritious meals. I think we ovenlid the assertiveness
training. Heather tells US that now that she is a married
woman, she doesn't have to do as w e say/ She definitely
mks the roost. Tim seems :zither brow-beaten at times. For
instance she takes his pay check and doles it out vety var-
MO. Tim never complains. We got them involved in a
group on relationsbipbuilding skills and Tim began to be
more assertive. But we certain67 have to continue to work
on the °give and take" of marriage.
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Dorothy and Jack
For Tim, marriage has been a powerful motivation to take
his fob seriously. He says I'm a married man. Manied men
writ to pay the bilk and look after their wives." He mai to
be rather easy-going about sbowtng up on time. So this new
sense oaf responsibility has been a change. Kevin, his broth-
er-in-law, is a good role model for Ms. He l.c a married
man with a fob. Mn maws to be just like him. And Heather?
She has really cpened up. She initiates conversation now
with us. I nmetimes think she overdoes things. She can real-

onler Mx around. But after 2 year4 she has toned down
a bit. Cbacerning babies, nrn says "We can't have childwn
because Heather got her rubes tied. But Kevin says that his
childrvn are 01417.11 He loves playing with his two nieces.
They both love babysitting them That seems to satisfr his
wish to have a child cf his own. He & finding that being
married is enough to contend with! Certainly Heather is soil
quite certain the rIght decision was made about parenting.

We go over once a week to see bow things are in the house.
They do fairly well with house cleaning. Over the last two
years, we have noticed that the apartment is tidier and that
ttrey are eating better meals. Mn, particularly is quite a
good cook. Sometimes Heather will ask for advice. For
instance, one day she called to say she wanted pizza for
supper but that sbe on41 bad three dollars. I suggested that
she put some bologna and cheese on bread and pretend! So
we don't bail them out.

We do worry about their choice of friends. Some of them
come over on weekends and eat up all their food. Or they
will ask Tim to buy a case of beer and then they proceed to
drink all of it. I think 7int and Heather allOW themselves to
be taken advantage of sometirna. So there are riSks to per-
mitting independence. But tbe advantages, we think, far
outweigh the dtOlculties.
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DECISIONS ABOUT =TB CONIROI. AND STERIIIZATION

Heather and Tim's story highlights the bases and dilemmas about
parenting and decision-making about birth control and sterilization.

In October, 1986, the Supreme Coutt cCanada decided the
case of Eve, a young woman whose mother had asked the court
for permission to have her undergo a hysterectomy. The request
was originally granted by the courts in Prince Edward island.
Lawyers for Eve appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. There
the request for sterilization by hysterectomy or tubal ligation was
denied. This case set a precedent in Canadian law.

What does it mean? It means that sterilization for non-medical
reasons can no longer be performed on anyone without that per-
son's informed consent. It means that requests for hysterectomy
(removal of the uterus or womb) because a child cannot care for
her own periods, is not permitted. It also means that no one, not a
parent nor anyone else, can any longer authorize a tubal ligation
or vasectomy for someone else. Only those over 19 who can make
a truly informed decision will be able to have the procedure done
(19 is the legal age of consent in Nova Scotia).

What is a truly informed decision? Tim and Heather's counsel-
lors worked with them for a year and a half to make certain that
they knew how to make a decision of any sort. If people don't
know how to make their own decisions, then they cannot be
expected to decide about something as important as parenting.
Tim and Heather also needed to know what a tubal ligation was
and that it meant no babies ever. They also needed to know as
much as possible about the responsibilities of looking after a child.
Heather's daycare experience provided her with first hand
knowledge of how difficult it is to care for a child full time. That
experience was the major factor in her decision.

!leather was clear about her wishes. But what if she had not
been so certain? What if she had wanted a baby at some point?
Then it would have been important to help her learn to take her
pills without supervision, not an easy task but important. Some
individuals mature a lot as they grow older and learn to handle
more responsibility than anyone thought possible. So it is not okay
to coerce someone into a hasty decision that will permanently end
their ability to parent.

One concern that we have had since the Supreme Court
Decision, is that some adults may be coerced into a quick decision
before there has been time to teach decision-making skills and
before everyone involved is certain that the person understands
completely what sterilization means. Learning and understanding
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all the information takes time.
But sometimes it is hard to wait. Suppose someone is dearly

not ready to parent, is likely fertile, and you know for sure that he
or she is having sexual intercourse. Suppase you've tried to teach
her how to take her pills but now she lives on her own and you
cannot be there to make sure she has remembered every day.
Suppose he can use a condom but you're not sure he remembers
every time. You're worried. Then it may be hard to take the time to
make absolutely certain that the man or woman understands every-
thing they should before signing a =sent form.

Some say that parenthood is a right. But there are responsibili-
ties that must go along with that right. Most people we talk to
don't think that anyone has the right to parent unless they can take
care of themselves. For most, coping with the day-to-day responsi-
bilities of a marriage is difficult enough without adding the stress
of parenting. Research shows that many people can succeed at
marriage but when a child is added, the stress is often too great.

Some couples may be able to handle caring for a child with
lots of support from community agencies and families. We have
heard of a few parents (single Moms and couples) who are manag-
ing well. We know others who have not succeeded despite lots of
support. These parents have chosen to place their children in fos-
ter care or for adoption.

Of course, everything we have said also applies to many peo-
ple who do not live with the label of mental handicap. This is why
it is more important to consider someone's particular capabilities
and emotional stability, not simply their IQ score.

What about people like Anne and Keith? The issue of birth
control and parenting for those who are dearly unable to decide
these issues for themselves is an ethical dilemma. It is a dilemma
that is still unresolved. It used to be that parents could consent to
sterilization for a son or daughter who was not able to decide that
on their own. Since the Eve decision, there has been no legal way
that will permit anyone to make a decision about sterilintion on
behalf of people who cannot decide for themselves.

It is important to protect the rights of people not to have
surgery to which they cannot consent. But is it okay to prescribe
birth control pills for 10 years to someone who does not under-
stand their purpose? Pills are quite safe for most women. But tubal
ligation is probably safer than taking the pills for mog of one's
reproductive life. Should we prevent people from engaging in lov-
ing relationships because they cannot consent to birth control?
Most people would say noi For the moment, the best we can do is
weigh the pros and cons and try to think about what the person
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would want were he or she able to tell us. These are difficult moral
issues.

What can you do if your teen or adult son or daughter keeps
talking of the day they will marry and have children? Perhaps you
think they may develop enough skills to look after most of their
own needs. So maybe they have a chance to make a go of a rela-
tionship or a marriage, but you're worried about their ability to
parent. Here are some suggegions.

Let them know that not everyone gets married and has childxen.
Some people are happy being single. Some are happy being mar-
ried Without having a child. Have them talk to people who have
decided to live a single life and to those who are married but
choose not to become parents.

Arrange for them to help with the care of babies and young chil-
dren.
David decided for certain that he did not want to be a parent when
he became an assistant cub leader!

Give them chances to learn to make decisions as they mature.
Talk to them about how babies are made, how to avoid pregnancy.
Then when it comes time to make decisions about marriage or
about sex without marriage or about parenting, they will have
enough information to make a responsible decision.

By the way, we make the same suggestions for parents of any-
body. Even for ourselves. if we had had the same kind of coun-
selling that !leather and Tim got, our own decisions about mar-
riage and parenting might have been thought out more thoroughly!

What About Unplanned andfor Unwanted Pregnancy?
What to do about an unplanned, unwanted pregnancy is one of
the mast agonizing decisions a woman will make. If you are the
parent of a girl or woman who is pregnant, get a qualified counsel-
lor or physician to help her decide what to do. You're going to
need someone to talk to as well, It's pretty tough to expect your-
self to be objective enough to do all the counselling on your own.
You can advise and persuade but ultimately the final decision is
the woman's.

In order to make such a difficult decision, a pregnant woman
needs to know what the options are. Does she want to end the
pregnancy? Does she want to continue the pregnancy and give up

12s
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the child for adoption? Does she want to keep the child? Let's have
a brief look at each option.

Abortion
In January, 1987, the Supreme Court of Canada erased the laws
governing abortion.' This means that the decision about abortion
now rests solely with the woman and her doctor. A woman does
not have to get the consent of a hospital committee.

Deciding whether or not to end a pregnancy is never easy. Few
people opt for abortion lightly and few use it as a method of birth
control. If a woman is incapable of giving consent and her parents
or guardian feel it is in her best interests to end the pregnancy,
some doctors will accept the consent of the guardian; others will
not.

Medically speaking, it is safer to end a pregnancy than to carry
it to term. The safest time to perform an abortion is in the first 10
weeks of pregnancy. The procedure requires only a few hours in
hospital and is usually performed under local anaesthetic. So it is
Important to get a pregnancy test done as soon as possible after
pregnancy-is suspected because the decision has to be made with-
in a few weeks. For later pregnancies, the procedure is much more
difficult and emotionally traumatic for the woman.

'At this writing, new abortion legislation is being debated in
Parliament.

Adoption
lf a woman is considering this choice, you can get in touch with
your Family and Children's Services Agency. A social worker can
help her with this decision. When the baby is born, it is placed in
voluntary care until the mother signs the consent for adoption. She
cannot sign until 17 days after the birth. The consent is signed at
Family Court. If she changes her mind, she can revoke the signed
consent the next day, before the adopting parents sign the adop-
tion papers. If she is unsure what to do after the baby is born, she
has 3 months to make up her mind. During that time, the child will
stay in foster care. Jackie decided to place her baby for adoption.
When she became pregnant, the baby's father did not want to help
her and broke off their relationship. Jackie did not feel she could
raise a child on her own. She says that giving her son up was very
difficult. She thinks about him a lot and feels very sad, wondering
what he is like and how he is. But she feels she made the right
decision for both of them.
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Keeping the Cbi
Many young women decide to keep their babies. Our experience is
that agencies involved with these young women, such as residen-
tial services and Family and Children's Services agencies, give them
every chance to parent. Amy is one such young woman. She did
not want to end her pregnancy. To her that was killing a new life.
She did not want to place her baby for adoption. "I would always
be wondering about him. I could not gand not having him with
me." After the baby's birth, she lived with a caring family. They
and the agency that supported Amy taught her parenting skills and
gave her much emotional support. When her son was two, Amy
found it increasingly difficult to care for an active toddler as well as
do the things she wanted to do. So she decided to place him for
adoption.

Karen also decided to keep her baby. She lives with her moth-
er and her boyfriend. !ler mother cares for the baby during the day
while Karen works. This is working out well, says Karen. She
enjoys caring for her daughter. In fact, she and her boyfriend hope
to move into a place of their own soon. A homemaker will give
them whatever help they will need as they learn to parent their
child on their own.

Three young women; three different choices.

BIRTH CONTROL METHODS
"What sometimes happens when a man and a woman have
sex?"

"The verm goes up into the womb and meets the egg in the
fallopian tube!"

"ROI and then what happens?"

'Th?y kiss and hug!" (laughter)

_ from a group discussion with adults in a group home

Most of us would agree that it is much better to prevent an unin-
tended-pregnancy than to have to cope with the very difficult
problems that such a pregnancy brings.

The following is a brief discussion about the most common
birth control methods. If you are trying to help a son or daughter
decide on a suitable method, we suggest you contact your local
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Planned Parenthood or Public Health Department and your family
physician. They can give you more detailed information. For each
method, we will go over how ft works, 1ow effective ft is, what the
benefits and risks are and how to use it.

Before we start, it is important to know that although most
people are fertile, Including those with severe handicaps, individu-
als with certain syndromes like Thrners or Kleinfelters are sterile.
Men with Down syndrome are probably not fertile. Some women
with Down syndrome have had children, though. If you are not
certain about your child's fertilky, check with a genetic counsellor.

For most women with mental handicaps, the easiest methods to
use are the pill and the I.U.D. because they don't require the
woman to plan ahead for sex. However, women should still have a
chance to learn about all the ways to prevent pregnancy and they
should, as much as they are able, share in the decision about
which one to use.

The Pill
How does it work?
The most common type of pill, the *combination pill,* contains
synthetic estrogen and progesterone, the two female hormones
which are produced in the ovaries. These hormones are responsi-
ble for ovulation and for building up the lining of the womb in
preparation for a pregnancy. In order to perform their tasks, they
are produced in different quantities at different times during the
month.

When a woman takes the pill, it changes the levels of the two
hormones so that ovulation stops. This means that a ripe egg cell
is not released from the ovaly into the fallopian tube. So if sperm
are present in the fallopian tube, there is no egg cell there to fertil-
ize. Estrogen stops ovulation. Progesterone makes the mucus in the
cervix (neck of the womb) very thick so the sperm cannot get
through. There are some pills that have only progesterone in them.
They are slightly less (97-98%) effective than the combination pills.
WDmen who experience unacceptable side effects from estrogen
can take these °mini-pills*.

What are me benefits?
If a pill is taken at about the same time every day, pregnancy is
prevented almost 100% of the time. The pill is good for women
who cannot use,or do not like, methods that have to be used right
before intercourse. It also reduces menstrual cramps and the
amount of blood lost each month. So sometimes it is prescribed
just for that reason. Some women find that it also lessens premen-
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strual tension. The pill may also help prevent a woman from get-
ting a severe pelvic infection (in the tubes and womb). It may also
help prevent ovarian cancer and cancer of the lining of the womb.

Wbat are ale risks?
The pill has some minor side effects and some major ones. Some
of the minor side effects are:
a Spotting or *breakthrough bleeding" can happen between peri
ods. If spotting happens in the first half of the menstrual cycle, it
means there is not enough estrogen in the bloodstream. If it hap
pens during the last half of the cycle, it means there is not
enough progesterone. The spotting usually stops after about
three months.

Some women get acne and some facial hair.
Others have some water retention (bloating) which can cause
nausea, leg cramps, headaches, or breast tenderness.

If these problems continue after three months, the pill can be
changed to one that has a different dosage of the hormones in it.
There are some women who should not use the pill:

%It/omen who have a history of blood dots in the legs, or heart
disease. This is because the pill has caused blood clots and is
thought to have contributed to strokes in some women.

Women who have migraine headaches, high blood pressure,
have a strong family history of diabetes or are over 35.

Women who smoke, especially those over 35, should stop smok-
ing before they go on the pill. Smoking increases the risk of heart
attack and stroke.

Some antibiotics and other drugs may make the pill less effective.
You should keep a list of all the medications your daughter is tak-
ing so you can tell your doctor.

Women who have epilepsy can start the pill but they should be
watched very carefully to see that their condition does not get
worse.
a Women who have a history of breast cancer. Some studies
released in 1989 showed a possible link between breast cancer and
long-term use of the pill. Over the years there have been other
such studies but a link has never actually been proven. I lowever,
women whose families have a history of breast cancer may need to
be more cautious about taking the pill.

The pill has been used for about 25 years, It is important to note
that millions and millions of women have used it safely. And it is
far safer than carrying a pregnancy to term,
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Now do you take
A woman who goes on the pill must have a complete physical
examination first. This includes a breast examination, PAP smear
(to detect cancer of the cervix) and tests for sexually transmitted
diseases.

I. During the first month of pill-taking, a woman should use foam
or her partner should use a condom. Or she should not have sex.
She is not safe from pregnancy during the first month.

2. She should start the pills in the way that she has been told to
by the doctor or clinic. The easiest type to take is the pack that has
28 pills in it, so that one is taken every day. Depending on the
type of pill, a woman may take her first one on either the first day
of her period, the fifth day of her period, the first Sunday after her
period begins, or the day she gets her first pack if she is certain
she is not pregnant. Be sure the doctor gives you full instructions
about the routine for the pill you are getting.
3. She should take a pill at the same time every day. An easy way
to remember this is to take it at the same time as she does some-
thing else, such as eating breakfast. She could bring her pill pack
to the breakfast table every morning.

4. If she misses a pill, she should take it as soon as she remem-
bers and take another pill at the regular time. If she misses two
pills, she should take two as soon as she remembers and two the
next day. Then condom and foam should be used the rest of the
month. If 3 pills arc missed then you need to ask if the pill is a
good method! If a woman is taking the mini-pill, it is very impor-
tant not to miss even one, / ..7.cause there is a good chance a preg-
nancy will occur.

Depo-provers
This is a progesterone that is injected. Like the pill, it storxs ovula-
tion from occurring. It has been approved for use in over 90 coun-
tries. Each injection provides protection against pregnancy for three
months and is almost 100% effective. Although this makes it desir-
able for women who cannot use other methods, it is not approved
for use in the U.S. It is not exactly illegal in Canada, but its use as a
contraceptive has been strongly discouraged by C.A.C.L. for two
reasons. Because there are concerns that it may make a woman
sterile. (Studies show that ovulation will begin again between 12
and 24 months for 90% of users who decide to stop the injections
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and because in research on beagle dogs, ft has also been associat-
ed with the development of breast tumoss.)

Some people are also concerned that because it is so easy to
use, people might not bother to get proper consent. Many women
stop periods altogether or have only very light ones while they are
taking the Injections. Some institutions have reportedly used it to
stop women from menstruating, thus eliminating the work of car-
ing for the woman's menses. This use is obviously not okay.

Many experts consider that the advantages of depo-provera
for some women far outweigh the disadvantages and that it should
bc available. The debate is still going on.

The MD.
This is a small plastic device that a doctor inserts right into the
uterus. There are many different kinds but the most common ones
used now are the Copper-T and one that has some progesterone
added to it called Progestasert. Roth are shaped like a T. The cop-
per-T has a coil of copper wrapped around it. Attached to the bot-
tom of the T are two strings that stick a little ways out of the cervix
into the vagina.

The I.U.D. is not used as often as it once was. This is mostly
because there has been a lot of publicity about the Dalkon Shield,
a type of I.U.D. that caused a lot of pelvic infections. The company
that produced it withdrew it from use. Other companies stopped
manufacturing their I.U.D's too, even though other types did not
have the same problem with infections.

How does it work?
No one really knows for sure but there are several theories. The
I.U.D. may change the lining of the womb so that the fertilized egg
cannot attach itself. It may cause a sort of inflammation. When this
happens, white blood cells may treat the fertilized egg as a foreign
body and destroy it. It may stop sperm from passing through the
uterus. It could also speed up the passage of the egg through the
Fallopiar tube so that it is not mature enough for fertilization. The
LUD. is bout 95 to 98% effective. That is, if it is used by 100
woman f..)r a year, between 2 and 5 of those women will get preg-
nant.

What are tbe benefits?
It can be used by women who would have difficulty using a
method that requires planning just before intercourse.
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What atv the risks?
A woman should not use an LUD. if she has had a pelvic infec-
tion, several sexual panners, a bleeding disader, or a history of
ectopic pregnancy (a pregnancy In the fallopian tube). It is also not
a good idea for very young girls (under 17) because the uterus
may not yet be large enough. Arxi women who canna be taught
to feel for the strings of the I.UD. once a math should probably
not use it either.

An LUD. usually causes heavier periods and often, increased
cramping. Sometimes spotting between periods occurs. Sometimes
the device is expelled by the womb, usually during the first three
months.

A woman using the I.U.D. is taught to feel for the strings once a
month just after her period. If she cannot feel the strings, or if she is
having some unusual discharge from the vagina, she should see her
doctor. Abcot one-third of pregnancies that happen when a woman
has an LUD. occur because the I.U.D. has been expelled unnoticed.
If pregnancy occurs with an LLD. in place, the device should be
removed. There is a chance of miscarriage when it is removed but
it should be taken out anyway because there is a greater chance
that a serious infection could develop.

I.U.D. users may have an increased risk of getting infections in
the uterus, induding sexually transmitted diseases.

There are two other complications that can happen: a tubal
pregnancy may occur or the I.U.D. may become embedded in the
wall of the uterus. If this happens, suTery is necessary to remove
the I.U.D. Fortunately, these two problems are very rare.

How do you use tt?
An I.U.D. is inserted by a doctor. The doctor squeezes it into a
long plagic tube that looks like a straw. Then the plastic tube is
inserted through the cervix, the I.U.D. is pushed out and into the
uterus. Some cramping may occur as it is inserted. The strings will
hang down a little ways into the vagina.

The doctor will show the woman how to feel for the strings.
She should check for the strings once a month just after her period.
If she cannot feel them or if they are hanging a long way down
onto the vagina, she should be checked by the doctor to see if the
I.U.D. has moved. It is also a good idea to check pads and tam-
pons to make sure it has not slipped out. It is a good idea not to
have sex for the first few days after having an I.U.D. inserted, or, if
you do have sex, to use a condom. Some women also use foam or
a condom around the middle of their cycle, the time when they are
most likely to get pregnant,
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Condom
Some men with mental handicaps can be taught to use condoms
successfully.

How do they worle
Condoms are rubber sheaths that fit over the erect penis and pre-
vent sperm from entering the vagina. The best kind are those that
have a small tip at the end that helps keep the condom from
breaking under the force of ejaculation. Some also have a spermi-
cide (a chemical that kills sperm) on their outer and inner surfaces.

If it is used properly, a condom can prevent pregnancy about
98% of the time. In actual use, however, there can be as much as a
32% failure rate. Most of the failures come from forgetting to use it!
Some happen if the condom breaks.

What are the benefits?
No doctor visit is required. They are also quite cheap and easily
obtained in drugstores. And aside from being a good contraceptive,
there is another benefit. Condoms can prevent a person who has a
sexually transmitted disease, including AIDS, from infecting their
partner. In fact, many doctors are recommending that people who
have several sexual partners or who don't know their partner very
well, to use a condom no matter what other method of birth con-
trol they use.

What are the risks?
There are none, really. However, men must follow the instructions
carefully. Some men may not be reliable about using them proper-
ly. Condoms must be used right before intercourse. So couples
who are not very good at thinking ahead or talking about contra-
ception will probably not be good at using condoms.

How do you use them?
I icre arc some instructions for men.

A man must put on a condom every time he has sec He
must put i t on after his penis gets hard and before he puts
his penis anywhere near the woman's vagina. Hold the tip
of the condom and squeeze it to get the air out. Put it over
the top of your penis and then roll it on all the way to the
bottom.

Do not put any vaseline on the condom because it will
break the nthber. After intercourse, hold onto tbe rim of the
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condom in you tale e your penis out t rate vagina. Tes k e your
penis out rtht 4fter you °come Be carefid not to spill any
semen near the vtigina.

Do not put condoms in your wallet or your back pocket or
any other bot place After awhile, beat will destroy the tub-
ber and the condom could bntak durittg intercourse.

Diaplinagoa and Cervical Cap
The diaphragm is a rubber dome that a woman inserts into the
back of her vagina. It covers the cervix. It must be fitted by a doc-
tor. it Is used with a spermicidal cream or jelly that is spread over
the inside of the dome before it is inserted Into the vagina.

The cervical cap is smaller and fits only over the cervix. 11 caa
be kept on for a longer period of time than the diaphragm.

What are the benefits?
The diaphragm and cap are as effective as the condom when used
properly. Many women who do not like the chemical changes
caused by the pill are choosing to use the diaphragm or cap and
both are becoming very popular.

What are the risAW
Each must be fitted by a doctor. It requires a lot of practice for the
woman to learn to put it in properly. She must also be highly moti-
vated to use it every time. Therefore, it is not generally a method
of choice for most women who have mental handicaps.

Foam
This is a spermicide that a woman inserts into her vagina with a
plunger just before intercourse. Used by itself, it is not particularly
effective. ilowever, when used along with a condom, it is almost
as effective as the pill in preventing pinnancy. BeCatise it rNuires
thought and planning, it is probably not suitable for most women
with mental handicaps.

Tnbal ligation
We have already talked about this in some detail. i low is it actually
done? The most common method is called a mini-laparotomy.
Under a general anaesthetic, the surgeon makes a very small inci-
sion in the abdomen, inserts an instrument, cuts a small piece out
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of each fallopian tube, and ties the ends. Sometimes the ends are
burned. Another way is to go through the vagina and cut off the
ends of the tubes. The woman can go home the same day. She
may feel a little pain for about a day and perhaps some nausea
from the general anamthetic. She is sterile as soon as the operation
is completed.

With modern surgical techniques, the ends of the tubes can
sometimes be joined up again. But there is no guarantee that a
pregnancy would occur afterwards. So it is very important for
women thinking about tubal ligation to consider that it is perma-
nent. That means no babies or no more babies, ever.

Vasectomy
Vasectomies can be performed in doctor's offices or the outpatient
department of a hospital. A local anaesthetic is injected into the
scrotum. An incision is made into the scrotum, The vas (the tube
that carries sperm) is cut and the ends are tied, clipped or burned.
This procedure is repeated on the other side. After surgery, the
man's testicles may swell and be painful for a few days.

A man is not considered sterile right away because there could
be sperm in the tube above where the cuts were made. After eight
weeks, the man must have a sperm count done. lie ejaculates into
a clean container and the semen is examined under a microscope.
A man must have two sperm counts done with no sperm present
before he is considered sterile.

Remember: the man will still produce semen. Semen isn't
added to the sperm until the semen reaches the seminal vesicle
and prostate gland (see diagram in chapter 5). So he won't notice
any difference at all when he has intercourse. He will also feel like
having sex just as often as before the operation. The only thing
that is different is that the sperm cannot reach the end of the penis
any more. It is simply absorbed into the body and causes no harm.

This discussion of birth control methods gives you some of the
important facts that can help you help your son or daughter make
a good choice.

Some parents wonder if they should start their daughter on
pills when her periods start. This is not appropriate. It is important
to remember that no birth control method is needed unless your
young person is having sexual intercourse or is at risk of becoming
involved. Those at risk are kids who spend a lot of unsupervised
time with one another and those who would not likely keep from
sexual intercourse no matter what kind of guidance they are given,
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Adults who are in a relationship and want to express it sexually
also need to be using birth control.

Now let's turn to some important facts about sexually transmitted
diseases.



Facts About STDs

Heather saki last night d'Itie got a rush on my chest. Maybe
I've got AIDS." She's seen a lot about AIDSon rv and I don't
think she understands what OR hears. I told her that since
she witis only having sex with rim and he with her; she
couldn't get it. I think they could bo th use some more infor-
mation so they won't be scared. Wbat else can I tell them?

_Dorothy

Could you get AIDS fyou masturbated someone else?

Can you get AIDSfrom kissing someone ?

If you have °stuff' leaking from your privates, is that AIDS?

Questions asked during a sex education
group in a supported apartment program

it is important for young adults, especially those who are living rel-
atively independent lives, to have as much information about sexu-
ally transmitted diseases (STDs) as they can understand. This chap-
ter concerns those who may be in a sexual relationship or who
might become sexually involved with someone. In a nutshell, this
is what they need to know:

How people get STDs.
How to say ano' to possibly exploitative situations and risky sex-
ual activities.
What "safe sex means.
Knowing the symptoms of STDs so they can go for treatment.

Some young people who are working hard at establishing a "seir
apart from the family, may appreciate talking to someone else who
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can reinforce what you say. Counsellors at Planned Parenthood
agencies are excellent resource people. Or a sensitive and well-
informed Big Sister or Brother may be helpful.

Some teens and young adults may be getting information about
STDs at school. Th .! informatice in this chapter can help you
answer their questions and check on what they're hearing at
school. It covers the basic facts about the most serious and the
most common STDs. ft also reviews suggestions discussed in
Chapter 4 for using decision-making skills and role-play to practice
avoiding risky sexual encounters.

BASIC FACTS ABOUT SIDS

Acquired Inumme Deficiewy Syndrome (AIDS)
This one is discussed first, not because it is the most common, but
because it's the mast serious and it's on every one's mind.

What is it?
AIDS is caused by a virus, Human T-lymphotropic virus, type Ill
(H1IN-111) or, more commonly, Human Immunodeficiency virus
(HIV). Hiv infects and destroys white blood cells called T-helper
cells. These cells are responsible for directing the body's fight
against disease. When they are knocked out of commission, the
body can be invaded by rare infections and cancers that eventually
kill the person. Once a person has the virus he has it for iiie. The
longer a person has it, the more likely his immune system will be
damaged. AIDS doesn't show. You can't tell if a person has AIDS
just by looking at them.

AIDS develops in the following way.
Initial Infection

Most people have no symptoms but some get fever, fatigue and
swollen glands.

Carrier State
Most people with infection fall into this category. They will
have no symptoms. They will, however, have the virus in their
bloodstream. This means they can pass it to others.

AIDS Related Complex (ARC)
Some people (not necessarily everyone), experience ARC as a dis-
tinct phase. Symptoms are swollen glands, night sweats, fever, diar-
rhea,weight low, fatigue, and rare infections like thrush (white
spots in the mouth or around the vagina).
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AIDS and other related conditions
A person Is °officially° considered to have AIDS when there is a
disease present that signals a problem with the immune system.
These diseases are called °opportunistic infections* and they are
rare in someone who has a healthy immune system. They include
a type of meningitis, a rare pneumonia, tuberculosis, and rare can-
cers like Kaposi's sarcoma. Sometimes tim virus attacks the brain
and central nervous system, causing memory loss, insanity, loss of
motor control, even paralysis. People with AIDS also lose a great
deal of weight.

There is no cure yet, although there are some drugs that seem
to help people live longer. Because the disease is still new, we
don't know yet how many people who are MY positive, will even-
tually become ill.

How is it spread?
The good news about AIDS is that it isn't that easy to get. It is
impossible to get it from casual contact like being sneezed on,
sharing glasses with , shaking hands with, or hugging an infected
person. Nor can you get it from things like toilet seats, towels, bus
seats or doorknobs. Insects and animals do not spread the virus.

The virus is spread when the blood, semen or vaginal fluids of
an infected person gets into the bloodstream of a person who is
not infected. For the most part, infection takes place through cer-
tain sexual practices. These include, from most to least risky;

I. Anal intercourse with an infected person, especially if a con-
dom is not used. Infected semen can easily enter the bloodstream
through a small tear in the rectum. Men who have anal sex with an
infected man are very much at risk. An infected man can pass the
virus to a woman th:ough anal intercourse as well.

2. Vaginal intercourse with an infected person, especially if a con-
dom is not used. Infected semen can go through a vaginal tear. It
may also pass through the tissues of the vagina and cervix. It is
most common for men to pass it to women through infected
semen. However a few cases have occurred where infected vaginal
secretions may have passed the virus into the penis.

3. Oral sex (with ejaculation) with a man who is not using a con-
dom, with a woman during her period or with a woman who has a
vaginal infection. Contact between mouth and anus can also
spread I IIV but it is very rare.
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AIDS is also commcaly spread by intravenous drug users who
share needles. A few babies have been reprated to have contracted
AIDS through breast milk. Although trams of the virus have been
found in tears, saliva and urine, there has never been a case of
AIDS that has come from these body fluids. Also, since a test was
developed to detect the virus in all donated blood it is now unlike-
ly that one would get AIDS from a transfusion

In North America AIDS showed up first in hanosemial and
bisexual men. But because no we thought that k might affect oth-
ers, its spread into the heterosexual community, wcanen in particu-
lar, has increased. In New York City, for instance, AIDS is the most
common cause of death amon,g young women. One reason for this
is that education for society at large has lagged far behind that car-
ried out in the homosexual community.

It is wrong, therefore to link AIDS just with homosexuality. The
vinis does not recognize sexual orientation, just certain sexual
practices.

How is it detecteeP
A person who has had unprotected sex with an infected person or
someone in a high risk category (a homosexual or bisexual man
who has had several sexual partners, an IV drug user) should get
tested. A lab test has been developed that can detect antibodies to
HIV If the first test is negative, a second test should be done 6
months later.

flow can a person avoid Retting it?
Here are some recommended guidelines for the general popula-
tion.

The safest thing to do is not to have sexual intercourse at all
unless you are having sex with only one person and that person is
only having sex with you. You need to be sure that your partner
has never had sex with someone who is in a high risk category. If
he has, then he should be tested and be free of HIV. If you are not
sure, then you should always use a condom. People who choose
to have sexual intercourse (anal, vaginal, or oral) with more than
one partner should always use a condom. This is somewhat risky,
because condoms are.not 100% safe. Sometimes people don't use
them properly. Sometimes they break. If you are not absolutely
sure your partner is free of infection and you want to touch one
another, use only "safe" activities. Here is a list of sexual activities.
They are divided into safe, possibly safe and unsafe activities.
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Stife Activities
massage; hugging; kissing (dry); masturbadon; mutual masturbation
where semen does not get dose to mouth, anus or vagina.

fiassibly Safi? Activities
kissing (wet, that is with mouths open); vaginal or anal Intercourse
with a spermicidal condom; oral sex with a man using a condom;
oral sex with a woman who is not having her period or who does
not have a vaginal infection.

Unsafe Activities
any sexual intercourse (anal or vaginal or oral sex) without a con-
dom; semen in the mouth; mouth-anus contact; blood contact of
any kind, including mengrual blood and sharing needles; sharing
sex toys.

This is quite a list, but as the questions at the beginning of this
chapter indicate, complete and correct information is pretty impor-
tant. In fact, people's lives can depend on it.

Remember: The blood, semen, or vaginal fluids of someone who
has AIDS has to get into your bloodstream for you to get AIDS. It
can take several years before someone infected with the virus
develops symptoms of the disease. People should consider that
when they are having sex with someone, they are having sex with
everyone else that person has had sex with for the past 10 years!

The AIDS epidemic is helping many people rethink their sexual
practices. Many community based education programs are stressing
that people explore other ways of enjoying a satisfying sexual rela-
tionship. A lot of people are discovering that the safest and most
emotionally fulfilling kind of sex is within a loving, trusting, com-
mitted relationship with just one other person. Perhaps we'll find
out that having sexual intercourse is not the most important part of
a good sexual relationship anyway. Entirely too much importance
has been placed on it. We need to start valuing hugging and cud-
dling more for their own sakes. We always think of hugs as an
appetizer, sexual intercourse as the main meal. Well, a hug can be
a banquet! Let's start thinking of hugs in this way. (This advice
goes for married folks too. You don't always have to have inter-
course to enjoy sex with one another. A little variety can improve
your sex life!)

Now let's turn to other, much more common STDs.
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Chlaanydia
Wbat UP
It is caused by an organism called chlamydia trachomatis. It is also
known as non-specific vaginitis in women and NGU in men and is
the fastest growing STD, about twice as common as gonorrhea.

How do you ge it?
It is spread through vaginal or anal intercourse.

What are the sympoms?
Chlamydia is often known as the silent disease because most peo-
pie don't have symptoms. A few people have slight abdominal
pain and discharge from the cervix or penis. If untreated,
Chlamydia will infect the tubes (fallopian tubes in women or vas in
men) and cause sterility. It can cause eye infection in infants who
catch it from the mother's vagina during birth. This can lead to
blindness. It can also cause an often fatal pneumonia in infants.

How is it detected?
In order to tell whether or not a woman has chlamydia, a doctor
inserts a cotton swab into the vagina and takes some secretions
from the cervix (mouth of the womb). In a man, a swab is inserted
into the penis The secretions are sent to a lab and grown in a cul-
ture dish.

How is it treated?
Chlamydia is treated with tetracycline.

How can you avoid getting it?
Condoms and careful washing of the genitals after intercourse can
offer some protection. Of course the best prevention is not to have
intercourse with someone who may be infected.

Gonorrhea
Wbat is it?
Gonorrhea is causekl by the gonococcus bacteria. It is also known
as the "clap" or "drip"or "dose". Most people who get it are
between the ages of 20 ary! 24. A lot of 15-19 year olds get it too.

How do you get it?
It is usually spread through vaginal or anal intercourse, occasional-
ly through oral sex on a man.

1 .1 ,
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What are tbe symptom?
80% of women have no symptoms at all. Those who do may notice
some pelvic discomfort and vaginal discharge. 90% of men notice
painful urination and a yellowish discharge. If untreated, gonorrhea
will cause pelvic Inflammatory disease (P11)). The tubes and uterus
get infected and sterility will result. During birth, mothers can also
pass it from the vagina to the eyes of newborn babies. Some of
these babies will become blind. A lot of people who have gonor-
rhea have chlamydia too.

How is it detected?
In the same way as chiamydia.

How is it treated?
Gonorrhea 1. treated with a penicillin iniection or pills.

How can you avoid getting it?
In the same ways as avoiding chlamydia.

Venereal Warts
What is it?
These arc flat bumps that appear around the genitals.

How do you get it?
They are caused by the condyloma virus and can be spread just by
close body contact. A pregnant woman can pass the virus from her
vagina to her baby during birth.

How is it treated?
venereal warts are usually treated by painting them with a chemi-
cal called podophyllin. Or they can be removed by laser or by cau-
terization (burning).

Herpes Simplex Virus Type 11
What is it?
It is a virus that is related to the virus that causes cold sores.

How do you get it?
The virus is passed by sexual intercourse through direct contact with
the sores or from one part of the body to another by the hands.
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What are the symptoms?
Painful, fluid-filled blisters appear around the genitals or the anus,
The person may feel an achiness, and have a fever and swollen
lymph glands. The symptoms will go away in a few weeks but the
virus stays in the body, perhaps forever. Some people will have
another episode of sores and fever when their resistance is low or
if they are under emotional stress. Women infected with genital
herpes have an increased risk of getting cervical cancer. It can also
cause encephalitis in newborns through vaginal delivery.

How is U treated?
There is no cure for herpes. An ointment called acyclovir can ease
the symptom.

How can you avoid getting it?
People who have the herpes virus should not have sexual contact
when they have symptoms. There is also a risk of passing the virus
on when there are no symptoms although it doesn't seem to hap-
pen very often. Condoms give some protection against infecting a
partner.

&What's
What is it?
Syphilis is caused by an organism called a spirochete, a small spi-
ral-shaped bacteria that can invade the body through the tiniest
crack in the skin.

How do you get tt.P
Syphilis is usually spread through sexual intercourse. It ran also be
spread by direct contact with a chancre (sore).

What are the synptoms?
Sores called chancres appear on the skin wherever the spiruchete
comes into contact with broken skin or mucous membrane. They
usually appear on the penis, scrotum, vulva, or the cervix. If not
treated, the chancres go away but the infection does not. About six
weeks later, a rash appears, especially on the palms of the hands
and soles of the feet and the person may have a fever. If not treat-
ed at this point, the infection slowly attacks the heart, nerves, brain
or liver. As much as 20 years later, the infected person may experi-
ence insanity, heart disease, paralysis or liver disease. If it is not
diagnosed in the first 2 stages, syphilis is incurable.
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hioW 45 it detectedP
Diagnosis is through a blood test (VDRI.).

How is it treated?
Syphilis is treated with antibiotics. Bkxxl tests must be done every
3 months for two years after the infection is cleared up.

flow can you avoid getting ie
Condoms offer some protection but a chancre on the scrotum
could touch the vulva and spread the disease that way.

Trichamonbsis
What is it?
'This is a vaginal infection, a form of vaginitis.

How do you get it?
It is usually spread by sexual intercourse, but the organism can
also live for a few hours on moist objects outside the body. So it
can be caught from washcloths, towels, or underwear recently
used by an infected person.

What are the symptoms?
11 is characterized by a lot of foul smelling discharge. 11 e dis-

charge can be white, yellow or green. The vagina is often red and
itchy.

/low is it detected?
A specimen of vaginal secretions is grown in a laboratory culture.

Flow is it treated?
it is treated with pills called flagyl. The woman's sexual partner is
also treated. lie may have the organism but will not have any
symptoms.

I low can you avoid getting it?
When both partners arc treated, the woman is less likely to have
repeat infections.

Candidiasis (Monillasis)
iMat is it?
This is a common yeast infection and is not considered an SID.

1 .1 3
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How do you get ILP
Small amounts of the yeast organism or fungus are in the vagina
normally. They can multiply and cause excessive, irritating and
smelly discharge under certain conditions. Yeast infections are
more common while a woman is on the pill, taking antibiotics,
having a period or is pregnant

How Lc it devcted,
A specimen of vaginal secretions is grown in a laboratory culture.

How is it tnrateeP
This type of vaginitis is treated with nystatin suppositories. Home
treatments like douching with a little vinegar in water or inserting a
small amount of plain yogurt into the vagina often work very well.

It is important to know that some vaginal discharge is normal.
The vagina is a self-cleansing organ. It has a balance of normal
bacteria in it. Douching is never necessary in a healthy vagina. In
fact, if a woman douches, the balance of organisms may be upset
and even allow an infection to start.

What to Teach about SIDs
This is an example of the approach we take in sex education
classes:

No one has any chance of getting an 577) j,f they are not
having sex. If two pecple having sex tqwther have never bad
sex with anyone dm, they cannot get or give an STD. It is
not a good idea to have sex with someone you don't know
well because you don't know them well enough to trust what
they say. If you feel like being close, you can bug and touch.
However, Vyour panner has sores or warts on their penis,
scrotum or vulva, you should not touch or rub against them.
You might get an 5773 that way.

Some people who decide to have sex anyway can use a con-
dom. (We demonstme bow they are um4). But this is not
absolutely safe because sometimes people don't remember to
use one ar they are embanussed to use one, or they don 't
use it comectOt and it break,

If you have bad sex with someone, and you notice a sore on
your private parts, penis or vulva, or if some white or yellow
fluid is coming out, you should tell someone you trust wbo

II .;
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can help you see a doctor Some women who have never
bad sex can get a discharge from the vagina too. Sometimes
people, especially women, can have an YID and not know
it. It is important for anyone who is having scc to have a
checkup every year

And how do we answer the questions at the beginning of the
chapter?

Couki you get NDS V-you masturbated someone else?
You cannot get AIDS from masturbating someone else as long as
semen doesn't get near the vagina or anus.

Can you get AIDS from kissing someone?
No. People who get AIDS usually get it by having sexual inter-
course with someone who has it

If you have "stur leaking from your privates, is that AIDS?
Stuff coming from the privates doesn't mean AIDS. It could mean
another kind of disease that people get by having sex. Most
women have some fluid come from their vagina and it is perfectly
normal. Ilowever if it smells and hurts, it could be an infection.
Sometimes a woman can have an infection even though she has
never had sex. This type of infection is not AIDS or any other kind
of STD.

In sex education groups, we also role-play how to say "no" to risky
sexual activities. At the simplest, most concrete level, we go back
to (you guessed it) "public and private". So it's the same as teach-
ing how to avoid sexual exploitation. You can use the principles
for teaching social skills and assertiveness that we talked about in
Chapter 4. Remember what they are?

Ilere are some examples for review.

What can you do if someone you don't know asks you to it,'S

with him for ice cream or coffee at his apartment, etc.?
You say "no" and walk away. Watch me and then you try.

(Remember to give specific, positive feedback.)
You said "no" like you real4P meant it! Your voice was clear and
you shook your head "no". What arr some of the things that could
hamlen? The person m(ght want to have sex with you. Do you

15
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remember what having sex means? Is it okay for someone you don7
knmv to try to bave sec witb you? No.

What if someone you like but don't know well tries to put his
penis in your mouth/vagina/anus? Is it okay for that to happen?
Why not? So what Is the thing to do?
nits can say 7 like being wah you but it s not safe to have sex
because !don't know you vet)? well. We can bug, though."

Remember: Asking questions and then filling in the missing infor-
mation gives your son or daughter practice In thinking of ideas and
making decisions about what what to do in different situations.

5 1



Sexual Abuse
WHAT TO DO; HOW TO COPE

Way back wben I was I 7 years old I was taken adtwuage of
by my gmndfatber I wld bim I didn't want him to do it no
more and be wouldn't listen to me and be is in bis seventies.
Wben you tell tbe person not to do t and be still won' t listen
to you wbat do you do then? Ile's my grantifatber and I'm
his granddaugbler and I didn't want him to take advantage
qf his own gtunddaugbter I got very embarrassed when I
bad U done to me ten yews ago.

__Theresa

Throughout this whole book, we have been discussing the impor-
tance of helping young people understand and feel good about
their bodies and their feelings. We have looked at ways to help
them make wise decisions about people they can and cannot be
close to. We have looked at ways to say *no* to going off alone
with someone they do not know, or do not know well. And we
have discussed how to inform a child about what to do if some-
one, even someone they know well, even a family member,
molests them. These are important things to learn. Learning about
one's body, learning to make choices, and becoming assertive
builds self-confidence.

Learning to say "no" needs to be balanced with learning to say
"yes" to appropriate dose contact. We all need lots of other people
whom we ...an trust, can hug and be close to. If that balance is not
there, we'll have a child who is fearful and mistrustful of all others
and ironically, uncomfortable with his body! And that is exactly the
opposite of what we want. Knowing that one can trust mast adults
is important.

Unfortunately, most youngsters who are sexually abused are
molested by a loved and trusted adult. So it is unrealistic to expect
them to be able to prevent it, simply through teaching them how
to say "No". But we can help them feel confident enough to tell us
before it happens again and becomes more serious.
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Note: If prevention programs concentrate only on teaching chil-
dren to say °No'', then people who are molested will simply blame
themselves for being abused. One approach that could help a great
deal is to put our energies into reducing molestation in the first
place. We need to develop community-bawd sexuality education
programs that involve children and adolescents, parents, teachers
and care-givers. These programs need to address two big issues:
I. The social and sexual attitudes, especially sex-role stereotypes,
that condone the sexual exploitation of women and chlkiren in the
first place.
2. The attitudes about those with mental handicaps that lead us to
train them to be obedient to all authority. In this context, we also
must continue to work at changing the living circumstances of so
many people with mental handicaps. For instance, the structures of
systems in institutions and some group homes can unwittingly rein-
force compliance to authority. ( For more information about this
topic, see Vulnerable.: Sexual abuse and people with an intellectual
handicap. it is available at each provincial C.A.C.L.)

In this chapter we:
define sexual abuse and how to detect it,
describe the typical offender,
discuss what happens and how parents can cope,
discuss what to expect and how to cope when the offender is
your partner or someone else in your family; when the offender
is someone outside the family.

What is sexual abuse?
These words cover a wide range of sexual acts. Sexual abuse can
mean that a man has exposed his penis to a child or has mastur-
bated in front of the child. Or a child may get paid to undress or to
have nude pictures taken. Sexual abuse also includes: touching or
fondling of breasts or genitals; penetration of the mouth, anus or
vagina with a penis; or insertion of fingers or other objects into the
anus or vagina. A sexual offence has occurred If the offender is sig-
nificantly older than the child (more than 4 yens) and the child is
younger than 14. Legally, no one under 14 can consent to sexual
acts. And, of course, for people over 14, any unwanted sexual act
is a sexual offence.

How common is sexual abuse?
It is estimated that before the age of 18, 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 10
boys will experience some form of sexual abuse. Recent studies
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estimate that the figures are probably much higher for those with
disabilities. Studies indicate that between 3546 and 68% of girls, and
16% and 30% of boys with Intellectual handicaps will be sexually
abused before the age of 18 (reported in Vulnerable, a publication
of the (3. Allan Roeher Institute). It is difficult to provide more pre-
cise statistics because most incidents are not repotted.

W. makes youngsters with handicaps more vulnerable to sexual
abuse than othersP

Not knowing enough to recognize exploitation or to report
abuse.
Being taught to be passive and to obey all adults without ques-
tion
Never getting a chance to learn to make decisions that boost self-
confidence.
Not having friends. Lonely youngsters may do anything for some
one just to get some attention and affection.

There are, of course, some people who may have a lot of difficulty
learning the difference between abusive and non-abusive sexual
behaviour. And some people would not be able to tell us what
happened. The best you can do is to screen caretakers and sitters
very carefully. ft is wise to get, to know the families of your sitters.
Ask yourself some questions. Do they seem to be valued in their
families? Do they have other intereVc in life, friends? Or do they
seem to be loners? If you know for certain that you and your fami-
ly, friends and caretakers are trustworthy, you have nothing to
worry about.

What are the signs of sexual t.buse?
Many young people with mental handicaps cannot tell us that they
have been sexually abvsed. Others are too afraid to speak up.
Some do not realize that they have a right not to be treated in this
way. So we often havf, to rely on other indications that abuse may
have happened. The only certain signs are pregnancy, sexually
transmitted diseases, vaginal or anal tears. However, much abuse
does not involve penetration so these symptoms are often not pre-
sent.

Significar., changes in a child's behaviour, however, can mean
that a chiid may have been sexually abused:

fear of all men or certain men
not wanting to be left with certain individuals
nightmares

1
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babyish behaviour like bedwetting, thumbsucking, clinging to a
parent
precocious sexual behaviour (behaviour that the child is too
young to have learned except through exposure to sexual acts by
a much older person)
sexual knowledge you wouldn't expect them to have, fur
instance, about ejaculation, intercourse, oral sex

Sexual behaviour can include sexual talk, inappropriate sexual
touching of others, ;alibiing sexual behaviour with younger chil-
dren, frequent and posistent masturbation. More than one of these
behaviours is usually apparent. if your child begins to behave in
some of these ways and you have reason to believe the behaviour
could be due to sexual abuse, someone from a thild protection
agency should interview the child. A skilled interviewer may be
able to find out from the child if something has happened.

W'bo ar e t5e abusers?
People with mental handicaps are rarely abused by strangers. Many
parents are worried about this so it's good news to know it is rare.
But the hard fact is that 99% of those with developmental disabili-
ties who have been sexually abused are abused by someone they
know. Acquaintances and friends, caretakers, bus drivers, fathers,
stepfathers, foster parents, brothers. uncles, grandfathers have sex-
ually abused kids and vulnerable adults. Women wxually abuse
kids too but this is much less common. But abuse by women is
probably underreported so it may happen more often than we real-
ize. All adults ought to be caring and responsible towards young-
sters and vulnerable adults. It is a sad fact that some are not.

Wbat do we know about dyad =mai qffendes?
Most offenders are heterosexual males. Many have been abused them-
selves as child= and started abusing other children during adoles.
cence. Some are attracted to children, some to both children and
adults. Many are married, live otherwise exemplary lives and are
respected in their communities. Most have few friends and feel bade-
quale. They often have problems separating their feelings from their
behaviour and therefore have trouble controlling their impulses. most
commit offenses over and over again. Many therapists think that com-
mitting sexual offences is a compulsion that a man has to learn to
control for the rest of his life. Many sexual offenders feel very guilty
about sexual feelings and about masturbation. They need intensive
treaunent that will help them to feel more comfortable with their sexu-
ality and to control their impulses towards children, Unfortunately few
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comprehensive treatment programs are as yet available.
Most sexual offenders are not mentally ill so they are totally
responsible for their behaviour. They are quite aware that what
they have done is wrong. We know this because they always tell
the child to keep the abuse a secret, ofter. bribing ( get you
new toys and clothes if you do this') cw threatening the child ( "I
won't love you anymore; tell Dad ytm were very bad" If she
tells. Physical force is usually not used.

Most offenders minimize the offence; they maintain that it *only
happened once," for instance, while the child can recount several
incidents. Most say that the child provoked the abuse by 'coming
on " to them. These statements are rationalizations. Children do
not provoke sexual assault. Abusers make up other kinds of excus-
es too. An example of such an excuse is "We were wrestling and
my hand slipped."

Offenden usually begin by stroking and touching a child in
appropriate ways. The touching eventually progresses to the geni-
tals. Some men expose themselves or ask the child to touch them.
Over time other sexual acts may be performed, although sexual
intercourse itself is not as common as other forms of sexual activity.

Some parents and stepparents tell us that they are hesitant
about giving physical affection to their growing youngsters for fear
that such affection could be considered sexual abuse. Obviously,
hugging our children is essential for their well-being. It is impor-
tant to know that it is not unusual for parents to experience occa-
sional erotic feelings towards their own child. And it is quite nor-
mal for very young children to have sexual feelings towards a par-
ent. However, this obviously does not mean they want a sexual
relationship with a parent. Perhaps it will help you to relax to
know that sexual feelings by themselves are not harmful. Sexual
actions towards children are. It is dearly up to adults to set the lim-
its. Lots of warm affectionate hugs are good. Sexual touches clearly
are not.

WHEN YOU FIND our YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER HAS BEEN
SEXUALLY ABUSED: DEALING WITH YOUR FEEUNGS

If the Offender Is a Family Member
Your child may tell you what has happened. Or she may tell a
teacher. Or a teacher may report her suspicions of sexual abuse to
a child protection agency after noticing changes in your child's
behaviour. Your feelings may range from shock, disbelief, anger at
the abuser, to guilt that this has happened and that you could not
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prevent it. If the abuser is someone you know well or someone
you live with, you may feel a sense of shame that the person you
cared about could do this to your child. You may blame the abuse
on yourself. You may think if I had been more loving and caring;
if only he (the offender) didn't have this problem with alcohol...."

If your child told someone else first, you may feel angry at him
for not informing you. There are good reasons for children not
telling their parents first. The offender may have sworn the child to
secrecy, or threatened harm to a parent if he told. Often a first dis-
closure comes after a schist)l program on sexual abuse and the
child realizes for the first time that what was happening to him was
not okay.

You may experience such conflicting emotions towards your-
self, the offender, even your child, that a sense of paralysis sets in.
You don't know what to do or where to turn.

When the initial shock of the disclosure wears off, you may go
over and over the indicators of abuse that you did not notice. You
may recall when and how your child's behaviour changed.
Recalling these things can help you understand what your son or
daughter has gone through. But going over and over the details
may cause you to experience more guilt. You need to remember
that this is one of those "unearned' guilts. And changes in
behaviour can occur for other reasons not connected with sexual
abuse. It is difficult to make the connections until afterwards. This
is especially true when the abuser is someone close to you and to
your child.

It is important to turn to someone for help, both for you and
for your son or daughter. In fact, getting someone to help you with
your feelings will help your child recover much faster. The most
important thing to recognize is that the abuse is not your fault. It is
entirely the responsibility of the abuser. Nothing you did or did not
do led to his or her misuse of your child. Sexual offenders do not
abuse youngsters because their adult partners refuse to have sex or
because they were not better sexual partners or because they
could have been more understanding and caring. Sexual offenders
molest children and young people because they are sexually
attracted to children and because they want to exercise power over
those who cannot protect themselves. You need to tell yourself this
over and over again.

If you were sexually abused yourself as a child, you may feel
especially guilty. "Of all people, I should have known..." you say
to yourself. The child's disclosure may trigger painful memories of
your own. You may not want to tell your family for fear they will
learn of your own abuse. You may fear anger and rejection from
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them. You may think I've passed on the tendency to be abused to
my chikl." It is especially important to get professioial help so you
can sort out your feelings. Your abuse did not cauro.! the abuse of
your child.

Getting help for yourseff
Choose a couple of close friends whom you trust as sources of
support for yourself. If you tell someone who turns out to be nega-
tive or Judgmental, remember that child sexual abuse has been a
secret for a long time. Most people don't know the facts yet, that
is, that abuse is always the fault of the offender and not you, the
child, or any one else in the family. Ask for a referral to a counsel-
lor or psychologist who can help yot with your feelings. Some
family counselling centres or sexual assault victim centres have
parent support groups. Many parents find help in being with others
who are going through the same experience. Or you may prefer
individual counselling. The important thing to remember is that
you deserve help for yourself. And helping yourself will benefit
your child and help you both recover.

Helping Your Child
What reactions do children and youn8 adults have to sexual abuse?
And bow can you help?
It is important to get professional counselling for your child if any
of these behaviours persist over a long period of time. There are
also some things you can do to help.

FEAR
If the abuse has gone on for a long time, the child may be releas-
ing feelings that she has had to keep a lid on until now so her
reactions may seem extreme to you. She may fear men who
remind her of the abuser, or certain rooms in the house where the
abuse took place. She may be afraid that the abuser will come and
take her away. She may beg you not to leave her alone or with a
sitter. She may have nightmares and want to sleep with you.

Let her know that you know she feels scared. "Yes it's scary
isn't it? Tell me about the scary feelings". Don't dismiss them as
silly. Let her talk about them. Tell her how you will keep her safe.
Some children need a bedtime ritual that includes closing all the
curtains, locking the doors. This may need to continue until the
hearing. If she is afraid of men, let her keep her distance. Children
who are receiving regular medical care from a man will need reas-
surance from him that they will not be harmed. Some youngsters
are afraid that the police will take them away. You can ask the offi-
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cer in the case to visit and reassure the child that he is there to
help her, not take her from you. He can also reinforce the message
that the offender citd something wrong, not the child.

If she is afraid of being left alone with a sitter, don't leave her
with strangers, only those you both know well. It is all right to go
out without her. If you let her get her wish never to be out of your
sight, it will not help her get over the fear. After awhile you will
resent not having any time to yourself. Then you will feel guilty for
resenting your son or daughter's demands!

Nightmares may last for a long time. You will feel like a broken
record after awhile but It is important to reassure her and hug her
when she awakens. She should sleep in her own bed. Set aside
some time every night that she can share some special time with
you. She can talk about anything she likes, including the abuse.
But don't press her to talk about the abuse if she doesn't want to.
Let her express her feelings and talk about it at her own pace.
Sleeping with you is not a good idea. It may prolong her fears and
make her more dependent on you. Establish a bedtime routine and
stick to it. Do not get into the habit of letting your child stay up
late, or have that one extra cookie or TV program. The more you
give in, the harder it is going to be to control her behaviour and
the longer it will take for her to recover. If you have had trouble
setting consistent rules about your child's behaviour before the
abuse, it will be harder now to establish firm limits. But it is very
important for both of you.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR
The most troubling reactions to deal with are sexual behaviours
towards others. These include:

touching the genitals of men or otherwise acting seductively
towards them
compulsive masturbation
initiating sexual activity with younger children
engaging in sexual intercourse or other sexual activity with peers
(if she is a teenager)

It makes sense that she is behaving in this way. After all, she has
learned about sexual behaviour from her abuser. if the abuse has
been happening over a period of months or years, she may think
that this is how you are supposed to behave with men. You can
use the principles we discussed in previous chapters to deal with
these behaviours.

Treat public masturbation as has been suggested in Chapter 5.
Although your child has been molested the feelings aroused may
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still be pleasurable. So trying to get her to stop isn't going to work.
Several families we know have fostered or adopted preteens or

teens who have been abused by natural parents. These youngsters
can behave seductively towards a foster father or a step father. If
your daughter is behaving in this way towards you, it is important
to set firm, consistent limits on the behaviour. Affectionate hugs are
important and okay. A teenager sitting on your lap is not. What can
you say to a teen who approaches you in a sexual way? "Sandra, I
love you and I enjoy a hug. This is how I like to hug. This is how
fathers and daughters behave with each other." Show her exactly
what is comfortable for you. You have a right to your own person-
al space.

If she touches your genitals say "no" firmly. "I do not like to be
touched in this way. This is not how fathers and daughters touch.
Now let's go finish that puz2le." If the child has limited understand-
ing, simply stop the inappropriate touch with a firm "no", hold her
hands and guide her to a hug instead. Let her know you enjoy
that. If the two of you are out for a walk or are doing something
else together, let her know how much fun it is to be with her like
this. In other words, teach her what is appropriate, and "catch her
being good" (See Ch.4).

If the child is taking her clothes off in public, reinforce your
"public and private places" teaching. To set an example for her, all
family members shouki follow the rules for public and private
behaviour in the house.

Some children who have been sexually abused try to initiate
sexual activity with younger children. This happens because they
are trying to gain the same control over others that the abuser had
over them. As tough as it is, complete supervision will be neces-
sary for a time when they are with other children. You can let your
child know that you understand why they are doing this. Some
children will understand. "I know you want to do with other kids
the same things that were done to you. It's hard not to have that
feeling. But it is not okay for you to do this any more than it was
okay for him to act that way with you. So I can't let you play alone
with kids until you learn this."

Some girls as young as 12 or 13 will engage boys in sexual
intercourse. These kids may have been given gifts or money or
special privileges in return for sex by their abuser. And they have
enjoyed the special attention they got . It won't be easy to turn this
around. You may have to spend a lot of time and energy helping
your youngster find other ways to gain attention and self-esteem.
!lobbies that she rmds fun and that give her a sense of accomplish-
ment will help. Have friends of both sexes come in after school,
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Make sure someone is there to supervise them. Teach them how to
engage In activities together. Give your ycongster lots of praise
when you see her behaving okay with friends. Perhaps a couple of
friends could join you and a male friend for dinner ca an outing so
you can model appropriate male-female behaviour.

You can talk to her about pregnancy, STDs and so on.
However she may not understand all this information yet. Or she
may initiate sex despite your guidance. Let her know that you
strongly disapprove of her sexual activity. Try a consequence for
such behaviour such as removal of a privilege, something that
means a great deal to her. if you know the boys Involved, order
them to Uay away from your daughter. If you know that older boys
are having sex with a minor, it is possible to lay charges against
them.

But it is difficult to supervise an adolescent all the time.
Contraception may be necessary to keep her safe from pregnancy.
Remember that the rewards for sex have been great. Teens are
known for going after the pleasures of the moment and throwing
caution to the winds. Needs and wishes can override careful teach-
ing and good sense. These kids have had some abnormal mod-
elling and ft has left indelible marks. But all your hard work will
likely pay off as your child matures into adulthood. We know two
such young women who have now established stable relationships.
One married last year and lives in a supported apartment.

If the Offender Is Not Your Partner
if the sexual assault has happened at school or at work, you may
feel very angry, not only at the offender but at the staff for not
being there to protect your son or daughter. Teachers and work
supervisors cannot watch over everyone every minute any more
than you can. The fact is that it happened and everyone needs to
take steps to prevent the offender from repeating the offence and
to help your son or daughter recovet

Couples may blame themselves and each other, feel guilty for
not being good parents, for not protecting their child more. They
may withdraw from one another. One partner may hide feelings
and put on a cheerful fnont; the other may need to talk. Remember
from our discussion in Chapter 1 that spouses usually differ in the
way they cope with stress and that each may misinterpret the
other. What can help? Do not blame one another. Share your feel-
ings with one another. This is important not only for your relation-
ship but for your child's sense of well-being. If you two arc angry
with one another, your child may feel she is responsible. Then her
own chances of recovery will be harmed.
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Some parents have told us that they had educated their child about
sexual abuse. They feel they must not have &one enough because
the child could not prevent it. Remember what we said earlier. it is
extremely difficult for a child to prevent sexual abuse by a trusted
authonly figure. However, she did tell you about it. She did so
because you had coached her about what to do if it happened.
Had you been silent she might not have known enough or felt
confident enough to inform you when the abuse began. What you
did was help her prevent the abuse from continuing. For that you
both need to be congratulated.

Flow should you respond to your child when she tea you that some-
one has forced her into saw& activity?
It is important to say to her *I am so sorry this has happened to
you. I'm very glad you told me. What happened is not your fault.
lie did something very wrong. I can help you so it won't happen
again."

Almost all children who have been sexually abused feel that
they were somehow responsible for the attack. If the abuser is
your dose friend, boyfriend or spouse, she may worry about dis-
rupting the relationship, about "sending him to jail.' about upset-
ting you. During the investigation that follows, she may change her
story and even deny that anything happened. This is understand-
able. She sees how upset everyone around her is and this may
reinforce a sense that she is the "cause of the upset. You will need
to tell her often that you are glad she told you and that the
offender did something wrong. She did not. Telling her may also
help you know that you did nothing wrong either!

What should you do when your child discloses the abuse?
Do not try to handle the situation yourself. As long as the abuse is
kept a secret, neither your child nor other children will be safe. The
law requires that anyone who suspects that a child under 19 has
been sexually abused or is at risk of being abused, must report to
the police or to a child protection agency. The police and child pro-
tection agencies work together in the investigation. Both will inter-
view the child, perhaps separately, perhaps together. if the child
has disclosed to a teacher or if a teacher suspects from the child's
behaviour that abuse has taken place, the child may be interviewed
by authorities before you are involved. This may be upsetting but it
is done because some parents do not believe their child and may
pressure him to deny that anything has happened. If the abuser is a
parent, other children in the family will be interviewed too. Often
the offender abuses more than one child in the family.
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What happens next,'
Whether it is a one time assault or abuse that has occurred over a
long period of time, you will be asked to have your child physical-
ly examined in order to determine whether or not there has been
physical damage. The examination includes a pelvic examination
during which vaginal secretions and a few pubic hairs are taken to
look for evidence of semen. Of course, semen will be present only
if the assault has happened within the previous few hours and
ejaculation has occurred. Such evidence can be used if there is a
trial. This examination Is a difficult process for a child or young
adult to go through and needs to be thane sensitively by a physi-
cian experienced in what to look fcc. In most cases, child protec-
tion services will know who to recommend.

If the offender is a spouse, a court hearing will be held to
decide where the child should be until charges are laid and until a
preliminary hearing takes place. Sometimes a child is placed in fos-
ter care. Or the offender is ordered by the court to leave the family
and to have no contact with the child or family until the case is
decided.

Can a child or adult with a mental handicap testy, In coun?
Yes. In January I , new legislation was passed that, hopefully,
will make it easier for victims with mental handicaps to be consid-
ered credible witnesses. Before this date, a witness had to have
"sufficient intelligence to give evidence. Now she simply has to be
able to communicate in some way. This means that someone famil-
iar with the child's speech pattern may interpret, or that pictures
and dolls may be used to help the child or adult tell her story. But
the victim must still be able to tell the truth. Young people who
may not know what it means to "tell the truth* still cannot testify in
court and their cases will not be heard. C.A.C.1- is working to get
this requirement changed.

Also, videotapes can now be made in which a child is inter-
viewed by her social worker or counsellor. These tapes may some-
times be accepted as evidence so that the victim herself will not
have to face the abuser in court. But just as with evidence given in
a court, a judge may consider that the taped evidence is not satis-
factory enough to "prove" guilt. Some recent court decisions have
dismissed videotaped testimony given by children. However, social
workers and police have discovered that the biggest advantage of a
videotape is that when some offenders see the children on tape
explaining what happened and how it felt, they plead guilty before
the case ever goes to trial. Then a trial is not necessary. People
over 18 cannot be interviewed on tape. This means, unfortunately,
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that vulnerable adults cannot give their evidence on tape.
It will no longer be necessary for the person to remember

exact times and dates during which the abuse occurred. People
have often questioned the ability of people with mental handicaps
to remember what happened to them. We know, however, that
they have excellent memories for events that have had a major
impact on them.

Some lawyers and, unfortunately, some peorie in the helping
pnafessions, have questioned whether or not a person with a men-
tal handicap is likely to make a false accusation. It is well known
that accusations of sexual abuse are rarely false. People with men-
tal handicaps are even less likely than anyone else to lie, simply
because they may not have the ability to do so (Vulnerable, 1988).
Often they must tell their story several times over a period of a
year or more. In our experience, the details of the events stay the
same, unless the child or adult has been pressured by her family to
deny her story or is worried about breaking up her family if she
tells.

It is too soon to know what the effects of these changes in the
law will be. Until now not many cases of sexual assault involving a
person with a mental handicap have gone to court. We hope that
more survivors of sexual assault who choose to do so, will have an
opportunity to tell their stories in court.

When you meet with your child's social worker or counsellor
for the first time, explain how they can best communicate with
your child. Tell them what works for you. Your suggestions can
help the worker adapt the interview procedu:es to suit your child's
needs.

It is important to acknowledge that in some cases, it will be
very difficult, perhaps impossible to find out from the child exactly
what happened or who the offender was. You may suspect from
the child's behaviour that something has happened. But his func-
tioning level may be so low, and/or his attention span so brief that
interviewing is not successful. However, you should inform your
child protection agency as soon as you suspect that abuse has
happened. An investigation must still take place. The person most
likely responsible should be informed that he is under suspicion.
You can keep the individual away from your child. But it may not
be possible to get enough evidence to go to court. Naturally, not
knowing for certain is very frustrating and upsetting for everyone.

Wbat happens before you go to court?
If your son or daughter is required to testify, both the Crown pros-
ecutor, the police and the child's social worker will help prepare
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her and you for court Experience has shown that when someone
is well prepared and supported she feels strong in facing the
offender and in putting the blame where it belongs. Even if he is
acquitted, she will feel she has had her day In court and has been
able to do her beg to prevent him from abusing others. Some
judges order the offender to apologize to the child. This goes a
long way to helping her heal. An apology places the responsibility
for the abuse squarely on the shoulders of the offender.

There may be two court appearances. First there is a prelimi-
nary hearing in provincial court. This hearing is held to determine
if there is enough evidence for a trial. If the offender pleads guilty,
sentencing may take place following the hearing. If he pleads not
guilty and the court considers that there is enough ev dence, a sub-
sequent trial will be held. Details of both of these procedures is
beyond the scope of this book. It is important for you to make
sure you ask questions all along the way to make sure you under-
stand and are prepared for what will happen. Write your questions
down before each meeting with the social worker, Crown prosecu-
tor and poiice. Writing them down can lessen your anxiety and
help you to cope better with everything that is going on.

Usually several months pass before the preliminary hearing
takes place. If the case goes on to a trial, several more months,
even a year may pass before the trial takes place. This is very frus-
trating because it means it is hard to put the abuse behind you and
go on with your life. You may find yourself feeling very angry with
the judicial system for being so slow. It is important to get some
help and support during this trying period.

Catherine and Pamela

Pamela has both a mental and a physical handicap. She
use crutches or a wheelchair to get around. When she was
12, my male friend, someone I had known for several years,
sexualb, assaulted Pamela one evening when I was out.
Wben she told me wbat happened I was in complete shock.
I felt terribk for her, outraged at I completely betrayed by
him. I also felt toy guilty that I bad n9t prvvented U.

My husband and I bad separated when Pamela was little.
My friend was like a father to her. He showed an iruerest in
Parnela life. We went camping togethen be came to parent
teacher meetings with me. Pamela loved him. Both of us
bad come to trust him completek Even though I couldn't
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possibly bave bad any way of knowing be would abuse her,
I still felt guilty about what happened. If only I hadn't left
him with ber that night. f only I hadn't tnisted hint to be
with her alone. How could I not have known be was that
;ype of man?

It took some time to realize that I could not have foreseen
what happened. I bad talked to Pamela about 'private" and
7n4blic" parts of her body . I bad taught her to say "no" and
come and tell me tight away (I someone tried to touch her
or make ber touch them. I bad thoroughly "streetproofed°
her. I was always working on her self-esteem. Now I know
that my teaching gave ber enough confidence to come and
tell me right after it happened. If I badn7 talked to her about
these things, she might not have told me at all. Knowing this
hekred me feel less guilty. I kept telling her over and over
that she bad done the r(ght thing by tang me right away,
that I was vety glad she did, that be bad done something
very wrong, that she could not have stopped him. I know
this be4o4syi her not to feel respmsible for what be did.

For the year we bad to wait for the towing Pamela bad a
lot of nightmares. She dung to me and really acted up y
wanted to go out. She bad tantrums, wouldn't go to bed
and insisted on keeping the doors locked all the time. It was
extremely dOcult for both of us. Fortunately, both of u s goi
help . I learned to be firm and comforting at the same time.
I was able to work through the guilt. There were times when
I felt more the victim than Pamela did. They prepared
Pamela well for court. She had no trouble cleat, and firmly
answering the questions about what bad happened. She
wasn't even afraid to look him in the eye when she was
telling her story. We both attended support groups. They
were real4t heOful, Pamela learned to talk out her fears
with other kids who'd been through the same thing. It was
great to share with others and get their suppon. We both
learza that we weren't alone.

I only wish that there bad been some follow-up sessions.
Because now we both need more therapy. Pamela is now 14
and is develcping sexually. She has new feats. For instance
she is afraid y a boy wants to be with her Her feelings are
all mixed up. I have started a new relationsbp with some-
one we both have known for 8 yeats. Me three qf us have
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fun together but VI uvint to go out at night or ill want to be
alone with him, Pamela tries to stay awake all night. She
having nightmares again. Dri having trouble dealing with
ber fears I tell her :ha t I know she is Ovid but that Mom
needs ber friends too. We are now both receiving coun-
selling again. I'm looking fonvard to the day w e can both
put this behind u.

What about adults (over 19) wbo are sexually assaulted?
If your adult son or daughter tells you that she has been sexually
assaulted, tell her I'm glad you told me this. I believe you. What
happened is not your fault. He should not have done this to you.
We will get some help for you." If she says she has been raped, try
to find out what that word means to her. She may not know exact-
ly what the word means. If you can, have her tell you in her own
words exactly what happened, how and where she was touched.

What is the nevi stqf4)?
Your daughter should go to hospital for a physical examination to
rule out injury. If there is a chance the case will go to court, evi-
dence will be collected at the time of the examination. So it is
important for her not to bathe or change clothes before going to
the hospital.

If there is a Service for Sexual Assault Victims in your area, a
volunteer can accompany her to hospital. The volunteer will sup-
port her during the examination and afterwards for as long as sup-
port is needed.

It is a good idea to get some advice and counselling. An expe-
rienced counsellor should interview your son or daughter to deter-
mine exactly what happened, especially if there is a chance
charges will be laid. The counsellor can help you both sort out
painful feelings. The sexual assault will be distressing for both of
you to deal with. Counselling will help you both recover.

Should you ?von an assault of an adult to the police?
Those who have a professional responsibility to an adult must
report a sexual assault to their agency or to an Adult Protection
Agency. Many provinces have an Adult Protection Act which can
intervene to protect a vulnerable adult who is abused in her own
home. If she is considered incompetent to decide what to do,
Adult Protection workers can lay charges and have steps taken to
protect her from further abuse.
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As a parent, if your son or daughter is unable to make a decision,
you can use your own discretion about calling the police. Adults
who can make their own decisions have a choice about whether or
not to press charges against an offender. ft is usually wise to
inform the police even if the survivor decides later not to proceed
with laying charges. It is only by reporting that offenders can be
properly punished. Police and courts will not press someone who
is too distressed to continue with the legal process. Sometimes it
may not be in the emotional interests of the person to go through
the legal procedures.

Beth's Story
Beth disclosed to her counsellor in her supervised apartment that a
family member had been forcing her to have sexual intercourse for
several years. She wanted the abuse to stop but she did not want
to stop seeing her family. She was worried that if the police were
involved and if she went to court that family relationships would
be disrupted and that she would no longer be welcome at home.
She was certainly very clear about her wishes. Beth talked over
what she might do with her counsellor. Together they met with the
abuser and his wife. Her counsellor let him know that she believed
Beth's story and that if he came near her again, he would be arrest-
ed. The family enforced this rule so that Beth could feel safe and
still visit her home. It was important to keep her safe. It was also
important to empower her to decide, with help, what she wanted
to do. Because she was involved in the decision-making, she felt
strong in facing her abuser. She told him exactly how she felt
about his behaviour. Fortunately, some family members believed
her and took steps to ostracize the abuser from family gatherings.

When she first disclosed the abuse, Beth felt frightened and
powerless, saying over and over -can't do nothin` about it."
Following her confrontation with her abuser, her depression and
anger lifted and she recovered very well. Adults abused by family
members usually feel very ambivalent about what to do. They want
the abuse to stop but they do not necessarily want professionals to
make them go through the legal process. They luve the right to
decide with assistance, how to keep safe while still maintaining
family relationships.

Wbat about adults wbo are coerced into sexual activity by dates or
friends?
Sometimes unwanted sexual activity occurs as a result of "mixed
messages" between young men and women. The following situa-
tion is one many of us can probably recognize.
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Two people like each other, enjoy one another's company, enjoy
hugging and kissing. One person touches breasts, or genitals, or
attempts intercourse etc. The other may be having strong sexual
feelings, Imt not want the sexual contacts He or she does not know
what to do to stop the activity. She likes the man and wants to be
friends. She is afraid that if she tells him to stop he won't be her
friend. She does not say "no*. Her partner may not understand that
she does not like what is happening. Or he gets the message
somehow but is not interested in respecting her wishes. She may
have been told such contact is wrong. Or she may have been told
that sexual activity, no matter with whom, is always bad. She mRy
not undastand what is happening and may be confused and
frightened. It may be the first time she has experienced sexual feel-
ings with a man and she is feeling overwhelmed and confused. She
may go through a whole range of emotions, confusion about her
sexuality, depression, shame, a sense of powerlessness. As her par-
ents, you may wonder at the change in your daughter's mood.

She may eventually tell you what happened. Let her know that
she has a right not to be touched when she does not want to be,
that it was wrong of the man to touch her when she didn't want it.
You are glad she told you. If the behaviour was clearly coercive,
the young man involved needs to know that what he has done is
illegal and wrong and that charges could be laid. At the very least,
he should apologize to your daughter.

But it is important not to overreact. Expressing outrage may be
confusing for your daughter, especially if you are not sure yet what
she is really feeling. She could feel blamed. It is important to try
and determine whether or not she is having mixed feelings about
the incident. She needs to know that she has the right to say "yes"
to touch she is comfortable with and "no" to touch she does not
want. She needs to know from you that sexual feelings are normal
and okay.

You can say something like "When people get close to some-
one they like, they often get strong feelings in their bodies. A man
may want to touch a woman's vagina or she may want to touch his
penis. If you don't want that kind of touch it is good to tell the
person. You can say 'I like to be with you and I like to hug. I don't
want you to touch me there. It makes me uncomfortable.'
Touching must feel comfortable for both people. We all have a
right to say "yes" to a touch that feels comfortable and that is safe.
And we have a right to say "no" to touch that makes us uncomfort-
able. If two people become very close to one another and decide
to have sex, then both must feel comfortable about it. And both
need to feel safe first." This conversation can lead you into discus-
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sions about pregnancy and STDs.
It is usually more comfortable to talk about "people' and "they"

rather than °you*. Talking in the third person makes it less person-
al and easier to discuss. You could add that you remember feeling
confused and unsure yourself about what to do In similar situa-
tions. Sharing a little of your own personal experience helps give
your daughter °permission* (Ch.5) to feel more relaxed about sexu-
ality.

If you can get some counselling for both your daughter and the
young man involved, this is an excellent idea. It is usually easier
for adults to talk openly to someone other than one's parents. They
both need to know that relationships are mutual, that any touch
must be comfortable for both.

Debbies Story
Debbie is 26. One evening, she and her boyfriend Ben were hug-
ging and kissing. Ben touched Debbie's vulva. Debbie got very
upset and ran out of the room. Over the next few days she became
depressed. She also got very angry if someone tried to hug her,
even staff. Sometimes she screamed for no apparent reason.

Debbie came for counselling. Because her speech was difficult
to understand and because she could not engage in a long conver-
sation, the counsellor used pictures to try and understand what she
was feeling. She showed Debbie a series of pictures of people: a
couple holding hands, hugging, kissing, touching breasts, genitals,
having intercourse. Each time she asked Debbie the following
questions.

"What are these people doing? Who do you think they are?
Husband and wife, boyfriend and girlfriend, strangers?

Debbie said "Boyfriend and girlfriend."

"Does the woman like what is happening? Does the man like it?"

Debbie indicated "yes" to hugging, kissing, breast touching, "no" to
genital touching and intercourse. The counsellor asked if hugging
and kissing were something she liked to do with her boyfriend.
She hung her head and shrugged her shoulders.

It seemed that she was not certain whether or not it was okay
to like hugging and kissing. So the counsellor stated that she liked
hugs and kisses with her husband. Tne counsellor enlisted her hus-
band's help in the counselling process. He said he enjoyed hugs
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too,when he was in the mood! Debbk Ogled. The counsellor
repeated the question and Debbie giggled °yes*.

The counsellor then said that she herself liked sexual touching
sometimes too. But if either she or her partner didn't want it, they
could tell each other that too.

"We can say 'yes' if we want a certain kind of touch and we can
say 'no' if we do not want it. Both people must feel comfortable."

Over several sessions, Debbie and Ben discussed sexual feelings
with the counsellor. They learned how to talk to each other about
what felt comfortable for them. Debbie became more comfortable
with her sexual feelings. She also felt free to engage in touch she
liked and to refuse touch she did not want. Ben learned that he
had the same rights.

Debbie and Ben's problems happened because they didn't
know much about sexual feelings or how to talk openly to one
another about their feelings and wishes. Debbie and Ben are not
alone. Most of us need practice being open and honest with one
another. When we are, we feel more at ease with one another. And
all our relationships will become more caring. As David said
(Chapter 6), " When you trust each other, you can say what you feel
without bunin8 each others love."

We hope you never have to deal with the issue of sexual abuse.
But if you do, we hope that the information in this chapter will
help you through.



Conclusion

Try as I might, I could not find just the right words to end this
book. So I turned to the parents who partidpated In the Maritime
Parent Sexuality Education Project. I'm so glad I did. liere are a
few comments that reflect what everyone had to say.

Perhaps this book is only a beginning. It is so important for
parents to help one another. It is so good for us to talk with one
another. It helps us to know we're not alone in the issues that con-
front us. Parents can share so much.

Learning goes on all through life. We should continue to use
our skills with our children and not get discouraged. Young fami-
lies should have this book. They will then grow with it as a natural
part of life.

My child Li' only 3. I feel her sexuality education should
begin now, through modelling and discussion. The fira part
of the book dealing with my feelings and hers, is where we
are now.

I'm now looking at my son through new eyes. I'm seeing
him as a teenager for the ficc titne. I was in a panic for ten
years dreading the teens and now with some guidance I feel
more in control.

My daughter is 22. We realb, needed the discussions about
sexual decision-making. Matt where we are now.

I learned that ow- child tws more normal than "disabled".
We need to prepare ourselves for eVeriences that can hap-
pen to anyone. When a person has a mental handicap it
sakes longer to learn but with repetition she message is
learned.

This book is for any parent. Many of us parents have difficulty
dealing with sexual issues. It doesn't matter if the child has special
needs or not.
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Sexuality is a normal pan of everyone's life. lb enjoy it, one must
first understand it. If we become mime knowledgeable and com-
fortable, it makes dealing with our child's questIons and problems
so much easier. Irk can better trust that our responses will be
appropriate. This book will help us help our children enjoy sexual-
ity as a healthy, vibrant part of their lives.

I feel as undentand my son much better since taking the
parent course. I really took arc too seriously. I was brought
up that way in the 30t. Now I find itt a lot easier to deal
with my son emotions and mine. I learned to take one step
at a time. To deal with the feelings. My heartfelt thanks.

I
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Introduction

This guide to the use of Shared Fee lbws is designed to be used 5y
parents of children with a mental handicap who are interested in
helping other parents feel more comfortable discussing sexuality
with their children. It was initially developed for parents in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island who were
trained to he group facilitators during the Markime Parent Sexuality
Education Project. Now that the project is over, these parents are
available to lead discusokm groups for other parents. Professional
parent educators will also find the guide useful.

The discussion guide is designed to facilitate discussion of the
book by small groups of parents. All parents can profit from read-
ing Shared Peelings on their own but parents who have been
involved in discussion groups tell us that finding out that they are
not alone wfth their questions and worries is an enormous relief.
Everyone parenting a child with a mental handicap shares similar
struggles and dilemmas.

We got so much suppon from other parents. If we bad a
problem, the others would all pitch in and think of ways to
solve it. trt wouldn't have thought things through so corn-
pletebt on our own.

Just finding out that other parents had similarfeelings ofjoy
and sorrow, frustration and fatigue, left us feeling so
relieved.

We didn't just talk about seruality in the gripup. We talked
about ail kinds of issues that go alory with being the parents
of a child with a handicap. Our group went so well, we
decided to continue as an ongoing support group.

Parents of infants and very young children can often find a support
group in their community. But few such groups exist for the par-
ents of children going through the difficult transitions into adole-
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cence, or young people on the threshold of young adulthood. A
discussion group organized for sexuality education could be the
start of an ongoing support group for parents of children, adoles-
cents and young adults in your community.

The Discussion Guide to Shared Feelings contains the foliawing
parts:

A. Some goals for parent discussion groups.
B. Tips for working with groups.
C. How to use the discussion guide.
D. Session outlines containing discussion activities for seven two

and a half to three twour group sessions.

A. SOME GOALS FOR PARENT DISCUSSION GROUPS

The following overall goals are based on the topics in Shared
Feelings. It is important to keep these goals in mind as you work
through each session. At the same time, it is obviously necessary to
find out what particular goals your group has and to work together
to meet them. Session 1 gives you some gukk:ines for establishing
goals as a group.

Overall Goab

1. To learn more about sexual development and sexual
behaviour.

2. To clarify our attitudes and values about our own sexuality
and that of people with mental handicaps .

3. To develop effective communication skills with children.

4. To !cam ways to help children devdop self-esteem and learn
social skills and sexual information.

5. To learn more about such topics as dating, marriage, parent-
hood, birth control and sterilization.

6. To relax and enjoy one another's company.

Note: The binest asset group facilitators can have is a sense of
humour, the sort that enables us to laugh at our own foibles and
experiences and permits us to treat ourselves and others kindly.
Learning about sexuality is supposed to be fun! If we enjoy our-
selves, so will the parents participating in our groups.

1



B. TIPS FOR WORKING NFTITI GROUPS

Let's talk about first things first. If you are new to facilitating
groups perhaps it seems a daunting task. In this section we'll talk
about ways to make the task simpler.

Group work Is often fun and exciting, sometimes frustrating and
painful, always emotionally tiring. Your work will be fun. At the
same time, it requires a lot of enagy. Make facilitating as easy as
possible:

KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Decide what you can reasonably manage, given your own
resources and other responsibilities. Like many people who like to
work with others, you may have to learn how to say *Yee and
*Now like you really mean it! (See Session 4 on Assertiveness.)
Know your limits and don't take on too much. If you get exhaust-
ed, you won't be much help to your group.

FIND SOMEONE TO TALK TO
Find someone you can share the experience with, someone who
has *been thete too". You'll need an experieneed group facilitator
who you can talk to, who can be supponive and can help you
problem - solve difficult situations. This person should be someone
who does not know the people in your group. For example, an
experienced group leader from a community college in your region
could be a good choice.

Rananber. Do not share the names of people in your group;
doing so violates confidentiality.

WATCH ANOTHER FACILITATOR WORK
Before you start your own group, attend a program that uses this
Discussion Guide and Shared Feelings , one led by a trained, expe-
rienced group leader. Such an experience will help you find out
how to use the guide in a flexible way.

KEEP LEARNING
Get extra training in communication skills and in group skills if you
can. Such training will help you feel more confident once you get
started.

Ilere are some general guidelines for putting a group together.

1 5
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Number of Forticipants.
Groups can have two people (you and one other person) or more.
We suggest that you keep the group small, no mcre than 10 par-
ents. Too many people make it difficult for you to facilitate all the
issues that will emerge. Also, parents will get frustrated if there are
so many people that their concerns cannot be fully addressed.

Should everyone in the group have the same seeds?
Not necessatily. Parents stated it was valuable to learn how to deal
with issues in a variety of ways that are effective both with chil-
dren who have few special needs and with those who have very
challenging needs. However, dm issues concerning parents of
teens and young adults are quite different than the issues concern-
ing parents of preschoolers. While it may be more challenging to
facilitate 3 group that includes parents of children in both age
ranges, it can gill be a positive experience.

Finding participants.
Write or call the Maritime A. C. Ls for information about how they
found parents for their programs. How you recruit depends on the
way your agency works. A general rule of thumb, however, is to
find one enthusiastic parent, a natural leader who is good at
recruiting others.

C. HOW TO USE 'ME DISCUSSION GUIDE

Your goal in facilitating a group is to encourage parents to take
charge of their own learning. If parents take responsibility for
their own learning, for what actually happens in the group, they
will find solutions to their own dilemmas, When parents solve their
own dilemmas they gain tremendously in confidence and self
esteem.

To accomplish this goal you have two main tasks_ You need to
help the group:

1. Get the job done. You should be good at conducting exercises,
stimulating discussion, summarizing the groups activities, and
keeping the program on schedule. These are known as the task
functions of the group.

2. Work together comfortably and support one another. You
need to create a warm non - threatening atmosphere by being
friendly, enthusiastic, sincere and supportive. These are known as
the maintenance functions of the group.

4 ti
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An interesting phenomenon happens in groups. After people begin
to get comfortahle, they copy what the facilitator does. Each per-
son in the group begins to take on some of the leadership roles.
Group members perform some of the task and maintenance func-
tions. Once parents start to do some of this work, they get a lot
done.

The following tips will help you facilitate your groups. They will
help you use the session outlines in a flexible way. It is important
above all to avoid using the session outlines as a series of lectures.
This section is divided into five pans:
1. Structuring a Session
2, Learning Activities
3. Communication Skills
4. Facilitating Typical Group Situations
5 A Question of Values

I am indebted to three main resources for ideas on how to pre-
sent this information simply, without becoming too theoretical.
These resources are listed in the reference section at the end of
this section of the guide.)

Is Structuring a Session

A session is divided into three sections:

INTRODUCTION

MAIN PART

CONCLUSION OR SUMMARY

What do you do tn each part of the mssion?

INTRODUCTION

The introduction to the first session is different than the introduc-
tions to Lhe remaining sessions. There are several tasks to accom-
plish in a first session. You need to help parents become comfort-
able, to establish together the ground rules for learning and to
decide on the topics that will be covered. Session I shows you
how to accomplish these tasks.
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For each session thereafter, start with a check- in. A check - in is
an opener that helps everyone keep in touch with their expecta-
tions and feelims throughout the group process. In other words, a
check - in takes the group °temperature. Ask some of the follow-
ing questions:

flow are you feeling about the session last week?
flow did your week go?

Or you can have each parent in turn finish these incomplete sen-
tences:

One thing I liked/ did not like about last week was

One thing I want to talk about this week is

Check-ins can be done as a round. That is, one person starts and
everyone takes a turn. Check - ins should be short, no more than 5
- 10 minutes. No one elaborates or asks questions until everyone
has had a turn. The check - in can also include questions that
"recap" or review briefly what happened during the previous
week.

What do you remember most about last week?
What did we do last week?
Are there any leftover thoughts, unfinished business from last

week that we should discuss?

MAIN PART.

This pan of the session uses a variety of learning activities to cover
the topics in the program. These learning activities are described in
part 2 of this section.

CONCLUSION

The end of a session summarizes the main points that have been
discussed. It also leads into the next session. Ask questions such
as:

What stands out for you in this session?
( ,1



What did you learn and how can you use it this week?
What did you like most/least about tonight's session?
From everything we've been saying, it seems we could spend
more time on . Shall we begin there next time,
Is there anything anyone would like to say before dosing?

Conclusions can also indude group affirmations (encouraging
statements). These are statements that end the session on a positive
note and help build group trust and self confidence. They can
include statements such as:

We really worked hard tonight.
We're really getting a lot of work done.

You can also do affirmations as a round, each parent giving an
affirmation to the person on their left. For example:

I really appreciated your help with
You're good at keeping us on the subject.

Note: Beginning half way through the series you should end each
session by reviewing what has been covered so far. This procedure
reminds parents that they have a limited time left. It helps keep
them on track and encourages them to get the work completed. It
also places the onus on them to make certain they get their con-
cerns discussed. Say something like:

"We have three (two or one) sessions left. So far we have cov-
eted . We have the following issues left to cover. Is
there anything you would like to change, or add?"

2. Learning Activities
Learning activities are the techniques you'll be using to help par-
ents absorb the information in the sessions.The purpose of the var-
ious learning activities is to incorporate the three major compo-
nents of the learning experience in this (or any other) program:
knowledge (facts); attitudes (opinions and feelings); and skills
(methods for teaching sodai skills, giving sexual information).

Knowledge is gained by doing the quizzes described in the
sessions, by taking books home and through discussioas.
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Attitudes are clarified through small group discussions and val-
ues exercises.

Skills are acquired through demonstrations, role plays and
practice at home.

This brief overview of the types of learning activities that you will
find in the session outlines will help you to use each type of learn-
ing activity effectively.

SMALL GROUPS
Groups of two's, three's or fours help people talk more easily
about sensitive issues. When you assign a task to small group, give
dear, simple instructions about the task. While the groupts are
working on the task, don't intafere with their process by butting in
on the discussion. You may intervene if the group is stuck or
seems to be wandering off topic. Summarize a small group exer-
cise by having the parents share thoughts and feelings about the
experience in the group as a whole. Sharing thoughts and feelings
about the small group experience helps build group trust and a
feeling of mutual support and closeness. In group work this feeling
of closeness is called cohesiveness.

BRAINSTORMING
Brainstorming is an excellent way to quickly generate many ideas
about an issue or problem. It is a good way to gimulate discussion
about sensitive sexual issues and to engage the group in problem -

solving. To use brainstorming effectively, instruct parents to call
out any thoughts or feelings that come to mind about an issue
without evaluating their ideas first. People are more creative if they
don't have time to censor their thoughts . Write down all the ideas
offered.

Brainstorming gives parents "permissions to share feelings
about sensitive issues. lt can be a useful starting point for clarifying
personal values. The activity, What is SexuatiV?(Session 1) is an
example of a brainstorming activity. The discussions about values
issues such as masturbation and homosexuality following Me nip
Side exercise in Session 5 are other examples.

ROLE PLAY
Role play means acting out a situation. It is an excellent tool for
practicing the methods used for teaching social skills and giving
sexual information. Try role play only after parents feel trusting

2



and supportive of one another. For guidelines on how to use role
play, see Session 4.

PROBLEM - SOLVING
See Session 6 for an outline of some useful steps to problem - solv-
ing. Breakim a dilemma or problem into small steps helps make it
manageable. Parents can then take a more objective look at their
dilemmas. There are four basic questions: What is the problem;
why is it a problem; what can be done about it; what do I do if my
plan doesn't work?

ROUNDS
Each person in the group says something in turn. A round is brief.
ft is useful for check - ins and closures. Rounds help you take the
temperature of the group. A round can encourage quiet people to
speak and can help tone down someone who is too talkative and
is dominating the group. However, it is important not to use
rounds too often because they can be somewhat mechanical.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Demonstrations are used throughout this guide, especially in
Sessions 3 and 4. You can use them to model methods for teaching
social skills and words to use to give sexual information. Parents
involved in the Maritime Parent Sexuality Education Project really
liked the demonstrations. They helped ease their own discomfort at
using sexual words. And since parents participated fully in these
demonstrations, they were a lot of fun. Invite parents who have
had experience dealing with a particular issue or talking about a
particular topic to do the demonstration for the group.

DISCUSSIONS
Discussions are the most common and effective way for adults to
learn. Here are some points to consider that will make your discus-
sions effective.

Ask open questions, such as "flow do you feel about Mae*
Avoid questions that can be answered with a simple "yes' or
"no*.

Make sure you and evetyone else understands what someone
has said by paraphrasing (repeating the idea using different
words) and using reflective listening (feeding back the ideas
behind the words).
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When you ask a question,wait for a response. Give people time
to think. Don't jump into the discussion too soon. With experi-
ence you will become comfortable with periods of silence.

Encourage everyone to get involved without pressuring anyone
to speak.

Summarize the main points of the discussion.

3. Communication Skills

Remmber this important principle: To get to the root of mast par-
ent concerns, you need to ask two major questions:

Flow do you feel?
What do you need?

Two key communication skills, reflective listening and questioning
will help you discover the answers.

REFLECTIVE IISTENING

Session 3 acquaints parents with reflective or empathic listening.
You should know what it is and how to do it before you teach it.

What is the purpose of reflective listening?
It helps you to understand the ideas, attitudes and feelings of
someone; to see the world as they see it. Another word for this is
empathy.

What are the benefits of reflective ltssenin,g?
It helps parents clarify their own feelings about a dilemma. It is
therefore an essential first step in problem - solving. When you
acknowledge someone's feelings, it helps give her permission for
having the feelings. It helps her accept her feelings as normal,
When someone is clear about her feelings and when she can
accept her feelings, she will be able to look more objectively at her
problems.

Reflective listening also keeps you from anuming you under-
stand exactly what someone means. It also keeps you from rescue
work, that is, from jumping in and offering solutions for a problem
before either of you fully understand what the problem is.

9 .;
AN% Ay.
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Row do you listen reflectively?
You feed back to someone both the facts (content) and the feelings
expressed in what she says. Your feedback is realiy a hunch or a
guess about her meanim. It doesn't matter whether your guesses
are right or not. If you check them out she'll let you know. If your
guess Is wrong, you can try again. This kind of listening is actually
mutual problem - solving. Both of you are putting your heads
together to try and understand what is going on.

What does reflective listening look like.P
Here are two examples:

Father My son wilt be 16 next week. I know itN' silly to feel this way,
but, I see other kids learning to (brim Id love to teach my son
to drftie, buthe'll never drive I pat feel, oh I don7
know--.

The facts in this statement? The son's approaching birthday trig-
gers a wish that he could learn to drive like ober boys his age.
The father regrets missing out on a common father son expe-
rience.

The feelings? Sadness, regret. In this example the father does
not express his feelings directly. Your response should put a
name to the feelings you think he may be having.

Your response? Paraphrase what you hear. You can say some-
thing like:
'Sounds Iikeyou feel real4, sad right now that because your son
has a handicap you won't be able to enjoy a common father -
son experience like learning to drive

You can add a statement that helps this father accept that these
feelings are normal and acceptable. You could say something
like:

YOur feelings are natural. Many parents everience sadness at
times like birthdays."

Then turn to the group for their input. Group members can
offer excellent support that is often more valuable than the
support one facilitator can offer.
"I expect acbers can identiA with these kinds offeelings. Has
anyone else everienced Ibis"

)
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Mother: My daughter is twelve. lately, she btu started acting silly
around boys. Last week ber 14 year old cousin was visiting and she
ran over and gmbbed his crotch! 1 wanted to pretend she wasn7
mine!

The facts in this statement? This mother's 12 year old daughter
has started noticing boys. She shows this by grabbing the
crotch of hcr teenage cousin.

The feelings? Embarrassment, shame.

Your response:11'm1ty embarrassing moment wasn7 it when she
gn2bbed somebody right out of the blue.*

You can add a statement that helps her fed le% distressed and
more positive about the situation. This child is going through
normal teenage feelings right on schedule. Her behaviour
shows she needs some information. This is a common situa-
tion, You can help the mother "reframe" the behaviour in a
positive light. For instance you could say something like:

"Seems as if MaPy is developing right on schedule. Many parents
have shared similar everiences. Has anyone heregone through
something like lbws

Once the feelings and facts have been identified, you can engage
the group in the Sups to Problem - Solving outlined in Session 5.

Empathic listening responses usually start with phrases like:

Sounds like

It seems that

That must be

Practice using these phrases at times when you hear a friend
expressing strong feelings about something. At first, it will seem
mechanical, not very genuine. But once you get the bang of it, you
will develop your own natural style.

ASKING QUESTIONS
There are two types of questions: closed questions and open ques-
tions. Open questions invite further discussion, clarify feelings,

2 .4
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help in problem - solving. They usually begin with °what" or
"how". Closed questions are discuulon stoppers. They can be
answered with a simple 'ye° or "no°. It is wise to avoid them as
much as possible.

Closed question: Open Question:
Do you feel sad/scared? How do you feel about that?

Never use "why* questions. These sound like a threatening interro-
gation. They encourage people to dose down. Furthermore, asking
something like °Why do you feel that way?" often elicits a very
genuine "1 don't know'. Why questions don't help someone think
through a feeling or a problem.

What can you do instead of using the word "why"? You can ask
questions such as:

How do you explain what happenecP
What sorts of things have you trie&
What are your ideas about your daughter's behaviour? What do
you think is going on?

When you want more information from someone, you can ask
questions such as:

Can you tell me more?
Can you take that a little further?
Can you give me an example?

Each learning acfivity in the Discussion Guide includes example5
of open questions.

4. Fadlitating Typical Group Situations.

low do you use reflective listening and open questions in a group?
Perhaps the best way to illustrate is to give examples of 15 typical
group situations and suggest how you might facilitate each.

First, here are some general principles for handling tricky situations
(adapted from Nobody's Perfect, Facilitator's Manual, page 78 ).

*Be a neutral observer.
Don't jump in with your own opinions about a problem, however

;)
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strongly you fed about somethng. Rather, get the group to share
their ideas, then use the problem - solving method to solve the
problem.

Turn difficult situations into a positive learning experience. This
is often called "reframing". See situation 10.

Protect the parents involved.
There are two types of situations where the parents involved
need some protection.

1. A parent shares very personal information early in the
group sessions.
She may regret having said utoo much" and fed embarrassed to
return to the next session. Situation 12 shows you how to
facilitate very personal disclosures.

2. A disagreement turns into a "fight". It is important to keep
discussions involving stmng feelings at the level of a healthy
exchange of ideas while at the same time encouraging the shar-
ing of differing points of view. Groups are ollen afraid of get-
ting into conflicts and may avoid discussion of controversial
issues because of such fear. However, if group members don't
engage in discussions about sensitive or controversial issues,
they don't get a chance to really think about their personal val-
ues. The amount of learning is therefore limited. You need to
help parents feel comfortable sharing differing points of view
without damaging the self - esteem of the group. Situation 10
shows you how.

!Jere are scale examples of common situations in groups that illus-
trate facilitation skills. These situations are examples of "mainte-
nance tasks.

Situation 1: When someone is very quiet each week.
Watch for signs of silent participation such as a nod. Say something
like uYou seem to agree with this point" or "It looks as though
you've had a similar experience. Could you share your ideas with
us"? You could seek the quiet one out at breaks and engage in
conversation about how she feels about the group. Ask her if her
concerns are being answered, if there is anything she'd like to see
happen in the group.
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Situation 2: When parents offer ideas about an i..ssue or problem.
Accept and affirm each idea witty:lout judgment. You can say for
instance "Mat idea is Interesting*. You should not say I couldn't
agree with you more" or I don't think that would work". You want
parents to participate. If you evaluate the ideas offered, they will
hesitate to speak.

Situatbn 3: When parents offer ideas that are not expressed clearly.
Clarify the ideas by restating them or using reflective listening. For
instance:

Could explain a little more?
Can you give an example of your idea
Are you saying that,____?
Let me check to make sure I understand.
It seems you are saying

Situation 4: When parents offer an incomplete idea.
Hold the group's attention and ask the parent to elaborate.

Let's stay with Sam's point for a moment. Sam, could you tell us
more about that?

Situation 5: When someone contributes ideas that are irrelevant to
the topic under discussion,
Encourage the person to keep to the subject without putting him
down.

That is an important issue. Can you hold that thought for later?
We can deal with it then. (Make cettain you do deal with it later!)

Situation 6: When it is time to move on.
Summarize the discussion and lead into the next topic smoothly.

So far we've been discussing how to teach . The Samt
principles can be used to teach . Could we go on
to

Situation 7: When the group is silent.
First assess the reasons. Are people uncomfortable? is there not yet
enough group trust so that parents feel safe in sharing their opin-
ions and ideas?

Use techniques such as:
Self - disclosure. I remember having something similar happen
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with my child".
Brainstorming. *What thoughts, images, feelings come to mind

what I say the word 'masturbation?
Using open questions or statements. "How do the rest of you

feel about r "This is a pretty common situation. Some parents
find it helps to ".

Remember: Learn to wait before jumping in! Give people a
chance to think.

Situation 8: When someone is too talkative and dominates the
group.
Build up the group's confidence to deal with dominating members.
You could say "Thank you for your ideas. Now let's hear from otil-
ers on this issue". If the "offender" persists, review the group's
rules about giving everyone a chance to speak.

Situation 9: When everyone is talking at once.
You could say "Everyone has important ideas to share about this
issue; that's great. Let's hear them one at a time".

Situation 10: When someone engages in unnecessary controversy
Keep a neutral position. Help each person see the other's point of
view. Turn the situation into a positive learning experience
(reframe). Use techniques such as;

"You two seem to agree that an adult has the right to
decide for himself about sterilization. Where you seem to
disagree is what to do when someone is unable to decide for
himself la quite a dilemma, isn't it? Let's gel everyone
ideas on this."

"Homosexualiv is an issue that many people have strong
opinions about. Congratulations for feeling free to share
your ideas. Wet e discussed some facts about homosexuality.
It seems though that ue won't resolve all the feelings and
opinions about it tonight. Perhaps for now we can agree to
disagree! Shall tos, move on to

Situation 11: When someone begins to cry.
Offer support with empathic listening. "This must be painful for
you". "It's natural to feel like this about
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Situation 12: When someone shares very complex personal prob-
lems.

Example: "Speaking of bugs, wbat about me? I never get bugs at
borne. All be ever wants is sex and VI say divo' I get yelled at"
Acknowledge the concern and generalize it by saying something
like

" I can see bow you would be so distressvd. Itt a common
issue in families. Your experience sbows Its wky it is impor-
tant to bave suppn systems. Perbaps you and I could talk
about this more aftenturds."

When you speak with the parent after the session, listen to her as
she shares her feelings. Explain that you are not a counsellor and
suggest a referral for professional counselling.(See Session 6 for
how to decide when to refer a parent for professional counselling.)

Situation 13: When a group member criticizes the facilitator.
Acknowledge the criticism and check it out with the others. "I'm
glad you let me know about that. I'd like to check it out with
everyone else.*

Situation 14: When a parent suggests a cruel or dangerous
behaviour.
Avoid judging the parent while letting him and the others know
you don't think his idea is a good one. For example: A parent sug-
gests spanking a child who touches his genitals in public. it is use-
ful to start by saying that touching genitals is a common behaviour.
Then you could try:

Asking for ideas from others. "Can anyone suggest another way
to dmi with this behaviour?"

Brainstorming. "Let's think quickly about all the reasons kids do
this."

Say "I low does Jim respond when you hit him? Does it stop him
from touching himself? I know it must be frustrating. But hitting
doesn't seem to solve things does it? What does he learn from
being hit? Let's all think of some other ways that might help."

Use the problem - solving method to work out a plan of action the
parent could try.
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Note: If you suspect that physical or sexual abuse may be occur-

ring in a home, discuss your concern with the parent. You have a

legal obligation to ensure that suspected abuse is reported to

Family and Children's Services agencies or child welfare agencies.

For example, in one group, a parent reported that her daughter

was behavMg *strangely*. The behaviour she described sounded
very much as if the daughter was being sexually abused by some-

one. The group leader discussed her concern with the parent and

asked whether she could contact Family and Children's Services

hoself or would like some support in doing so. The parent said

she would call. The group leader checked with her the following

week. The mother had called and a social worker visited the home.

if a parent denies that abuse could be taking place, explain that

you have some concern and that you have a legal obligation to

report it. Then call Family and Children's Services yourself.

5. A Question of Values.
This is a separate section because values are so obviously impor-

tant in a program about sexual issues. All of the facilitation skills

described above will help you deal with values issues.
it is important that you tell parents that it is not your job to try

and change their values about particular sexual issues. Personal

values can change when someone gets the facts and hears other
viewpoints about different types of sexual expression. But deci-

sions about whether to change or to keep certain values are up to

the parents.
Why is it so important to reassure parents that you don't intend

to indoctrinate them? First of all, you're going to help parents take

responsibility for their own learning. You aren't following that prin-

ciple when you try and impose your own values on others.

Secondly, values about particular sexual issues such as varieties of

sexual expression, the place of sex in a relationship and so on, are

the product of a lifetime of learning from individual, family, cultur-

al and religious systems These values are unlikely to change in 6

or 7 weeks!
However, the learning activities described in the session out-

lines and the facilitation techniques described above can help par-

ents clartht their personal and family values about sexuality. They

can begin to think clearly about the messages that they want to

give to their children about sexuality.
These two suggestions can help you avoid unconsciously

imposing your values about particular sexual issues on others.

, PanicOate in aprognimfrst so you can wOrk on clarifying your

2 1 )
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own valuet This process will help you get in touch with your own
areas of discomfort so you don't unconsciously avoid discussing
sensitive issues. Once you dearly know what kind of sexual
behaviour you're uncomfmtable with, learn the facts about it. It is
important that you be accepting of different varieties of sexual
expressim, however you choose to express your own sexuality.
Clarifying your own values and getting the facts can keep you from
letting your own opinkms and attitudes interfere with your facilita-
tion. Do not follow !lie example of the person who said long ago
"All the world's odd except me and thee and sometimes I wonder
about thee."

2. Become famthar wall some general (universal) values on wbicb
tbepvgram is based. The most important of these is that sexual
behaviour of any kind mug be mutual Coercion is not allowed!
Following are some examples of others. They can be called a Bill
of Rights for parents and kids. You can distribute these as a hand-
out to parents.

BILL OF RIGHTS FOR PARENTS WHO WANT TO BE EFFECHVE
SEX EDUCATORS

1. Mothers and fathers should both be involved in the sex educa-
tion of their children.

2. Parents have a right to set standards of conduct in the family.

3- Parents have a right to privacy and time alone together.

4. Children have a right to facts about sexuality.

5. Children have a right to discuss sexuality with their parents.

6. Children have a right to privacy.

7. Children have a right to learn how to make their own decsions.

8. Children have a right not to be touched when they don't want it,

9. Children should not be punished for their feelings.

10. Parents have a right to adequate support services.

211
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D. SESSION OUTLINES

Each session outline contains group exercises and presentations
that you can use to help focus the discussion on a particular topic.
The guide is designed so that each session corresponds to a partic-
ular chapter or chapters in Shand Feeling& For inflame, Session 1
goes with the book's Introduction; Session 2 goes with Chapters 1
and 2.

You don't have to use everything in the guide and you don't
have to follow the order given. Just use what is going to be most
meaningful for your group. Some groups may get together for all
seven session or even more; others will want to meet for only two
or three.

Don't be rigkl about following the guide exactly as it is pre-
sented. For instance, you may be discussing sexual development
(Samion 2) and someone says he is really worried because his
daughter tries to hug everyone who comes to the door. Several
others say they have a similar problem. Everyone is interested and
the discussion is animated. This is a good opportunity to strike
while the iron is hot. So you can use the "steps to teaeling social
skills. from Session 4 and work on strategies for changing this
behaviour.

Remember: The session outlines are guidelines only. Although
you may wish to stick to them at first, once you gain some experi-
ence, try using thcm less and less and instead be guided by what is
happening in the group from moment to moment. In other words,
learn to "go with the flow".

What Parents Say About the Group Process

/ wasn't sure / wanted to go to the program. I was never
much for xhoo4 only urnt to Grade 8. 1 thought this pm-
gram would bring back bad memories about school. Bat
right from the first it was a lot different. The gmup leader
evected us to say what we wanted to talk about. In fact she
bad us talking all the time. It sure was different from school,
I looked forwani to it every week.

A father

2
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Nye got quite close to one another It was such a good feeling.
We could talk about anything.

A mother

Our group was terrific. We only bad four sessions but we got
everything done anyway. Our group leader kept us on track
and we kept each other on tn2ck. Did we ever work bar& It
WM great.

A grandmother
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Session One
INTRODUCITON

This session corresponds to the Introduction in Shared Feelings.
The goal is to introduce parents to the sessions.

OIVECITVIM

1. To help parents get to know one another.

2. To give parents an opportunity to share their current challenges
and concerns about parenting a child with a mental handicap.

3. To give parents an opportunity to make a list of the issues they
wish to discuss in the sessions.

4. To establish a group contract, that is, to decide as a group
which topics will be covered and to set the "rul" for how the
group will work together.

5. To define sexuality and sexuality education.

SESSION 1 OVERVIEW

TOPIC TYPE OF ACTIVITY PAGE

1. Introduction to Course Presentation 24

2. Interview Exercise 26

3. What Is Sexuality? Exercise 27

4. What is Sexuality Education? Presentation 29

5. The Relationship Ladder Presentation 31

214
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1. INTRODUCTION TO COURSE

Purpose to introduct the facilitator, the format and the ground rules.

Time 10 minutes

Procedure

1. Introduce yourself. If all the parents do not already know you,
give them some information about yourself and your family.
Tell the group that you have attended a parent discussion
group and explain how the group experience has helped you.
State also that you have taken extra training to help you but
that you certainly don't have all the answers. State that every-
one is here to learn from one another.

2. Have each member of the group introduce him/herself and tell
the group what name sThe likes to be addressed by and what
community sihe comes from.

3- Explain the overall goals of the program and outline the topics
that are included in a complete program. This will help parents
know what to expect. Emphasize, however, that this is tbeir
program and the group can discuss whatever topics they
decide together are most important to them.

4. Make a contra .2 with the group. That is, establish with them,
what the ground rules will be. If the group as a whole makes
the rules, members will feel more committed to attending all
the sessions. Also, they will take more responsibility for what
happens in the group and not look to you for direction and for
all the answers. Some areas in which ground rules are appro-
priate:

a. Number of sessions: How many sessions will we have? How
long should they be? Can we contract for more if we need to?

b. Housekeeping: How shall we share responsibility for coffee,
setting up the room and so on?

e. Attendance: Explain how important it is for every one to
come to all the sessions. When two or three people are miss-
ing, it leaves a big "hole" and the discussion isn't as much fun

)
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d. Participation: Explain that there are many ways that people
can involve themselves in the group experience. Participation
can include listening, talking with one or two others, talking in
the whole group. ft is okay not to talk at times if they really
feel uncomfortable about something. Here is a helpful sugges-
tion to share with the group.
"If you feel most comfortable as a listener right now, make a
contract with yourself that you will move one step to sharing
with one or two other people. If you feel comfortable sharing
Information with one or two people, move one step to sharing
information with the whole group*.

e. Mutual Respect: Point out that every one in the group has
some knowledge and experience to bring to the discussions.
Pr sharing ideas and doing some problem solving together the
gioup will become its own best resource. Tell them that you
are there simply to facilitate the discussions. As parents, they
are the experts on their own situations!

f. Confidentiality: Discuss the importance of confidentiality.
What is talked about in the group stays in the group. No room
for gossip here!

g, Privacy: Tell the parents that they can decide for themselves
what they wish to share about themselves and their families.
Reassure them that this is not a *group therapy" experience. If
anyane is having problems that they do not wish to share with
others, let them know that they can come to you. You will refer
them to a counsellor for special help.

h. Values: Talking about sexuality includes sharing how we
feel about sexual issues, that is, our values. Explain that, as
group leader, you don't intend to tell people what values they
should hold. In the sessions people will share facts about sexu-
al issues and tips for teaching. They can then try them out in
the context of their family values. Through listening to others
and learning some new facts, parents can decide for them-
selves which values they have now that they want to keep and
which they may decide to change.

Notes You may want to make the ground rules after the Mietview
activity.

9
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2 INTIERVIZW

Purpose This is a warm-up activity. It gives parents a chance to
get to know at least two other parents better and to share with one
another the challenges of parenting a child with a disability.Par-
ents also share the issues they would like to discuss in the program.

Time 40 - 50 minutes

Materials: Newsprint, markers, copies of Intetview Questions.

Procedure
Give each parent a copy of the Intetview Questions. Have them
form groups of three. They should pick partners they do not know
well, not spouses or close friends.

Parent 1 interviews parent 2 who interviews parent 3, who then
interviews parent 1. They can "pass" on any question. Ask each
group to appoint a recorder who will list their answers to question
*8. on newsprint. When everyone has had enough time, have a
volunteer from each small group share their group's expectations
with the rest of the group.

Discussion points:

Point out the similarities in everyone's concerns and expectations.

2. Decide as a group, which topics should be covered first, which
can wait till later and which ones the program will not be able
to cover.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Session I, I landout *1)

I. How many children do you have?

2. What age and sex are they?

3. What is ;Iv nature of your child's disability?

4. What kind of supports do you have?

5. How did you decide to participate in this program? What

'A? I 7
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thoughts and feelings did you have when you first heard about
the program?

6. What sorts of issues concerning your child's development
worry you at this time?

7. What do you want for your chilcr What do you hope his/Inr
situation will be by the time he/she is 25?

8. What would you like the program to cover? What topics would
you like to know more about? For instance making friends,
social behaviour, teaching about menstruation, wet dreams,
dealing with magurbation, dating, sexual relationships, sexual
exploitation, etc.?

3. WHAT Is SEXUALITY?

Purposes This is a brainstorming " exercise that helrxs parent
begin to get comfortable talking about sexuality. It's generally a lot
of fun.

Time 20 - 25 minutes

Materials: Newsprint, marker.

Procedure
1. Write sex, sexy, sensual and sexuality on newsprint.

2. Start with the word "sex". Ask parents to call out quickly all the
thoughts and feelings that come to mind when they hear the
word "sex*. Write them all down under the word. Repeat for
each of 'sexy°, "sensual","sexuality". Since this Ls brainstorming,
they shouldn't spend a lot of time thinking before calling out
the words and phrases. Add your own to the list, especially if
the group is slow to get started. I lere are some examples of
words and phrases that some groups have listed.

&;52/ knatal Sexuality
male/female whole persongood looking soft
intercourse legs juicy feelings
birth control breasts, muscles touch love
fun Cheryl Tiegs silky self - esteem
dirty Tom Selleck warm values

9 t
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Discussion Feigns:

1. What do you notice about the words under "sex"? Mention the
fact that most of the words describe physical acts; some sound
positive, others negative.

2. What do we mean by "sexy" ? Most of the words mean what is
physically attractive and each of us has different preferences.
What °turns us on* is influenced by movies and advertising and
the culture we grew up in. What do you suppose is °sexy" for
people who are visually impaired'

3. What is sensual? These words have more to do with touching
and stroking. Mention that all of us need touching, stroking,
hugs from someone. Although stroking may "turn us on° that
does not mean we necessarily want sexual intercourse.
Touching and hugging is necemary for our L.notional well -
being, maybe even for our survival.

4. What is the difference between sex and sexuality? Answer this
question with the following information:

"If we divide the word "sexivality", we can say that "sex"
refers to whether someone is male or female. "Uality" really
means "total". Sexuality means all the parts of ourselves. For
instance, we have a physical body that is either male or female.
We also have a psychological part, a set of positive or negative
attitudes about our sexuality. We have an emotional part that
expresses feelings. We have an intellect, a brain that reasons
and makes choices. For instance, we might be sexually attract-
ed to someone but we have a certain set of values that can
help us decide whether or not it would be a good decision to
have sex with that person. We also have a spiritual self that is
at the core of our being. We do not often think of our spiritual-
ity as being part of our sexuality, but, in fact, it is.

If you were forced to pick only one of these "parts" to be all
of you, which one would you chor se? It's obvious that we can-
not separate ourselves into bits. For instance, if I wanted to be
pure emotion, I would not have a body to express he feelings
with. If I wanted to be all physical, I wouldn't have a brain to
help me make responsible decisions about my sexual
behaviour, Sexuality is really the whole expression of ourselves
as either male or female.

"Recognizing what sexuality really is allows u.s to think about
what sexuality education really means?

2 ni
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4. WHAT IS SEXUALITY EDUCATION?

Purpose to define the three parts of sexuality education. To =-
sure parents that because they are conscientious parents, they are-
already giving good sexuality education, even if they have not yet
given sexual information to their children.

Time: 15 minutes

Materials: Newsprint, marker, copies of the handout on the three-
parts of sexuality education.

Procedure
Present the following information

Sexuality education has three components:

1. Developing self-esteem;
2. Teaching sodal skills;
3. Giving information about our bodies and sexual feelings.

I. Developing Self-esteem
Self-esteem means feeling unique and special, and, at the same
time, feeling just like everyone else. It means being able to give
ourselves a pat on the back. Look at the four parts of the circle.
(Refer to Handout 2, Session 1.)

POWER
This does not mean having power over someone else but hav-
ing some control over your life. It means learning to make
some decisions for yourself, beginning with the little ones like
choosing which shirt to wear today or whether you'd like to go
shopping or to a movie. How often do we give our children
the chance to make choices? Power also means being able to
succeed at something, like running a race, having a job we like
and do well.

ROLE MODELS
Children learn things by watching us. for instance, if we, as
parents, treat each other with respect and affection, then our
children will learn that men and women are supposed to treat
each other honestly and kindly. If we also hug and kiss one
another in front of the children, they will learn that love and
touching go together.

22
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CONNECTEDNESS
MI of us need special friends. All of us need at least one per-
son we can get hup from. Someone has said that we need four
hugs a (by to survive, eight to feel good and twelve to really
get some joy out of life!

IDENTITY
All children need to feel they matter. We need to tell them
often about their qualities and achievements not just point out
their mistakes. Linus says it best.
(Read the Peanuts cartoon, Handout 3, Session .11

2. ltaching Social Skills.
Learning to socialize includes skills for carrying on a conversa-
tion; making and keeping friends; learning the art A. "dating";
learning what kind of behaviour is okay in put :lc and in pri-
vate.

3. Giving Sexual Inforination
Young people need simple, specific information about their
developing bodies and feelings. In fact, self-esteem really gets a
boost when you simply let a child know that his or her body
and feelings are normal and part of being a man or a woman.

SEXUALITY EDUCATION IS: (Session l , Handout *2)

I. SELF-ESTEEM

2. SOCIAL SKILLS: HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS, MAKE CONVERSA-
110N, LEARN THE GIVE AND TAKE OF RELATIONSHIPS

3. SEXUAL INFORMATION: ABOUT CHANGING BODIES AND
SEXUAL FEELINGS. THE MESSAGE IS: 'TM NORMAL".

2.2 I
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5. THE REIATIONSUP LADDER
Purpose: This presentation summarizes what is meant by sexuality
and sexuality education by giving us another way of looking at the
process of learning about sexuality and telationships. It also sets
the tone for talking about sexual development in more detail in
Session 2.

Time 15 - 20 minutes

Materials: Newsprint.

Poocedur*
Draw a ladder on newsprint and present the following information,
asking the parents for input.

RESPONSIBILITY

INTIMACY

FEELINGS

COMMUNICATION

ATTRACI1ON

We can look at our child's growing up socially and sexually as
climbing the steiNs on a ladder. This learning is really about how to
form caring relationships with others. Let's look for a moment at
how any close relationship develops from first meeting to lasting
commitment. For instance, when two people first meet, what is it
that draws them together?

ATTRAcTION
This is the "spark" that brings two people together. There is some-
thing about the way someone looks, or their personality, or their
abilities, that says to us "I'd like to get to know him or herTM. What
is the next step? If the relationship is going to go anywhere, what
do two people have to do next? They have to talk to each other!

2 -1 2
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COMMUNICATION
What is communication like at first? It's tentative; we stick to safe
topics like the weather, or what we do for a living. It's social chit
chat. We don't get very personal until we have a feeling that we
could be good friends. What kinds of things do we share as we get
closer to someone?

FEELINGS
We begin to share feelings, to share a little of our personal selves
with one another. As we share more and more *secrete, what may
develop?

INTIMACY
We often call this step "love*. Ideally, people who love one anoth-
er, accept one another, warts and all. They can give and take
equally in the relationship. They can share deep feelings with one
another, both joys and sorrows. They feel "committed* to one
another.

RESPONSIBILITY
Finally, we learn to care for one another enough so that we take
care not to hurt one another. Responsibility actually means "an
ability to respond*.

How can we apply this ladder concept to teaching our children
about relationships? Let's refer back to our model for sexuality edu-
cation.

ATTRACTION
We start where the child is. We begin at the beginning and help
them climb step by small step. First we provide a firm foundation
of self-esteem. How? We give them knowledge about their bodies
and feelings and help them accept themselves as special and also
just like other people.

COMMUNICATION
We teach them how to get along with others, in small steps. We
help them learn how to carry on conversations. We give them the
opportunity to develop friendships; we help them find interesting
hobbies so they have something to talk about. We teach them the
things it is okay to talk about with strangers, with friends, with
close family. We teach them who they can hug and who they
should not hug.

2 )3
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FEELINGS
Vie help them learn to identify and feel good about all their feel-
ing'. Its O.K to feel happy, sad, angry, or scared. It's also O.K to
have sexual feelings. All of our feelings are part of being a Ivy or
a girl, a man or a woman.

INTIMACY and RESPONSIBILITY
Some of our sons and daughters will be able to live more indepen-
dently than others. One young adult may be able to handle the
responsibilities of dating and marriage or a relationship that
includes sexual intercourse. Another may simply want a close
friendship that includes hand-holding and hugging. Still another
will be able to cope with and feel happy socializing in a group.
Everyone is different. Our task is to give them the skills to climb as
far as they are able to go.
Remember: Everyone needs and wants emotional and physical
closeness with others.

In fact, during the rest of our sessions together, we will be dis-
cussing ways to help our kids develop the skills to climb as many
steps of the ladder as they can.

For The Next Session

Suggest that for next week, parents read Chapters 1 and 2 of
Shared Feelings and do the exercise on page 20. Most couples find
this fun. Many tell us that they got to know their partner in a
whole new light! They had never really talked about sexuality in
this way to each other before.

What Parents Say about Session I

I never thought about sexuality in Ibts way before. It puts a
whole new light on things.

Whe n I found out that I was the only man in the group, I
thought Hab no; rm not coming back" I rea14, felt netvous.
But once we got talking about otoselves and our kids, it was
fisn. I discovered I had a lot to contnbute from a male poim
of view.
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I °interviewed" a parent whose child bad Down syndrome,
just like ours. We bad so mucb in common.

I discovered tbat a parent in my small group was =tried
about masturbation and didn't know bow to &Fp ber son.
We bad already been through that and found a way to
teach our son about privacy. I sbared it witb her. She was so
relieved. It was good to be able to offer something to some-
one else.

Suggested Reading

Simons, R. (1985). After the Tears: Parents Talk About Raisim a
add witb a Disability. New York: Harcourt, Brace, jovanavich

The G. Allan Roeher Institute (1986). The Family Book A Resource
for Parents Pito Have Learned That Their Child has a Mental
Handicap. Toronto.

)
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This session corresponds to Chapters 1 and 2 of Shared Feelings.

OBJECEIVES

1. To discuss the factors that influence the development of our
attitudes toward sexuality.

2. To discuss the process of sexual development from childhood
through adulthood.

SESSION 2 OVERVIEW

TOPIC

1, Who We Are Now is
What We Were When

2. Sexuality Education and
Sexual Development:
Fact and Fancy

3. Sexuality in the Life Cycle

4. Attitudes to
Sexual Behaviour

TYPE OF ACTIVITY PAGE

Small group discussion 36

Quiz 39

Slide presentation 42

lomework 53
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1. WHO WE ARE NOW IS WHAT WE WERE WHEN

Purpose: To help parents clarify how personal attitudes about sex-
uality develop by sharing anecdotes from childhood. Since child-
hood memories are from the past, sharing them is a safe way to
stan becoming comfortable discussing sexual issues in a group.

nine: - 30 minutes

Materials: newsprint, marker

Procedure:

1. Draw an " Attitude wheel" on newsprint. Say " We are all born
with sexual instincts. However, we learn our sexual attitudes.
The circle represents me, or us and the spokes represent influ-
ences on how we feel about our sexuality, that is, our sexual
attitudes. Can you name some of these major influences?"

2. Write parent responses on the spokes of the wheel, as in the fol-
lowing example:

A1T1DUDE WHEEL

school religion

media 3K community

peers culture

3- Share a little of your own *sexual history", that is, what messages
you got as a child and where they came from. sun with one
spoke from the attitude wheel. For example: parents. Share
with the group how affection was expressed in your home,
how your parents responded to your questions about "where
babies came from", what the "rules" were in your home about
dating and so on.

9
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Move on to the l'inessages" about sexuality you remember
receiving from church, school, peers, the media, how you felt
about the emotional and physical changes of puberty. For
example: *I remember not understanding what was happening
to me. I thought I was the only one who felt strange and
uncomfortable. I really wanted someone to tell me I was nor-
mal, like every other kid but I couldn't talk to my parents. I
learned early that they were too embarrassed.*

4. Divide parents into groups of three or four. Explain that they
now have the opportunity to share similar remembrances with
others in their small group. Explain the purpose of this discus-
sion:

*Sharing memories from childhood will increase our awareness
of how we felt about sexuality as a child. This process can help
us understand our present feelings about sexuality and about
giving sexual information to our own children. It can help clari-
fy some attitudes we might want to change and those we want
to pass on or do not want to pass on to our children."

5. To help parents get started and to keep to the topic, the follow-
ing questions can be used as guidelines for discussion. They
are similar to those on page 20 of Sixtrrd Feelings. Put them on
newsprint. Read the first question. Ask parents to reflect on the
question, then, to share. After about five minutes, repeat the
process with the next question and so on. Increase the time
allotted for each question.

What feelings do you recall about being a boy or a girl? Did
your parents expect different things of you than they expected
of your brothers and sisters? If so, how did you feel about that?
How did you feel towards children of the opposite sex?

What were your family patterns about talking about sex,
nudity, hugging and touching one another?

When did you first become aware that you parents had sex?
What feelings did you have?

What memories do you have of approaching adolescence,
your body developing ( or not developing when you thought it
should)? What were your feelings at the time? Were you pre-
pared for the changes?

2.
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6. Bring the group back together for a general discuswion.

Points to discuss:

L What *messages* about sexuality did you have in common with
others? Would you say you learned as children that sex is a
God - given gift or something to feel guilty and ashamed
about?

2. How do these early experiences and learnings influence how we
deal with the sexuality education and behaviour of our chil-
dren?

3. What would you like to do differenzly with your own children?

Continue with:

a We've talked about how our own early learning affects our
feelings and attitudes about sexuality. Our 'scripts' influence
how we talk about sex with our kids, the attitudes we put
across. It is important to mention that family functioning also
affects how we approach sexuality education with our children.

*It is very common for parents of children with special needs
to experience one or more of the following types of stress:
guilt, chronic sorrow, family stress. You will have read about
these in Shared Feelings during the week, Could you identify
with any of the points made about, for instance, guilt, the idea
of chronic sorrow? What parts had meaning for you ?"

Give permission to share by talking about points you yourself
can identify with concerning these issues (Chapter 1, sections
on chronic sorrow and guilt, pages 5 10).

Note: Parents involved in the Maritime Parent Sexuality
Education Project welcomed having these issues raised in the
group. Discussions about guilt, chronic sorrow and the stressr.:s
of raising a child with a handicap gave them °permission" to
share what many felt but were scared to mention. Knowing
that almost every family experiences these stre&sors to some
extent helped them feel "normal". Reading Chapter 1 and shar-
ing feelings even helped lessen the stress!

Parents spend much time listening to the often conflicting
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advice of professionals on how they ought to handle thcir
chiki. They can often feel inadequate anti discouraged and may
need an opportunity to discuss such common feelings. The
support of the group can be reassuring and help them put their
feelings and parenting experiences Into perspective.

At thi ... same time, it is important to remember that these groups
are not for therapy. Should a parent mention serious marital
problems, it is useful for you to say,Idany people find that
raising a child with a handicap leaves us little time for each
other. It is pretty common.* (See notes on facilitating group dis-
cussions). You might speak privately to the parent and suggest
counselling. It is good to know that it is a fact of group experi-
ence that groups generally only reveal and discuss what they
feel comfortable with. In other words, group members only let
you in as far as they feel safe.

sExuAury EDUCATION AND SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT;
FACT AND FANCY

Purpom This quiz sets the tone for the presentation on sexual
development. It summarizes in a way that is fun, some of the
wrong ideas about sexuality and mental handicap that may worry
parents.

Materials: quiz sheets

Tinic 20 minutes

Procecbire
Hand out copies of the quiz on the next page to each parent.
Say,wronight we are going to go over how our kids develop sexu-
ally as they grow up. To start things off in a way that is fun, I'd like
you to complete this quiz. Just mark T for true or F for false beside
each question. This is not a test, just a way to help us start thinking
about some facts about sexual development, and discuss some of
the ideas that people have had over the years about sexuality and
mental handicap."

(Answer*: I. T, 2. T, 3.F, 4. F, T, 6. F, 7. T, 8. F, 9. F, HI T., 11.
F., f2. T, 13. T. They are expanded in Chapter 2, pages 17 26. )
Ask participants to share their answers.
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Discussbn points:

I. How do you think many of the wrong ideas about sexuality and
mental handicap (page 26) have developed? Which statements
would you like to talk about further?

Then say, " Now we have some slides that will help us take a clos-
er look at the issues raised by the quiz.".

( The quiz was compiled by Jan Morrell)

4
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SEXUALITY EDUCATION AND SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT:
FACT AND FANCY (Session 2, Handout 01)

(Place T for true or F for false beside each statement.)

1. It is normal curiosity for 5 year Gkis to look at each other's
genitals.

2. Sexuality education happens at home even if you're careful
not to talk about sex in front of the kids.

3. People with mental handicap act much younger and are
so childlike that they should be protected from sex.

4 One problem about talking with kids about sex is that it
will make them go out and try it.

it is fairly common for 12 or 13 year olds to try out some
sexual touching with a friend of the same sex.

6. People with mental handicaps are more likely than others
to molest children so they need to be watched carefully.

7. Nowadays the average age for a girl to have her first period
is 11 - 12.

8 Be careful not to tell a child too much too soon or you
could do some harm.

9. People with a mental handicap find it hard to control their
sexual urges, so they masturbate more often than others.

10. People with a mental handicap develop physically at about
the same age as other kids their age.

11. Making sure that kids lit the role of being a boy or a girl is
very important to their well - being.

12. Puberty for boys begins, on average, about 2 years after
girls.

2')
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SEXUAIXTY IN ThE LIFE CYCLE

Purpose:
This slide presentation gives a shot overview of social and sexual
developmeni from birth to death. It explains how children learn
about their sexual selves. It emphasizes that children with a mental
handicap go through the same process as any child but that living
behind a label* may affect their opportunily to have the same
social experiences as everyone else. Explain also that children who
learn more slowly may need some coaching to learn what
behaviour is expected in social situations.

Materials:
A set of 35 slides Crhtse can be borrowed from the Canadian
Amciation for Community Living, Nova Scotia Division;
New.Bnmswick or Prince Edward Island Association for
Community Living. Addresses for these associations are located in
the reference section of the discussion guide); script (as follows);
newsprint and marker.

Time: 30 minutes

Procedure:

1. Present the material in I landout 2, Session *2 . Write each of
the four concepts on newsprint.

2. Introduce the slide presentation on sexual development by say-
ing L' Letts have a look at the stages of sexual development".

3. Show the slides, using the script, Sexual Development The
script is based on the information in Chapter 2, pages 21 - 29.

CONCEPTS IN SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT (Session 2, liandout *2)

Sexual development is part of social and psychological growth. It
involves four concepts.

I. BIOLOGICAL SEX. This refers mostly to the plumbing; it simply
means that a person is male or female. When a baby is born,
you look at the child's genitals; if you see a penis, it's a boy, a
vulva, it's a girl. The plumbing also includes the baby's internal
reproductive organs. Most babies are dearly male or female.
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There are a few exceptions. For instance, a baby may oe born
that is genetically a male but the external genitals may look
female. This condition is called hermaphroditism and it is quite
rare.

2. GENDER ROLE. This refers to the kinds of behaviours that our
culture says belong to males and those that belong to females.
For instance, boys play war games; girls play with dolls. Boys
don't ay; girls cba. These expectations, fortunately, aren't as
rigid as they used to be. However, sex role stereotypes are
slow to change and people who don't flt in can suffer if they
feel different from others, especially if they are teased by peers.

3. GENDER IDENTITY. This refers to a person's private sense of
feeling male or female. It is different from gender role. Gender
identity is a feeling; gender role is behaviour - how you act.

4. SEXUAL ORIENTATION. This refers to whether one is hetero-
sexual, homosexual or bisexual. No one knows how sexoal ori-
entation is decided. Most people are attracted emotionally and
physically to the opposite sex. Some are attracted to both sexes
and are called bisexual. A few are attracted emotionally and
physically to the same sex and are called homosexual. Sexual
orientation is different from gender role. Most gay men and les-
bian women identify dearly as male or female. The stereotype
of the gay man being effeminate and the lesbian woman being
tough are wrong ideas.

Remember: Everyone is unique. Each of us develorks a gender
identity, a gender role and sexual orientation that feels right for us.

SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT

Birth - 2 years

Slide 1 mother nursing infant
Maming about sexuality means being cuddled, &id, stmked ty
parents and caretalwrs.
We are born with sexual responses. Any touch is pleasurable. One
example is breastfeeding.

Slide 2 father holding infant
Another is being held in a parent's arms. Lots of touch gives babies
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a sense of safety, of trust in others. Cuddlin teaches children
about giving and receiving good feelings, about physical love. It is
interesting to know that boy babies have erections and female
babies experience vaginal lubrication. These are both signs of sex-
ual responsivenen.

Slkle 3 two baby shoes, one with blue, the other with pink laces,
perched atop a pregnant abdomen
Learnim about sexuality means finding out what t means to be a
boy or a gfr
When a baby is first born, we ask, "Is it a boy or a girl?' From that

moment on, we begin our sex role training. We treat each sex dif-
ferently. This includes how we dress children, how we talk to
them, how we play with them, what we let them do, even how we
hold them. What are some of the differences you can think of.?

Slkle 4 nude child, outstretched, smiling
learning about sexuality is being curious about your bod y.
One of a child's rirst tasks is to develop a self concept. Children
love to be nude and arc fascinated by their bodies. When babies
discover their fingers and toes or poke their belly button, we think
it's cute. But when they discover their penis or vulva, we may react
quite differently. Kids need to feel comfortable with all parts of
their body. Children who learn more slowly may need extra help.
In front of a mirror you can teach them the names for all their
body pans, including penis or vulva.

Most children also learn about masturbation at this age. It is
normal for a small child to find pleasure in his or her own body. It
is pan of normal growth and development.

Ages 3 to 7

Slide 5 father and son digging in the garden
At this age children begin to be aware of sex role differences.

Slide 6 mother and daughter; Laughter resting her head on moth-
er's shoulder
Kids imitate the behaviour of the parent of the same sex. By the
age of 3 to 5, a child has a firm sense of being a boy or a girl.

Children also start to see themselves as independent people
and fiercely demand to do things for themselves.

Slide 7 preschoolers looking at a book together and Slide 8 class
of young children

2
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Children need to be with other children their own age. They also
need lots of chances to try things for themselves. This helps them
develop a sense of being capable and of having some control over
their world.

Slick 9 children in "dress-up °clothes
We think it's cute when children play at being Mommy and Daddy,
trying on or rehearsing adult roles.

Slide 10 small children examining a nude statue
But what happens when they engage in sex plar exploring each
other's bodies, sometimes imitating sexual acts? These games are
simply the child's way of learning important knowledge about the
bodies of other children. Some children with handicaps who have
not had as much chance to play with others, or whose play is
highly supervised, miss out on the usual opportunities for sex play
that most other kids get involved in.

Slide 11 group of young boys and girls
Levning about sexuality is ?Tinning playing, wresaing with friends
in the neighbourhood
By 5 or 6, children play mostly with other kids of the same sex.

Slide 12 two boys playing with a toy
Many children have a best friend and are always together.

Slide 13 two children at a "sleepover", laughing
Being together may include some curious peeking and sexual
touching. Children of school age usually find out that adults don't
appreciate what they are doing. So they play doctor games to hide
what they are doing. Children with mental handicaps have more
difficulty picking up the idea that adults don't approve. So they are
less apt to hide it.

What do they need to know? By this age kids should be able to
identify their body parts by name or by pointing. They also should
know the difference between boys and girls. At this age it's good
to start teaching them that "private* parts of their bodies are kept
covered in public places. We'll talk more about the idea of "public"
and "private" later.

Ages 8 - 12

Slide 14 two boys with arms around each other
At 11 or 12, as sexual feelings begin to emerge, two best pals may
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feel some sexual attraction for one another. Often sleepovers pro-
vide the opportunity for girls to compare breast size, boys penis
size. Such play is a normal part of growing up.

Slide 15 group of boys in bathing suits
Laarniqg about sexuality is coining to terms with t b e Apical
cbanges Vpuberty and wondering ifilon I norniaLP° Each child's
timetable for experiencing the physical and emotional changes of
puberty is uniquely his or hers. When their bodies start to change,
kids become more modest and want privacy. Signs on bedroom
doors that say *keep out° are common!

Slide 16 group of girls in bathing suits
Girls are about 2 years ahead of boys but there is a lot of variation.
A girl's first period usually happens at 11 or 12, but can happen
anywhere from 8 to 16. Boys may have their first wet dream
around 13 to 15, sometimes around 11 or 12. it is important to note
that with a few exceptions, young people with mental handicaps
develop sexually at the same ages as their peers.

By this age most kids masturbate to orgasm. Children with a men-
tal handicap do not masturbate more than others. They may simply
not know that such activity is private. Most children have sexual
fantasies. Lots of young teenagers have crushes on a favourite
adult, a teacher or a rock star, for instance.

Slide 17 boy pouring water down inside a girl's T - shirt
Relationships with the other sex are often teasing ones. Kids pull at
bra straps, call one another and then hang up and so on.

What do they need to know? More than anything else at this age,
kids need to know that they're normal! They need to know about
the changes happening in their bodies, about menstruation and
wet dreams. They should know that masturbation is private. They
also need to know what kind of touching is okay and not okay
with others.

Aga; 13 -17

Slide 18 girl sitting alone, reading
While they are getting used to their changing bodies and feelings,
young teens become very preoccupied with what is happening to
them. They experience wide mood swings and their self - esteem
may take a dive. Some may feel very lonely.
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Slide 19 boy and girl sitting talking with one another
Young people who don't have a lot of friends and are feeling left
out need to know that having just one good friend is fine.

Many young people are beginning to be sexually attracted to oth-
ers, usually to the opposite sex, sometimes to the same sex. As you
can see from the slide, young teens can be very shy with one
another. Does this bring back memories of your own of this age?

A sexual attraction or experience with someone of the same sex
does not mean homosexuality. However, a few young people do
know by this time that they may be gay. Many others experience
some confusion about their sexual orientation.

Slide 20 three girls all hugging one another
Friendships and the peer group are very important at this age. Kids
are yearning for independence and there is often a tug-of-war with
parents as young people want to assume more responsibilities and
make their own decisions. Teenage rebellion symbolizes the search
for one's identity. Kids are asking themselves, "Who am I? What
can I be?"

Slide 21 teenage boys all dressed alike
But the search for identity is ironically accompanied by a need to
belong. Young people want to wear the same clothes, have the
same hair style, like the same music and so on.

Slide 22 group of teens skating
Teenagers need to feel they belong to a group. They are learning
the give and take of relationships, what behaviour is okay in public
and in Ovate, first by socializing together in groups...

Slide 23 boy and girl hugging one another
....then with one special boy or girlfriend. They are learning to
express feelings and cope with powerful emotions, developing the
capacity to love and be loved. They worry about "how far to go".
The process of developing a personal code of sexual values
begins.

What do they need to know? At this age, kids need to know how
relationships develop, who it is okay to hug and touch and who it
is not, how to handle sexual feelings, the difference between love
and sex. Unfortunately, many get °mixed messages" about sex.
Parents and schools may say nothing or give warnings about sex,
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while the media sells sex as the most important part of a relation-
ship.

Older teens and young adults

Slide 24 young man and woman sitting together
By the late teens or early 20's, young people are developing an
individual identity and the peer group is less influential. There is
more coupling up. Often, young males and females attach differ-
ent meanings to lovemaking.
Slide 25 young man
Boys are more concerned with the physical aspects of sex; they are
more detached from their feelings.

Slide 26 young woman
Girls think more in terms of love and romance, marriage and
babies and less about the physical excitement of sex. Do we see
the effects of sex role learning?

Slide 27 a woman counselling another woman
What do they need to know? Many young people need help in
learning how to build relationships. This includes information on
sexual exploitation and assault; how to prevent it; what to do if it
happens. They also need to know about pregnancy, birth control,
sexually transmitted diseases.

Slide 28 young woman, looking thoughtful
Learning about sexuality is learning about choices. 'Where do
want to live? What do I want to do with my life? At this age, there
is a desire to live separately from parents. For people who learn
more slowly, this may mean a supervised apartment or a group
home. There are many choices to make about one's lifestyle.

Slide 29 woman, smiling
Some choose to live alone, with supports as needed.

Slide 30 woman sitting with man
Some live with friends in a group home

Slide 31 married couple
Some choose to marry; a few choose also to parent.

Slide 32 couple laughing together
Some choose to live together. As young people mature, they learn
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to see love more realistically, as a commitment, involving mutual
giving and taking.

What do they need to know? People making decisions about rela-
tionships need information about marriage and parenting, birth
control.

Remember: However we choose to express our sexuality, all of us
hope for emotional and physical closeness with someone.

Menopause and empty nest

Slide 33 middle-aged couple kissing
When kids leave home, partners have more time for each other. in
mid-life, men and womm often experience a crisis that sometimes
includes a sense of loss and a temporary depression. Men may
assess their life's work and regret ambitions not fulfilled. Once this
period of °taking stocky' is over, most enter the next life stage with
renewed zest. Women previously very much involved in child-rear-
ing may embark on a new career. Menopause, signalling changes
in the reproductive system, arrives. Once it is over, many women
view this new stage of life as a freeing experience. And remember
that sexual expression need not stop at forty, fifty or even ninety!

Older people

Slide 34 older couple kissing
Most people are physically and sexually active. Some people say
their relationship is more mellow or even spiritual. It may or may
not include sexual intercourse but cenainly lots of touch, cuddling
and warmth.

Illness and dying

Slide 33 woman at husband's bedside
We remain sexual until we die. We always need touch. Physical
touch is not only sexual but therapeutic during illness and the pro-
cess of dying. So we end life as we begin it, as sexual beings.

( with contributions by Jan Morrell )
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Points to Discuss:

1. What immediate thoughts and feelings come to mind ?

2. Chapter 2 states that we tend to look at childhood sexuality
through "adult - tinted lore. What does this mean? What
implications does this have for how we deal witn our child-
ren's sexual development?

3. Chapter 2 states that we parents should celebrate our kids'
signs of sexual awareness. What do think of this statement? Do
you agree or disagree?

4. We've noted that children with mental handicaps develop sex-
ually in the same ways as others. In what ways can the sexual
development of a child with a disability differ from other kids?
Ilow come?

5. What makes it hard to let go"?

Summary

We've shared many feelings and ideas tonight. We've worked hard
and everyone's contributions have been very valuable. Let's sum-
marize by taking another look at the attitude wheel. We've discov-
ered that most of us received mixed and confusing messages about
sexuality as we grew up. Most of us eventually sort things out.
What happens if we impose a disability on this picturer (Draw an
x over the wheel.) If we consider again the 3 parts of sexuality
education,

1. Self - esteem: Children who have a mental handicap often feel
left behind by their peers. They will learn to avoid new chal-
lenges, afraid of failing. So they need experiences of success
and lots of encouragement.

2. Socialization Skills: We all learn appropriate social behaviour
by watching others. If we don't have much experience being
with others or if we learn more slowly, we'll have trouble pick-
ing up what behaviour is expected. We may not know how we
appear to others and then get teased when we make mistakes.
Also we could easily be victimized, not only sexually, but in
other ways. We may let someone take our money; we could
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easily be persuaded by someone to take "pills that make you
happy" or otherwise be bullied.

3. Sexual informatiork If we have problems getting around on
our own, or have trouble sorting out the facts from all kinds of
confusing information, we arr really handicapped until we
know what is going on. We could be frightened by our feelings
or behave socially in ways that get us noticed, get us into trou-
ble or lead to being victimized by someone.

When it comes to giving sexual information,there are two main
principles for us to teach our kids:

1. When you want to touch yourself sexually, there are
certain times and places for It.

2. When socual behaviour involves someone clse, both
peopk must want to touch and be touched. We may dis-
agree sometimes aim* the particular values about sexual
expression each of us wants to pass on to our children,
for instance, wiwther masturbatbn is O.K., whether sex
belongs only in marriage or not. But I think all of us
would agree that when peopk choose to be sexual with
someone, the choke shoukl be mutuaL No one has the
right to exploit someone else's body or feelings for their
own needs.

For the rest of the sessions, we will be sharing ideas about how we
can help our children feel good about themselves and learn social
behaviour and sexual information that will help them grow up.

For The Next Session
Ask parents to read Chapter 3 in preparation for the next session.
Also distribute copies of the following "homework" (one per per-
son, not one per couple). Parents involved in the Maritime Parent
Sexuality Education Project enjoyed this closer look at their atti-
tudes about sexual behaviour in children and teens. It helped them
talk about sexuality as a couple, often for the first time ever!

What Parents Say About Session 2

I 'wily appreciated our discussion about guilt. I like the dis-
tinction between earned and unearned guilt, what a free-
ing experience!
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Could I ever relate to the idea of cbronic sorrow! It belped
me feel normal about my blue moods. How I wish we'd bad
this kind if support years ago.

We talked about ate session all the way home in the car. We
bad been married 20 years and never talked about sex
Wore! I think this program will imp us talk about other
things too.

feel so much more relaxed. I never knew be,fore that sex
play between kids was normal. a be able to handle it better
now.

Suggested Reading

Calderone, M. S.Johnson, E. W. (1988). The Family Book About
Sexualq. New York: Harper and Row

Carrera, M. (1981). Sex; the Facts, the Acts and Your Fedings. New
York: Crown
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON ATTITUDES ABOUT SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR
Session 2, Handout *3

Purpose:
The purpose of this exercise is to help you explore your own atti-
tudes about sexual behaviour; and for you and your panner to
compare and discuss attitudes.

Procedure:
Fill in your answers; then complete the questionnaire as you think
your partner would. Partners should do this separately, then com-
pare answers.

If you don't have a partner, you may want to do the exercise
anyway, but without filling in the second column.

Points to discuss:

I. Which questions amused particularly sixong feelings in you? In
your partner?

2. Where did you misjudge you partner's opinions and attitudes?

3. Where do your feelings and your partner's differ significantly?

4. Are there any attitudes you would like to change? (either for
yourself or for your partner)
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ATTITUDES ABOUT SEXUAL BINIAVIOUR

Sesskm 2, Handout .3

Record the one response that best reflects your feelings and the
one you think reflects your panner's feelings.

Your
Answer

1. Who should be responsible for
contraception?
a.man
b.woman
c.both

2. Who should be responsible for
children's sex education?
a.father
b.mother
c.both
d.neither

3. For whom is masturbation O.K.?
a.man
b.woman
c.both
d.neither

4. Who should in!tiate sexual activity?
a.man
b.wornan
c.both

5. Sex belongs:
a.no where
b.in the bedroom
c.an ywhere inside
d.anywhere where there is privacy
e.everywhere

6. Sex is appropriate:
a.at night
b.only in the dark

Your
Partner's
Probable
Answer
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7. Sex on T.V. makes me:
a. angry
b. curious
c. entertained
d. disgusted

8. Sex outside of marriage is 0.K for:
a. men
b. women
c both
d. neither

9. Session 2, Handout *3
What activities do you think are okay for an adolescent girl to
do in the following situations? Use a check mark (4 ) to indicate
any activities that you feel are okay, and an (X) to indicate those
you think your partner feels are okay.

KISSING PE ING I IAVING SEXUAL NONE
INTERCOURSE

If a girl arid boy are friends

If a girl and boy arc going with each other

if a girl and boy are in love

If a girl and boy are planning to get married

10.What activities do you think are okay for an adolescent boy
to do in the following situations? Use a check mark (4) to indi-
cate any activities that you feel are okay, and an (X) to indicate
those you think your partner feels are okay.

KISSING PETTING I IAVING SEXUAL NONE
INTERCOURSE

If a girl and boy are friends

If a girl and boy are going with each other

if a girl and boy are in love

If a girl and boy are planning to get married
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11.Do questions 9 and 10 again, this time with reference to a boy

or girl who has a mental handicap. Do you notice any differ-

ences? What reasons can you give for the differences?
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Session 3
BOOSTING SELF-CONFIDENCE

This session corresponds to Chapters 3 and 4 of Shama Feelings.
The overall goal of this session as well as of Sessions 4 and 5 is to
help parents develop methods to increase their children's self -
awareness and improve their self - esteem. There are two sections:
Section A is based on Chapter 3, Listening and Talking Section B
is based on Chapter 4, naching Social Skills.

Why is self esteem so important? Because how children feel
about themselves influences how well they handle all parts of their
lives, including their relationships and their sexuality.

Planning Note:
There Is a lot of material presented in this session. All of it is pretty
important. However, it is anticipated that some of the topics will
have more meaning for some groups than for others. You may
wish to divide this session into two or to plan an all - day Saturday
session.

OBJECTIVES

Section A

1. To teach parents specific methods for helping children learn to
identify and express feelings.

2. To practice the communication skills of listening and respond-
ing with empathy and giving feedback.

Section 8

3. To demonstrate a method for teaching social skills.

4. To teach problem - solving skill.

91,, A $
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SESSION 3 OVERVIEW

TOPIC TYPE OF ACTIVITY

I. Learning About
Feelings Discussion

2. What is
Communication Discussion

3. Empathic Listening Exercise

4. Dealing With Your
Feelings:
Giving Feedback

5. Feeling Good
Card Game

6. How Do You
Communicate

7. Greetings and Polite
Conversation: Solving
the Who to Hug Question

8. Teachng Public and
Private Places

9. Teaching Social Skills
Step by Step

10. Teaching Assertiveness

11. Teaching Decision - making

12. I low to Use Role Play

Exercise

Exercise

Homework

Presentation

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

Discussion

Guidelines for
Group Leader
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A. LISTENING AND TALKING

1. LEARNING ABOUT FEELINGS

Purpose To help parents teach their child how to label and
express feelings appropriately and to reassure their child that all of
his or her feelings are normal.

Materiais: Pictures depicting feelings. These can be from chil-
dren's books on feelings or cut from magazines and mounted on
construction paper.

llinc 15 minutes

Procedure
State that the group will discuss ideas for encouraging their child's
ability to identify and express emotions. Give some reasons why
teaching kids about feelings is so important, using the points from
the section on feelings in Chapter 3. Children need to learn:

I. That their feelings are normal and acceptable. Self - awareness
increases.

2. How to express feelings in ways that won't hurt themselves or
others.

3. That others have feelings too. Learning about one's feelings is
the basis for learning the give and take of friendship, in othei
words, how to be a good friend,

4. That knowing what they are feeling about a situation is the first
step towards making their own decisions and solving their own
problems.

6. That when they say what they I eel, parents understand better
what the problem is.

5. To speak for themselves.

Discuss the ideas in Chapter 3 for teaching about feelings. State
that it might be necessary to begin with very simply, for example,
by making faces yourself and naming the feeling.

Det..onstrate some of the ideas in the following way: Pretend to be
a parent and have the group members respond as if they were
their own children. Here is an example. Hold up a picture that
shows sGmeone expressing happiness. Ask the group the following
questions

25.t
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What is happening in the picture?
How does this person feel? How do you know?
Why might she be happy?
What makes you happy?
Show me how you look when you're happy.

Invite parents to share their own ideas and to demonstrate how
they have used them with their children.

2. WHAT IS COMMUNICATION? INTRODUCTION

Purpose to introduce the communication skills activities.

Tionft 5 minutes

Materials: newsprint and marker

Procedure
Present the ideas in Chapter 3 in the section Talking and listening
that helps kids feel good 2S follows:

Recognizing and accepting our children's feelings is the first step.
Next we need to talk about how we can listen and respond when
children talk about their feelings.

How come? Because the way we talk to each other has a
strong influence on how we feel about ourselves. In turn, how we
feel about ourselves influences how we talk with others.

What is communication? It is all the ways, both verbally and
non - verbally that we pass information to each other. Here's how
an exchange of information looks. In every communication there is
a sender and a receiver. The sender talks to the receiver who lis-
tens and understands and in turn talks back to the sender. Sound
simple? Not really, because all communication passes through our
"mental filters".

Our mental filters are full of a lot of old tapes, that is, our feelings
about ourselves and the person we arc communicating with, our

2 5 1
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needs, our roles, our values and attitudes, our belief systems
learned in childhood in our families. Can you think of some of
thes$ Here are some examples.

1. Old tapes that trigger feelings from our own past. for
example: Our child is often bullied by others. His pain and
feelings of rejection trigger memories of our own experi ences
of being victimized and feeling powerless to deal with it. See
example on page 34 - 36, Chapter 3 .

2. Sex role stereotypes. We believe boys shouldn't cry; they
should be tough. Our son cries often when he's upset and we
don't like that quality in him.

3. Assumptions about relatbnships. For example a husband
hardly ever says "1 love/appreciate/care about you'. Ills wife
assumes he "takes her for granted*. He assumes that because
he works hard to help support the family, that she knows he
loves her. He shouldn't have to tell her.

How do our °mental filters" affect how we communicate?

We communicate in ways that make ourselves and our partner or
child or friend end up feeling stupid, incompetent, rejected, worth-
less. What are some of these patterns? Let's look at the list on page
34 of Chapter 3. Can you remember examples from childhood?
(Ask group members to call out some that they remember hearing
as they grew up in their families).

These responses are communication stoppers because they
chip away at our self - esteem. The message is "My feelings don't
matter. Maybe I don't matter.

Note: Take kids' feelings seriously. If children know that all their
feelings, positive and negative are O.K., they will feel free to let us
know about things that have happened to them without fear of
being judged or belittled. Having their feelings validated helps
them learn to trust their instincts about people or about things that
happen to them. They will then be more likely to tell you if some-
one victimizes them sexually.

What can we do differently?

Let's look at 3 communication skills that validate feelings and
enhance self - esteem.
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1. Empathic Listening
2. Giving feedback with I - messages
3. Giving feedback with specific encouragement.

(The concept of "mental filters* was suggested by Joanne Marriott
- Thorne.)

3. EMPATHIC LISTENING

Purposes: To help parents recognize responses that inhibit open
communication with their children. To practice empathic listening.

Time: 20 minutes

Procedurc
Explain that empathic listening is a technique which involves rec-
ognizing the feelings behind what children are saying, then sum-
marizing and feeding back what they are saying,

Listening Empathically:

1. Encourages your child to think through and resolve his/her
own problem or concern. Helping your child identify his feel-
ings should bc the first step in problem solving.

2. Demonstrates very clearly that you are listening and interested
and accepting of his feelings.

3. Gives your child an opportunity to correct you if you have mis-
understood something.

4. Provides a sort of mirror for the child to see himself or herself
more clearly.

5. Helps you separate your feeling from your child's so you are
both freer to work on his problems. This is pmbab4r tbe most
imponant benefit.

Letb6 look at the example in Chapter 3 again.

Ask for volunteers to take part in the following mle plays. You will
need four people: two to play the part of a child and two to play
the part of parents. Put the following instructions on 3 x 5 cards.

2';),;
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Instructions for child
I. Read your pan and let your "mother" respond. Note how each

response makes you feel.
2. Identify the emp9thic listening responses - those that help you

open up and talk more.

Instruction% for motbew
I. Respond to your child Ruth's statements using responses A,

B,C, one at a time.
2. Try to feel what happens to the child with each response.

Identify the empathic listening responses - those that help the
child open up and talk more.

You'll need two scripts, one for the "mother" and one for the
*child". Have the pair role play in front of the group.

Repeat the same procedure, this time using a father and child. Put
the following instructions on cards.

Instructions for child
1. Read your pan and let your "father" respond. Note how each

response makes you feel.
2. Identify the empathic listening responses - those that help you

open up and talk more.

Instructions for father
I. Respond to your child George's statements using responses A,

B,C, one at a time.
2. Try to feel what happens to the child with each response.

Identify the empathic listening responses - those that help the
child open up and talk more.

You will need two scripts, one for the lather" and one for the
"child". Have the pair role play in front of the group.

For more practice: Ilave parents volunteer some empathic listening
responses to a few of the statements in the handout. Empathic
Listening Handout.

Discussion points:

1. Go over the communication stoppers in Chapter 3, pages 33
34. What kind of response matches A, 13, C. of role plays? How
does the child feel? What is the likely result? What makes it

,
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hard to use empathic listening' Ilow can you make it comfort-
able for you?

2. When is it appropriate/not appropriate to use empathic listen-
ing?

3. Summarize as follows:
" Empathic listening gives permission for feelings, not actions.

Obviously,, some behaviour must be limited. Giving guidance is
important. If we first acknowledge feelings, the child can, with
our help, solve her own problems. welt talk more about prob-
lem - solving later.* Refer parents to the story of Kate and
Stephen in Chapter 3.

EMPATHIC LISTENING ROLE PLAY SCRIPT (mother/daughter)

Ruth:
1. "Mom, they told us at school today that we are all going to have

to start taking gym 3 days a week. It waS bad enough taking it
once a week and now they're adding more time."

Mother:
A. *You ought to be happy to get all that exercise."
B. "When I was your age I used to love gym."
C. "You sound really upset to have gym more often."

Rutik
2. °Yeah, they make us wear these dumb, baggy, blue shorts that

bok so stupid."

Mother:
A. "You could take the shorts in so they fit you better."
B. "You really are a complainer today.*
C. "So you really dislike the shorts that they make you wear."

Ruth:
3. "Well, it's not just the shorts. Some girls really look good in their

shorts, but I'm so skinny mine look terrible on me."

Mother:
A. °When you get to be my age you'll wish you were still that

thin."

2'0.)
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B. "You feel that your body is too skinny and unattractive, com-
pared to some of the other girlsr

C. If you spend more time fixing your hair and getting dressed in
the morning you might look as Rood as the rest of the girls."

Ruth:
4. °Mom, I just worry sometimes that I'm never going to develop
and have a nice shape.°

Mother:
A. "You feel like it's taking forever for your body to really develop."
B. "The longer it takes the better!"
C. °Be happy that you don't have to deal with all the problems of

womanhood yet."

Ruth:
5. "When am I going to develop, Mom?"

Mother:
(Respond in your own words°

Source: Parent Sex Education Curriculum, MATHTECI I, Inc.

EMPATHIC LISTENING ROLE PLAY satin (Father/son)

George (coming in from school)
I. °Dad, I'm not going to school anymore. I hate it."

Father:
A. °I loved school when I was your age.*
B. °You're really upset about school today.'
C. "You have to go to school. You have to get an education".

George:
2. "Yah, today was the worst day.

Father:
A. °Why are you complaining about today?"
B. "You should have eaten breakfast this morning".
C. " Today was worse than the others".
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Georges
3. *Today was worse. Those Grade 9 boys call me a retard°.

Fathen
A. "Well just ignore them and if they do it again, hit them*.
B. °Being called a rktme like that must really hurtr
C. "Oh, everybody gets teased sometime'.

George
4. don't have any friends. People don't like me.'

Father:
A. "Oh, don't say that. People like you. I do."
B. "You feel really left out. Who would you like for a friend?

Perhaps you'd like to ask someone over°.
C. Well if you talked more, they'd like you".

George:
4. "I like Jim. He talks to me at rece&s. But maybe he wouldn't
come".

Father:
A. "You would feel bad if he said no. How about we practice ask-

ing jirn? I'll be Jim and you pretend to ask me over."

Source: Jan Morrell

EMPATHIC LISTENING HANDOUT (Session3, *1)

I. I wish I wasn't so fat.

2. The other kids pick on me at school all the time.

3. I can't wait for my birthday to get here.

4. I really like my new friend, Patty.

5. I love Jim; we get married and have a baby.

6.. My teacher loves me; he's my boyfriend.

7. I like learning about making babies, it's fun.

245
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8. Sarah pretty girl; I like kissing her.

9. I good hockey player; I going to play with Wayne Gretzky
when 1 grow up.

10. 1 get married and have a baby, like on Another World.

4. DEALING WITH YOUR FEELINGS,GIVING FEEDBACK:
"I - MESSAGES* and SPECIFIC ENCOURAGERS

Purpose To practice the tools for giving feedback.

Materials: "I-Message Practice" (Handout);

Time 20 - 25 minutes

Procedure
This exercise explains in more detail, the material on pages 30 - 32
of Chapter 3. State that you are going to practice feedback that
comments on the child's behaviour, not on her worth as a person.
Feedback can be both positive and negative. There are two types
of feedback, F messages and spec* encouragement.

A. "I - Messages"
An "I-message is a tool that parents can use to clearly commun.',
cate their own feelings to their children. It is a calm statement of
how you react to a particular behaviour. 1-messages" can be either
positive or negative. A "You-message" lays blame and conveys crit-
icism. Here is an example:

I In a nonblameful manner, dcscribe the behaviour: "I see dirty
clothes on the floor in your room"

2 State your feeling: "I feel resentful..."

3 State how the behaviour causes a problem for you: "It makes
extra work for me..."

4 State what you want: "1 warn you to pick up your clothes after
you take them off..."

NI-Message*:
"when dirty clothes are left on the floor in your room, I feel
resentful, because it makes extra work for me. So 1 want you to
pick up your clothes after you take them off." OR:

25 %fti
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1 resent your leaving dirty clothes on the floor and under the bed,
because it makes extra work for me.*

Give another example of an 1-Message" such as "When you
use those words, I feel upset because they seem mean and ugly to
me." Remind parents that if an 1-Messages is made in an angry or
critical tone, it becomes a "You-Message.*

Distribute the handouts. Ask parents to write their own 9-Message"
in the space provided. Stress that in real life situations this model
should be translated into their own natural speaking style.

When they have completed two 1-Messages", ask narents to
find a partner and read what they have written to each other. This
will help reinforce the concepts and allow parents to practice say-
ing and hearing "I-Messages". Then ask for volunteers to share the
"I-Messages" with the whole group.

Discusskm Point:
Stress that 1-Messages" are not intended to solve problems or find
solutions. They are used to express emotion or feeling in as dear a
way as possible, so that the child can better understand how
his/her behaviour is affecting you. Once the child understands,
then both parent and child can start discussing solutions or
behaviour changes.

1-MESSAGE" PRACTICE (Session 3, Handout *2)

Directions:
Create an "I-Messagen from the following situations:

1. Your son is watching TV and says, "Look at the tits on that
chick!" You really want to say, "You should show more respect
to women!"

Instead you say (not necessarily at that time):

(Describe the behaviour) "When

(State your feeling) I feel (felt)

(State how the problem causes a problem for you) Because I
think (thought)

(State what you want) I want .°

2. Your daughter comes out of her room ready to go to a party
wearing an outfit you feel would be more appropriate for a
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prostitute. You really want to say, 'Get back in there and put
some clothes oni*

Instead you say:

(Describe the behaviour) 'When

(State your feeling) I feel

(State how the problem causes a problem for you) Because I
think

(State what you want) I want

3. Write your own situation and your own "I-Message':

(Describe the behaviour) "When

(State your feeling) I feel

(State how the behaviour causes a problem for you) Because I
think."
(State what you want) I want"

Source: Parent Sex Education Curriculum, MATIITECII, Inc.

B. Specific Encouragement
Do give specific encouragement . Do not give blanket praise.
Here's the difference.

1. Specific encouragement

I. Focuses on your child's strengths and skills.
2. Emphasizes the positive.
3. Doesn't make love and acceptance dependent on good

behaviour.
4. Recognizes improvement and effort, not just accomplishment.

Examples:

"I like the way you shook hands and said hello to Mrs. Smith. You
looked at her and spoke clearly.-

"' appreciate what you did. You put your clothes away."

"It looks as if you worked very hard on that."

2f; t
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"You're improving. When you picked up the phone, you said
hello very dearly."

2. Specific encouragement is not the same as blanket praise.
Try to avoid blanket praiee.
Blanket praise can be a problem because:

1. It is given for winning and for being the best.
2. It implies comparison with others and places value judgements

on the child.
3. It can be discouraging. The child may come to believe his

worth depends on the opinions of others and may feel he can
not live up to others' expectations.

Examples:

You're such a good boy or good girl. I'm so proud of you.

Remember: Give specific encouragement, not blanket praise.

Discussion:
The following situations require encouragement. flow would you
respond?

1. Your daughter has attempted to dress herself; her shirt is on
backward, shoes on the wrong feet, etc.

2. Your son has just helped you clean the kitchen.

5. FEELING GOOD CARD GAME

Purpose: To acquaint parents, in a light-hearted way, with basic
principles of communication that enhances self-esteem. To provide
parents with a technique they can use at home to enhance their
child's ability to expres.s his own thoughts and feelings.

Materials: One set of Feeling Good Playful Cards for each
group of six. (See suggested resources at the end of this session)

Thne: 20 minutes

Procedure
Explain the exercise as follows:
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"We can begin reviewing some of the principles of good communi-
cation through the Neling Good PialfW Card Game. C See Note at
the end of this activity.) You might like to uy it at home with your
children.

What's the purpose of this game? Many people with mental
hardicaps grow up experiencing a lot of frustration because they
have difficulty making their needs and opinions known and under-
stood. Some give up and withdraw; ethers act out their frustrations.
This game has a built-in success component. People gain experi-
ence in a safe way, in expressing thoughts and feelings and being
validated for them.

The game consists of a series of playing cards. Each card has a
quegion on it. Each person in turn picks a card, reads the question
(or has someone read it for him) and answers it. There are no right
or wrong answers. Any answer is accepted. (If you don't like some
of the questions, make up your own).

We are going to incorporate six simple communication tech-
niques into this game. We'll call them 'reinforcers' because they
help people feel they matter." (Fut on newsprint).

1. Smiling at the child while making eye contact

2. Saying the child's name

3. Saying "I like what you said" after listening to the person

4. Paraphrasing or repeating what the person says. This lets her
know you're listening.

5. Touching the child (on the shoulder in a natural way) as you
speak to her.

6. Applause after the person answers the question on her card.
Demonstrate the game with a parent volunteer. Have him or
her pick a card and give it to you. Read the question, para
phrase it, reinforce the answer by repeating it and saying,
"good". Look at the person and say his name. Example: "John
what do you like to do when you are alone? in other words,
what do you like to do when you are all by yourself?" John
says "Flay records". "Good answer John, you said that when
you are alone, you like to play records.* Group applauds
John's answer.

Form groups of six and give each group a pack of cards. Ask them
to play 3 rounds:
1, as demonstrated;
2. answer the question as they think their mother might;
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3. answer the question as they think the person on their left
might.

Discussion points:
1. How did you enjoy the game?
2. How do you think you might play it at home?
3. When you answered the question the way you thought the

person on your left might, how many of you were 100%
accurate, 80%, 70%, 50%2 This could be a measure of your
ability to "tune in" to someone else!

Notc The FeeI1n Good Playful Card Game was developed by
Gloria Blum. The method described here for using the game was
devised by Ms. 13lum and is used with her permission. You may
obtain the game by writing to Feeling Good Associates at the
address listed under Suggested Resources at the end of Session 3.

6. 110W DO YOU COMMUNICATE?

Purpose: To help you reflect upon your own communication pat-
terns and those of your family.

Materials: Handout #3, Session 31 Helps and Hindrances 71)
Communcation.

Procedurft
Study the handout. Read it over from time to time and look for
similarities in the way you communicate with your children.
Become aware of your own communication styles by using the
handout as a basis for comparison. You may want to do this for a
few days or a week, possibly keeping notes.

Points to Consider:
I, Do you find yourself using many of the helps? the hin-

drances?

2. Did your own parents have similar communication patterns?
3. Are your children picking up your good and bad listening

styles?

Do you speak differently with your friends than with your
children? What about with your spouse?

5. Are you generally a good listener?
) t

)
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HELPS AND HINDRANCES TO COMMUNICATION
(Source: The Family Planning Council of Western Mass. Inc.)

HELPS
(get us closer)

I.Describe your own feelings
(a message about me!)

- lonely?
- "I'm afraid."
- feel left out?

"I don't understand."

2.Focus on the issue
°This is how I see the problem."

- "I need
- "I would find it helpful if..."
- °I believe..."

3.Give clear feedback
- "'What I hear you say..?

"Do you mean
- "I feel listened to."

4.Above the belt
- Respect limits.
- Don't keep punching at

vulnerable spots.
- Compliment what is good.

5.Humour to relieve tension
- Laugh at yourself

6.Chop down the issue
- How I feel about what you DO.

Do direct problem-solving.
- Explore alternatives
- Answer question honestly

HINDERS
(drives us apart)

l.Criticize and accuse other (I
blame you0
- -You never card"

"You're a bully!'
- "You're so selfish!"
- "You're so stupidr

2.13e indirect, evasive
- "you know what's wrong!"

talk behind other's back
- be vague, general
- drag your feet
- "Everyone believes..?

3.No feedback, one way only
- "You meant..."
- "I think..?
- "Why should I listen to you!"
- °You ought to know what I.."

1.flelow the belt
- Name-calling, labeling

Aim at where the other hurts
most, is most vulnerable.

- Always criticize.

5.Laugh at, ridicule the other
- Use other as scapegoat for

your problems

6.0)op down the person
- Degrade what you ARE.
- Belittle the person.
- Be sarcastic, condescending.
- Put down questioner.

2f; 1
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B. TEACHING socuu. IUS

7. GREETINGS AND POLITE CONVERSATION: SOLVING THE
WHO TO HUG QUESTION

Purpose: Children with mental handicaps often have trouble learn-
ing how to behave toward different categories of people. This pre-
sentation discusses the first step; teaching children that there are
different categories.

Materials: Shared Feelings

Time 10 minutes

Procedure:
Present the information about The Who 7b Hug Question in
Chapter 4.

CIRCLES (Stanfieki Films, Santa Monica, CA.), a program specially
designed to help teach these distinctions, is available to borrow
from N.S.Division, N.B. A.C.L., and P.E.I. A.C.L. This pro-
gram uses a series of concentric circles to identify different cate-
gories of relationships. The circles help teach appropriate
behaviour in a simple and positive way. The circles concept is a
useful framework for teaching relationship - building skills.

Although it is designed for adolescents and young adults, CIR-
CLES can be adapted for use with younger children as well.
Parents participating in the Maritime Parent Sexuality Education
Projed have found it easy to use with their children. They have
used it to teach not only who you can hug, but how dose to stand
to someone when you are talking with them; who you can have
"public " conversations with and who you can have *private" con-
versations with. Parents of children with very challenging needs
say that the ORCIPS categories made them more aware of the
importance of teaching appropriate social behaviour to their
youngsters. It helped them categorize the relationships in their
child's life so that they could teach appropriate social greetings on
the spot.

Many parents have also discovered that the CIRCLES idea helps
them act in ways that increase their self esteem and comfort in
their own relationships too!

You can also use the framework of CIRCLES to teach "public
and private* and assertiveness, discussed in Chapter 4.

4 t )
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S. TEACHING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PLACES

Purpose: 'lb acquaint parents with a simple system for teaching
amopriate behaviour in public and in private. To acquaint par-
ents with tips they can use to help their children tell if someone
has touched them in sexually inappropriate ways.

Materials: Sbamd Feelings

Proaxluret
Ask parents to share how they have used the *public and private"
principle.

9. TEACHING SOCIAL SKILLS STEP - BY- STEP

Purpose To demonstrate a step -by -step procedure for teaching
new behaviours and changing inappropriate ones.

Materials: Chart at the end of Chapter 4

Time: 30 - 60 minutes

Procedure
I. Briefly describe each step as on pages 50 51 of Shared

Fee lings State that you will demonstrate each step, with the
assistance of two parent volunteers.

2. Demonstrate each step, using the example given on page 50 -
51 ( or another suggested by parents in your group).

3. Use the guidelines for role play (at end of this session) as fol-
lows to demonstrate the step by - step proems for teaching
the behaviour.

(i). Ask one parent to be the child, John, another to be Mr.
Jones.

CO. Set the scene and do the warm - up carefully, as follows.

We are going to pretend that I, as John's parent am having a
meeting at my house. I am going to use the opportunity of visi-
tors coming to the hc,Ase to help teach _John how to greet peo-
ple we consider acquaintances. In this role play, I am going to

,) t;
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show John how to greet our minister, Mr. Jona. I have previ-
ously explained to Mr. Jones that I want to teach John not to
hug everyone he meet& I have also practiced with John before
the meeting.*

Turning to the parent who is playing Mr. Jones, Say,,
"Mr. Jones, IfJohn tries to hug you, I want you to take his hand
and change the hug to a handshake. Say, 'John when I say
hello to you I like to shake hands. That is what feels good." If
he shakes hands, say, 'It's good to meet you John. It felt good
to shake hands. Thank you.*

Take John aside. Tell him that in his role, he is very enthusias-
tic about meeting people, loves to be with them. And he way
likes Mr. Jones. Ask him to *forger what he has been taught
when Mr. Jones comes to the door and to be ready to hug him.

Discuss such details as having Mr. Jones knock at the door, to
make it as realistic as possible.

OD. Action. Greet Mr. Jones yourself, modelling the handshake
you want John to copy. Say, "John, I shake hands and say
hello. Now you try."

During the role play, when John tries to hug Mr. Jones, help
Mr. Jones change the hug to a handshake and say 'John, this is
how.

(iv). Give feedback. (See page 51 of the book). "I liked the way
you looked at Mr. Jones and said 'hello'. Next time remember
to shake hands."

5. If a parent says, "My child would not react like that", ask her to
show the group how he would behave. Then you play the role
of the child. The parent can experiment with ways to respond
that might work in her situation.

6. Repeat the steps to teach other behaviours that your group
wants to discuss.

(v) Discussion. Ask the players what their thoughts and feelings
were in the role play, how the role might have been played
differently.
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Discusskm Points:

L Emphasize the following principles:
The importance of modelling and practice
Practicing in real situations
Giving specific feedback. Remember the 80 20 rulei
Catching them being good.
Substituting appropriate for inappropriate behaviour.

2. Ask: How do these principles enhance self - esteem? Parents
will find themselves saying "don't* less often! The emphasis is on
the positive, what you can do.

10. TEACHING ASSERTIVENESS

Purpose: People with little self - confidence often try to please
others in order to feel accepted. They may allow themselves to be
victimized in many ways. Teaching steps to assertive behaviour can
help kids who are easily bullied.

Materials: Sbared Feelings

lime 10 - 20 minutes

Procetkire
I. Ask parents "Have you ever said 'yes' when you really meant

'no'? How come?"

2. Review points in Karen and Jane's story.

Practice saying "No" and "Yes" like you mean it.
Use a tape recorder to practice speaking with confidence. For

instance say 3 things you like and 3 things you do not like. Gil e
feedback .. For instance, "What you said was really important, so
important I'd like you to say it louder so it sounds important."

Role play saying "No" in situations where the child is being bul-
lied, just as Karen did with Jane

3.. Using guidelines for role play, have parents role play teaching
assertive behaviours, using situation.s they present for discussion.
The "What - if " games on page 66 are good examples.

)
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Example:
You want to teach your child to say no to potentially exploitative
situations.

"What if a kid at school says, 'Give me your money? or "What if
the new neighbour asks you to come into the garage to see his
new kittens?"

1. Set up the situation, using the guklelines to role play. Take
the role play volunteers aside. Instruct the person playing the
child to say "no" but in an unassertive way. Instruct the person
playing the man with the kittens to respond to the child's
ambivalent attitude by trying harder to entice the child into his
garage.

2. Alter the role play, give feedback in the following way.
"You said `No"That was good. But it was a very quiet 'No'.
Let's practice saying 'No' like you really mean it!"

3. Demonstrate yourself and then have participants replay
the situation. Note the results when someone is more
assertive. The man with the kittens stops trying!

11, TEACHING DECISION - MAKING

Purpose Learning to make decisions helps boost self - confidence.
it helps kids feel they have some control over some pans of their
lives.

Materials: Shared Feelings, Chapter 4.

Time: 10 -20 minutes

Procedure:
1. Go over the points in Chapter 4, section on decision making.
Emphasize the following:

Knowing how to make decisions starts with knowing how to say
"Yes" and mean it and No" and mean it.

If a child has trouble communicating verbally it is tempting to do
all the deciding for him.

Start by offering simple choices. Do you want juice or milk?
Point to the one you want.

t ;
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2, Use the steps to problem - solving and role play a problem that
requires a decision to be made.

Remember: Knowing what one is feeling about a dilemma is an
essential first step to being able to take steps to solve one's own
problems.

For the Neu Saasion

1. Read Chapter 5, parts 1 and 2.

2. Distribute copies (one per person) of the quiz How
Knowle4geable are We? Fact and Fancy About Sexuality. This is
Handout #1, Session 4. Give instructions as outlined in
Session 4.

What Parents Say About Session 3:

The thing remember most about this r2ourse was learning
I didn't have to solve my children problems Just because I
was their mother I'd been doing all tbe worrying for them
for 20 years! They're adults now. Now utben one of them
calls tvith a problem, I simpt say a Sounds like you're feel-
ing stuck. That's quite a dilemma. What have you thotqht
about doing?" What a freeing experience!

It was good to know were on the right track. We tie alwuys
listened well I think and given encouragemen t. This session
was real4t affirming for us.

What was really helpful for me as a fither was the idea of
giving kids choices, heOing them make .heir own decisions.
Since the program, I'Ve been letting our 15 year old decicie
for himself tvhether or not be wants to go to tbe dances H.1's
shy and I used to insiss and pusb him out the door, thinking
he ought to want to gat lie'd get mai* I'd get mad. Now 1
give bim tbe choice about what he wants to do on Saturday
rqght. We get along so much better now.

My son acts silly in front of other kids in the cafeteria. When
mle played my son, I could feel for the first time how he

must feel at school. lie wants to be in on things and doesn't

27.,
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know how to talk to the other kids. It 8ave me a whole new
perspective on the situation. And the group was really he4)-
ful . We came up with a lot of options I can try.

Suggested Resources:

Bass, E. (1981) I Like You to Makejokes With Me But I Don't Like
You 7t) Thud; Me. Chapel I lin, North Carolina: Lollipop Power,
Inc.

CIRCLES by Leslie Walker - Hirsch and Marklyn Champagne. A pro-
gram of slides, teacher's manual and CIRCLES floor sheet. Santa
Monica, CA: James Stanfield and Company.

Corkille Briggs, D. C. (1970). Your Child's Self - ecteem. Garden
City, New York: Doubleday

Faber A.; Mazlish, E. (1980). flow To Talk So Kids Will Listen and
Listen So Kids Will Talk. New York: Avon.

Feeling Good Playful Card Game (1980) by Gloria Blum From:
Feeling Good Associates; P.O. Box S, Kealakekua, I taw*
96750.

Perske, R. (1988). Circles o f Friends. Burlington, Ontario: Welch
Publishing Company.

The Allan Roeher Institute (1989) Hugs all around! llow Nicholas
McCullouRh came home. Toronto.

The G. Allan Roeher Institute (1989) Leisure Connections. Thronto.

Reference

Alter, J.S.; Baxter. S.; Wilson, P. (1981). Parent Sex Education
Curriculum. Bethesda, 111),: Mathtech, Inc.

OP
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12. HOW TO USE ROLE PLAY: GUIDELINES FOR GROUP LEADERS

Rol ;,! playing means simply acting out or demonstrating a situation.
Discussion is helpful of course, but role play can be more effective.
It gives parents a chance .o try out new behaviours for dealing
with problem behaviours or to learn behaviours for situations that
haven't yet occurred.

It is best to try role play after parents feel comfortable and
"safe" in the group. For instance, when you demonstrate how to
teach about feelings and ask parents to respond as their children,
you are creating a sense of safety. The scripted role plays dis-
cussed in the listening exercise also give parents a chance to get
comfortable with role playing.

The word "role play" often frightens people. They think they
have to act and they don't like being "put on the spot". It is best
then, to use words like "Show us how your child acts".

Here are some steps that will help you use role play effectively
with your parent groups.

1. Pick a situation that a parent identifies as a problem.
2. Ask the parent to show the group what it is that her child does
that is a problem.
3. Set the scene. Discuss what is to happen. 1 klp the participants
create their roles. This is the "warm - up".
4. Have participants act out the situation.
5. Discuss what happened.

The following example illustrates how you might use these steps to
demonstrate the step - by - step approach to teaching social skills
described in Chapter 4.

I. Situation: A parent wants to help her daughter learn some steps
to making friends. Her daughter likes a boy at school. lie calls
her at home but she is too shy to say anything to him on the
phone. iler mother would like to help her daughter make con-
versation on the phone.

2. Ask the parent to show the group what her daughter does on
the phone. (You be the caller. ) Ask the following questions.
I tow does she think her daughter txls when her friend calls?
Does her daughter usually talk on the phone with others or is
this shy behaviour common? I las she other friends? Is she shy
with everyone? How much opportunity has she had to social-
ize, to talk on the phone? Does she have things she can talk
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about like hobbies or interests?

Decide on something specific she could discuss on the phone,
such as inviting her friend over for a visit.

3. Write on newsprint, the steps to teaching social skills outlined
in Chapter 4. Describe each step briefly. State that in this
demonstration the parent and "daughter" arc going to role
play what to say when her friend calls.

4. Warm - up: Select the players. The parent can play herself and
someone else from the group can play the daughter. Set the
scene for the role play. Help the participants create their roles.

Parent; Ask the parent to suggest how she might teach her
daughter what to say when she invites her friend over. What
might work for her?

Help her get started by creating a bit of dialogue. For instance,
suggest she begin by talking over with her daughter how she
feels about her new friend. "Would you like to invite him over
for a visit? It is common for people to feel shy and not know
what to say on the phone. Let's practice what you can say.
pretend to be your friend and I will call you on the phone.
Let's go over what you want to say to him. What would you
like to tell him? What would you like to do together when he
comes over? Ilow could you say that?

lithe daughter has trouble responding, suggest some words to
say. For instance, "Would you like to come over to my house
Friday night? We could play our new tapes and make pop-
corn."

Daugbier: You arc shy and have little experience talking on the
phone. Making friends with a boy is a new .!xperience for you.
It's scary and you don't know what to talk about. Feel the feel-
ings. Feel yourself into the role. I low might you respond to
what your °mother" is saying? Try to "be" the person and
respond spontaneous; yr..

5. Action: The participants play the scene. Ask the parent Low
she might give her "daughter" specific feedback on her perfor-
mance on the phone.

*44

I 70
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6. Discussion: How did each of you feel in your roles? flow might
you have played the situation differently?

If another pattnt says, "My son has a similar problem but he
wouldn't react that way," ask this parent to show you how her
child would respond. Have the parent practice ways of
responding that might work for him.

Note: Take time, either in this session, or during another, to
engage parents in a discussion about ways to help their children
make friends and develop friendship making skills.



Session 4
TAIXING ABOUT BODIES AND FEELINGS

This session corretponds to Chapter 5, Pans 1 and 2 of shared
Feelings. The goals o;" this session are:

1. To increase knowledge o; sexual facts.

2. To help parents find the wonds to use so they can talk to their
children about sexual topics and to reflect on the "mental filters"
that sometimes get in the way.

OBJECIIVES

1. To discuss some facts about sexual anatomy and biology and
about sexual expression.

2. To help parents become comfortable with the languages of
sexuality.

3. To demonstrate principles for giving sexual information to chil-
dren and young teens.

4. To provide an opportunity for parents to practice giving sexual
information.

SESSION 4 OVERVIEW

TOPIC

1. flow Knowledgeable Are We?:
Fact and Fancy About Sexuality

2. The Languages of Sexuality:
Finding the Words

TYPE Of ACIIVITY PAGE

Quiz and Discussion 86

Presentation/Discussion 92
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3. Giving Sexual Information:
When, Where, flow, What Presentation/Role Play 96

4. Sexuality and Self - Esteem Exercise 101

5. Evaluating Feelings Homework 103

1. HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE ARE WE? FACT AND FANCY
ABOUT SEXUALITY

Purpose This exercise is a quick, comfortable way to cover a lot
of basic facts about sexuality.

Materials: Quiz sheets, Facts and Fancy About SexualiOr

Time: 60 minutes

Procedure
1. Give out the quiz sheets at the end of session 3 and ask par-

ents to complete them during the week. This gives you more
time in this session to spend on the answers.

2. Introduce the quiz in the following way:

"This quiz contains a number of beliefs about sexual Lssues. Some
are fact; ;ome are not. Complete it during the week. Just for fun,
compare answers with your spouse if you like. We'll talk about the
answers next week. This isn't a test, just a more interesting way to
talk about sexual topics than a lecture. When we discuss the
answers, your own amwers can remain anonymowi. 'You arc free
to disagree with me and challenge me on any of the statements.*

Discussion Questions

1. If you shared your answers with your partner what did you
learn from the experience of comparing notes? Did you learn
something new about each other's point of view on some of
these issues?

2, Which issues would you like to discuss further?

3. Elaborate on each answer, using information from these
sources: the answer sheets that follow; Stared Feelings

; r)
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Chapter 5, Part 2; Chapter 7; and Sez the Act, the Facts and
Your Feelings, by Carrera. (See further readings listed at end
of session).

87

HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE ARE WE? FACr AND FANCY ABOUT
SEXUAL1TY(Session 4, Handout #140 be distributed as homework
at the end of Session 3)

Place a T for True or F for False beside each statement.

1. A woman can get pregnant during her menstrual period.

2. Homosexuals are born that way.

3. A vasectomy results in loss of sexual desire.

4. People with a mental handicap are more easily sexually stimu-
lated than others.

5. Both men and women have nocturnal emissions (wet dreams).

6. The clitoris is an important source of sexual pleasure for
women.

7. A mental or physical handicap reduces the normal sex drive.

8. Sexual thoughts, fantasies and dreams show what you would
like to do.

9. Boys who engage in mutual masturbation often become homo-
sexual.

10. The sex drives of men and women decrease a lot after the age
of 35 - 40.

11. Once you have been treated for a sexually transmitted disease
you cannot ever get that same disease again.

12. A woman whc. is breastfeeding cannot get pregnant.

13. The penis grows larger with frequent use.

14. Alcohol is a sexual stimulant.

2""
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15. One way to avoid pregnancy is to stand up when you have sex.

16. Masturbation can cause insanity.

17. AIDS is a homosexual disease.

18. It is the father who determines the sex of the child.

19. Using a condom would prevent 90% of all sexually transmitted
diseases.

20. Intercourse is the best kind of sex.

HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE ARE WE:s FAO AND FANCY ABOUT
SEXUALITY

1. A woman can get pregnant during her menstrual period.

True or False
A woman can get pregnant any time she has intercourse if an egg
has been released from hcr ovary. It is lem likely that she would
get pregnant during her period, but it is possible. See the explana-
tion in Chapter 5, More Facts About Sex page 92.

2. Homosexuals are born that way.

True or False
It is not known what exactly causes homosexuality. There is no
evidence that either genetic or hormonal influences or child - rear-
ing patterns contribute to homosexuality. See Chapter 5, Part 2.

3. A vasectomy results in loss of sexual desire.

True or False
During a vasectomy a small cut is made in the part of the sperm -
carrying tube located in the testicle. The cut ends of the tubes arc
cauterized (burned). After the operation the only thing that is dif-
ferent is that sperm can no longer travel up through the penis.
Everything else stays the same. Seminal fluid is still produced. A
man still has erections, orgasm and eiaculation.

4. People who have a mental handicap are more easily sexually
stimulated than others.

True or False
This idea probably got started when so many people used to live

27s
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in institutions where they had no privacy for sexual expression.
Living in an institution is something like living in a fishbowl.
Others can observe what you do more easily than if you live in
your own home. The truth is, of course, that people who have a
mental handicap vary in the amount of interest they have in sex
just as much as anyone else does.

5. Both men and women have nocturnal emissions (wet dreams).

True or False
Women also have sexual dreams during which the vagina becomes
lubricated (wet). The walls of the vagina 'sweats when a woman is
sexually excited.

6. The clitoris is an important source of sexual pleasure for
women.

True or False
The clitoris is much more sensitive than the vagina, which has few
nerve endings. In fact, the clitoris has the same amount of erectile
tissue and nerve endings as the penis does. The only difference is
that most of the structure of the clitoris is inskie the body. Most
women reach orgasm only if they c their partners rub around the
clitoris during love - making. This Ls normal.

7. A mental or physical handicap reduces the normal sex drive.

True or False
All individuals experience sexual feelings.

8. Sexual thoughts, fantasies and dreams show what you would
like to do.

True or False
Not necessarily. Just because you think of something it doesn't
mean you want to or would do it. Sometimes we think of having
sex with someone we know but It doesn't mean we're actually
going to do it. Sometimes people worry about their sexual fan-
tasies. There is nothing wrong with them. Obviously, acting all of
them out could be wrong, however.

9. Boys who engage in mutual masturbation will often become
homosexual.

True or False
Such behaviour occurs normally among some children and young
teenagers. It's part of growing up. However, some people who

2 7 :4
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grow up in institutions where contact with the opposite sex is dis-
couraged, will seek sexual contact with the same sex. This is natu-
ral. When they are given the chance to be with the opposite sex,
most will discover that they are actually heterosexual. Homosexual
expression that is learned in this context is often called 'situation-
al." See Chapter 5, Part 2.

10. The sex drives of men and women decrease a lot after the age
of 35 - 40.

True or False
Sexual interest and activity goes on all through life. Physically
things do change a little, however. As men get older, they may take
longer to get an erection and they may not feel the need to ejacu-
late every time they have sex. In older women, vaginal lubrication
may get less. There are creams available that help out with this
problem. People who want to can still make love; they can give
and receive sexual touching of all kinds. There is a popular saying
that states, If you don't use it, you lose it". It's important not to
believe that sex is over at 40 or 50. You don't want that idea to
become a self - fulfilling prophecy!

11. Once treated for a sexually transmitted disease you cannot ever
get that same disease again.

Thie or False
Unlike many other infectious diseases such as measles or chicken
pox, you can get any STD again and again.

12. A woman who is breastfeeding cannot get pregnant.

True or False
Many women who breast feed do not ovulate until they begin to
wean the baby. However, others do ovulate. So breastfeed ng is
not a fool - proof method of birth control.

13. The penis grows larger with frequent use.

True or False
Perhaps some people wish this were l -ue!

14. Alcohol is a sexual stimulant.

True or False
The truth is that drinking actually has the opposite effect. After a
few drinks, it's harder for a man to have an erection or for a
woman to have an orgasm. A drink or two may lower people's

2 . ,
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inhibitions about having sex, however.

15. One way to avoid pregnancy is to stand up when you have
sex.

True or False
Some people think the semen will run out of the vagina if you
stand up during sex. But sperm don't have a problem swimming
against gravity! Most make it into the uterus just seconds after ejac-
ulation. Sometimes sperm find their way into the vagina even if
ejaculation happens just outside the vagina!

16. Masturbation can cause insanity.

'flue or False
Masturbation is a perfectly normal and healthy way to give yourself
pleasure and to release sexual tension. Masturbation is not physi-
cally harmful. It does not weaken your mind or body, cause warts,
or hair to fall out, etc. It should be reassuring to know that mastur-
bation, no matter how often someone does it, cannot do any harm,
except if the person feels guilty about it. See Chapter 5, Part 2.

17. AIDS Is a homosexual disease.

True or False
Not always. Recent U.S. studies report an increase in the heterosex-
ual transmission of AIDS. Also, AIDS is commonly spread by drug
users sharing contaminated , ringes. See Chapter 7 for more
details about AIDS.

18. It is the father who determines the sex of the child.

True or False
Each mature sperm contains either an X (female) or Y (male) sex
chromosome. The egg cell contains only an X chromosome. If an
"r1 sperm joins with the egg, the embryo is female. If a "Ye sperm
cell joins with the egg, the embryo is male.

19. Using a condom would prevent 90% of all sexually transmitted
diseases.

True or False
If people choose to have sex with several partners, the best protec-
tion against STDs is a condom. ilowever, condoms are not com-
pletely fool - proof. See Chapter 7.
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20. Intercourse is the best kind of sex.

True or Faise
This is a value judgment. Some people may feel that intercourse is
the only kind of sex that is enjoyable or acceptable to them; others
may find other kinds of sexual activity and touching acceptable
and pleasurable. Remember that hugging and snuggling are impor-
tant in a relationship too! Sometimes, when people make love,
they move so quickly to intercourse that they miss out on the plea-
sure and closeness that hugging and touching can bring.

2. THE IANGUAGES OF SEXUALTIT: FINDING THE WORDS

Purpose To become more at ease using sexual words. This exer-
cise is fun and gives parents "permission° to use sexual words in
the group. It is a good way to introduce the "when, where, how
and what" of giving sexual information to children.

Materials: Newsprint, marker

rale 30 minutes

Procedure

I. Introduce the presentation as follows:

"Most people find that talking about sex is hard, so hard that they
have trouble being clear about what they arc talking about! So our
kids might not understand what we've said even after we've said it!
It's important to think about what words we can use that are clear,
comfortable and workable for us.'

2. Present the following information in your own words.
"There are really four languages of sexuality. Let's look at each of
them briefly,"

Write each on newsprint and ask parents to give examples of
words that fit for each language. An example is given below.

Medical language
(Or "real" wards) breast penis i;itercourse

Childhood language boobie diekie bird
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Street langugge tit cock ScreW

Indirect language chest privates doing it,
sleep together

Start by giving examples of your own. Some groups are shy about
calling out sexual words. Most people "warm up" though and
enjoy having "permission" to say sexual words.

3. Ask the following questions:

How did you feel about saying sexual words?

Did you find it difficult to say some words? What made it difficult?

Are there any general patterns to any of the words on the
newsprint? Did you notice, for instance, the "weapon" overtone of
some of the words, and the "put-down* implied in others?

3. Continue with:

"Some people are comfortable using only one or two of these lan-
guages. Most of us, however, use each of the languages at different
times - depending on what we're talking about, who we're talking
to and where we are.

It's interesting, isn't it, that we have no trouble teaching the
words "head and shoulders, knees and toes* but when it comes to
penis and vagina, those words don't exactly roll off the tongue.
The reason is simple. Our parents didn't use them with us.
Furthermore, as Shared Feelings says, we may have been scolded
for touching "down there" kncl so we grow up feeling that breasts
and genitals are not worthy of being called by name.

Let's put the issue of sexual words into perspective. Many med-
ical terms, for instance, come from Latin. Warren Johnson, a promi-
nent U.S. sex educator, once quipped that 'It isn't any wonder we
have difficulty discussing sex; we're required to talk about a taboo
subject in a dead language.'

Street language is usually considered vulgar or obscene and
unacceptable in most situations. It's interesting however, to look at
the roots of some of these words. °Vulgar itself comes from a Latin
word which means "common". In England in the Middle Ages,
some of the words that are now part of street language were the
correct words then. For instance, the word "cunt' was the correct
word for vagina.

- 13
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If we take a good look at the some of the sexual words that we
know from all of the four languages of sexuality, we may clarify
our feelings about various sexual words and about their meanings.

Let's look at a few points concerning each of the four sexual
languages.

MEDICAL LANGUAGE (or °real" words)

Uses: Teaching children the "real" words tells them there is nothing
wrong with having - or talking about - any part of their bodies.
After all, children are not taught nicknames for their elbows or
knees, for example, so why use nicknames for their b, casts or
penis?

Limitations : Sometimes people find certain medical words too
cumbersome. For instance, "wet dream* sounds more natural to
most people than "nocturnal emission°.

Suggestions: If you are uncomfortable with some words yourself,
practice saying them aloud to yourself, to your partner or to a
friend.

CHILDHOOD LANGUAGE

Uses : The words are generally easy for young children to say, and
parents often feel comfortable using them because they remember
them from their own childhoods. "Pee", for example, is more natu-
ral for most people than "urinate". Some childhood wonds, such as
"belly-button", sound happy and positive.

Limitations : Other childhood words imply discomfort about sexu-
ality. They can be quite a handicap if the child doesn't learn the
real word at some point. For instance, a man who knows only the
word "wee - wee" for penis could be ridiculed.

STREET LANGUAGE

Uses : Many people like to use street language at times. It is the
language of the bedroom (sometimes), the language of grafati (all
the time) and one of the languages of childhood. Most children
will use it with other kids and sometimes at home. Some swear
words, (such as 'damn", "shit" and "fuck"), help many people to
release feelings of frustration or anger.
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Limitations : Some children have trouble learning when and where
it is 0. K. to use certain words. They may get *set up" by others to
use these words in situations where they will get into trouble. Also,
some street words for sexual body parts are used as put - downs.
Some words make sex sound like an act of violence. They describe
sex as something done "to" rather than"with" someone.

Suggestions : Children (Alen repeat what they Lear on the play-
ground. If you want yc.ur child to stop using street langaage, think
about what message you want to give them. What do you want
them to learn? Here are some points to think about.

If you don't want children to use street language, don't ttse it
yourself. Remember that children will repeat what they hea you
say!

If you laugh or react in shock or anger, (if you ever use that
word again, wash your mouth out with soap"), the child will
keep using the words. It's a great way to get a lot of attention!

If the words are used in anger, say something like, I don't like
to hear those words. We don't use them in our family. When
you're angry, I'd rather you say

Use the opportunity to teach them something new. "That word
means penis. It's not a very polite word. The correct word is
penis.°

INDIRECT LANGUAGE

Uses: Many families prefer indirect language in a number of situa-
tions. It is always polite and doesn't offend people.

Limitation& Children can feel shame about their genitals, as if they
were too *bad" to be spoken of directly, i.e. a little girl is told the
name of her fingers, toes, knees etc., but knows of her vulva only
as *down there." And some indirect language may be confusing for
children, i.e. "sleep together" for "sexual intercourse."

Rememben If a child knows the "real" words for parts of his body,
be will be able to tell you exactly wbat happened gbe is sexually
abused by someone.

Adapted from the Parent Kit, Planned Parenthood of Nova Scotia
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3. GIVING SEXUAL INFORMATION: WHEN, WHERE, HOW AND
WHAT

Purpose: to help parents:
1. find the words to use so they can talk to their children about
topics such as body parts, menstruation, wet dreams, how babies
are made, masturbation, sexual feelings.
2. identify and discuss the °mental filters* that get in the way.

Materials:
Shari e d ftelimsChapter 5, Part 1; other woks for children (See
Additional Reading in the back of Sbared Feelings) ; newsprint,
marker

Moe
Depending on the needs of the group, for instance, the age group
and level of disability of their children, this discussion could take
one hour or the whole session.

Procedure
There are 3 approaches suggested for this discussion. Use the one
most suited to your group.

1. Demonstrate how to explain each topic, with p4rents playing
the role of children. Parents can respond as they think their
children might.

2. Demonstrate how to present one or two topics. Then, for the
other topics, play the role of a child. The "child" asks questions
that the pa:ents answer. Parents can use the words in Sbared
Feelings to help them.

3. For groups with more than 5 or parents:

Demonstrate how to present one or two topics. Then, divide the
parents into groups of 3 or 4. Assign each group a topic. The
topics should be ones the parents want to discuss with the'sr own
children. Two parents in each group will be "parents*, two oth-
ers, "children". Give them some resources like Wbat's Happening
To Me? or the Bare Naiwill Book ( See Additional Reading.)

Give each group about 10 minutes to decide how they will
explain the topic. Then have them practice giving the informa-
tion to the "children" who will ask questions during the lesson".

%
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You will find a fist of questions often asked by kids at the end of
this section. Whoever plays the part of children can use these or
similar questions as a gukle to the nole play practice sessions. Of
course many children never ask questions. But most understand
what you say. One parent can respond like a child who does not
speak but shows interest in other ways.

Planning Notes:
Method 1 works well with parents who feel more comfortable if
you do most of the demonstrations. They feel they learn best this
way. Methods 2 and 3 work well with parents who feel very
much at ease with one another and reasonably relaxed talking
about sexuality. They feel they learn best when they try things
out in the group. It is important for you to be sensitive to the
preferred learning style of your group.

Use the principles and points in Chapter 5, Part 1 to guide you.
As much as possible this should be a discussion not a lecture.
Parents will have read Chapter 5 the previous week. They can
offer suggestions based on their own experience and on what
they have read.

Nolo The educators in the Maritime Parent Sexualit! Education
Project report that their groups became increasingly ielaxed with
each session. Exercises like Wbo W t are Now is What We Were
When in Session 2, the Fact and Fancy quiz and the discussion
about sexual language from this session helped create a relaxed
atmosphere. By the end of Session 2 or Session 3 many people had
lost their newousmss and were really having fun talking about
sex. Cession 4 generally turned into a problem - solving session. As
parents participated in the lessons" they devised ways to adapt
the principles and words to their own child and to their own style.
Doing this in a supportive group boosted their confidence.

Guidelints:
Here is one way you can proceed.

I. Introduce the discussion. Explain the purpose of the session
as described above. Then present the following information in
your own words.

"Turn to the chart at the end of Chapter 5, What Sexual
Information Cbikiren Sbouki Know at Different Aga and
Stages. Remember, this list is only a guide. Not everyone will

9
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understand or need to know about every topic. Which topics
are you most interested in learning how to talk about?

*Here is an easy framework to use. For each topic, we need to
think about: 'when ,where, how and whr' io say about the
topic.*

Write the words across the top of a piece of newsprint.

TOPIC WHEN 1Er HOW WHAT

'TO help us understand the basic principles to keep in mind for
any topic, let's begin with very basic inf9rmation - body parts
and the differences between girls and boys."

2. Ask the kollowing questions, recording parents' answers
underneath the appropriate heading. Add any important infor-
mation that the parents don't mention.

When should kids know this information? Between the ages 3
and 9; use the teaenable moment such as bath time, getting
dressed, etc.

Where can you tell them? In the bathroom, bedroom. Since
those are private places your child learns more easily that both the
body parts and the discussion is "private"!

How can you tell them? Relax. Pretend you're telling them about
the moon and the stars. Don't worry about making mistakes. It's
more important to be natural and have fun than to be right!

What can you tell themr Demonstrate, using a book and the
format as suggested on page 73. Have parents respond as if they
were their children. This is usually a lot of fun.

Emphasize the principles on pages 73 - 75: using pictures, asking
questions, saying that our bodies and feelings are good, repeating,
using correct words.

3. Rtpeat the same process with topics such as menstruation,
wet dreams, masturbation. But this time, add the following
information. I.. -re's how for the topic of menstruation.

Suppose you hear comments like the following from mothers
in the group.
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"Sbe afraid of bloat we'll have an awfsd time.°

"How on earth will we cope with all the cramps and mood
swings?"

These statements may be signs that 'mental filters" are at work!
Here is a non - threatening way to draw them out.

Brainaorm the word "period* as follows:

°When you hear the word 'period' what thoughts, feelings,
images come to mind? Call them out quickly, without think-
ing.*

Write all their words and phrases down. Comment on how
many positive and how many negative phrases you notice.
Say something like:

*Where do these feelings come from? What do you remember
about your first period? What was that experience like for
your Relating your own experience will help them share
their own.

Ask, "How do you want the experience to be for your daugh-
terr

Go through the "When, Where How and What" model as before.
Include the principles listed on page 72, emphasizing that we
start with what 3 girl absolutely must know - that periods are
normal and part of being a woman, how to care for herself, how
to behave in public. Add information about what happens in her
body, about mood swings if she can understand it

To the 'What" aad an explanation of the PiE and PLISSIT mod-
els, using the example in the book.

Don't forget to call on experienced mothers to share hosk they
taught their daughters. They may be willing to do the demonstra-
tion for you!

Repeat the process with the topics of wet dreams and how
babies are made using the information on pages 73 and 81 - 82.

9 .
#
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Repeat the process with the topic of masturbation. Begin by
brainstaming the word masturbation. Use the same process that
was described for brainstorming the word 'period*. Use the
information on pages 76 - 77 to demonstrate what to say. Ask:
How do you feel about using explicit words? %That makes it diffi-
cult? How come it's important to be so explicit?

Emphasize that children need very specific information about
masturbation to help them understand both what is going on and
that the same thing happens to everybody else. Without such
information, it'll be hard to teach what is okay in public and
what is okay in private.

Summary

What are the most important things to remember?
Feelings and fantasies are okay.
There are certain limits on our behaviour.

*The When, Wbere, How, IThat framework was suggested by
Joanne Marriott - Thorne.

Questions Kids Ask

1. Could I have a wet dream in school? My teacher says 1 day-
dream a lot.

2. What's ubasturmation"?

3. What is pregnant?

4. llow many minutes does it take to get pregnant?

5. How does Mom have a baby?

6. Does it hurt to have a baby?

7. When are you old enough to have sex?

0
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4. SEXUALITY AND SELF - EsrEEm

Purposft To help parents practice using PIE and PLISSIT.

Materials: Shared Feelings pages 90 92.

Times 20 minutes.

Procedure
As a group, do the exercise on pages 90 - 92. Follow the format as
presented. Emphasize the following point:

ln situations involving our children's sexuality, we need to
acknowledge what we feel, take a deep breath, think about what
would be most helpful to say and then say it!

For The Next Sessiotu

I. Read Chapter 5, parts 2 and 3.

2. Pick a topic and practice talking about it with your child this
week. Note what the experience is like for you and how your
child responds.

3. Complete the questionnaire Evaluating Feelings found at the
end of this session.

What Parents Say About Session 4

The quiz was a lot of fun. We borrowed "Sex, the Facts, the
Acts and Your Feelings" and read it together in bed. It's
done a lot for our relationship!

I many liked the way the group leader got Iglu down to the
nitty - gritty. She could say anything! She was so comfort-
able. Her example helped me relax. Using the words didn't
seem like such a big deal after all.

akvms been comfonable talking about sex. It was a good
feeling realizing that he been on the tight truck all along.
We were able to share what wor*ed for us with others in the
group and that felt really goad. I think we be@ed others.

2 f
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We realized Vier ibis session tbat our son did not know
about using his bands to masturbate. He was masturbating
by n4bbing himself on his b e d but not getting much satisfac-
tion. I used 117tran Happening to Me". I pointed to the pic-
ture of tbe boy his age, *owing bim with my own band In
tbe air, bow a boy uses his bands. I was worried about
being sv blunt. But nothim terrible happened. Obviously I
don't Iv on him but I know it worked because bet, s a lot
more relaxed! And be loved the book.

Suggested Reading

Calderone, M. &Johnson, E. W. 0988). The Family Book About
Sexuality. New York: Harper and Row

Carrera, M. (1981). Sex; the Facts, tbe Acts and Your Feelings. New
York: Crown

Sugggested Audio - visual Resources.

Am I NormaP(1981). Mobius International, Toronto. A humorous
film about puberty for boys. Available from most provincial
Departments of Public Health or Departments of Education.

Dear Diaty 0981). Mobius International, Toronto. A film about
puberty for girls. Available from most provincial Departments
of Public Ilealth or Departments of Education.

What's Happening To Me? (1986). Consolidated Productions. A
video based on the book by Peter Mayle. Available in video
stores.

Wbere Did I Come From?(1985). Consolidated Productions. A
video based on the book by Peter Mayle. Available in video
stores.

SexualiV and the Menially Handicapped, by Winifred Kempton. A
nine part, very explicit slide series with accompanying teacher's
guide. Covers body pans, puberty, social behaviour, concep-
tion and birth, marriage and parenthood, birth control and
STDs. Excellent for people who learn best with concrete, visual
information. Available from James Stanfield and Co., Santa
Monica, CA.

2 t.
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S. EVALUATING FEELINGS (Session 5, Handout *4

In this questionnaire, please try to describe how comfortable or
uncomfortable you would be dealing with the following situations.
Rate yourself by drcling 1 to 5 depending on your comfort level
for each question. If you want to, share your responses with your
partner.

vely uncomfortable 1

somewhat uncomfortable 2
fairly comfonable 3
somewhat comfortable 4
very comfortable 5

1. How would you feel describing intercourse to your chil&

1 2 3 4 5

2. How would you feel if you discovered your child masturbating?

1 2 3 4 5

3. How would you feel describing the birth process to your child,
including delivery and how the baby comes out of the woman?

1 2 3 4

4. How comfortable would you be if your child saw you nude?

1

5

2 3 4 5

5. How would you feel describing the menstrual cycle to your son?

2 3 4 5

6. How would you feel describing the menstrual cycle to your
daughter?

1 2 3 4 5

7. How do you feel when hugging, kissing, and showing affection
to your spouse when your children are present?

1 2 3 4 5

2 k
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& How would you feel if you discovered your 10 year old son
playing doctor with the 5 year old neighbour girl?

1 2 3 4 5

9. How would you feel describing wet dreams to your 9 year old
son?

1 2 3 4 5

10. How would you feel describing wet dreams to your daughter?

1 2 3 4 5

11. How would you feel if your child asked you or your spouse
what sanitary napkins or tampons are used for?

1 2 3 4 5

12. How comfortable would you fed explaining sexual feelings to
your son/daughter?

1 2 3 4 5

Adapted from: Planned Parenthood of Wisconsin, Dodge Chapter.'

2



Session 5
TALKING ABOUT BODIES AND FEEUNGS: PART 2

This session corresponds to Chapter 5, Parts 2 and 3 of Oared
Feelings.

OBJECTIVES

1. To explore and clarify personal and family values about sexual
issues and sexual behaviour.

2. To learn some practical steps for solving dilemmas that involve
your child's social and sexual behaviour.

SESSION 5 OVERVIEW

TOPIC TYPE OF ACTIVITY PAGE

1. Giving Sexual Information:
Review of Practice at Home Check - in 105

2. The Flip Side

3. Solving Dilemmas:
Some Practical Steps

Exercise 106

Discussion 115

1. GIVING SEXUAL INFORMATION: REVIEW OF PRACTICE AT
HOME

Purpose: This week's check - in gives parents a chance to share
the results of their "practice" in giving sexual information to their
child.

Material& None
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Time: 15 - 20 minutes or as needed

Procedure
Ask parents who are willing, to share their experiences in present-
ing a sexual topic to their child.

Discussion ()math:mat

I. What did you discuss?

2. What prompted the discussion: a teaching opportunity, their
child's question?

3. How did you go about it; what did you say?

4. How comfortable did you feel during the discussion?

5. How did your child respond'

2. THE FIIP SIDE

Purpose This exercise gives parents the opportunity to clarify val-
ues about situations involving aspects of sexual development and
sexual behaviour. Good for unclogging those mental filters!

Materials: Situation cards. Make these with 3 x 5 index cards. The
situations are listed at the end of this exercise.

Time 1 hour, minimum

Planning Note:
Whether you have time for two or three sessions or for all seven,
include this exercise. It is always a hit. We have found nothing bet-
ter for stimulating discussion and unclogging mental filters!
Naturally, it's important for your group to be reasonably comfort-
able first. So it's not an activity to try in Session 1.

You should participate in this exercise before using it with
other parents. Your own experience will give you a sense of how
to use it with groups. Being involved in this activity will give you
an all - important ,...xperience in discovering your own values con-
flicts. If you don't have the chance to be part of a parent group, try
it out with 3 or 4 friends.
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Procedure
A. Divide participants into groups of 4 - 6.

B. Introduce the exercise in the following way:

'Throughout our sessions, we have, in a variety of ways, examined
values about sexuality and we have discussed current facts about
sexual issues.

"Tonight, we are going to challenge ourselves a little further, and
look a little deeper at our values.

"This exercise is designed to help us look at our values about
issues concerning sexuol development and sexual behaviour. It is
really good for helping us be more aware of the mental filters
we've often talked about - the attitudes and feelinps learned long
ago that can get in the way of looking at sexual issues in a well -
thought - out way.

"But before we begin, it is important to ask the question: What is a
value?

"A value, particularly a sexual value, is a deeply held personal
belief, generally rooted in the value system we !earned while we
were very young. Our values are so central to our sense of kienti-
ty, that sometimes when someone challenges them, we feel
threatened and become defensive about our jeliefs.

°Here are some questions to ask about values:" (Write the follow-
ing questions on newsprint).

1. Do our values come from information or experience?
They come from both.

2, Do our values come from within ourselves or do they
come from others? At first, our values come from others,
chiefly our families. As we get older, our value systems can
change, based on influence from others outside our families
and from our life experiences. Each of us grows up learning a
different set of values because we all grow up in a slightly dif-
ferent environment. My set of values is as valid for me as yours
is for you. So right and wrong is not always the best way to
look at them.
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3. Are our values based on our feelings or our intellect?
Both. But sometimes our minds can be wrestling with our feel-
ings, can't they? Often the feelings win out and we act on those
before we've clearly thought out the situation and the
behaviour.

4. Are caw values cast in stone or do they change? That
depends on our openness to listen to others, to read about
issues, and to change (or keep) a value based on new informa-
tion. INTe've been spending a lot of time sharing infonnation
and ideas with each other and so for some of us our values
about certain Issues may be changing. About other issues we
may decide to keep the values we already held before starting
the sessions.

Sid Simon, a precninent educator, states that a value is not a value
unless we choose it freely after considering alternatives, and then
act on it in just about every situation. Also, we only truly *own"
that value when we are willing to publicly say what it is we value.

C. Tonight we will have an opportunity to learn more about our
own values about a variety of sexual issues and to listen to the
opinions of others.

Remember: The purpose of this exercise is not to persuade you to
support any particular values, but to encourage you to think
through your own personal values. After all, I have speat many
years acquiring my particular values; I am rather fond of them, and
I do not want anyone taking them from me! decide what to
keep and what to change on my own . But sharing ideas with you
helps me continue to rethink and take stock of my own values.

*I will give each group a set of cards. Each person is to take two
cards. You will notice that each card has an A side, and a 13 side.
Do not look at them yet.

"I would like a volunteer from each group to start. Read the A side
of your card to the other members of your group and state how
you feel about the issue. Then turn the card over; read the 13 side,
state how you feel and how you would respond to the situation.
Discuss the reasons why you responded the way you did.
Sometimes we clarify things better when we talk them through out
loud and learn the opinions of others and get feedback from oth-
ers."

2
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D. Demonstrate by taking a card, reading each side, stating how
you feel about the issue, and challenging yourself in front of
the group. If you show a willingness to work through the rea-
sons for your position on an issue, particularly if you are hon-
est about any uncertainty you may feel, parents will feel more
relaxed about doing the exercise.

E. While each member is discussing his/her feelings about the
issue on the card, the rest of the group is to remain silent, lis-
tening. In a non-judgmental way. Each person takes a turn with
one of their cards before there is any discussion.

When each member of the group has had a chance to discuss one
card each, group members may discuss each othees statements.
Ask them to keep in mind all the communicafion skills they have
been discussing in this course, using phrases such as: "Are you
saying that r .Can you say where that feeling comes from?"
'Can you clarify what you mean?*

F. Move from group to group, helping parents stick to the task,
particularly assisting them to discuss their feelings (gut reac-
tions). Explain that it is easy to intellectualize, or change the
subject, because these issues are difficult and emotional. It is
Important that the parents focus on their feelings or the exer-
cise will be non-productive. If you notice that someone is talk-
ing in generalities, for example: "'When one considers the issue
of sex in the modern world...* or is wandering off the topic,
say "Can you start with 1 fear or "Can you say how you feel
about this? How do you account for the difference in your
feelings between Side A and Side B of your card,"

G. Reassemble into the large group and discuss the following
points:

1. How did you feel about doing this exercise?

2. What did you learn?

3. How many noticed differences in your views between the A
side (general issue) and B side (personalized situation)? llow
come?

4. What were some of the feelings you experienced as you lis-
tened to the ideas/opinions of others in your group?
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5. How easy/difficult was it to listen non-judgmentally, to keen
from jumping in with your opinions? What made it hard?

6. How well did you stick to your feelings?

7. Did you answer differently when you applied the situation to
your son or daughter who has a mental handicap?

8. Were there any issues that were more difficult than others?
Which ones? We can discuss some of those now.

Noteto

Use points frotn Chapter 5 to talk about issues of interest, such
as masturbation and homosexuality, sex without marriage. Ask:
'What did you think about the discussions in Chapter 5 r "What
points had meaning for your

Refer to the Intn4uction, 4. ripsfor Facilitating Group
Situations to help you deal with disagreements about sexual val-
ues.

* Say something like We may disagree with each other about par-
ticular sexual imes. But what Is one universal value none of us
is likely to dispute? That any sexual behaviour must be mutual."

H. Read the letter From collen attached at the end of this exer-
cise. Parents enjoy this. It helps them to put issues about sexual
values into perspective and to realize that values are all relative.

I. Draw the relationship ladder (from Session 1 ) on newsprint.
Say °Here is something to think about for ourselves. If we look
at each step of the relationship ladder, let's ask ourselves this:
What kind of sexual expression, from hand - holding to sexual
intercourse, would I accept and permit for myself at each stage
in a relationship?'"

TliE FLIP SIDE: SITUATION CARDS
(You can photocopy thm pages, then cut out each A and 13 state-
ment. Paste them on 3 x 5 cards. For each situation, paste the A
side on one side of the card, the B side on the other).
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A. People need sexual expression and fulfillment for a full human
life.

13. In your view what does a loving sexual relationship add to life?
Should teenagers have this? What about adults who have a
mental handicap

A. Sexual curiosity is normal at all ages and is quite common dur-
ing childhood and adolescenct..

B. You discover your 10 year old son and a friend fondling each
other's penises. How do you feel? What do you say?

A. Children are naturally curious about the bodies of the opposite
sex.

13. You and your family have recently moved into a conservative
neighbourhood. One Saturday morning you find your 6 year
old playing with another child, both with all their clothes off.
They are exploring each other's genitals. How do you feel?

A. Self - exploration and self - pleasuring is a healthy and normal
part of our sexual growth and awareness.

B. You discover your teenage son/daughter masturbating in
his/her room. How do you feel?

A. What social pattern provides the most learning for adolescents
dating many people or going steady?

B. What did you do you as a teenager? What do you feel you
missed;

A. In your eyes what value does virginity have?

B. A teenager tells you that he or she has lost her/his virginity and
s/he feels guilty and upset. What would you say to this teenager?

3
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A. It is perfectly natural for teenagers to kiss and neck.

B. You walk by the family room door and notice that your 15 year
old daughter and a boy friend are necking. How do you feel?
What do you do?

A. What do you think of couples living together" without com-
mitment?

B. When does a person become °promiscuous'?

A. Do you believe that the lowering of standards" or the loosen-
ing of moral tone* in our society (.e., allowing swearing, more
casual dress, frankness in the media, etc.) affects our sexual
morals?

B. Are your sexual values much different than your parents? Do
you feel good or bad about this?

A. Do you believe that people have the right to decide how they
will conduct their own lives?

B. How would you react if your brother/sister/daughter/chose
friend revealed that he or she was a homosexual?

A. Some magazines like Playboy and Playgirl are acceptable.

B. You find your teenage sor !ooliing at Playboy. How do you
feel? What do you say?

A. People need sexual expression and fulfillment for a full human
life.

B. Your teenaged son or daughter who has a mental handicap
fantasizes about falling in love and getting married. What do
you say?

3
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A. 97% of sexual assaults against children are committed by het-
erosexual males. Do you agree or disagree?

B. The parents in your neighbourhood have started a petition
against your son's teacher. He is an excellent teacher and has
recently acknowledged that he is homosexual. How do you
feel?

A. Boys and girls should be treated equally.

B. You son tells you he wants to take ballet lessons. How do you
respond?

A. A large part of romantic love is really "ego-tripping° (self-
seeking).

B. How do you know when you really love another person?

A. Boys should be expected to fulfil the same moral standards as
girls. There should be no *double standard*.

B. Do you feel differently when a girl
a) loses her virginity
b) has sex with different partners
c) initiates sex play
than you do when a boy does these things?

A. Today people are pleasure - mad. Our society is obsessed with
sex.

B. Do you feel you have too many sensory or physical pleasures?

A. Should the pill be given to teenage girls?

B. You have just discovered that your daughter is having inter-
course with her boyfriend. How do you feel? What do you do?

3 3
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LETTER FROM COLLEGE

Dear Mom and Dad,
It has been three months since I left for college. I have been

remiss In writing and I am very sony for my thoughtlesmess in not
having written before. I will bring you up to date now, but before
you read on, please sit down. You are not to read any further
unless you are sitting down. OW

Well, then, I am getting along pretty well now. The skull frac-
ture and concussion I got when I jumped out of my dormitory win-
dow when it caught fire shortly after my arrival, is pretty well
healed now. I only spent two weeks in the hospital and now I can
see almost normally, and only get these sick headaches once a
day.

Fortunately, the fire in the dormitory and my jump was wit-
nessed by an attendant at the gas station near the dorm, and he
was the one who called the fire department and the ambulance.
He also visited me in the hospital and since I have nowhere to live
because of the burnt out dormitory, he was kind enough to invite
me to share his apartment with him. It is really a basement room
but it is kind of cute. He is a very fine boy and we have fallen
deeply in love and are planning to be married. We have not set the
exact date yet, but we will before my pregnancy begins to show.

I know you are looking forward to being grandparents and I
am sure you will welcome the baby, and give it the same love and
devotion and tender care that you gave me when I was a child. By
the way, my boyfriend has a minor infection and I carelessly
caught it from him. But it will soon clear up with the penicillin
injections I am taking daily.

I know you will welcome him into our family with open arms.
He is kind and although not well educated, he is ambitious.
Although he is of a different race and religion than ours, I know by
your expressed tolerance that you will not be bothered by that fact.

Now that I have brought you up to date, I want to tell you that
there was no dormitory fire, I did not have a concussion or skull
fracture. I was not in the hospital and I am not pregnant, I am not
engaged, do not have a disease, and I don't have a steady
boyfriend. However, since I am getting a "D" in history and an "F"
in science, I wanted you to see these marks in proper perspective.
Hope you are both well. I will try to get home soon.

Your loving daughter,

Sue

(Adapted from: Parent Sex Education Curriculum, MATHTECI-1, Inc.)

3 ;
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3. SOLVING DILEIIMAS: SOME PRACTICAL STEPS

Purpose: to learn some practical steps for solving dilemmas that
involve a child's social and sexual behaviour. These steps provide
a way to apply the PLISSIT model.

Materials: newsprint, marker, copies of handout: Steps to Problem
Solvirkg.

Time 60 minutes, (or as needed).

Procedure
Explain that in this session, parents will have an opportunity for
helping each other deal with social and sexual behaviours in their
children that cause them concern. Through brainstorming, parents
can practice putting together all the concepts they have learned.

A. Ask them to reflect on the situatkws discussed in Chapter
5, Part 3. Use the following questions as guidelines for discussion.

What pans of these situations can you relate to?

What insights did you gain that you can apply to your own
dilemma? For (=ample you may recognize a need to change the
MAN ofparenting to allow a child to grow up.

What does it mean to do the "feeling work" for your child? What
happens when you do so? You may have problems separating
yourfeelings from your cbildc and binder him from solving his
own problems.

What do you think of the idea of the 'triangle"? Note that ifyou I
look at problem behaviours this way, no one is to blame for diffi-
culties that occur.

In what ways do parents have to change their parenting style as
children go through adolescence? (for example: expect more
adult behaviour, expect them to assume more responsibilities,
help them learn to make their own decisions, risk a little less
supervision)

If the behaviours of the children described in Chapter 5, Part 3
were of a non - sexual nature, would you find them easier/ more
difficult to look at objectively? How come

3 4;)
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Planning Notes:

You can put the questions listed above on a handout and give
them out the previous week to think about as they read Chapter
5, Part 3.

By this point in the course, if the group process is working well,
parents will be actively involved in helping and supporting one
another. Group problem - solving, using the problem - solving
model is then very productive.

Remember: It Ls not your responsibility to solve parents' prob-
lems. It is your responsibility to give parents the tools to tackle
dilemmas themselves. Your job is simply to facilitate the problem
- solving by asking questions and keeping the discussion on
track. (See group facilitation skills). There are many benefits
when a group takes responsibility to go through these steps
themselves:

1. They gain self confklence in their own abilities. They start
to believe what you told them in Session I , that they are the
authorities, the experts, on their own situations.

2. Sharing a problem in the group makes it shrink in size
mul importance. How come? You find others have had a simi-
lar experience, you can laugh about the problem. You can
stand back and look at your situation with some distance, some
objectivity. You gain a fresh perspective. But we don't ne,yd to
tell you this if you have been through a group experience
yourself. Don't underestimate the power of group thinking.

Where do I get in? Where do I get out? This is a universal dilem-
ma for group leaders, both "lay" and °professional*. The PLISSIT
model is a useful guideline. Once parents have learned some of
the principles discussed in the book and worked through the
problem - solving method with an experienced group leader,
they can give Permission, Limited Information and Simple
Suggestions for many situations. For instance, Situations I , 2, and
3 in Part 3 of Chapter 5 fall in this category. The situation used as
an example of using the problem solving steps in the book is a
good one for parent groups to tackle. Situations 3 and 4 in
Chapter 3, Part 3 are more complex and may require professional
counselling. Situation 5 in Part 3 of Chapter 5 definitely does.
These situations belong to the IT part of PLISSIT.

3 t)
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These issues are more complex and require professional coun-
selling. Situations involving sexual assault of or by someone, or
situations kwolving serious marital or behaviour problems, are
not appropriate for parent groups to solve on their own. Groups
can provide support for the anxious parents and a safe place to
start talking, but such situations must be referred to professional
counsellors. As a general rule of thumb, whenever you feel out
of your depth, refer.

Parents can draw on material from other sessions for ideas for
solving dilemmas.

B. Choose a problem behaviour that some parents are expert.
encing at home. Use the model to explore the interaction pat-
terns, feelings and needs behind the problem and practice
brainstorming ways to find solutions to issues at home.
Emphasize again that they have had more experience obsenr-
ing and teaching their child than anyone else and that they are
their own best resources.

Remember this key principle: To get to the root of most
problems, you need to ask two major questions.

How do you feel?
What do you need?

Good reflective listening and good questioning (see introduction)
will help you find the answers,

The following example illustrates how the steps to problem - solv-
ing were used in one group. The parents in this group had
encountered the dilemma described by parents in Chapter 5, Part
2, described by Penny: "We feel we are walking a fine line
between a need for supervision and what we feel is our daughter's
right to privacy."

1. Behaviour causim concern? Tim and Mary, both 14, were
caught 'Vetting" on the school ground. The parents of both
teenagers were in the same parent group. They knew the kids
were friends a...1 realized the behaviour was probably mutual.
The incident was reported to the parents by the youngsters'
teacher.

3 "
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2. How Ls it a problem?

For tbe parents? Both of Tim's parents were very surprised
that he had shown interest in sex. They thought he was too
young. Each set of parents worried what the parents of the
other were thinking about their child. What kind of parent
must they think I am raising a child who does this with their
daughterr 'I'm afraid to raise this with Tim's parents because
don't want them to think I'm blaming them". Naturally they
were both concerned that an unplanned pregnancy would hap-
pen!

For tbe your; g people? Neither child felt there was a problem at
all, except that their teacher and their parents were upset with
them! They wanted to be together. They were not aware that
their public behaviour was inappropriate. They did not know
much about sexual feelings or the consequences of SOMA
intercourse.

3. Feelings? Both sets of parents felt a mixture of anger, guilt and
fear; anger at the children; guilt because their children had
been so public about their behaviour"tn a reflection on us
as parents wben our kids maw up in public"; fear of possible
pregnancy; fear that because of their handicaps, the kids could
not be taught to control their impulses. They were somewhat
angry at the teacher for getting so upset, As it turned out, the
"sin" had been some necking; the kids had probably not been
on the verge of intercourse as was first feared. what "mental
filters" were operating?

Results of tbese feelings? At first, Tim's parents forbade him to
contact Mary; no phone calls, after school visits etc. An under
standable reaction!

Each couple approached the group leader separately with their
dilemma, She helped them think through their feelings. What
are you feeling? What do you need? What is your goal? What
stops you from speaking directly to his/her parents? !tow might
you raise the issue with each other? what are your choices?

The two sets of parents decided to contact one another. They
met one evening to discuss the issue. They felt the group
would be not only supportive but help them think of ways to
deal with the situation. "We decided our group had been work-

3
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ing well together. We trusted them and anyway, several heads
are better than 2 or 3. Brainstorming might just help."

The group helped them talk about all their feelings and needs,
using the questions in the steps to problem - solving. They
then tackled the needs of the teenagers.

4. Needs qf the parents? To feel more at ease about their kids'
friendship. They realized that not allowing contact would only
lead to secret trysts!

5. Needs of the teenagers? The group looked at the tips on page
97 of Chapter 5. They decided that both kids needed frank
information about private and public touching, about sexual
feelings, masturbation, the consequences of intercourse, that
intercourse was for adults. They also would benefit from super-
vised social contact in one another's homes, some experience
in the an of friendship.

6. Tbe goal? To help the young people learn the art of friendship
and more about their sexuality. The parents hoped that meet-
ing these needs would make the chances of sexual intercourse
less likely.

7. Solution? After discussing some ideas, the parents decided on a
practical plan to organize once weekly get togethers at one
another's homes, permission for daily after school phone calls,
and discussions about bodies and feelings using the guidelines
and sample conversations in Chapter 5.

Timis father: 'There's nothing like a crisis like this to get us to
get over our discomfort and get down to brass tacks! Tim asked
all kinds of questions, mostly about how come his feelings
were so strong. As his father I was able to tell him that it hap-
pened to all men, me included. I felt closer to him after our
talks.*

Tim's mother: "We didn't relax completely, because we knew it
was unreasonable to supervise their every move. But Mary's
parents didn't want to take the step of birth control pills yet
and that was certainly understandable. What a mixed message
that would have been since we were telling them 'No touching
of private parts"!
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8. The resulIPAfter a few weeks of visits and virtually unlimited
telephone privileges, the kids stepped calling so often. We
were really surprised. Tim announced that Mary bugged him!
They got tired of one another I think. When I think about it,
how perfectly normal for 14 year olds!

For tlw Next Se510011: Read Chapter 7

What Parents Say About Session 5

Our group leader and the other parents helped change the
relationshp between me and my daughter. She had been
acting up badly because I needed to vend so much time
with her little brother The group beOed me figure out how
to get quality time alone with my daughter without adding
mow hours in the day. She is much easier to gel along with
now. ft was really so simple but I bad been so beside myseff
with fatigue and resentment that I couldn't think clearly
about bow to change things.
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STEPS TO "PROBLEM" SOLVING (Session 3,4'1)

I. What is the behaviour that is causing concern?

2. How is it a problem for you ?
How is it a problem for your child?
Who is most troubled by the behaviour: you, your spouse,
your child, other children in the family?

3. What feelings are triggered by the behaviour?
How do you feel?
How do your spouse and/or any others concerned by the
behaviour feel?
How do their feelings affect you?
How do these feelings affect your response to your child's
behaviour?
How does your child feel?

4. What do you need?

5. What does your child need?

6. What would you like to see happen? What is your goal%

7. What are some possible solutions? What are the likely conse-
quences if you try solution A? B? C?

8. Pick the best possible solution and try it out. Give it time to
work. if nothing changes, try another solution.

3 I



Session 6
DECISIONS *Dour MARRIAGE, PARENTHOOD, SEX WITHOUT
MARRIAGE, BIRTH CONTROL

This session corresponds to Chapters 6 and 7 of Shared Feelings.
The session will likely be of interest only to parents of young
adults, especially those whose sons and daughters are considering
such major decisions.

OBJECTIVES

I. To give parents an opportunitv to discuss the pros and cons of
marriage, sexual relationships without marriage, parenthood.

2. To present facts about birth control methods.

3. To discuss current policies concerning the issues of birth con-
trol and sterilization.

4. To present facts about STDs.

SESSION 6 OVERVIEW

TOPIC

I. Decisions about Marriage
and Parenting

2. Facts About Birth Control
and Sterilization

3. Facts About SIDs

TYPE OF ACTIVITY PAGE

Discussion 124

Presentation 127

Presentation 128

-)
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I. DECISIONS ABOUT MARRIAGE AND PARENTING

Purpose To give parents a chance to discuss their feelings about
sexual relationships. marriage and parenting for their adult sons
and daughters. This session really concerns feelings about the ulti-
mate "letting go° experience and what implications these feelings
have for decision - making about these issues for both parents and
children.

Materials: Handouts for this session; Project Get Set videotape
(described later) or Une Sexualité a Vivre

TiiMC As needed

Procedure
1. Distribute the handout About Marriage and Parenting, I low to

Deade?

2. Ask the following questions:

In the story about !leather and Tim in Chapter 6, what point.s
stood out for you?

How easy/difficult would it be for you to let go in the way that
Dorothy and Jack did? How come?

How did Heather and Tam decide about parenting? What factors
were taken into consideration? Emphasize the time taken to teach
them decision - making skills.

What do you think about the points in the handout About
Marriage and Parenting: flow to Decide? !low do you feel about
the possibility of marriage/parenthood for your child?

What is your "bottom line" in terms of feeling comfortable about
a marriage of your son or daughter? That is, what skills must they
have, what supports need to be guaranteed?

3. now do you feel about the is.sues raised by the stories in
Chapter 6, of three young women making a decision about
unplanned pregnancy?

4_ Show Tape 3, Segment 3 from the Project Get Set tape series, in
which Dan discusses his feelings for a young woman. Ask for
comment.

( The Projea Get Set tapes were developed to train staff in group
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homes in Nova Scotia in the skills of group sexuality education.
They were developed with funding from a Health and Welfare
Canada project sponsored by CACI., N.S. Division. There are four
tapes. They depict relationship - building skills and illustrate the
PLISSIT model for giving sexual information to groups of adults
who have a mental handicap. Although intended only for staff
training purposes, parents of adults who participated in the
Maritime Parent Sexuality Education Project found them useful. The
tapes plus guidelines for their use can be obtained through
C.A.C.L., N.S. Division; P.E.I. A.C.L; and N.H. A.C.L. Sec references
at the end of this session. The tapes are to be used for parent or
staff training only )

ABouT MARRIAGE AND PARENTING: HOW TO DECIDE?
(Session 6, Handout *1)

A. What are some advantages and disadmmages cf marrime for
people who have a mental handicap?

Advantages:

They will have a companion who will prevent loneliness.

Their lives may be broadened from being involved with their
spouse's family.

They may have more freedom from family supervision and will be
free to choose their own activities.

They can express their sexuality as fully as they wish.

A greater sense of accomplishment, security, and self-confidence
may result from being loved and sharing the responsibilities
involved in the care of a home.

Disadvantages:

Sharing someone's life means sharing his or her problems. The
couple may be unable to cope with additional stresses.

One partner may have more needs than the spouse can cope with
on his or her own. If this is the case, the couple would be better
off with a supervised relationship.

314
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B. How can you assess whether or not your young adult: can sus-
tain a marriage? Here are some guidelines to follow

Is the love relationship based on respect and affection?

Are they able to cope with their problems?

Are they capable of carying on lasting relationships?

Are their expectations of marriage and of each other realistic?

Is at least one panne' able to take responsibility for home,
finances, birth control?

Are they able to control their emotions reasonably well?

Are there any special health problems which will cause problems
in their relationship?

Are there advocates available who are willing and able to give the
right kind of support when and if needed? (Session 6, Handoutel)

C. Questims to ask ourseives when ue are trying to determine
whether w e should support or discourage a marriage for our son or
daughter:

Arc we supporting the idea of marriage for unrealistic reasons or
for our own needs?

Do we want to make up for other deprivations our child has had
to endure?

Do wc want to give our child a companion?

Do we think marriage will make our child look more normal to
society?

Arc we not allowing our child to grow up?

Are we having difficulty accepting our child's sexuality?

Do we feel we have to be predominant in our child's life: are we
having difficulty letting go? If so, how come?

,
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D. Parenthood Is a responsthility not a right!

Here are some musts for adequate parenthood:

The ability to plan for the future - a day, a year, ten years.

Sound judgment and emotional maturity.

The ability to care for a child's health and provide proper nutrition.

The ability to provkle an atmosphere of intellectual simulation for
a child.

Willingness and ability to take responsibility constantly day by
day, hour by hour - for another person.

2. FAcirs mom BIRTH CONTROL AND STERILIZATION

Purposft
1. To present facts on birth control methods and sterilization.
2. To give parents an oppertunity to discuss their feelings about
the current laws about sterilization and their implications for their
own situation.

Materials: Articles on sterilization from Entourage (See Suggested
Reading at the end of this session.), Chapter 6, section on birth
control methods.

Tbne: As needed.

Procedure
This can take the form of a question and answer discussion.
Notes If you do not have a thorough knowledge about birth con-
trol and about the sterilization issue, invite the appropriate
resource people to present this session.

Discussion Points:

1. Which methods of birth control are most appropriate for my
son or daughter?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each method?

3 r.
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3. How can I decide whether or not my son or daughter needs
birth control?

4. How do I discuss birth control with my son or daughter?

5. What are your feelings about the current legislation about ster-
ilization? Emphasize the following points:

that people who learn well how to make decisions when they
are young, can, with proper counselling make an informed deci-
sion about sterilization.

that making a truly informed decision takes time; people need to
know that sterilization means no 'Abies ever; they need to know
what the procedure involves, etc.

3. FACIS ABOUT SIDS

Purproe: to acquaint interested parents with the facts about STDs
and of presenting the facts to their children.

Materials: Chapter 7 , Shared Feelings, CIRCLES (see references).

Time: As needed.

Procedure:
If you an not knowledgeable about STDs, invite a resource person
to present this section.

Discussion Points:

I. When do young people need this information?

2. Ilow can you give them the facts? (The CIRCLES program is
designed for adults who have a mental handicap. You could
show parts of it and ask parents if they think it would be a use-
ful resource for their children).

Summary of Session 6.
Review the Ladder concept from Session I, emphasizing that the
growth to maturity takes place one step at a time. Some people
will be able to develop all the skills needed to sustain a marriage;
others will not.
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For The Next Session:
Read Chapter &

What Parents Say About Session 6

Our son is 17. He seems so far from being able to consider
marriage. We cannot even speculate bow well feel ir be ever
wants this. We like the ladder idea, taizing one stcp at a time
and teacbingfirst things first.

As a parent 1 really mret not being able to decide about
sterilization. My son may want a relationship at some point
but be would never be able to parent.

As A9t4gb as it Is, 1 believe 1 do not bave the right to decide
about sterilization for my add.

Suggested Reading

Rioux, M. (1987). The right to control one's own body: A look at
the °Eves' decision. Entourage, Winter, 1987, 2 (1), 26 - 31.

Endicott, 0. (1987). All about sEves. Entourage, Winter, 1987, 2 (1),
21 - 24.

Vogel, P. (1987). The right to parent. Entourage, Winter, 1987, 2
(1), 33 - 39.

Videotapes

Project Get S.E. T. Tapes available from:

CA.C.L. Nova Scotia Division, 83 Portland St., Dartmouth, N.S.,
B2Y 3115

New Brunswick A.C.L., 86 York Si, 2nd Floor, Fredericton, N.B,
E3B 3N5

Prince Edward Island A.C.1-, 171 Hillsboro St., Charlottetown, P.E1
CM 4

tine Sexualite fallivre. (1983). Available from:

:3
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Le Centre de Communication en Sante Mentale de L'Ilevital Riviere
de Prairies, 7070 Blvd. Perras, Montreal, P.Q. HIE IA4

Adults who have a mental handicap discuss their choices of
lifestyle, being single, being married, choosing not to have chil-
dren. The tape includes a discussion of false beliefs about sexuality
and mental handicap.



Session 7
SEXUAL ABUSE

This session presents facts about sexual abuse. It also helps parents
review everythirg they have covered in the sessions and reflect on
what the program has meant to them.

OBJECTIVES

I. To present facts about sexual abuse.

2. To review concepts covered in the program that help kids
become less vulnerable to sexual abuse.

3. To reflect on the meaning of the program to parents.

4. To discuss the question: Where do we go from here?

SESSION 7 OVERVIEW

TOPIC TYPE OF ACTIVITY PAGE

I. Fact and Fancy About Sexual
Assault of Children Quiz 132

2. What Have We Learned,
What Will We Do With
What We Learned2
Where do We Go From Here? Discussion

3. Closing: Taking Care of
Ourselves Discussion

3 )
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1. FACE AND FANCY ABour sEcum. &VAULT OF CHILDREN

Purpose To provide a quick and interesting way to cover impor-
tant facts about the issue of sexual abuse.

Materials: Quiz: Fact and Fancy About Sexual Assault .

lime As needed.

Procedure:
1. Begin with a brief review of concepts discussed in the sessions.
Say something like 'You're already helping your child be less vul-
nerable to sexual abuse by using the teaching ideas in Shared
Nelings. Let's review briefly what the skills are that can help some-
one become less vulnerable to sexual exploitation".

List parents' suggestions on newsprint.

developing self - esteem: learning to make decisions, express-
ing one's own ideas and opinions; learning about feelings;
becoming assettive

learning social skills: learning to make conversation; solving
the 'who to hug" question.

learning sexual Information: about bodies and feelings; about
" public and private"; about sexual feelings.

2. Distribute the quizzes. Read each statement and ask parents to
respond true or false. Discuss each question. Explanations for all of
the answers can be found in Chapter 8.

(Answers: 1. T, 2. T, 3. F, 4. T, 5.F, 6. T, 7. T, 8. F, 9. F, 10. T, 11. T,
12. T.)

3. Ask:
What points in Chapter 8 had meaning for you? Which would you
like to discuss?
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Points to stress; Use the information from Chapter 8 to discuss
each point.

1. It is unrealistic to expect children to prevent sexual abuse just
by teaching them to say °No*. We can, however, give them
enough confidence to tell us when it happens. What needs to
happen to prevent people from molesting others in the first
place? S e e pages 147 - 148.

2. What are the signs that someone may have been sexually
abuse& See pages 149 - 150.

3. How should you respond if your child tells you about sexual
abuse? It is very important to say "l'm glad you told me; 1
beliew you; a's not yourfauli; he dki something wrong". I Iow
come? So neither you nor your child feel blame. See page 157.

4. What should you do if you suspect sexual abuse? Report to
Family and Char:non is Services or cbad Welfare Agency. See
page 157.

5. How can you respond if your adult son or daughter tells you
sThe has been coerced into sexual activity by a friend? What
might they be feeling? Confusion! See pgges 163 165.

6. When should you consider professional counselling to deal
with the abuse? Don't try handling this yourself Get help for
your child and yowself to deal with yourfeelings and hers Get
help to deal with difficult behaviour that may result from the
abuw. Get help and suppon while awaiting court proceedings.
See pages 153 - 159.

7. How can we as parents achieve a balance between giving a
positive message about sexuality while at the same time, help-
ing our kids avoid being abused'

Use the PIJSS1T model for communicating about bodies and
feelings.

Stress who the people are in the child'S life that be can get
bugs from.

Teach about "okay " and "not okay" touch, bow to say "No"
as matter cf factly as you would teach about crassing the
street.

3 )d)
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Remember that although all tbe teaching tips in the book can
he#) someone be las vulnerable to abuse, they also help a child
become a ser assured adult whofeels good about herseg
Thaa a good goal all by itseV, isnl

Manning Notes:

You may wish to invite a social worker from Family and
Children's Services to discuss this issue if parents are interested in
information about sexual abuse investigations and treatment of
survivors of sexual abuse.

The issue of sexual abuse can trigger strong emotions. The edu-
cators for the Maritime Smality Education Project found that
some mothers in their groups had been sexually abused as chil-
dren. Others had children who had been sexually abused. Some
parents were in the midst of long painful investigations and court
proceedings. A few had to deal with the shock of realizing, dur-
ing a group discussion of symptoms of abuse that their child may
be a victim of sexual abuse.

As a parent working with other parents, what is your role and
the role of the group when painful disclosures surface?
Remember our rule of thumbe When you are out of your depth,
refer. Look at the PLISSIT model for guidance. Here's what you
can do as a group:

P You can listen with empathy as a parent shares some of her
feelings. That must bave been very painftdforyou. What you
are feeling is okay. However it is not your job to help her sort
out all her feelings in the group. See suggestion under IT.

LI You can give a little information. This is not your fault. Feeling
guilty is common. However none of what happened is your
fault.

SS One mother related some unusual behaviour of her daughter.
The group suggested she talk to Family and Children's Services.
The group leader checked with her later in the week to see if
she had been able to follow up on this suggestion.

Another mother described some very painful feelings connect-
ed with her ovirn abuse as a child, These feelings had become
very intense when she discovered that her daughter had been

J. tj
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sexually assaulted, so intense she had trouble giving support to
her daughter without feeling overwhelmed. The group helped
reassure her that her feelings were understandable, that asking
for professional counselling was good and important, not a
sign of weakness as she thought. Given the intensity of her tur-
moil the group limder suggested she contact a family coun-
selling agency for help.

IT It is not the role of the group to suggest how a parent might
deal with her own pain. Nor is it up to the group to suggest
how she deal with her child's fears and behaviour& This
requires professional therapy. The mother described above was
referred for therapy. You can say Ibis sounds like a very pain-
ful time forwu. There a lot to son ow. What you are sharing
would be imporranifor a counsellor to be p you witk"

Of course, most group members will not have had such personal
experience with sexual abuse. This session will give them a height-
ened awareness of the issues. It is important to mention that as
parents, we must strike a balance between being alert to the need
for instruction about sexual abuse and giving children positive
messages about their bodies and feelings in a relaxed way. This is
a tricky balance to achieve. Parents are often anxious enough
about their child's sexuality without reinforcing that anxiety by
talking about how common sexual abuse isf. Too much anxiety can
lead to too many "don'ts" and too much supervision. As Chapter 8
states, if we always teach no hugging and touching, "well have a
child who &fearful and mistrustfid of others and fronically,
uncomfortable with his own body! (pg. 147)"
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FAcT AND FANCY Asour SEXUAL ASSAULT
(Session 7, HandoutiP1)

Put a T for true or an F for false in the space beside each statement.

_1. One in 4 - 5 girls and 1 in 10 boys are sexually assaulted
before the age of 18,

_2. Most sexual offendets are known to the victim.

_3. Sexual assault is a spontaneous act brought on by
uncontrollable sexual desire.

Most abusers don't use force.

_5. Children and adults who have a mental handicap often
make up stories about sexual abuse.

_6. Sexual assault involves a broad range of sexual acts.

_7. Of all those charged with sexual assault, a higher propor-
tion have a mental handicap.

_8. Most sexual assaults on boys are committed by
homosexuals.

Children may provoke sexual assault by adults by acting
seductively.

_10. It is normal for children to be sexually attracted to their
parents and other adults.

_11. The vast majority of sexual assaults occur in the homes of
the victim or offender.

_12. It is normal for parents to be sexually attracted to their
children.
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2. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED? WHAT WILL WE DO WITH
WHAT WE LEARNED? WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Purpose to reflect on the meaning of the program to parents.

Materials: newsprint, marker

Time: 20 minutes

Procedure
1. Review the expectations that parents listed at the beginning of

the program. Have them point out how much they have
accomplished. This assessment is very affirming. It helps par-
ents appreciate how hard they have worked together as a
group. They can congratulate themselves on a job well done!

2. Ask parents to reflect on what they have learned during the
program. There are many ways to facilitate this discussion.
Here is one su estion:

Ask each parent in turn to complete some of the following unfin-
ished sentences. Have them share their responses verbally with the
group-

The most important thing I learned was

I will act on what I learned by

I tried helping my child learn
The result was-

1 didn't think I could
discovered that

i didn't think my child could
I discovered that

3. Ask: Where do we go from here? You could discuss how they
could set up a support system so that parents could support
each other and obtain assistance when needed. Some groups in
the Maritime Parent Sexuality Education Project felt that after
six or seven or eight sessions, they had only just begun. They
wanted to continue.

:3 f;
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Notft If you would like Information about how the Maritime Parent
Sexuality Education Project set up mechanisms for ensuring contin-
uing support and information networks, contact the following

C.A.C.L. Nova Scotia Division
83 Portland St.
Dartmouth, N.S. B2Y 3H5
902 - 469 - 1174

Prince Edward Island A.L.L.
171 Hillsboro St.
Charlottetown, P.E.1. C1A 4W8
902 - 566 - 4844

New Brunswick A.C.L.
86 York Si, 2nd floor
Fredericton, N.B. E3B 3N5
506 458 - 8866

3. CLOSING: TAKING CARE OF OURSELVES

Purposes to remind parents of the message of Chapter 1, checking
in often with themselves, with one another if they have a partner..
How are we doing, we two?

Materials: newsprint, marker

Time 10 minutes

Procedure
I. On newsprint, draw a circle with four quadrants, as follows.
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2 Say something like: "Each of us requires balance in our lives in
order to function well and feel good about ourselves. It is impor-
tant to divide our time so that no one of these four quadrants is
empty for too long. If, for Instance, we aren't getting enough soli-
tude or Intimacy and we are doing too much work, certain tell-tale
signs let us know something needs to change. Can you think of
some such signs? " Write their suggestions on newsprint. Include
the foliowing:

a. tired all the time

b. impatient, short attention span

C. not being able to give to others

d.

C.

f.

8-

h.

difficulty making eye contact

too many physical symptoms such as backache, headache

too many negative thoughts

less enthusiasm

feeling stressed and anxious

"If you recognize yourself, it's time to take stock. Let's think of
ways you can make time to fill those empty spaces.*

This is a good opportunity to brainstorm ways for getting their per-
sonal needs met. Perhaps some of the points discussed in Chapter
I will help.

Close with the following (Optional. Some groups like this closure.)

"Let me tell you a story. It goes like this.

"Once there was a man who took a long journey. lie walked until
he came to a crossroads where the path diverged to the left and to
the right into a forest. He chose one path and after a time, came to
a clearing. There he saw a strange sight. Twelve people were seat-
ed around a large cauldron of soup. Each person held a ten-foot
long wooden spoon which was dipped into the soup. Everyone
was silent and appeared very sad. The traveller inquired 'Why are

3 I
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you all so unhappy?' The group replied 'We have a large cauldron
of soup and spoons to eat it, but our spoons are too long and we
cannot feed ourselves.'

The man was distxessed by this :Ind decided to leave the place. He
returned to the crossroads and ventured down the other path.
Once again, he came to a clearing in the form. Again, he saw
twelve people seated around a similar cauldron of soup. And
again, each person held a ten-foot long wooden spoon dipped into
the soup. But something was very different. These people were
laughing and talking; they looked happy and joyful. The man was
puzzled. How was it, he wondered, that they seemed so cheerful?
They had a similar cauldron of soup and the same ten-fooi long
wooden spoons dipped into it. 'How is it', he asked, `that you are
enjoying yourselves so? You seem so content.' Came the reply: We
are feeding each other?

liassidic proverb

What Parents Say About Session 7

Our discussion about saual abuse rcaly made us think.
We're more aware of bow important it is for our son to
learn to make his own decisions. Now we give him a lot
mom choices about what be does or does not want to do .

Beforr this program I didn't think my daughter could learn
wry much about anything. SW does not talk. I decided to
start with first things first, teaching her about feelings and
about her body. She can now point to every part of her body,
includirw the sexual parts, when I name them. She smiles
and is so pleased. So am

3 4
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The G. Allan Roeher Institute
Canada's National Institute for the Study of Public Policy
Weals* Persons with an Intellectual Impairment

The G. Allan Roeher Institute has two major goals:
to identify and anticipate future trends that will support the pres-
ence, participation, self-determination and contribution of per-
sons with an intellectual impairment in their communities;
to foster the exchange of ideas leading to new ways of thinking
about persons with an intellzetual impairment.

The Institute conducts, sponsors and publishes research in a wide
range of areas, with a major focus on public policy and funding,
on studies of innovative social programs and on the development
of policy alternatives. It offers training programs and workshops
across Canada on topics such as integrated education, post sec-
ondary education, leisure, employment, and alternatives to intru-
sive methods of behaviour modification. Through its Information
Services, which include a library, a book and film distribution ser-
vice, and a computer accessible information system, The Institute
provides up-to-date information to the public, professionals and
community groups. The Institute also publishes the quarterly maga-
zine entourage.

The G. Allan Roeher Institute is sponsored by the Canadian
Association for Community Living, a voluntary organization bring-
ing together over 400 local and twelve provincial and territorial
associations working on behalf of persons with an intellectual
impairment.

For more information about The G. Allan Roeher Institute , please
contact us at:

Kinsmen Building. York University. 4700 Keele Street.
North York, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3 (416) 661-9611
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Selected Publications of
The G. Allan Roeher Institute
entourne is a quarterly bilingual magazine that looks at how peo-
ple with mental handicaps can be supported by the community to
live, learn, work, and have fun in the community, entourage
includes the most cunrent information on issues and upcoming
events, and provides the mo.q comprehensive way of keeping in
touch with what's happening in the lives of individuals with a men-
tal handicap.

Sabscriptions: $18 Canadian $20 foreign (1 year)
$32 Canadian $36 foreign (2 years)
$48 Canadian $52 foreign (3 years)

Vulnerable Sexual Abuse and People with an Intellectual
Handicap,1988

The Pursuit of Leisure: Enriching the Lives of People Who Have
a Disability, 1989 (second edition)

Leisure Connections: Enabling People With a Disability Lead
Richer Lives in the Community, 1989

The Power of Positive Linkinv How Families Can Empower
People Who Have a Mental Handicap Through Mutual Support
Groups, 1989

Making Friends: Developing Relationships Between People With
Disabilities and Other Members of the Community, 1990

Poor Places: Disability-Related Residential and Support Services,
1990

literacy and Labels: A Look at Literacy Policy and People With a
Mental Handicap, 1990

The Power to Choose: An Examination of Service Brokerage and
Individualized Funding as Implemented by the Community Living
Society. 1990

For more information please contact,

The G. Allan Roeher Institute
Kinsmen Building. York University. 4700 Keele Street.
North York, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3
Telephone: (416) 661-9611
Far: (416) 661-5701
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